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LECTORI SALUTEM
The Growth o f  the Faculty Tree pictures 50 years of development of the natural sciences at 
Radboud University Nijmegen's Faculty of Science. This tale of progress in understanding 
may be seen as a tribute to the ingenuity and tenacity of the hum an mind testing elegant 
theory with clever experiments -  in the way of Huygens' adage experientia ac ratione. At 
the same time, modesty is in order when we compare our current understanding with 
the big questions tha t are at the heart of the research programs of the seven research 
institutes tha t make up this Faculty. Among the most daunting questions tha t they 
pursue are the origin of life and the nature of consciousness. While we have gained a 
deep understanding of particles at the femtoscale level and have produced our elegant 
“standard model,” we still do no t grasp how it comes tha t such lifeless m atter can 
shape itself into abstract thought. Modesty is moreover required as we do not know 
whether the hum an mind will ever come to find the answer to this question; but also 
the determination to muster all our resources to unravel it, and other equally difficult 
questions such as the (dis)continuous nature of space-time, the understanding of 
gravity in terms of information, or the origin and fate of the universe, and of mankind...
More than  ever since Nijmegen's Faculty of Science first began its endeavour do the 
various disciplines -  mathematics, information science, physics and astronomy, 
chemistry, and biology -  mutually understand their respective languages, attempting 
to attack the big questions in a concerted effort. Gradually, potentially polemical 
distinctions such as “soft versus hard natural sciences” or “living versus dead natural 
sciences” have lost their sting and have made place for genuine collaboration and 
a shared sense of urgency, as is shown by the interdisciplinary nature of our seven 
research institutes.
The chapters presented in this book relate the birth, growth and coming of age of 
science in Nijmegen. They differ in their perspectives and m irror the individual authors' 
views. Most of them  are scientists, educators and administrators who have contributed 
to the formidable growth of the Faculty Tree and have laboured at the roots of its 
success. The stories sketch a Faculty and a University that have developed into an 
international, professional playing ground for science and education, for people with 
foresight, ambition and a motivation for the pursuit of scientific research, who are 
united in their quest to understand nature around us and within us and are eager to 
attract the most brilliant minds by their teaching and to put their findings to the benefit 
of society. The volume's editors have done a great job in bringing about this volume, and 
I wish the reader much pleasure in finding out about the journeys of discovery th a t have 
led to today's Faculty, which is proud of the multitude of ground-braking discoveries 
that have so far taken place on its premises and looks forward to the challenges that lie 
ahead.
Jan Kuijpers
Dean of the Faculty of Science 
Nijmegen, 2 0  July 2010
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Preface: On the Faculty Tree, the Branches of 
Science, and the Mosaic of Memory
Christoph Lüthy
In the early afternoon of 26 September 1957, the day of the official foundation of 
Nijmegen University's Faculty of Science, Professor Hans Ferdinand Linskens planted 
a young tree in  fron t of the Faculty's first, provisional building on Kapittelweg. This 
tree, the so-called Faculty Tree, was a Metasequoia glyptostroboides, a fast-growing 
redwood of Chinese provenance th a t can grow to 60 meters in  height.
In due time, the provisional building was abandoned, as the Faculty moved to the 
other side of the Heyendaalseweg, and it nowadays serves as the Huisartsenpost. 
Surprisingly enough, the Faculty Tree moved along w ith the Faculty. In fact, it was 
replanted several times.
But the tree did no t only have to undergo various relocations, bu t it was also subject 
to attacks by hungry rabbits, tortured by particularly harsh winters, and seemed at 
some po in t so close to death th a t it was secretly replaced by a new one. However, the 
original tree m iraculously recovered in the Botanical Garden. For all these reasons, 
the first generation of scientists at the new Faculty regarded this tree a suitable 
m etaphor for their institution: it was “vital, elastic w ith its soft needles, always hit 
anew by bad luck and weather, bu t indestructible!”1
The Faculty Tree now stands, tall and proud, between the new and equally imposing 
Huygens Building, which was opened by Q ueen Beatrix in May, 2007, and the 
lotus-shaped G oudsm it Pavilion of 2005, in  which the Faculty's nuclear magnetic 
resonance research is carried out. It is quite evident that, despite all the tempests, the 
tree and its Faculty have both  developed magnificently over the past fifty years. This 
happy circum stance explains the existence of this festive book as well as its title.
W hile in hum an  life, im portan t jubilees are often celebrated w ith a small adm ixture 
of regret about the fast passage of time, institutions, w hen successful, tend to 
celebrate themselves w ith unabashed pride, com paring their curren t strength with 
their week beginnings and wildly projecting their growth into an  even m ore glorious 
future. Research institu tions like Nijmegen's Faculty of Science, used as they are to 
the business of looking forward w hen m aking strategic plans and applying for funds, 
and backward w hen writing research reports and evaluations, have a particular way 
of com m em orating their jubilees: they use tem poral landm arks as benchm arks, as it 
were, and thus as m om ents in which to assess w hat has gone well and w hat hasn't, 
to map successes and compare them  to the evolution of science elsewhere in the 
country or the world.
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Figure 1: O ne o f  the several acts o f  replanting the Faculty Tree. (Source: Faculty Photographic Services). For the 
original p lan ting  o f  the tree in 1957, see the inside o f  the book cover and figure 1 in the chapter on Ecology
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Figure 2: The Faculty Tree in 2010 . (Photo D ick van A alst)
The same was true for the 50-year jubilee of the Faculty of Science of Radboud 
University Nijmegen. It was felt th a t half a century of scientific research and 
education required a protracted m om ent of reflection. And so, in the week of 8 
October 2007, the Faculty celebrated its im portan t birthday, w ith num erous events, 
lectures, and presentations.
But celebrations are short-lived, and its built-in  m om ents of reflection are quickly 
forgotten. For this reason, the jubilee's organizers -  the so-called “Lustrum 
C om m ittee” -  convinced the Faculty Board of the desirability of a commemorative 
volume. The Dean, Professor Jan Kuijpers, warmly embraced this suggestion. 
However, from  the very beginning, it was clear th a t no salaried historian  would be 
hired in  to write the Faculty's history. Given the notew orthy size of the Faculty, the 
m ultiplication of the scientific disciplines across the decades of its existence, and 
the tem pestuous and complex history of its chairs, departm ents, sub-faculties and 
institutes, any professional historian  would have needed years of archival research 
to write such a history. Moreover, it was unclear w hat type of reader would have 
wanted to read the resulting historical tome.
The alternative th a t was chosen was to ask prom inent scientists to narrate the 
history of their scientific fields since 1957. The idea was to produce a book w ritten 
by Nijmegen scientists for their colleagues and their (form er) students, and for all
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Figure 3: In  October, 2007, in celebration o f  its jubilee, the Faculty organized a spade o f  activities, including  
an “Open D ay." This picture shows Jan Gerritsen (Scanning Probe M icroscopy) managing to impress three 
generations at once. (Photo D ick van Aalst)
those in  the world of higher education and science policy-making th a t are interested 
in the way in which science evolves and experiences the conditions under which 
it labors. The coordination and production of th is book was entrusted to two 
professional historians of science. The first, W im  Thijssen, is profoundly acquainted 
w ith the history of the Faculty, being the au tho r of the first jubilee book of 1985 
and having taught at the Faculty un til his retirem ent in  2008.2 The other, Christoph 
Lüthy, was appointed in  the jubilee year 2007 as the Faculty's professor in the 
history of science, and thus had to dem onstrate his usefulness.
It is evident th a t the m ain charm  of such a book also constitutes its m ain danger: 
if the protagonists are allowed to tell their own story, it is clear th a t objective 
detachm ent and historical accuracy cannot possibly be the chief criteria by which to 
judge their tales. However, one will obtain lively histories th a t reflect the passions, 
am bitions, trium phs and delusions of the authors themselves and the disciplines 
they represent. Moreover, one will also hear m uch more about the genuine business 
of conducting scientific research and teaching, about discoveries and breakthroughs, 
apparatus and research strategies, scientific hopes and financial frustrations, th an  if 
an  h istorian had been asked to describe the evolution of the Faculty as a whole from 
the po in t of view of the archival evidence.
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This, then, dear reader, is the result of the Faculty of Science's experim ental 
approach to the act of com m em orating its own history. Rather th an  representing 
the official history of the Faculty, this book contains a collection of histories, which 
in tu rn  are constituted by num erous stories. As such, this volume cannot aim  at 
completeness -  m any persons are no t m entioned and m any tales rem ain untold. 
Moreover, although all authors received an  identical set of general instructions, 
each of them  interpreted these instructions in different and often idiosyncratic 
ways. The result is, if you wish, quite hom ogeneous in  its striking heterogeneity. 
Some scientist-authors have focused on the scientific research in  which they or their 
predecessors have been engaged, while others have put the emphasis on the political 
circum stances in  w hich their departm ents developed, on the strategic decisions 
th a t were taken, or on the staff members th a t characterized a given epoch. Some 
authors have attem pted to do justice to the history of their departm ent since the 
1950s, spending long days in the archives and digging up old photos and docum ents 
from  forgotten shoeboxes. O thers, in tu rn , have preferred to depict the story of 
their respective disciplines in rough brush strokes, emphasizing recent successes at 
the expense of the more m odest prehistory. Certain authors have claimed a central 
place for themselves, whereas others have reduced themselves to a shadow. Finally, 
a num ber of disciplines have found it easier to weave individual memories into a 
collective tale, while others have found the backward glance to be painful -  in  a 
couple of cases too painful to render a contribution  to this volume possible.
This book has tu rned  into a highly colorful mosaic made up of m em ory pieces. 
W here no m em ory was available, or where memories were suppressed, no piece 
was consequently added to the mosaic. And yet, if this book is m ore th an  a mere 
collection of recollections, this has m uch to do w ith its first part, which aims to 
provide some overarching analysis. The first and m ost extensive chapter, w ritten 
by W im  Thijssen, narrates the fifty-year evolution of the Faculty as a structure 
th a t is precariously squeezed in  between the requests of national and university 
government, on the one hand, and the needs of the various scientific departm ents 
and disciplines, on the o ther hand. The subsequent three chapters explain in tu rn  
the evolution of teaching at Nijmegen's Faculty of Science, the history of the 
building program  and the technical services, and the role of large technological 
infrastructures.
These general them es are followed by a trea tm ent of the various disciplines. The 
order in which the chapters are organized follows roughly the scale from  the living 
to the non-living, from  biology through chem istry and physics to astronomy, w ith 
m athem atics and com puter science dem arcating the border regions of w hat may still 
legitimately be called natural science. The first discipline th a t is addressed, however, 
is philosophy, as the dom ain of reflection th a t quietly echoes the conviction of the 
Catholic founders of the Faculty and still represents one of the hallm arks of the 
Nijmegen-type of educational program.
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Figure 4: Professor Andreas van M elsen designed the sym bol o f  the Faculty o f  Science, w hich  can still be admired 
on the Rector's ceremonial chain. The triangle stands fo r m athem atics; the tetrahedron fo r physics: and the w avy  
su n  a t the border fo r astronom y. The letter C, as the symbol o f  carbon, represents both chem istry and biology
Figure 5: Professor van M elsen’s w orld-view  becomes 
even clearer fro m  his ex libris, w hich he glued into the 
books o f  his extensive library. C hem istry -  his own  
discipline -  is represented by the instrum en ts in the 
back chamber, w hile the interior architecture, the cross 
on the wall, the v is ta  on Utrecht's cathedral tower, the 
m em ento m ori o f  the skull, and the book stand have 
a decidedly Catholic, alm ost monastic, ring to it. The 
L atin  quotation in the open book is from  Averroes’ 
com m entary on A ristotle 's Physics, book VI, and is 
about the theory o f  m inim a. This passage played an  
im portan t role in Van M elsen's fam ous book, From 
A tom os to A to m  (D utch , 1949; English, 1952)
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The tree image in  the title and on  the book cover is fitting for more reasons than  
the one m entioned earlier. Sure, the symbolically charged Faculty Tree provides a 
convenient pretext for this them atic choice, as its age m irrors th a t of the Faculty 
and its impressive actual size represents the m agnificent evolution of the jubilant 
institu tion  whose foundation it com m em orates. But since Antiquity, the tree has 
also been a scientific symbol of tim e (as in the ancestorial tree) and of logical 
interdependence (as in  the stem m a) -  and often of both at once. To the degree tha t 
new scientific disciplines are recent twigs on older branches -  biochemistry, n an o ­
physics or environm ental science being typical examples of such a branching-off
-  they possess an  historical pedigree and a logical relation to the rest of the tree of 
science. The collection of disciplinary histories contained in  this book dem onstrates 
the fifty-year process of branching very well. However, the tree form  th a t emerges 
w hen one more seriously reflects upon the often violent pruning, cutting and 
grafting th a t has been going on as well as the forceful growth in one direction and 
the painful death in  another, will certainly n o t resemble the Faculty's metasequoia, 
bu t possibly an  old weathered apple tree, or maybe even more clearly th a t famous 
structure th a t D arwin drew w hen first th inking of evolution, about which there has 
recently been some ardent debate at to w hether it qualifies as a tree of life, w ith a 
predom inant direction of growth, or rather as a coral.
Figure 6: Charles D arw in 's 1837 sketch o f  
speciation, in N otebook B
If there is any lesson th a t the collection of the present chapters manages to provide, 
th en  it is this: a flourishing institu tion  like Nijmegen's Science Faculty is the result 
of a p lethora of brave and highly intelligent decisions, a t the level of research, 
education and m anagem ent, taken under mostly unplanned  circumstances, w ith the 
winds blowing once from  here and once from  there. After all, the ebbing and flowing 
of available funding, of student num bers, of scientific fashions and fads, of public 
interest or aversion, and, n o t least, of globally operating scientific developments 
render long-term  planning impossible, and th ru s t all the decisional weight on 
flexible and highly adaptive short- and m id-term  planning.
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The publication of this volume has also required m uch flexibility, on the part of 
authors and editors alike. We would like to thank  the Dean and the Faculty Board 
for their support, the authors for their willingness to in terrup t their o ther activities 
for this unusual assignm ent, and Ton Rijken for wonderfully m anaging the logistical 
aspects of this enterprise and reinforcing the editorial team  so valiantly throughout 
the protracted process of producing th is book.
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Notes
1 Linskens, “De Faculteitsboom," in W &  N Bulletin, no 24, May 1983. Quoted from W.Th.M. Thijssen, Genesis van een 
fa cu lteit: de oprichting en opbouw van de Faculteit der Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschappen aan de Katholieke Universiteit 
Nijmegen (Nijmegen, 1985), 129-30.
2 See footnote 1 for the title of the first Lustrum Boek by Wim Thijssen.
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The First Five Decades of the Faculty of Science 
of Radboud University Nijmegen
W im  Thijssen
The University and therefore also the Faculty o f  Science have staggered through crises o f  
culture, oil, economics, budgets, government, image and the environment, surrounded and 
chased by the political phraseology o f  the day.
Professor Jan Steggerda (1997)
The natural sciences develop according to an  inheren t dynamics, driven as they are 
by questions th a t arise from  both  research and theory form ation. But the speed and 
direction of this developm ent are to a great degree defined by external factors. The 
speed is determ ined, a t the m ost basic level, by the personal and m aterial m eans 
th a t are available for research. The direction in which research develops is, in  turn, 
determ ined by the degree to which financial support is made to depend on expected 
gains. External influence is even m ore powerful in  cases where m oney is allocated 
only on condition th a t subsidized research addresses issues of perceived societal 
relevance. A m axim um  of external influence and interference is reached where 
applications for funding are only honoured where research proposals fit national or 
European program mes aiming to enhance the social and economic conditions of 
society at large.
The foundation  of the Faculty of Science in 1957 fell into a period of transition, 
which saw the replacem ent of the classical professorial university (where the exercise 
of science could still be idealized as a disinterested search for the as-yet-unknown) 
by “an organization for the production and transfer of scientific knowledge, which 
has to function and prove itself in a m arket th a t is largely oriented towards the 
socio-economic utility of knowledge.”1 According to Professor O sm und Schreuder, 
from  w hom  this quote is taken, it is n o t surprising th a t such a u tilitarian  vision 
of science m ust lead to a rationalization of the organizations in which scientific 
knowledge is produced and disseminated.
The history of the Faculty of Science illustrates this development well. From the 
very beginning, it had to deal w ith public authorities th a t sought to render higher 
education more efficient and bring it closer to societal dem ands. As a consequence, 
the young Faculty was forced through a series of reorganizations that, slowly but 
inevitably, reinforced the governm ental grip on research and teaching at universities, 
w ith the aim  of increasing their societal relevance and utility. At some tim e in the 
1980s, the idea th a t the research and teaching conducted at universities was vital 
for society was ennobled by the term s “knowledge society” (kennissamenleving) 
and “knowledge econom ics” (kenniseconomie) -  term s th a t in tu rn  legitimated 
governm ent supervision and steering.
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In the following, I shall a ttem pt to describe how the Faculty of Science has evolved 
in the context of these external forces. It will quickly appear th a t from  the very 
beginning, everything w ent som ewhat differently th an  had been envisioned in the 
Faculty's various strategic plans, despite all the figures and quantitative data on 
which these relied. Still, even under sometimes adverse circumstances, the Faculty's 
am bition to provide research and teaching of in ternational standards routinely led to 
decisions th a t m ade the best of the given situation. The am bition of generations of 
researchers to contribute to the developm ent of their respective disciplines in ways 
th a t would m eet w ith the approval of colleagues here and elsewhere has succeeded in 
m aintain ing the overall perform ance of the Faculty at more th an  respectable levels. 
The chapters collected in this book testify to this success.
In the context of this introduction, it is however necessary to say a word about 
the role of faculties w ith in  the organization of scientific research and teaching. 
Traditionally, universities were no t m uch more th an  federations of autonom ous 
faculties, whereby the faculties represented the essential m anagem ent level, whose 
autonom y in m atters of research and teaching was supreme. The university's 
governing board had no more th an  coordinating, legal and representational 
functions, and it clearly was no t expected to interfere w ith the faculties' 
responsibilities.2 During the pioneering years of the Faculty of Science, its first 
director, Dr. C hrist Aarts, repeatedly defended its independence and autonom y vis-à- 
vis the university's governing board, insisting th a t the Faculty knew its own strength, 
weaknesses, and needs better th an  anyone else.3 But the developments w ent precisely 
in the opposite direction: the more the central governm ent arrogated to itself a 
steering and supervisory role in the dom ain of higher education, the more did the 
universities' governing boards (as the m inistry 's legal partners and interlocutors) 
gain authority  over the faculties. By 1992, the direct interference of university's 
governing board had grown to such an extent th a t the dean of the Faculty of Law, 
Professor Tijn K ortm ann, felt th a t the freedom of teaching and research was in 
serious danger.4
Conspicuously enough, however, a similar fight over competencies and autonom y 
took place also w ith in  the Faculty of Science itself. After all, the Faculty was -  and 
still is -  no unity, bu t a com position of very different disciplines, composed in tu rn  
by very different sections, which are m ade up of equally heterogeneous research 
groups. For this reason, tensions and frictions are felt at each level, whenever the 
next higher level questions respective competencies and authority. From the start, 
the particularity of the situation at Nijmegen's Faculty of Science had to do w ith the 
choice to bundle adm inistration, services and facilities centrally and to place them  
under the supervision of the Faculty's director. Inevitably, this centralization had to 
lead to controversies. Particularly for the first generation of academics, accustomed 
as they were to the professor's supreme authority  of his laboratory, it proved difficult 
to get accustom ed to this new type of regime. Professor Hans Ferdinand Linskens, 
the first professor of botany, was very explicit in nam ing the perceived problems with 
centralization. For Linskens, as for others, the laboratory constituted the working 
u n it where all responsibility for teaching and research had to lie. For this reason, the 
scientific and technical staff, the m aterial facilities and the instrum ents on which 
the good functioning of the laboratory depended had to be pu t under the direct
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supervision of the professor-director, who had to possess the relevant decisional 
powers. In brief, the laboratory, no t the Faculty, constituted the organic u n it of 
science. But this rebellion against the threatening loss of autarky was doomed to 
fail; the model of the professor-director, lord over his institute, was passé. Still, the 
concentration of policy-making and m anagem ent tasks at the level of the Faculty 
board, and notably in the hands of the Faculty's director, never w ent w ithout protest 
and tensions.
In this chapter, I shall briefly retrace the developm ent of the Faculty up to the 
form ation of the new research and teaching institutes at the beginning of the new 
m illennium . Today, both  teaching and research are placed under the governance 
of institutes th a t function  according to economic business models, each w ith a 
director at its helm  who is responsible for the staff and the m aterial means, the 
work program mes as well as for the results obtained. W ith this model, the Faculty 
has entered a new phase whose eventual success can, however, n o t yet been gauged. 
It is, for example, quite possible th a t as a consequence of the notew orthy autonom y 
of the institutes in m atters of program ming, finance, m anagem ent and policy 
making, the role of the Faculty will slowly be reduced to th a t of a coordinating 
organ. It is even imaginable th a t the Faculty itself will in the long ru n  tu rn  ou t to 
be a redundant m anagem ent level. The question thus emerges as to w hether the 
university of the past, which was composed of faculties, will in the future become a 
university composed of institutes.
Note that all organs and structures named in this story have changed their composition 
and name. In order not to hamper the legibility of this text, the details of these changes 
are here passed over in silence. However, the most im portant transformations deserve to 
be mentioned.
• The Ministry of Education, Art and Science (Ministerie van Onderwijs, Kunsten en 
Wetenschappen, OK&W) was 1965 renamed Ministry of Education and Science 
(Ministerie van Onderwijs en Wetenschappen, OW); and in 1994 Ministry of 
Education, Culture and Science (Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap, 
OCW).
• The Roman Catholic University Nijmegen (Roomsch Katholieke Universiteit 
Nijmegen) became in 1961 the Foundation Catholic University Nijmegen (Stichting 
Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen) and in 2004 the Radboud University Nijmegen.
• The Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences (Faculteit Wis- en Natuurkunde) 
changed its Dutch name in 1961 into Faculteit Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschappen. 
From 1989 to 1998, mathematics and computer science formed a Faculty of 
Mathematics and Computer Science (Faculteit Wiskunde en Informatica), which was 
separate from the Faculty of Science (Faculteit Natuurwetenschappen). In 1998, the 
two faculties merged once more, forming today's Faculty of Science, Mathematics and 
Computer Science (Faculteit Natuurwetenschappen, Wiskunde en Informatica).
• Even more complex are the changes within the structure of the Faculty itself. From 
1957 to 1971, the assembly of all professors, called “the Faculty,” constituted the 
Faculty's highest policy and management organ. The daily business was in the hands 
of the Faculty's director and of the chairman and the secretary, chosen by “the
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Faculty.” All professors of a given discipline formed together a ‘vakgroep' (or section). 
W ithin each discipline, research was organized and carried out within the various 
departments (afdelingen), which were run by a professorial chair (leerstoelhouder). 
W ith the introduction of the new council structure, in 1971, a Faculty board was 
introduced tha t was composed of six members, elected from representatives of the 
three echelons (professors, staff, students). At the level of the departments (which 
were first renamed ‘sections' and after 1987 ‘sub-faculties' or ‘disciplines'), analogous 
structures were introduced. However, as a consequence of the introduction of 
“integral management” in 1994, the Faculty's ultimate decisional powers were put 
into the hands of a Faculty board composed of three members, while the post of 
Faculty director was abolished. The chairman of the board, the dean, was given the 
ultimate responsibility over management and policy-making. Teaching and research, 
in turn, was now placed in schools or institutes, respectively, which was put under 
the direction of a professor-director, who in term responds to the Faculty board.
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The 1950s: The Founding of the Faculty of Science - 
an Unexpected Opportunity
The D utch Law on Higher Education of 1876 determ ined th a t a fully fledged 
university m ust comprise the faculties of theology, law, arts, m edicine and natural 
sciences. The law specified th a t these last two faculties had to be set up w ithin 
25 and 50 years, respectively, following the establishm ent of the university. The 
Catholic University of Nijmegen, which was established in 1923, had considered 
setting up a faculty of science num erous times bu t repeatedly had to recognize th a t it 
was financially impossible.
The opportunity  eventually did arise in the 1950s thanks to a clause in the Law 
on Subsidization of Private Universities (1948). This clause determ ined th a t the 
national subsidy for extraordinary institutions of higher education would be raised 
from  80 to 85% at the m om ent th a t they comprised the five prescribed faculties. In 
October 1952, the financial adm inistrator of the Catholic University of Nijmegen, 
by order of the College of Curators, had worked out th a t a modestly sized Faculty 
of Science could be financed w ith this 5% increase in the level of subsidies over the 
investm ents to be carried ou t in the Faculty of Medicine, provided th a t the Faculty 
of Science were to be established at the same tim e as the Faculty of Medicine was 
expanded.
The Curators were inform ed of this possibility, bu t initially undertook no action. 
Only in  1953, w hen pressured by a num ber of professors and lecturers of the 
curren t Faculty of Medicine, who experienced this lack of a Faculty of Science as 
a handicap, was a com m ittee set up to investigate the possibilities and financial 
consequences of establishing such a faculty. The com m ittee reported back in August 
1954 th a t for financial reasons, it was desirable to set up such a faculty as quickly as 
possible. However, the Board of Governors still had some doubt w ith regard to the 
in terpretation of the Law on Subsidization. It therefore postponed the decision on 
the establishm ent of a Faculty of Science until September 1955, when the M inister 
for Education, Culture and the Sciences (OCW ) declared th a t the Com m ittee's 
in terpretation of the law was correct.
M inister Joseph Cals even welcomed Nijmegen's plans for expansion. The 
Central Bureau for Statistics (CBS) had in  1955 reported th a t the possibilities for 
institutions to provide higher education in the sciences and engineering should be 
significantly expanded. According to the calculations th a t had been carried out, the 
num ber of students in the exact sciences would double by 1970, w ith the slope of 
this increase being particularly steep from  1963/64  onwards, w hen the post-war 
generation would start attending institutions of higher education. It was therefore 
urgent th a t these institutions possessed the capacity to absorb this increase in 
student numbers. For this reason, the m inister promised to support Nijmegen's 
plans for a Faculty of Science.
The epoch in w hich the plan for the establishm ent of a Faculty of Science in 
Nijmegen was developed was characterized by the am bition to transform  the 
Netherlands into a m odern industrial state. The N etherlands -  densely populated 
and lacking natural resources -  emerged from  the Second W orld W ar impoverished
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and subsequently experienced a high level of structural unem ploym ent. Succeeding 
governments realized th a t the N etherlands had to industrialize, and th a t this 
could only be achieved successfully if the country had advanced scientific and 
technological knowledge and a highly educated workforce at its disposal. The 
M inister for Education, C ulture and the Sciences, Professor Gerard van de Leeuw, 
had warned th a t if it did no t wish to decline industrially to the level of a Balkan 
state, the N etherlands would have to develop vigorously various branches of science.6 
That message was in line w ith the beliefs of the advisor to the American government, 
Vannevar Bush. In his report Science: The Endless Frontier (1945), he had made 
the po in t th a t the welfare, well-being and security of a nation  depended on the 
developm ent of knowledge. He continued along this line of thought, stating th a t a 
nation  th a t was dependent on others for its scientific knowledge would stay behind 
in its industrial developm ent and would n o t be able to compete internationally.
Consequently, the D utch governm ent instituted an  active industrialization 
policy. In the eight Industrialization Notes th a t appeared between 1949 and 1963, 
various plans for the reinforcem ent and m odernization of the D utch industrial 
sector were laid out. In its post-war re-building programme, the D utch government 
paid particular atten tion  to the developm ent of the electro-technical, m etal and 
chemical industries. Because these sectors relied heavily on scientific knowledge, 
the m odernization and expansion of scientific and higher technical education 
program mes were given priority in the 1950s.
The faculties of science and engineering of the classical and technical universities 
profited from  this policy and experienced unprecedented growth. This was paralleled 
by the strong impulse given to fundam ental research. Based on the conviction th a t 
high-quality technology could n o t exist w ithout equally high quality fundam ental 
research, the Foundation for Pure Scientific Research (ZW O) was established in 
1950. This foundation had the task to stim ulate fundam ental research at classical 
and technical universities as well as independent research institutes.7
The underlying motivation for the establishment of the ZWO was the explicit intention 
that control over scientific research in the Netherlands would, as much as possible, 
be given to the scientists themselves. There was an enduing conviction that too much 
interference by the government would be damaging to the development of science. In the 
Ministry’s bulletin Onderwijs, Kunsten en Wetenschappen -  mededelingen of 12 February 
1955, it is stated: “One must keep in mind that the concepts of ‘business’ and ‘efficiency’ 
can only be applied limitedly with regard to scientific research and higher education, as 
they are subordinate to the freedom of research and education.” Free scientific research 
was a source of knowledge that would eventually benefit society, but these benefits would 
arrive spontaneously and could not be forced.
Even in 1963 the Minister of Economic Affairs, Jan Willem de Pous, pointed out in his 
eighth report on the industralization of the Netherlands that “the practical usefulness 
of specific scientific knowledge is never known beforehand. One is always taking certain 
risks. This can, however, never be a reason for not starting research. It is, after all, an 
undeniable fact that research -  even though its economic benefit cannot be accurately 
valued in a sum of money -  is the primary driving force behind the rapid technological 
and industrial development that the Western world is experiencing.”
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M inister Cals did impress upon the Nijmegen planners th a t their proposed Faculty 
of Science could no t be developed into a fully-fledged faculty, possessing all scientific 
disciplines. It would have to focus on a num ber of specific (sub)disciplines and 
let o ther institutions focus on o ther (sub)disciplines. According to M inister Cals, 
such an approach would encourage inter-university cooperation w ith regard to 
education and research, which would in fact have to become a requirem ent. During 
the course of their studies, students should be able to follow some of their courses at 
other institutions. W ith regard to experim ental research, there had to be a national 
division of tasks: faculties would have to cooperate w ith sister faculties and in ter­
university institutes would have to be established.8
In 1957, M inister Cals had given a com m ittee led by the physicist Professor Hendrik 
Casimir, the director of the Philips Physics Laboratory, the task to “conduct research 
into the state of the natural sciences in  this country and recom m end a coherent 
set of measures necessary to allow especially universities to m eet the dem ands of 
m odern scientific research.” In its report, the “Casim ir C om m ittee” stated tha t 
universities were the best place to conduct fundam ental research.9 The reasons for 
this were, firstly, th a t the generational transfer of knowledge inspired researchers; 
secondly, th a t education itself was served if it was given by p rom inen t researchers; 
and thirdly, th a t it was im portan t for the student to participate in research. An 
inventory made of the research facilities at D utch universities showed, however, th a t 
their facilities were in acute need of m odernization. The laboratory space had to be 
at least tripled; the budget for equipm ent and materials had to be at least doubled; 
finally, a trebling of the num ber of professors was deemed desirable.
The com m ittee found th a t the com m on structure of institutes, which had 
traditionally been built around the person of a professor-director, should be 
abandoned. Because high-quality scientific research was only possible w ith expensive 
equipm ent and through the form ation of larger research groups, it was necessary for 
institutes to be formed in which m ultiple professors worked together on a research 
program me. In this context, the com m ittee noted th a t it would be impossible for 
D utch universities to focus on all disciplines of m odern scientific research and tha t 
it would be better th a t they pursue certain disciplines on a high level rather th an  all 
disciplines on a mediocre level.
M inister Cals accepted the conclusions and recom m endations of the committee. 
In his m ulti-year planning outline for university education, he added additional 
financial resources for the construction of buildings, m aterial needs (apparatus, 
equipm ent, etc.) as well as the work force (academic and technical support). At the 
same time, he insisted on the concentration and centralization of scientific research 
in The N etherlands. The limited resources had to be utilized as efficiently as possible. 
C ertain specialties would only be allowed to be pursued by one particular classical 
or technical university, thereby necessitating an  institu tional division of research 
pursuits ( “division of tasks”) and the conduct of expensive research at inter­
university institutes.10
At the time, the M inister had only limited options to enforce his policy. Some 
inter-university institutes had already been established, especially in the dom ain of 
extremely expensive or highly specialized scientific research. To this end, European- 
scale research institutes, such as EURATOM, CERN and ESRO, were established.
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Generally speaking, however, the universities resisted the envisioned division of 
tasks, arguing th a t it restricted the free developm ent of research and damaged the 
balanced developm ent of the educational programmes they offered.
Due to the im portance of education to society as a whole and the enorm ous 
investm ents it entailed, the governm ent w anted more control over the development 
of scientific education. At the time, however, it could no t do m uch m ore th an  
press forward issues such as a reduction in the study duration, an  increase in  the 
study returns and a division of tasks and cooperation between the institutions. The 
governm ent’s hands were bound by the Law on Higher Education of 1876, which 
granted legal freedom of education.
Illustrative of this is that in 1956, Minister Theo Rutten proposed a bill tha t would 
introduce a shorter academic (baccalaureate) educational programme in addition to the 
already existing education programme aimed at producing independent researchers. This 
new educational programme was aimed less at conducting scientific research than  it was 
at satisfying the need of society for university-educated individuals who possessed the 
basics and methodology of their discipline. The academic world would have nothing of 
it and rebuffed Rutten’s initiative as being in breach of academic freedom. The House of 
Representatives subsequently rejected the proposal. Until the late 1990s, the universities 
successfully managed to block all attempts in tha t direction.
At the festive opening of the Faculty of Science of the Catholic University Nijmegen 
in September 1957, M inister Cals stated he expected ground-breaking work from 
the Faculty. After all, it had the opportunity  to organize its structure, educational 
program m e and mode of operation according to the insights of the time, 
unburdened by tradition. He counted on it contributing to a reduction in study 
duration and an increase in study returns. He also urged the members of the Faculty 
of Science to be sensitive to the needs of society, b u t a t the same tim e warned 
against caving in  to societal pressure by applying itself m ainly to practical question. 
It would n o t be a good development, the M inister warned, if science were only to be 
supported because of the possibility of m aterial gains. That would form  a th rea t to 
the m ost im portan t task of the university: conducting science on the cutting edge of 
knowledge, introducing new generations to innovative research and bringing them  
to the frontiers of hum an  knowledge.
The plans of the com m ittee th a t prepared the establishm ent of Nijm egen’s Faculty 
of Science m et a num ber of the M inster’s desires. The proposed organizational 
structure differed from  the traditional structure in  which the faculty formed a 
com m unity of more or less independent professors who could -  w ith in  the general 
framework of the law -  rule over their institutes at their own discretion. Under the 
leadership of the curator, Dr. ir. Jan Van Aken, director of the D utch State Mines 
and chairm an of the preparatory committee, a strong, centrally led organization 
had been set up, which was modelled after industrial research laboratories. The 
adm inistrative and technical services were centralized; the m anagem ent and 
adm inistration of the academic, technical and support work force and of m aterial 
supplies were pu t in the hands of a financial-econom ic director; the professors and
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scientific staff would be able to apply themselves completely to scientific education 
and research.
However, even in  the early stages of the preparatory com m ittee doubts were being 
raised about the strong position of the director, who would essentially have de-facto 
control over the organization and all m atters pertaining to Faculty’s personnel and 
its m aterial needs. The professors feared th a t this design rendered it possible for 
lecturers and researchers to become unduly dependent on the policy of the director. 
They preferred a structure in w hich a professor-director was given the ultim ate 
authority  over the organization, assisted in  this by a subordinate financial-econom ic 
director or manager. These wishes were n o t granted, however, and the structure 
favoured by van Aken was introduced. W ith the appointm ent of the physicist Dr. 
C hrist Aarts, th en  m anager of the Physics Laboratory of the University of Utrecht, 
the Faculty of Science of Nijmegen had the ideal person to realize the structure 
proposed by Van Aken. Aarts insisted on, and received, far-reaching m anagerial 
autonom y: he was everywhere given full control over the adm inistration and 
m anagem ent of the Faculty of Science, w ith the exception of the intrinsic aspects of 
education and research. This entailed th a t he was responsible for the allocation of 
work space, the equipm ent for education and research, the allocation of budgets, the 
personnel and all adm inistrative and technical services.
W ith in  a short period of time, Director Aarts built up a formidable adm inistrative 
m achine, which resulted in a high level of autonom y for the Faculty of Science 
w ith respect to the central university services -  an  autonom y th a t did n o t always 
please the university’s Executive Board. In the Faculty of Science, all services and all 
m anagem ent aspects were now centralized, including those pertaining to personnel, 
planning and construction, finances, purchasing, travel affairs, postal affairs, and so 
forth.
The m ost fundam ental novelty was the in troduction  of centralized technical 
services and the com m unal m anagem ent of all laboratory equipm ent. This step 
represented a radical break from  the com m only accepted organizational structure 
in which the professor was the director of an  institu te th a t “ow ned” its own 
equipm ent, had its own technical staff and its own work place. C om m unal technical 
services, such as an  instrum ent-m aking shop, glass works, an  electrical engineering 
shop, a drawing-office, a photography departm ent, an  in-house printing-office, 
and (book-)binding shop, a reprographic service and later a com puter centre, were 
all set up for use by the whole Faculty and staffed by highly qualified individuals.
This centralization made it possible to realize a quality of services th a t individual 
institutes would never have been able to afford. Conversely, this policy also m eant 
th a t departm ents and institutes were prohibited from  contracting work ou t to 
services (in strum en t makers, illustrators, photographers, etc.) outside of the Faculty.
The same principle held for the purchase and use of com m unal equipment. 
W ith in  the restraints of efficient and financially justifiable m anagem ent, valuable 
com m unal facilities for education and research were housed in  a Faculty-managed 
pool. This pool initially consisted of u ltra centrifuges, protein sequencers, electron 
microscopes, spectrophotom eters, m ass-spectrometers, super magnets, and 
computers, am ong other items. D epartm ents were only perm itted to purchase more 
expensive equipm ent under the condition th a t all researchers in the Faculty could 
make use of it.
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Lecture rooms, practical training laboratories and symposium halls were placed 
under com m unal m anagem ent. D epartm ents did n o t have their own lecture rooms 
or teaching laboratories, bu t had to reserve them  w ith the Faculty office.
In this way, the director had complete control over all m anagem ent aspects of 
the Faculty. The Faculty Meeting, which gathered all full professors and which 
called itself “the Faculty,” only had a voice in determ ining education and research. 
However, even here, the director, who participated in the meetings of “the Faculty” 
because of his responsibility for finances, personnel and services, exercised his 
influence. Apart from  “the Faculty,” there were also the meetings of the professors 
belonging to a particular discipline, called “the Section,” which functioned as 
an  adm inistrative body. Given th a t “the Faculty” had never delegated any formal 
responsibilities to “the Sections,” the latter could strictly speaking only submit 
requests and advice to “the Faculty.” And thus, all decisional power rem ained with 
“the Faculty.” These barely formalized relationships continued to exist un til the 
1970s.
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The 1960s: The Advancement of the Faculty
Already during the prelim inary process of exploration, it was clear th a t Nijmegen's 
Faculty of Science would have to contain the disciplines biology, physics, chemistry 
and m athem atics. Depending on the dem and, o ther scientific disciplines -  such 
as astronomy, geology or pharm aceutics -  could later be added. In the Faculty 
Development Plan 1959-1970, the tightly scheduled, phased setting up of the 
education program mes and adm inistrative and technical services was laid out.
From the very beginning, the am bition was to provide education as well as conduct 
research according to the highest scientific standards. N ot only did the Faculty, as 
a newcomer, have to gain a respectable position vis-à-vis the country 's established 
science faculties. It also had to fight against existing prejudices surrounding the 
compatibility of Catholicism  and the free practice of science. That such prejudices 
still existed became apparent in the process of recruiting professors and other staff. 
Suitable candidates -  even suitable Catholic candidates -  often refused to accept the 
offered position because they feared th a t the Catholic nature of the university would 
h u rt their reputation in the scientific community.
It was this specific fear th a t lay behind the Faculty's decision to develop explicitly 
‘m odern ' educational program mes and conduct top-quality research.
In the preparatory com m ittee, Van Aken had stated th a t the contents of the 
educational program mes should m atch the dem ands from  business and industry. 
The graduates th a t the future Faculty were to produce should be familiar with 
m odern techniques and advanced equipment. The professors on the com m ittee did 
no t agree. According to them , a university education should be prim arily focused 
on the scientific foundations of the disciplines and should no t serve business and 
industrial needs. The professors w ent ahead to set up educational programmes 
according to their views, which fully responded to the existing standards for 
university education. However, in accordance w ith the no tion th a t universities 
also respect societal needs, each educational program m e also paid attention to the 
applied aspects of science. Furtherm ore, and in keeping w ith the university's special 
character, all students were asked to follow an in troduction to philosophy and a 
course in natural philosophy.
The idea to develop a specifically Catholic approach to the natural sciences was 
never embraced by the Faculty of Science, nor was it seen as a realistic option by the 
academics involved. How could the Faculty of Science produce research results with a 
Catholic nature if these results were to be obtained and presented according to the strict 
methodological rules of scientific research? Looking back on the occasion of the its 40th 
anniversary, Professor Jan Steggerda concluded that the Faculty had indeed succeeded in 
achieving a respectable reputation. While helping in both the emancipation of Dutch 
Catholics and the success of the Catholic University of Nijmegen (KUN), it had above 
all contributed to the disappearance of the stigma of obscurity and backwardness that 
had previously stuck to Catholics.11
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A tightly-structured degree program m e was set up for each of the four disciplines 
which, in principle, made it possible for all students to complete their studies w ithin 
five years. The Faculty’s objective was to have at least half of its students graduate 
w ithin five or six years. Table I docum ents th a t while this objective could indeed be 
reached, the average study period comprised more th an  six years. Study guidance and 
the m onitoring of individual study progress by study councillors were introduced to 
ensure a shorter and more efficient study period.12
Table I
start candidate 
programme
1st candidate 
examination
start doctoral 
programme
1st doctoral 
examination
Biology October 1957 December 1960 October 1960 March 1963
Mathematics October 1960 June 1963 October 1963 May 1966
Physics October 1960 June 1963 October 1963 June 1966
Chemistry October 1962 13 July 1965 October 1965 May 1967
W ith regard to research, the Faculty of Science chose equally ‘m odern’ themes, 
which responded to its am bition to align itself w ith and obtain recognition from 
the in ternational top. The biologists chose an  approach called “the building 
blocks of life,” which focussed on physiological and m olecular biological research 
and genetics.14 As such, the classic courses in systematics and field biology were 
n o t taught w ith in  the education programme. W ith in  the fields falling w ithin 
the “building blocks of life” them e, research in the various biology departm ents 
expanded to over 20 projects.
Physics, in tu rn , defined itself by m eans of certain core research projects. Due 
to the increasing complexity of research and the enorm ous costs in  personnel 
and equipm ent involved in it, the physics departm ent chose for a lim ited num ber 
of specialties w ith in  which professors worked together on com m on them es. The 
experim ental physicists focused on nuclear physics, high-energy physics and the 
physics of solid matter. The theoretical physicists tackled questions related to the 
areas in which the experim ental physicists were active. The M inister was told from 
the very beginning th a t the Faculty w anted to contribute to the education of nuclear 
physicists and thus w anted a small experim ental nuclear reactor in Nijmegen.15
W hile setting up the m athem atics departm ent, the Faculty solicited advice n a tio n ­
wide w ith regard to the fields th a t should be set up. This led the faculty to select 
foundations of m athem atics, pure m athem atics, num erical m athem atics and applied 
m athem atics as their fields.
A similar solicitation of advice from  fellow academics was also carried ou t for the 
chem istry departm ent. Sister faculties were consulted and, based on their advice, 
Nijm egen’s Faculty of Science decided to develop an educational and research 
program m e built around separate chairs for physical chemistry, organic chemistry, 
analytical chem istry and bio-chemistry, special emphasis being given to physical 
chemistry.
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The basis for the Development Plan 1959-1970  was formed by the forecast, made 
in the 1950s, on the expected num ber of students in the four disciplines th a t the 
Faculty of Science w anted to establish. These num bers were used to define the size of 
the staff (academic, technical support, m anagem ent) and the m aterial and spatial 
needs for both education and research purposes.
According to the 1956 CBS prediction, there would be 56,000 students following 
educational program mes in higher education in 1970. O f these, 9,000 would study 
m athem atics or natural sciences. Based on these num bers, the director, in 1957, 
calculated th a t the Nijmegen Faculty of Science could count on having 1,750-2,000 
registered students in 1970. These would be distributed as follows (Table 11):
Table II Number of students in 1970
Prediction Reality
Note 1957 Development Plan 197° / 1971 1980/1981
1959-1970
Mathematics 05 75 592 325
Physics 45O 400 210 293
Astronomy 100 25 7
Chemistry 700 700 554 593
Biology 3OO 200 0
VO5 738
Geology 100 50 0 0
Pharmaceutics 100 50 0 0
Total 2000 1500 1527 1785
In 1959, the com m ittee Statistiek van het Interuniversitair Contactorgaan predicted 
th a t there would be about 65,000 students in 1970, of w hich about 10,000 would 
study at one of the D utch science faculties.16 The com m ittee also provided a 
distribution for the students over the disciplines. In the Developm ent Plan 1959­
1970 the expectations for Nijmegen were adjusted according to this prognosis (see 
Table 11). Based on these num bers, it was calculated th a t around 1970, the Faculty of 
Science would have to have a floor area of about 50,000 m 2 at its disposal (see Table 
111). Their construction and outfitting, together w ith their equipm ent, would require 
an  investm ent of 108 m illion guilders in total.
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Figure 1: D etail o f  the 1963 model o f  the building scheme fo r the U niversity campus. O n  the right o f  the 
through road, you see the huge complex th a t had to been built fo r the Science Faculty. The round edifice a t its end 
w as m eant the house a sm all nuclear reactor (source: Faculty Photographic Services)
M inister Cals accepted these calculations, bu t added th a t the definite plans always 
needed to be checked against the m ost recent insights.17 It quickly became apparent 
th a t these “insights” were m ainly of a financial character.
Figure 2: M in ister Joseph Cals a t the festive opening o f  the Universal Laboratory on 7  October, 1961 
(source: Faculty Photographic Services)
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The predictions th a t lay at the basis of the Developm ent Plan eventually revealed 
themselves inaccurate. The right colum n in Table II illustrates th a t the student 
choice for education program m e differed from  the anticipated trends. As the time 
schedule for setting up the various departm ents was based on these num bers, serious 
problems ensued, as biologists, m athem aticians and chemists became short-staffed 
and had to work in  crowded workplaces (see Table III).
Table III Need in net floor area according to the norms employed in the 
Development Plan 1959-1970
According to the 1959 predictions According to the actual number
of the number of students in 1970 of students in 1970
75 mathematics 1.250 m2 300 mathematics 4.800 m2
400 physics 13.000 m2 210 physics 7.000 m2
700 chemistry 18.200 m2 455 chemistry 12.000 m2
200 biology 6.000 m2 560 biology 16.800 m2
Management & services 5.600 m2 Management & services 5.600 m2
Furtherm ore, due to various setbacks, the construction program m e did no t proceed 
according to schedule (see Table 1V). This caused additional bottlenecks, negatively 
affecting educational services and the expansion of the disciplines. Already in 
1963, the situation was so serious th a t the Faculty was afraid it would have to curb 
its student intake. W hile the construction  of the first institu te building should 
have been completed in January of 1962, it would take un til January 1966 before 
it was finally completed.18 And it was no t before the end of 1967 th a t the first 
perm anen t buildings som ewhat alleviated the lack of floor space. And even then, 
the Faculty of Science had at its disposal only 40% of the floor space th a t it should 
have had according to the applicable norm s. At the festive opening of the new 
complex, in  November 1969, the director pointed ou t th a t the biologists still had 
to accom m odate 500 students in  facilities designed for 100 students and th a t the 
chemists educated 400 students in  facilities designed for 50. In addition, there was 
insufficient laboratory space to provide staff members, doctoral students and PhD 
students w ith proper work places.
The Faculty m anaged to alleviate the m ost serious spatial problems w ith the help 
of tem porary solutions.19 Still, the dram atic lack of space seriously ham pered the 
stable growth of the departm ents. As a consequence, the necessary expansion of the 
num ber of chairs was delayed, while existing chairs were rem aining vacant as the 
Faculty of Science could no t succeed in  attracting suitable candidates to Nijmegen.
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Table IV Schedule for the delivery of the facilities
Facility Net m2 Planned Realized
Large Provisorium 4,000 m2 Sept. 1959 - Sept.1960 June 1960 - summer 1961
Biology Institute 6,000 m2 Summer 1963 Not constructed
Management/Services 5,600 m2 Early 1964 End 1967 - middle 1969
Physics Institute 13,000 m2 Summer 1966 Sept. 1971 - early 1972
Chemistry Institute 18,000 m2 Summer 1968 Not constructed
The m ost im portan t cause for the problems lay in  The Hague. It became apparent 
in the early 1960s th a t the m inisterial budget of O CW  would be insufficient to 
fund all of the planned projects of the rapidly expanding D utch scientific education 
program m es.20 In 1960 and 1961, the annual 150 m illion guilders proved to tight 
to finance all the expansion projects of the classical and technical universities.
In subsequent years, the budget was increased to 200 m illion guilders. Despite 
this, building plans had to be downsized, delayed and sometimes abolished, while 
operating budgets had to be cut.
The situation was aggravated by the new norm s concerning staff size, which 
were introduced in  the W et op het Wetenschappelijke Onderwijs (WWO, University 
Education Act), w hich entered into force in 1960. Nijmegen's Faculty of Science 
had -  w ith the approval of the D epartm ent of OCW  -  steadily built up a body of 
staff members th a t was alm ost twice as large as th a t allowed by the new norm . 
Consequently, as m athem atics, physics and chemistry were still developing the 
doctoral phase of their respective study programmes, the Faculty of Science was 
forced to cut the num ber of employees drastically, and it was no t before the surplus 
in staff members had been elim inated th a t new employees could be appointed. In 
sum, then, the expansion of the institutes stalled because new chairs could n o t be 
filled and because none or very few staff members were allocated to new professors, 
and because there was no space to expand their departm ents. The chair for analytical 
chemistry, for example, which was established in December 1963, could no t be filled 
until September 1965 because of a lack of space.
W hen, after its first ten  years, the Faculty of Science made its first evaluation, its 
balance sheet looked nonetheless positive. M uch had, after all, been achieved: there 
were m odern five-year study program mes in four disciplines; and due to intensive 
counselling, the tu rn -o u t of graduates was high and the average duration  of studies 
low. Roughly 1,000 students had in  the meanwhile graduated and about 300 
employees worked in well-equipped laboratories. The Faculty furtherm ore possessed 
a high-level services division w ith 200 skilled employees at its disposal. M odern 
research projects had been set up and Nijmegen researchers participated in  national 
and in ternational research projects.
However, the future looked less bright. The shortage in space and staffing was 
n o t likely to go away in the near future. In fact, the fear was th a t the enorm ous
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im m inen t wave of “baby boom ers” -  according to the forecasts, an  75% increase 
in enrolm ent could be expected -  would magnify the problems even more. And, 
indeed, the situation did n o t improve in  subsequent years. W hile the num ber of 
students grew significantly (see G raph), the Faculty of Science stagnated on all 
fronts. Ongoing research projects came under pressure as educational com m itm ents 
required an  ever-increasing inpu t of time, personnel, and financing. In September 
1977, it was calculated th a t the tim e devoted to research had been reduced to 
roughly 30%.21
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The 1970s: Steady State and Blocked Growth
The construction program m e came to a halt after the com pletion of the Physics 
Institute. Although plans had been developed for the construction of an  educational 
wing of the Chem istry Institute, 5 days after these were subm itted to the M inister 
of OCW  in July 1952, the latter decreed a halt to construction! In the ensuing 
talks, it became clear th a t the M inistry did no t w an t to approve the plans because 
the N etherlands had developed a surplus of graduate chemists. This development 
derailed the construction  of the Chem istry Institute. Only years later, in 1981, the 
construction of training laboratories was perm itted (which were stubbornly called 
Provisorium C hem istry), because the available laboratory facilities no longer m et the 
safety requirements.
In this period, it was barely possible to m ain tain  existing departm ents financially, 
let alone set up new ones, because the M inistry for OCW  was very reluctant when 
it came to financing additional professorial positions. Once again, the M inister 
urged institutions of higher education to divide the tasks am ong themselves, as no t 
everything could be realized everywhere.22 From 1967 onwards, the M inistry also 
dem anded th a t institutions rank the urgency of their requests for expansion and 
state the financial-, spatial- and staff-related consequences of their requests. The 
M inistry also displayed an  increasing tendency to deny requests for new chairs. In 
1972, the universities were ordered to effectuate a to tal stop in  new appointm ents.
In the im mediately following years, the M inister would only agree to an  expansion 
or m odification in the com position of the work force if there was a m atching 
financial com pensation in  some other domain.
Under these conditions, it was barely possible to round off the set-up of the 
Faculty according to the plans. As one had to adapt to the consequences of 
m inisterial decisions, the physicists occasionally did no t fill empty chairs or left 
existing chairs unfilled, whereas the chemists and biologists had little opportunity  to 
strengthen existing departm ents or establish new ones. One even began to fear th a t 
the curren t shortage in material, spatial and personnel resources would negatively 
affect the educational and research levels already achieved. The Faculty's Annual 
Report of 1974 warned th a t “the internationally  recognized and appreciated quality 
of research and education will therefore degrade to a sub-academic level in the short 
term , unless there is a fast and substantial im provem ent in the supply of m eans.”23
Nonetheless, it was in  those very years th a t the Faculty of Science took the 
decision to set up the new discipline of “com puter science.” The budget for 1972 
requested funds for the establishm ent of a chair for com puter science. Even though 
the M inister agreed in  early 1972 w ith these plans, the chair could only be filled 
in 1976. By then , five positions had been earm arked for the establishm ent of a 
departm ent of com puter science, and research and education had com m enced under 
the leadership of a Fulbright-professor attached to the Faculty. In 1981, com puter 
science was elevated to the status of full discipline.
But all in all, it may be said th a t around 1975, the expansion of the Faculty of 
Science in  Nijmegen had stalled despite the fact th a t the facilities were by no 
m eans adequate. Except for the physicists, every discipline experienced a shortage of 
personnel and space (see Table V II). As it was expected th a t in  the year to come, the
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financial m eans would shrink even further, no new research activities were allowed 
to develop. There were even fears th a t the existing educational program mes and 
research activities would no t be able to continue at their actual levels as regular cost 
increases could n o t be set off by the annual budget increases.
Table VII Personnel in September 1975
Lecturers Scientific staff Non-scientific staff Students
Mathematics 11.5 30 053
Physics 10 60 30 240
Chemistry 13.5 50 40 400
Biology 14 65 65 056
Computer Science 1 5
Philosophy 1 2
Administrative and 
Technical services
240
The Urgency of a Science Policy
It is understandable th a t under the given conditions com plaints were directed 
towards a governm ent that, on  the one hand, was insistently dem anding tha t 
students be trained in the exact scientific disciplines bu t which, on the o ther hand, 
did no t provide the necessary m eans to do so and was unreceptive to the cries 
of distress coming from  the academic world.24 This com plaint was, however, not 
entirely well-founded. No one at the tim e could deny th a t the D utch government 
had invested enorm ous am ounts of m oney in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s in the 
construction of a national knowledge infrastructure. In fact, in  the 1960s and 
1970s approximately 20-26%  of the annual governm ent expenditures w ent into 
education.25 The num ber of students in scientific education grew from  30,000 
in 1950 to 150,000 in 1980.26 The scientific corps had alm ost quadrupled in 
those years, and the research activities subsequently increased enormously. The 
governm ent expenditures for research had gradually risen to roughly 350 million 
guilders in 1960 and roughly 2,200 m illion guilders in 1970.27
But it was precisely th a t growth th a t generated the dem and for m ore facilities 
and, in the end, caused the shortages just described. The significantly rising costs of 
scientific education and research made it inevitable for the governm ent to increase 
its interference w ith the p lanning and coordination of education and research 
activities.
Only w ith the adoption of the W W O in 1960 did the governm ent obtain the 
m eans to carry ou t a constructive science policy. Until then, the governm ent had
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been limited to establishing a general framework for the quality of education and 
research, as earlier laws concerning education and research granted a high degree 
of liberty of teaching to universities and other institutions of higher learning. For 
example, in the 1950s, various M inisters of O CW  m ight well urge m ore cooperation 
and a division of tasks between universities and other institutes, bu t they had no 
m eans to enforce it.
The W W O gave the governm ent additional authority  w ith respect to the 
universities: m anagem ent and adm inistration became now subject to ministerial 
guidelines and the M inister's approval. In fact, no significant financial decisions 
could be taken w ithout his permission. Ever since, policy in tentions and 
developm ent plans had to be subm itted every four years, and these were assessed 
according to criteria of national interest. Budgets and financial plans had to be 
subm itted annually and had to m eet the m inisterial norm s concerning personnel 
and m aterial provisions. In o ther words, the W W O provided the m inister w ith the 
instrum ents to steer developments in  the educational field, as will become amply 
clear when the Faculty's vicissitudes of the Faculty of Science will be narrated.
It thus became quite clear in the 1960s th a t the governm ent w anted a tighter grip 
on how science in the N etherlands was conducted. In 1963, the director-general 
of the departm ent for OCW, Dr. Arie Piekaar, argued for a science policy tha t 
created conditions for ”... a harm onic developm ent of scientific research, either 
pure or applied, each according to its own nature, in conform ity w ith the needs of 
society and of science itself, keeping in m ind possibilities w ith regard to finances 
and personnel.”28 In line w ith th is proposal, the M arijnen adm inistration, when 
taking office in July 1963, announced th a t it would embrace a “powerful national 
science policy.” O n  the recom m endation of a com m ittee composed of “wise m en” 
from  the academic world and chaired by Piekaar, the Raad van Advies voor het 
Wetenschapsbeleid (RAWB, Council for Advice on Scientific Policy) was formed, 
which was to advise the m inister on (1) the availability of scientific personnel 
and their distribution over the eligible sectors; (2) the choice of subjects for 
scientific research; (3) the m ost efficient m anner of financing scientific research 
at universities and other institutes of higher education.29 A separate directorate of 
science policy was set up at the departm ent of OCW. Starting in 1967, an  annual 
science budget was added to the general budget, w hich accounted for the expenditures 
for scientific research.
Even the researchers themselves agreed th a t there should be more coordination and 
direction to their research. In 1968, the perm anent com m ittee for scientific research 
of the Academic Council stated in  its note Intra-university Research Policy tha t 
the universities should wield a better science policy, th a t the conduct of scientific 
research required some justification and th a t its results ought to be evaluated.30 That 
the tim e of laissez-faire was over for universities became apparent when, starting 
in 1971 and lasting until 1981, the governm ent added a cabinet post of m inister 
responsible for science policy.
In those years, the feeling was growing th a t the adm inistrative structure of 
universities did no t suit the rapidly changing conditions both  w ith in  and outside of
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the university. The m ultitude of tasks th a t had to be tackled sim ultaneously -  the 
massive influx of students, the rapid increase in the num ber of scientific staff, the 
large construction programmes, the rapid expansion of research activities and the 
call to universities to serve society needs -  required a more efficient type of university 
adm inistration. However, the m utual relations between the adm inistration, the 
curators, the faculties, the professors and the scientific staff were too ill-defined to 
tackle the problems effectively. In short, then, the organization of universities had to 
become more professional.
From th a t premise, defined in late 1965, the Academic Council asked a com m ittee 
to investigate the perform ance of universities and other institutes of higher 
education. The com m ittee -  nam ed the “Maris C om m ittee”, after its chairm an
-  deemed it necessary to restructure the adm inistrative structure of universities 
radically. In February 1968, it published its new, business-like design: there had to be 
professional adm inistrations, a clear hierarchy, an  established division of tasks and 
bottom -up relations of responsibility. Concretely, a presidential university board was 
proposed, existing of three professional, full-tim e functionaries. The adm inistration 
of the faculties, in  tu rn , was entrusted to professional, full-tim e deans, who were 
appointed by the presidential university board. W ith in  the faculty, sections would 
form  the smallest adm inistrative units.
This autocratic and hierarchical organization model received a cold reception from 
professors as well as the academic staff and students. The proposed business-like 
m anagem ent model lay far from  the th en  om nipresent cry for more co-m anagem ent 
and democracy w ith in  university structures. Maris and his com m ittee had clearly 
no t consulted the Zeitgeist.
And yet, precisely th a t m ovem ent for dem ocratization furnished another 
argum ent in favour of the redefinition, albeit of a different type, of adm inistrative 
structures and science policy. W hereas the years of post-war reconstruction had 
been anim ated by u topian  expectations w ith respect to science and technology, 
which were believed to bring unprecedented wealth and equal opportunities 
for everybody, the 1970s cherished doom  scenarios in which scientific and 
technological developments were often viewed as threats to freedom, well-being and 
the environm ent. According to the analysis of the Kritische universiteit ( ‘Critical 
University'), science had become the handm aiden of a repressive neo-capitalist 
order, for which the university trained the requested specialized idiots. The notion  of 
“science in  service” (dienstbare wetenschap) had to be redefined: science, it was now 
claimed, had to be in  the service of em ancipation and liberation, helping to realizing 
a free, just and social society. It had to be a dem ocratic cooperative m ovem ent in 
which all those involved shared responsibility for strategy and m anagem ent.
Under pressure of the revolutionary m ood th a t swept through the D utch universities 
in 1968 and 1969, adm inistrative structures were rapidly rendered m ore democratic. 
The cooperative model -  the view th a t the university com m unity stood for shared 
values and goals and that, therefore, everyone had to be involved in the policy 
process -  became the basis for a fundam ental reform  of the university adm inistrative 
structure th a t M inister Gerard Veringa would propose in  July 1969, in an  attem pt 
to restore order to academic world. His W et Universitaire Bestuurshervorming  (WUB, 
Law on University Adm inistrative Reform) was adopted by Parliam ent at the end
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of 1970. The basic principle was th a t dem ocratization could be coupled w ith an 
increase in  efficiency in  university adm inistration. The law adopted the idea of the 
university as a cooperative and determ ined th a t the three layers th a t formed this 
cooperative -  the scientific staff, the non-scientific staff and the students -  would 
share responsibility at all levels. Decisions were to be taken by councils in which all 
layers were represented, while the boards chosen by the councils had to defend policy 
decisions publicly.
Figure 3: The F aculty’s Director, Dr. Aarts, Professor van M elsen, Professor Van de Walle, together w ith  
M in ister Veringa during the latters v is it to the Faculty (source: Faculty Photographic Services)
In September 1971, the new adm inistrative structure was adopted by the Faculty of 
Science. A 29-m em ber Faculty Council was formed, along w ith four section councils 
consisting of between 15 (m athem atics) and 27 (biology) members. Seven members 
of the Faculty Council were nom inated to constitute the Faculty Board, of which the 
Director was a m andatory member. The section councils, in tu rn , also chose seven- 
m em ber section boards. Finally, perm anen t com m ittees for research and education 
were formed at the faculty level.
The WUB did, by contrast, no t tam per w ith the division between m anagem ent and 
adm inistration.31 For the Faculty of Science, this m eant th a t the Director remained 
responsible for the m anagem ent of the Faculty, while the Faculty Board and the 
Faculty Council were now responsible for education and research. In fact, the new 
adm inistrative structure barely changed the way in which the daily business was 
conducted. In the educational programmes, reflection on the relationship between 
science and society was given increased attention; and environm ental science was 
introduced. But alm ost no thing changed w ith respect to research, which was no t 
surprising, as even at the peak of the debates surrounding the dem ocratization of the 
faculties and the sections, research activities had continued remarkably unham pered
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and unaffected. Work in the laboratories of the Faculty of Science continued as 
usual and according to the international standards of scientific conduct. In this 
situation, it turned out that the Faculty of Science, as a research organization, was 
managing quite ably to adjust to the government's increasingly tight science policy.
The necessity of checking the ever-increasing costs of scientific education and 
research had not disappeared with the democratization movement. To the contrary, 
this movement strengthened the general feeling that a culture of freedom and the 
lack of obligations did not meet societal expectations. There was an increased sense 
that research had to be socially relevant and contribute to the solution of economic 
and societal problems. One therefore also wanted more influence on the type of 
research that was conducted.
Quite generally, the academic world came to accept that there should be more 
control over the research conducted. The question was rather how such a control 
should best be carried out. At the time, research was thoroughly embedded -  too 
much so -  within autonomous institutions, and this impeded the formulation of 
national research programmes. W hen Fokele Trip, Minister of Science Policy, asked 
the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW) for advice on this 
issue, he was told that the limited financial means made it necessary to wield a 
strong science and research policy. At the same time, however, he was told that the 
scientific researcher should be left a certain degree of autonomy in deciding what 
research was most promising. By drawing a distinction between science policy, 
which concerned entire disciplines, and research policy, the advisory committee of 
the KNAW provided the conceptual basis for steering and planning within a single 
discipline. According to the advisory committee, then, the researcher possessed 
autonomy only with respect to the latter.
A year later the Gespreksgroep Universitair O nderzoek (GUO, Forum on University 
Research), which was established by the Minister o f OCW, proposed more 
radical solutions in a note entitled H et universitaire Onderzoek in het kader van het 
W etenschapsbeleid (University Research in the Framework of Science Policy). There, 
the GUO proposed the establishment of a Netherlands Research Organization 
(N RO), whose task it was to formulate long-term research policies, to determine 
core research areas, define large research projects and distribute funds amongst the 
different fields of science. The GUO also advised that all research should take place 
in research units, as this would enable researchers to focus on well-defined research 
objectives over longer periods of time.
In the Nota W etenschapsbeleid (N ote on Research Policy), published in 1974, Minister 
Trip stated the government's intention to guide scientific research more strongly in 
the direction of questions of societal and economic reference. Research programmes 
should henceforth be developed in consultation between the different stake-holders, 
viz. the government, other users, and the researchers. Trip emphasized that steering 
was not the same as prescribing and that it was not the government's intention 
to submit research to detailed guidelines.32 Rather, the ministry's intention was to 
designate areas of research that deserved extra attention. Still, the Minister did also 
state that research that did not fit into these areas should be dropped.
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Figure 4: Director Christ Aarts and Professor Ton Vendrik in the act o f  persuasion, during a visit o f  the Minister 
for Science Policy, Fokele Trip, to the Faculty in the mid-1970s (Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
Trip left the first flow of funds intact, but used the second and third flows to 
stimulate types of research that the government deemed im portant.33 He also used 
both methods of funding to improve the coordination as well as the quality of 
research. The year 1975, finally, witnessed the introduction of national evaluation 
procedures of the quality and results of university research.
First flow: Direct funding by the government on the basis of the number of enrolled or 
graduating
Second flow: Funds provided by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research 
(N W O ) and other governmental research institutes (e.g., TNO)
Third flow: Funds made available for educational or research purposes by third parties 
for specific projects or on the basis of specific assignments
Gradually, it became clear that the free self-determination of university research 
had come to an end. Step by step, the Ministry of OCW  strengthened its grip 
on research. Through its control of the second flow of funds and its policy of 
programme-related financing, the Ministry determined which projects could be 
realized.
The next step in strengthening the Ministry's control was taken in 1979 and 
announced in the Beleidsnota Universitair O nderzoek (BUOZ-note, Policy Note 
on University Research), which formulated the ministry's plans for research 
programmes, conditional financing and core research areas. From that moment 
onwards, universities had to submit scientific reports in which they described in 
great detail what their research plans were and what domains they had singled out 
as their core research activities. Conditional financing (voorwaardelijke financiering) 
was introduced in 1982.
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Nijmegen's Faculty of Science knew how it had to adapt itself to these developments; 
in fact, it was ready for them. After all, it had since the days of its foundation 
chosen to concentrate on a limited number of state-of-the-art research areas. The 
Faculty's Director had furthermore required of his office to keep annual records of 
the research activities and results of the various departments, and he had used these 
data when determining budget applications. Nijmegen researchers were therefore 
fully accustomed to the idea that applications for funding had to be accompanied by 
a justification, and that the applicant would eventually have to account for funding 
in terms of research results. In fact, as early as January 1975, and thus a number of 
years before the government introduced its new policy, the Faculty of Science had 
started to define core research areas and even accepted the idea that the development 
and maintenance of these core areas could require the abolition of research that was 
of insufficient quality. The parameters with which quality was measured were:
• the number of annual publications per academic
• the quality of the publications which were published
• the frequency with which an article was referred to
• the number of review articles what were written upon invitation
• the number of contributions to books (chapters or entire books)
• the number of international guest lectures delivered upon invitation
• the number of invited lectures at (inter)national scientific conferences, which 
were not (fully) paid out of the university budget
• the number of visits by foreign scientists, which were not paid out of the 
university budget
• the number of successful applications for financial support or staff from non­
university organizations such as ZWO, FOM, SON, BION, etc.
• membership on boards of (inter)national scientific organizations
• membership on boards of (inter)national scientific publications
• the number of assessments written annually of foreign research project 
applications
• the number of graduates and PhDs who found a research position upon 
completion of their studies
• cooperation with other institutions
In other words, the exact scientists were thus regularly confronted with the tough 
rules of the game in their own institution. That they knew how to handle these rules 
was in due time proven by the subsidies that they managed to obtain from ZWO 
and other funding agencies. In 1970, more than 20%  of the research capacity was 
funded by the second flow. On December 31, 1975, 115 researchers and support 
staff, including 41 PhD students, worked at the Faculty of Science thanks to funding 
by ZWO, FOM, SON, BION, etc.34
Remarkably enough, the annual reports and budgets from those years repeatedly 
contained the complaint that the Faculty of Science was routinely disadvantaged by 
ZWO and its foundations when it came to the allocation of funds and that nothing was 
done to counterbalance these “unequal development possibilities.” Apparently, it was 
believed that the second flow should be distributed equally across the institutions. W hen
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ZWO indignantly dismissed these complaints, the Faculty of Science was fast to assure 
ZWO that no one doubted its integrity. It was grudgingly admitted that the funding 
from the second flow had indeed to be earned.35
After the adoption of the WUB, a new organ, the University Research Committee, 
was entrusted with the responsibility for the organization of research at Nijmegen 
University. The representatives of the Faculty of Science in this Committee 
played an important role in the transformation of the KUN from an educational 
university to a professional research organization. Professors Ton Vendrik 
and Tonie Dymanus, both of whom chaired this Committee repeatedly, left a 
particularly strong mark. Through the University Research Committee's Workgroup 
Policy Procedures (W erkgroep B eleidsprocedures), they managed to impose the 
model of the exact sciences ( ‘bèta-model’)  on the other faculties, which pushed 
for the professionalization of the scientific staff, programme-based research, 
communication and publishing, an obligation to obtain the doctorate within four to 
maximum six years of employment, and a strictly managed flow rate.36
An important initiative taken by the Workgroup Policy Procedures under Professor 
Dymanus' chairmanship was the formation of a Research Stimulation Pool. From the 
first flow of funds, financial resources and positions -  starting at 50 in 1975 and 
increasing to 110 in 1978 -  were set aside. Sections could submit research proposals 
to obtain positions from that pool. Applications had to meet a number of quality 
requirements and had to satisfy the criteria of the research committees of both 
the respective department and the Faculty Board before they were passed on to the 
University Research Committee. After the approval of a project, its progress was 
monitored and, if necessary, the research programme was modified. The Research 
Stimulation Pool, by demanding better programming, planning, cooperation and 
productivity, led to a definite improvement in the quality of research being carried 
out at the Catholic University of Nijmegen.
Researchers from the Faculty benefitted greatly from this Pool: in 1975, 4  out of 11 of 
the submitted projects were accepted, which was equivalent to 10 salaried positions.37 
Admittedly, the ranking of the submitted proposals led to tensions within the sections 
in which different projects had now become each other's rivals. Tensions accrued also 
at the faculty level, because the ranking of the Faculty Board differed from that of the 
Faculty's Research Committee.
In 1978, the Workgroup Policy Procedures reflected also on the possibility of 
abandoning the model of distribution of research funds according to the size of the 
teaching burden. A funding of entire programmes (program m afinancering, PF) would 
have the advantage of creating larger and more coherent research programmes, 
instead of dividing funds over many small and independent units.
One year later, in a Policy Note on University Research (Beleidsnota Universitair 
Onderzoek, BUOZ), Minister Arie Pais of O CW  suggested a model of conditional 
financing (voorwaardelijke finan cerin g) of university research, which aimed precisely 
at the just mentioned separation of research means allocated to a unit from the 
number of students it educated. Next to the fixed first flow of funds, an independent
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source of financing research programmes was now being introduced, which was to 
become the second flow of funds. The administration of these funds was attributed 
to ZWO and related organizations. The aim of this second source of financing was 
to improve the quality of research and at the same time to guide it. The proposed 
programme proposals were to be assessed by external experts (peer review ), and only 
positively refereed proposals could hope to be subsidized. The progress and the results 
of running programmes had to be reported halfway through and at the end, and 
only qualitatively successful programmes could hope to be receive renewed funding.
Although these plans were, in principle, in agreement with what Nijmegen's 
University Research Committee had already contemplated, one decided to oppose 
these plans because one feared that government would thereby obtain too much 
of a say over the course of university research. The Board of the Faculty of Science, 
for example, warned that a notable portion of the research capacity would, as a 
consequence, be determined by the Minister and by ZWO, while senior researchers 
would have to spend much more time to compete for research funds. It was 
furthermore to be feared that political motives might influence research policy.
The University developed its own plans for ‘programme financing' 
(program m afinanciering) as an alternative for the Minister's model of ‘conditional 
financing', the biggest difference consisting in the proposal to judge the merit of 
projects within the University itself. The Faculty of Science communicated, however, 
that this difference carried little weight in its own eyes, since the exact sciences 
routinely relied on external evaluation. Still, PF was introduced at Nijmegen in 
gradual steps, beginning in 1981. But before this model had been implemented 
completely, the Minister communicated that conditional financing would be 
introduced as per January 1983, and that research programmes that wanted to profit 
from these funds would have to submit proposals before 1 October 1982.
This decision led to hectic times at the Faculty, as researchers hurried to form research 
groups that satisfied the conditions for recognition as a them atic focus. Thanks to its 
traditional research policy, Nijmegen's Faculty of Science had an advantage in this 
respect, since most of its research had since its foundation been bundled in a small 
number of core research areas. It was precisely as Professor Dymanus explained in 
his valedictory speech: “The exact scientists had their marbels ready for the game, 
and they knew its rules. For that reason, a high score was inevitable; indeed, already 
in the second round, almost everything (8 0  -  95% ) could be accommodated in  the 
conditional financing.” In 1987, The Faculty had 12 recognized core areas and employed 
the equivalent of 245 full-time equivalents (fte) of manpower, more than  half of them 
paid from the second and third flow of funds. Only 16 fte worked in unrelated research 
projects.
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The 1980s: A Time of Regulation
The Dutch universities, which are most o f all crystallization points o f democratic freedom in 
a free society, are, in the current division o f tasks and concentration proposals by Minister 
W. Deetman, disciplined by the government as if  they were government departments. The 
autonomy o f self-running, democratic communities are handed over to the regulatory urge 
o f high-placed technocratic planning experts, who in this way want to bring a modern society 
closer.
Professor Ton Weiler (1983)
W ith the introduction of conditional financing, the core research areas policy and 
programme-related financing, the government obtained the instruments to steer 
scientific development in the Netherlands more effectively. Not only could it enforce 
a better programming of research by means of its accreditation of core research 
areas, but by providing financing to certain selected projects, it also gained the 
means to determine the direction and scope of research activities from the top.
These possibilities suited the government's objectives. The Dutch economy had 
been stagnating for years and had ended in a recession, the unemployment rate was 
increasing rapidly, and heavy spending cuts had become a matter of necessity. It was 
all hands on deck: all available resources had to be put to use in order to straighten 
out the situation. Under these conditions, higher education was called upon to 
serve the Dutch economy, although serving “the needs of society” now possessed 
a different meaning than in the 1960s and 1970s, when science had been asked to 
“contribute to the solution of socio-economic problems.”
In its N ote on Innovation (Innovatienota) of 1979, the government had announced 
that it wanted all research it funded to serve the development and introduction of 
new and improved productes and services.41 University education and research had 
to be re-programmed in such a way as to align itself with this innovation policy. It 
had to meet better the needs of society in general and those of business and industry 
in particular. As far as research was concerned, it had to focus more strongly on 
the development of technologies that were of importance for the future.42 Finally, 
universities were urged to conduct more contract research for governments, business, 
industry, and other organizations while at the same time improving the accessibility 
and transfer of the knowledge they produced and possessed.
As a consequence of this policy, the 1980s became a decade in which higher 
education was totally overhauled. A seemingly endless barrage of notes, rules and 
laws introduced modifications in the organization and administration of Dutch 
higher education as well as the set-up of the education programmes, the funding of 
research and education, the hierarchy of the academic world and the quality control 
of education and research. To make things worse, these reforms had be carried out 
all at once, which caused Professor Dymanys to exclaim: “It appears that universities 
have become an object o f experimental research for politicians and policy-makers. 
They have obviously never heard of the simple rule of experimental physics that you 
must never introduce two (radical) changes at the same tim e.”43
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The necessary, severe cutbacks in financing rendered this period of reform even 
more difficult. While the BUOZ-note of 1979 had limited itself to predicting that 
universities should not expect their financial means to increase until 1990, and that 
the announced reorganization of the funding structure of research had to be carried 
out by redistributing available means, the reality of the 1980s was that universities 
had to cope with radical cutbacks. This, then, was the decade in which the Executive 
Board of the KUN initiated its 30%-operation: based on the expectation that by the 
mid-1990s, there would be 30%  less funding available, the faculties were asked to 
develop plans to cope with this financial decrease.
In September 1982 the Minister of OCW  announced the government programme 
Division o f  Tasks and Concentration in Scientific Education (TVC, Taakverdeling en 
C oncentratie in het W etenschappelijk O nderw ijs), whose aim it was to utilize the 
means for education and research more efficiently by urging a division of tasks and 
cooperation between the universities. The underlying principle was that it would 
be impossible to offer each discipline and specialism represented at each university. 
While the most important disciplines had to be present at the national level in 
research groups of adequate size and strength, any unnecessary duplication had to be 
avoided. To this end, it was essential to bundle research capacities and to formulate 
core research programmes nationally. The large-scale investments required by 
modern scientific research were known to yield good results and profits only when 
carried out by research projects with an adequate critical mass. Each university had 
to choose one or at best a few such core research programmes.
The TVC-operation required institutions to realize a cutback of 258 million 
guilders by 1987, and to achieve this by dividing tasks amongst themselves. The 
Minister had placed the responsibility for implementing this operation on the 
universities themselves. The executive board of each university established each a 
committee that had to work out a plan for the required division of tasks. Ultimately, 
this exercise did not lead to the expected results, as universities tended to carry out 
the cutbacks by discontinuing smaller research groups, which did not belong to 
their core research programmes. The operation Selective Shrinkage and Grow th  (SKG, 
Selectieve Krimp en G roei), which the minister initiated in August 1986 and which 
entailed a further 130 million guilders in cutbacks, was thus not only more specific, 
but also more mandatory. It specified in detail which activities had to be cut back 
and at what places research activities were to be concentrated.
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Figure 5: Ever more paperwork for ever smaller returns -  a 1977 cartoon reflecting a widespread sense o f  
frustration (Source: Begroting voor 1978)
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Both operations had consequences for Nijmegen's Faculty of Science. The TVC 
operation required of the KUN to save 20.6 million guilders. In the Developm ent Plan 
1 9 8 4 - 1 9 8 8 ,  which was formulated by the University's Executive Board, the Faculty 
of Science had to account for 3.5 million of this sum. At the same time, within 
the framework of the Leerstoelenplan 1 9 8 5 - 1 9 8 9  (Plan Concerning the Professorial 
Chairs, 1985-1989), the Faculty of Science was told to relinquish six of its 62 chairs 
in that period. This meant that a radical and painful reorganization would have 
to take place, which would include both a downsizing of a number of its current 
research and educational activities as well as the complete abolition of others.
Thus, the discipline of astronomy would have to disappear from the educational 
curriculum. During difficult negotiations, the sections formulated structural plans 
for both the short and the medium term, which formed the basis of the envisaged 
reorganisation. This process entailed a far-reaching clustering of research activities 
into core research programmes and resulted in the number of departments being 
reduced from 45 to 2 9 .44 Cuts were also carried out in the service departments, 
which led to the closing of the printing office, the bookbinder's shop, the 
reprographics department and the carpentry shop. Personnel had to be transferred 
and a number of forced lay-offs took place, affecting a total of 16.5 positions in the 
scientific staff and 11 in the non-scientific staff. A recurring problem during the 
administrative process of reducing the number of chairs was that although a number 
of chairs became vacant due to retirement or departure of the professor, vital chairs 
had to be maintained with new appointments.
At the same time, a new hierarchical ranking system was established for scientific 
staff, the ranks being professor, university senior lecturer (universitair hoofddocent, 
UHD), university lecturer (universitair docent, UD), and scientific assistant 
(wetenschappelijk assistant, WA), which reflected differences in tasks, functions 
and salary. A ratio was established such that for every professor, there was to be an 
average of 1.5 UHD and an average of 2.5 UD. As a consequence of the introduction 
of these new functional descriptions, the entire academic work force had to be newly 
categorized, ranked and re-distributed -  a process that led to painful situations 
especially with regard to staff that was being now re-classified below the rank of 
professor according to criteria that had formerly been of no relevance to one's 
function.
The Revision of the Adm inistrative Structure
In March 1979, the Polak Committee had determined that the council structure 
introduced by the WUB (the Law on University Administrative Reform) generally 
appeared to function well, although it had politicized governance, because according 
to the heavily polarized atmosphere of the time, council members tended to think 
more in terms of conflicting interests than in terms of common goals. The most 
problematic structural deficit of the WUB was that the authority of the boards and 
the councils were not defined sharply enough, and this occasionally led to intense 
disputes between the board and the council on questions of competency, which 
hindered decisive management. It was also pointed out that the WUB had led to an 
increase in bureaucratization.
In order to increase the efficiency and professional nature of university 
management, the WUB was modified in a number of amendments, notably in the
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W W O 1981, the W W O 1984 and the W W O 1986. The first amendment defined 
the respective authorities of the boards and councils more clearly. The boards were 
to determine policy, while the councils retained only the power to m onitor and 
legitimize. The number of members in the boards and councils was reduced in order 
to facilitate and increase the decisiveness of these bodies. In the later amendments 
of the WWO, the position of the Faculty Board was strengthened by abolishing sub­
faculties and departments as administrative entities.
The dual structure, i.e., the separation of managerial and administrative 
responsibilities, remained however in place. And with it, the conflicts between 
the University's Executive Board and the faculties over questions of competency 
remained alive. In view of this, it is striking to see that the W W O granted the 
faculties the possibility to set up research institutes that were in charge of their own 
budgets. It is equally striking that these research institutes were moreover given 
permission to remove the traditional link between research and education. However, 
behind all o f these measures stood the wish to strengthen research.
The problems that resulted from the “TVC attack” led to heated discussions 
about the desirability of splitting the Faculty of Science into multiple faculties, 
as the universities of Amsterdam and Utrecht had done. The major problem now 
confronting all-encompassing faculties of science was that the inevitable conflicts of 
interest between its parts effectively blocked effective institutional governance. An 
indication of this internal stalemate is that by 1986, not a single structural measure 
had been taken by the Faculty with regards to the cutbacks that had to be carried 
out in the period 1984-1987. W ith regard to the choice of chairs to be abolished, the 
Faculty Board was unable to take a decision, so that the University's Executive Board 
finally had to settle the issue. Financing provided a further example: faculty budgets 
could not be set up, as sections could not agree on the distribution of positions. In 
the end, it was evident to everyone that the Faculty of Science was a unity only in 
appearance, but in reality had become too diverse and divergent to be administered 
centrally. The strengthening of the Faculty Board introduced in the revised WUB 
turned out to be inadequate for a segmented institution such as Nijmegen's Faculty 
of Science.
The contradictions that emerged in the aftermath of the TVC operation led to the 
foundation, in 1986, of an independent faculty out of mathematics and computer 
science. In particular, computer scientists were convinced that their adherence 
to the Faculty of Science had rendered their cooperation with the other faculties 
more difficult. The departments of chemistry and biology also contemplated the 
formation of an own faculty. The fact that the W W O had abolished the sub-faculties 
and departments as administrative levels played an important role in weighing the 
various options. For a “sectional” faculty as the one in Nijmegen, this implied that 
management was placed in the hands of the Faculty Board, although it did not 
have the intrinsic competencies to assess, and take decisions on, the quality of the 
activities and interests of the former sub-faculties and departments.
The Faculty of Science acknowledged the desire of the departments of 
mathematics and computer science to form an independent faculty, and the Faculty 
Board signalled to the University's Executive Board that it accepted that wish.46 
However, the University's Board of Governors did not confirm this separation 
until May 1989, causing further annoyance to the Faculty and its departments. By
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contrast, the idea of splitting the Faculty of Science into three smaller faculties did 
not continue for long as one began to realize that three separate faculties would 
be too small to be viable and that it was not impossible that the Minister of OCW  
would simply disband them.
It remained furthermore problematic that the administrative structures prescribed 
by the W W O did not leave any room for sections (that is, the disciplines), which 
were therefore left out of all official deliberations. The University's Executive Board 
felt that the solution to this problem resided in the law that allowed the Faculty 
Board to appoint discipline-related committees on research and education: these 
could take the place of the former section boards and councils.
The Revision of the Educational Programmes
The search for a more efficient system of higher education, which would also meet 
societal demands more fully, was now also to lead to a fundamental reorganization 
of the university's educational programmes. Starting in the 1950s, successive 
Ministers had repeatedly urged a shorter duration of studies, higher study returns, 
a better study guidance and a better link between the education programmes and 
societal demands. These pleas had produced only marginal improvement and, 
according to the OECD-report of 1970 on Dutch education, the duration of studies 
was still excessively long.47
The note Hoger Onderwijs in de Toekomst (Higher Education in the Future), which 
was produced in 1975 during the administration of Minister Jos van Kemenade, 
presented the prospect that universities, institutes of higher learning and other 
higher vocational institutes would merge into a single system of higher education, 
in which all students could find programmes to suit their talents and interests.
The programmes offered at universities had to cater to different needs: they had to 
prepare students for a career in scientific research; for other professions that required 
a scientific education; for professions that required specific scientific knowledge; 
finally, universities also had to provide programs of general usefulness. Van 
Kemenade's successor, Minister Dr. Arie Pais, continued along the same path in his 
policy note Hoger Onderwijs voor Velen (Higher Education for Many) of 1978. There, 
he presented a two-phase structure as the method to implement a differentiated 
system of education. An initial four-year phase would lead to a doctoraalexamen
-  what we would now call a master's title. The second phase was meant to be a 
continuation of the first phase, with the aim of becoming a researcher, teacher or a 
other professional. Only the best students would enter the second phase; they could 
earn their living as research assistants and would conclude their education with a 
doctoral dissertation.
The plans were completed in the W et Tw ee-fasenstructuur W etenschappelijk 
Onderwijs (Law on the Two-phase Structure of Scientific Education) of 1981. The 
first phase was now defined as an educational programme of nominally four years 
and not exceeding six, which was to lead up to the doctoraalexamen (today's Master's 
exam ination). The first year was propedeutic in nature: it consisted of general 
courses and was rounded off with preliminary exams. Depending on the results 
obtained, the student would be given a negative study advice. By contrast, the old 
kandidaatsexamen  (candidate exam) was to be dropped. The scientific level of the 
four-year doctoraalprogramma had to be retained by teaching more efficiently, by
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dumping ballast in the education programmes and by having students study harder. 
The contents of the programmes themselves were to be more varied, more flexible 
and better attuned to the job market.
The second phase was more selective. It was initially calculated that about 10% of 
the graduates from the first phase would be allowed to enter the second phase. The 
number of places was limited, and candidates had to apply for them. However, the 
specifics of this second phase had not yet been well designed as the law first came 
into effect; this only occurred in 1986 when the function of assistant-in-training 
(assistent in opleiding, AiO) was introduced, which replaced the position of PhD 
student. The student who obtained a such a junior research position would follow 
a four-year, salaried, educational programme, finishing with a PhD. In addition to 
carrying out research that would ultimately result in the doctoral thesis, the AiO 
was expected to follow courses and gain some teaching experience. Due to the initial 
lack of specifications, AiO positions often resembled the old PhD programmes, 
as doctoral students would carry out their research, often by participating in the 
working of a research group.
In 1991, it was however decided that the junior researcher (AiO) had to follow 
courses at a recognized “research school” (onderzoekschool), an institution that was 
inspired by the Anglo-Saxon graduate school and that was concomitantly introduced 
in Germany as G raduiertenkolleg and in France as ecole doctorale.
The research school was defined as a centre for high-quality research that offered a 
structured educational programme to young researchers. In their respective national 
or inter-university research schools, researchers worked together for five years on a 
prescribed research programme. In order to be recognized and financed as research 
schools, a research group had to meet a number of quality demands and had to 
possess a certain size. A faculty would take the administrative responsibility, and a 
board functioned as its supervisory council. The day-to-day management was given to 
a director, who was appointed by the Executive Board of the university to which the 
faculty in charge of the research school belonged. The director was responsible for the 
im plem entation and the necessary modifications to the research programme. After five 
years, it would be decided if the institute would continue. In this case, the institute 
would have to be re-established.
The Ministry of O CW  had planed to establish between 25 and 30 research (or 
graduate) schools country-wide. However, things developed differently. Universities 
were allowed to submit proposals for research schools to the Erkenningscommissie voor 
Onderzoekscholen (ECOS, Recognition Committee for Research Schools), which was set 
up by the Royal Academy for that specific purpose. In 1992, this Committee recognized 
approximately 20  research schools. However, in subsequent years, the flow of proposals 
did not abate, and by June 1996, a total of 127 proposals had been submitted! In 
June 1993, the M inister admonished the Vereniging van Nederlandse Samenwerkende 
Universiteiten (VNSU, Association of Universities in the Netherlands) that the initial 
goal had to be to recognize and finance only a limited number of research schools. The 
VNSU answered that top research schools could not be expected to materialize suddenly 
as an effect of a national recognition procedure, but would rather result from long-term 
contributions to international top research.
The top institutes that the M inister desired might, however, well develop on the
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basis of purposeful policy guidance from the broad network of research schools that 
had been created with the primary aim of educating junior researchers.49 In other 
words, the ministry's idea of bringing about quality, coherence and cooperation by 
force did not produce the desire outcome. In 1997, there were 107 recognized research 
schools, of which 28 in  the exact sciences.50 The Nijmegen SO N  Reseach Centrum  
(NSR, 1993), Research Instituut voor M aterialen (RIM, 1994) and Institute for Cellular 
Signalling (ICS, 1995), all of Nijmegen's Faculty of Science, received an accreditation 
as research schools. In 1992, the Nijmeegs Instituut voor Cognitie- en Informatietechniek 
(N IC I), in which natural scientists, computer scientists and neuro-psychologists 
collaborated, was also recognized as a research school. In addition, researchers of 
the Faculty of Science participated in a series of national research school over which 
other faculties had administrative responsibility, notably in the Onderzoekschool 
Subatomaire Fysica (Research School Sub-Atomic Physics; University of Amsterdam), 
the Onderzoekschool Theoretische N atuurkunde (the Research School Theoretical Physics 
at Utrecht University), the M athematisch Researchinstituut (the M athem atical Research 
Institute at University U trecht), the Instituut voor Programmatuurkunde en Algoritmiek 
(the Institute for Programming Research and Algorithmics at Eindhoven University 
of Technology), the Onderzoekschool Experimentele Plantenwetenschappen (the Research 
School Experimental Plant Sciences at Wageningen University), the Onderzoekschool 
Functionele Oecologie (the Research School Functional Ecology at Groningen University), 
the Onderzoekschool Milieuchemie en Toxicologie (the Research School Environmental 
Chemistry and Toxicology at Wageningen University), and the Onderzoekschool 
Pathophysiologie van het Zenuwstelsel (the Research School for Pathophysiology of the 
Nervous System at Utrecht University).
Q uality Control
The BUOZ note had pointed out that it remained unclear what the institutions 
actually achieved with the funds they had received. The Minister was of the opinion 
that the allocation of funds had to be proportional to the achievements and results 
that they produced. A new concept of “restricted freedom” had to replace the 
former, absolute freedom of university research. The first step in the direction of 
a quantification of efforts was taken in 1979, when the universities were asked to 
submit an annual scientific report. The allocation of funds for research projects 
submitted to ZWO was made dependent on the external assessment of the quality of 
these projects. W ith the introduction of conditional financing in 1982, the quality 
of the previous scientific production was assessed. W ith regard to education, a model 
was introduced in 1983 that linked financing to the number of degrees and PhD 
diplomas that an institution generated.
The implementation of the W W O, finally, led to a systematic assessment of the 
results and quality of education and of research in the higher education system. Each 
university degree programme and each discipline were from now on periodically 
assessed by external experts.
The VNSU took upon itself the role of organizing these quality controls.51 
Starting in 1987, it took over the coordination of conditional financing from the 
Ministry, and the first rounds of assessment took place in the very same year. In that 
assessment, the research conducted at the by now two Nijmegen faculties of science 
scored high.
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In 1992, a new system of quality control for university research was introduced, 
which built on the procedures used for conditional financing. In the new system, 
research programmes were assessed every six years with regard to the quality of 
the research that had been carried out, the productivity of the research group, the 
relevance of the research done, and its future perspective.
A similar system of quality control was set up for educational programmes, 
which were however assessed at five-year intervals. The assessment procedure 
consisted of two components: a self-assessment in which the education programme 
was described and assessed from the inside, as it were, followed by an external 
assessment by a visitation committee of experts who wrote a report on their findings. 
The educational programme was given the opportunity to react to the visitation 
report. Thereupon, the final report, which also reported on the differences between 
the various national education programmes, was then made public.52 The first 
round of assessments started in 1988 with four disciplines, including physics. The 
Nijmegen education programme of physics received a positive evaluation.
Even before the introduction of these new assessment procedures, the quality of the 
educational programmes at the KUN had received due attention. The chairm an of 
the University’s Executive Board, Willy van Lieshout, had since 1984 been conducting 
regular talks with the faculties concerning study results, the registration of study 
progress, education evaluation, lecturer training, study programmes, examination 
systems, evaluation of exam ination results, organization of the foundation courses, 
arrangement of the semester, modular education, and computerization, among 
other things. In 1985, a stimulation pool for education was set up, consisting of 30 
positions, to be used in innovative educational projects. In the note Onderwijsinnovatie 
(Innovation in Education) of 1987, the Executive Board stated that education should 
become more relevant to societal demands and had to be linked more strongly to both 
the job market and the wishes of students. A system of educational assessment was 
introduced in 1987, which evaluated the programmes with respect to their effectiveness, 
productivity, efficiency, their innovative character and their market orientation. The 
University’s Office of Education furthermore developed a system of quality management 
and quality control. Quality management contracts were signed with the faculties 
regarding the contents and organization of the study programmes. This policy was 
continued in the 1990s. In the note Kwaliteit in Onderzoek II (Quality in Education 
II) of 1992, the faculties were told (am ong other things) that they had to develop 
student-activating and innovative educational methods. They were furthermore required 
to structure their programmes in  a modular fashion and to organize the study year 
according to semesters of equal duration. A “study progress registration system” was 
introduced whose purpose it was to track the performance of each individual student.
This strong interference by the university administration with the contents and forms 
of teaching and the new requirement to supply data continuously for the benefit of 
the central education inform ation system (onderwijsinformatiesysteem, O IS), to register 
the study progress of each student (studievoortgangsregistratie, BASIS), to evaluate 
the teachers (docentenevaluatie, D OE), and to have students evaluate the teaching 
(onderwijsevaluatie door studenten, MONITOR) was experienced by the faculties and 
disciplines as a particularly tim e-consum ing way of meddling with the competence of 
the scientific staff and the teachers in the educational programmes.
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The Entrepreneurial University
The pressure exerted by the government on universities to become more involved in 
society increased during the 1980s, as education programmes and research were told 
to pay greater attention to their relevance to society. By channelling the second flow 
of funds into larger, multi-year research programmes, core research programmes and 
top institutes, the government made sure that research be focused on the themes 
that it felt to be relevant. The government kept urging that more attention be paid 
to making knowledge applicable, to transferring knowledge, and to conducting 
contract research and contract education for business and industry, civil society and 
government agencies. For that reason, the ZWO, which according to its statutes 
was only allowed to stimulate purely scientific research, was in 1998 converted into 
the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (N W O ), whose task it was to 
stimulate universities to perform more application-oriented research.
The W W O of 1986 pushed universities even more forcefully to be market- 
oriented, while the Minister emphasized the vital importance of scientific education 
in a highly industrialized and computerized society. Universities were asked to 
understand research as part of a greater societal project in which the government, 
business, industry and non-profit organizations functioned as further stake­
holders.53 Professors were advised to pay greater attention to the market, to the 
consumers of their products and to the sponsors of their research. In short, they 
were asked to demonstrate entrepreneurial qualities. Ironically enough, this demand 
for greater entrepreneurship was rather incompatible with the governmental 
attempts to steer research and education from The Hague.
This tension helps explain why, in order to help institutions react more swiftly 
and effectively to the increasing societal demand for innovation and modernization, 
Minister W im  Deetman announced in 1985 in his policy note Hoger Onderwijs: 
Autonom ie en Kwaliteit (Higher Education: Autonomy and Quality) that universities 
would again be granted greater autonomy with regard to policy and administration. 
He announced that the government would no longer interfere with educational 
matters down to the level of the single disciplines, but would restrict itself to 
stimulating, coordinating and supervising. The institutions would from now 
on be free to set up new studies according to their own judgement and organize 
research and education as they pleased. Those parts of the Academic Statutes that 
specified the conditions and requirements that had to be fulfilled by a university 
degree programme in order to be eligible for formal recognition and financing were 
therefore scrapped. Their place was taken by the previously mentioned system of 
retrospective quality control.
In reality, however, this apparent retreat of the government from involvement in 
university affairs was relatively limited. W hile responsibility was indeed shifted to 
the institutions themselves, the government retained the control over developments 
by means of the policy frameworks and conditions. For example, in successive 
H oger Onderwijs- en O nderzoeksplannen  (Higher Education and Research Plans), the 
government defined the direction to be taken, while granting the institutions the 
responsibility to carry out the plans. Autonomy meant in reality just the right and 
duty to implement government policy.
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How strict government control remained can be seen by the details the M inister required 
to receive before he would consider financially supporting the KUN, which through an 
unfortunate coincidence of circumstances had experienced a sudden decrease in revenue 
in 1989. The Executive Board had to submit to the M inister a strategic plan for the 
development of research and education, which had to specify the following aspects:
• The reasons for the negative development in  the national share of new students 
enrolling at the KUN in the period 1980-1988;
• An analysis of the target groups from which the KUN could expect to recruit 
students, given the University's offer of educational programmes, her profile, specific 
nature and regional positions;
• An analysis of the ability of the job market to absorb graduates of the KUN, given the 
education programmes on offer, the University's profile, specific nature and other 
facts and developments;
• An analysis of the University's overall strength and weaknesses;
• An draft proposal for realizing the objective of 10 ,000  enrolled students in 1992, on 
the basis of the educational programmes in place by 1 September 1988.
In 1987, the Dean of the Faculty, Godfried Vogels, remarked that the requirement 
to operate in a more market-oriented fashion had radically changed the relations 
within the university.54 Merely twenty years earlier, Vogels observed, it had been 
a commonplace that a fundamental research question could provide the only 
acceptable motivation for a university researcher. He mentioned his teacher, 
Professor Kluyver at Delft, who even in the 1950s invoked the motto: “To scientists 
pure and simple: let them never be of any use to anyone.” Nowadays, he continued, 
a researcher was expected to be guided not only by scientific questions, but also by 
the various university and governmental research frameworks.
Nevertheless, under the continuing economic pressure, the model of the 
“entrepreneurial university” was swiftly introduced also at the KUN.55 The University 
became a “knowledge company,” which exploited the knowledge it possessed.
In the Faculty of Science, the continuing decrease of financial resources led various 
departments to resort to new strategies of exploiting available expertise, performing 
contract research, rendering services to society, and the like. The m athematicians, for 
example, set up a Department of M athem atical Services (W iskundige Dienstverlening) for 
business, industry and non-university organizations. The chemists set up a laboratory 
for large-scale syntheses. A project team “Sponsored Research” began to offer support 
to scientific and technical departments in their dealings with clients, helping notably 
with contracts and patents.56 The Faculty now represented itself with the punning 
double-entendre: “De faculteit W iskunde en Natuurwetenschappen, Uw beste kennis"
(The Faculty of M athem atics and Science: Your best acquaintance/knowledge). In the 
Annual Report 1986, the Faculty was able to declare that income from the third flow 
of funds had increased from 4.5 to 7.0 m illion guilders. In that same year, the Centre 
for Application of Laser Technology (OPTEL) and the Centre for Hard- and Software 
Support (M IN IM IC R O ) also started operating.
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At the KUN, the number of full-time staff positions that were paid through the third 
flow of funds increased from 135 in 1982 by 55% to 210 in 1988. This growth was 
greeted with mixed feelings, as during the same time period, the number of proper 
university staff decreased by 200 full-time positions. The research capacity paid 
from the first flow had shrunk by 30 full-time positions, a decrease that was not 
compensated for by the increase in positions from the third flow, the reason being 
that the third flow went into research conducted by temporary staff and notably by 
doctoral students. In 1990, the Rector described the transfer of research capacity 
from the first flow to the second and third flows of funds as a threat to the quality 
of the primary tasks of the university, which was to take care of “scientific education 
and scientific research with an emphasis on fundamental research.”57
Dean Vogels found the eagerness with which, throughout the country, members 
of the Executive Boards tended to describe their universities as knowledge companies 
quite disturbing. Surely, the university could not be condemned to becoming a 
service station for the acute requests of business and industry; rather, researchers 
had to be appointed to carry out high-quality research and education, not to sell 
knowledge. And yet, given that researchers were becoming increasingly dependent 
on projects for which “the market” provided the means, Vogels predicted that 
the research agenda would in the future be determined even more strongly by the 
research programmes of the NWO, the national government and the European 
Union's framework programmes. As a consequence, the Faculty of Science would 
hardly be able to set its own course, but would have to manoeuvre within the 
parameters imposed on it from above. The diversity in research would by necessity 
decrease. Vogels also predicted that this entrepreneurial culture would inevitably 
to lead to tensions between the researchers and the “knowledge institution” with 
regard to the ownership of the knowledge that was produced. Finally, it was quite 
conceivable that researchers would obtain subsidies for programmes that did not fit 
into the research policy for which the Faculty Board was responsible.
Such objections against treating the university as a “knowledge institution,” which 
had to recruit students and research assignments on a market full of competitors, 
did not hinder or stop the ongoing developments. In 1992, Jankarel Gevers, the 
chairman of the Executive Board of the University of Amsterdam, lamented that the 
university had lost its genuine nature, having become an institution that borrowed 
its meaning and use from extraneous expectations: “W hat we, startling up from our 
daze, turn out to be has been thought up elsewhere: this is true from the structure of 
the curriculum to the organization of the administration, from the financial stimuli 
to the obligation to produce results, from the remuneration of staff to the intake of 
students.” Indeed, Gevers observed a stunning growth of derivative functions at the 
cost of autonomous and authentic functions.
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The 1990s: Subject to Market Discipline
“The Faculty operates in a complex and changing market: the VW O , the scholarship system, 
the job market for graduation, grant providers, clients for contract activities and companies 
-  everything is in motion. The external influence on education and research is increasing, and 
research themes change and focus partially because o f this external influence. [ . . . ]  Decisive 
policy, calculated positioning and timely innovations have therefore become a necessity.
It is because o f this complexity that all employees and students in the organization have 
become co-responsible for the policy-making in and the preservation o f the faculty. "
Dean Godfried Vogels (1997)
In his Schets betreffende de toekomst van het H oger Onderwijs en het Wetenschappelijk 
O nderzoek (Sketch W ith Regard to the Future of Higher Education and Scientific 
Research) of 1986, Minister W im  Deetman had explained that the governance 
structure of universities had to be adapted to the universities' market-oriented 
mission. The Executive Board had to be more decisive and entrepreneurial, and 
management and administration had to become more professional and efficient. 
Likewise, the governance structure of the faculties had to be strengthened, while 
societal influence had to be increased. In early 1989, the Minister proposed a bill 
called W et op het Hoger Onderwijs en W etenschappelijk Onderzoek (WHW, Law on 
Higher Education and Scientific Research), which provided the framework for this 
policy.
This bill was, however, not implemented until 1992. In the intervening years, 
discussions took place with the institutions themselves, the VNSU, the KNAW and 
the RAWB over the necessity of introducing the suggested new governance structure. 
In the fall of 1990, the Ministry of O CW  organized conferences in Kijkduin and 
Zeist on this issue. The recommendation it produced was that integral management 
should be introduced on each administrative level. Faculty boards would have to be 
strengthened by merging management and administration also at that level, and by 
giving additional powers to the dean. Moreover, the unclear hierarchical positions of 
the research schools -  which caused their directors to clash with the faculty boards, 
departments and institute directors -  cried out for structural reform.
Minister Jo Ritzen embraced the recommendation of the Kijkduin and Zeist 
conferences. To render the introduction of integral management possible, the 
statutory separation between management and administration and the centralization 
of the management powers in the universities' executive boards had to be lifted. For 
this reason, the law had to be modified further. The amended W HW  thus redefined 
the structure of university governance. The government now granted the institutions 
greater liberty in policy making, and would from now on govern through agreements 
with the institutions over to the main lines of the policy. W ithin the institutions, 
integral management was to be introduced at all levels; the faculty, or rather its 
administration, was invested with more authority; by contrast, the departments 
ceased to exist as the third administrative level.
The W HW  was adopted by Parliament in 1992 and came into force on August 1, 
1993.
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In Nijmegen, the Kijkduin and Zeist conferences had led to the decision to examine 
the administrative and management structures that were in place. In April 1991, 
the Executive Board set up a Commissie O nderzoek Universitaire Bestuurs- en 
Beheersstructuur (Committee to Investigate the University’s Administrative and 
Management Structure), also called the “Zeevalking Committee,” whose task it was 
to analyse the existing structures and to propose an integral management structures 
for administration. The Committee reported back to the Executive Board at the end 
of May 1991. It reported that the University’s effectiveness and decisiveness was 
hampered on all levels by slow decision-making, time-consuming procedures, a 
politicized atmosphere and conflicting group interests. The Committee also found 
that there was too much centralism, as the Executive Board interfered too much 
with the details of daily administration. It did not grant the faculties a sufficient 
degree of autonomy, and its interventions undermined the authority of the faculty 
administration.
The Committee proposed a thorough-going decentralization of tasks and 
authority. Policy had to be determined by choices made at the basic level by the 
professional; the task of the higher and more central administrative levels should 
be limited to checking these choices against the general strategic policy. Thanks to 
the introduction of integral management, administration and management would 
be brought together on the level of the primary tasks. The differentiation between 
authority over educational and research tasks and support and management tasks 
had to be abandoned. Because of this, the directorates had to be abolished, as the 
dean had to take up the role of the director. University, faculty and departmental 
councils would only have the right to approve the main lines of educational and 
research policy and the budget. The Committee also found that professional 
administrators had to be appointed, where beforehand, administrative functions had 
been allocated by rotation.
At the level of the University Council, but also in the different faculties, the 
proposals of the Zeevalking Committee were received critically.58 It was contested 
that the democratic structures could be held responsible for the deficiencies of the 
reigning administrative culture. Notably enough, the boards of the Faculties of 
Science did not endorse the view that chosen administrations and councils impeded 
a smooth decision-making process. Nor did they deem it a good idea to limit the 
right of the Faculty Council to that of approving some central points. The Deans 
and the Director stated: “The committee appears to underestimate the value of the 
contributions of the Faculty Council. It is our experience that consultation with the 
Council is good for the decision-making process, both regard to the contents of the 
decisions and their legitimacy. Restriction of the authority of the Council can easily 
lead to a loss of participation in administrative activities and the loss of a broad 
support for the decisions that are taken at the Faculty level. For a good decision­
making process within the Faculty, we consider it desirable that the Council has 
more possibilities than merely to approve or refuse approval: the Council should also 
keep the right to amend.”59
These critical voices did, however, not deter the Board of the University 
Foundation and the Executive Board from taking the conclusions and 
recommendations of the Zeevalking Committee seriously. The University’s Executive 
Board was assigned the task of designing a future administrative and management
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structure. Its proposal was submitted to the University’s employees in April 1992 in 
the concept note M odel voor de structuur van de Katholieke Universiteit (Structural 
Model for the Catholic University). An accompanying letter stressed the necessity 
of a reorganization of administration and management, “... not because the current 
structures do not function properly, but so as to strengthen the positions of our 
University under the changing internal and external conditions.”60
The reactions to the Structural M odel were for the most part negative. Objections 
were raised to the proposed composition and mandate of the administrations, the 
centralistic power relationships and the restriction of the Council’s authority.61 The 
Faculty of Science was particularly critical of the notion that the authority of an 
administrative organ would be given to it by the next higher administrative organ. 
This delegation model went against the principle held by the Executive Board itself 
that the responsibility for education and research should rest with the professionals 
themselves. W ith regard to the authority of the councils, the Faculty of Science 
stated that for the sake of decisiveness, the councils were to retain decision-making 
rights, such as the right to amend, the right to innovate and budget rights, and not 
solely the right to approve. The Faculty of Science furthermore pointed out that 
the proposal to house the support and faculty services in a central university-wide 
service was at odds with the principles of integral management. The faculties should 
be able to determine the organization of these serves themselves.62
In September 1992, the Executive Board replied to the various objections in a 
Notitie met betrekking tot de bestuursstructuur (Note Concerning the Administrative 
Structure), which reiterated the motives behind the suggested reform.63 Universities
-  the Note explained -  were undergoing a transformation from a “task organization” 
to a “task-market organization,” and this transition required decisive and 
professional management. The existing council structure was unable to provide 
such management, being the product of the 1970s and their politicized decision­
making culture, time-consuming advisory and consultation procedures and strong 
bureaucratic and centralizing tendencies. Decentralization and integral management 
were going to change all that. The faculties and department councils were to become 
integrally responsible management teams. The directorates, which until then had 
managed the faculties on behalf of the Executive Board, were to be disbanded.64
A major consequence of this re-structuring was that the composition of the 
administration and the authority of the boards also had to be organized differently. 
Because the Executive Board delegated administrative and management duties for 
which it continued to carry the ultimate responsibility, it viewed the appointment of 
administrators as a matter falling into its own domain of interest. However, because 
of the resistance that the M odel met with respect to this point, the Executive Board 
suggested the possibility that the administrations could be chosen by the councils 
and that the election would only have to be approved by a higher administrative 
body. The Executive Board also made concessions with respect to the authority of 
the councils. Based on the concept of integral management, an administrative entity 
would bear all of the responsibility for the management and administration on its 
administrative level. However, the council was not to act as an administrative entity, 
which is why the M odel wished to grant it only the right to approve. Because of the 
harsh reactions to this suggestion and the advice that was given by the faculties, 
however, the rights to advise and amend were ultimately granted as well.
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O n October 27, 1992, the University Council agreed to the proposed compromise 
solution. In 1993, the details of the administrative revision were worked out and 
the new regulations drafted. The new administrative structure was introduced on 
January 1, 1994, when the day-to-day leadership of the Faculty of Science was 
placed into the hands of a three-person Faculty Board, whose members, having 
been proposed by the Faculty Council, were appointed by the University’s Executive 
Board. The chairman of the Faculty’s administration was the Dean, who carried 
the final responsibility for management and administration. The larger faculties 
were furthermore permitted to take on an administrative expert for the operational 
management. At the same time, the departments ceased to exist as administrative 
units. Research and education were housed in schools or institutes and placed under 
the leadership of a professor-director who was responsible to the administration of 
the Faculty. The directorate of the Faculty, too, was disbanded, as the administrative, 
financial and personnel services were placed under the authority of the Faculty 
administration. The construction office and maintenance services, among others, 
were integrated into the central university services.65 The technical services and the 
centralized facilities, in turn, were transferred to the research schools and institutes 
that needed them: CAOS/CAMM, for instance, went to chemistry, while the magnet 
laboratory went to physics.
At the national level, the dual administrative structure (with administrations and 
councils being jointly responsible for management and administration), which had 
still been upheld in the WHW, had in the meantime come under further pressure.
It was now commonly found to be inefficient and to increase the administrative 
burden unnecessarily. It no longer fit in with the general conviction that an efficient 
and dynamically operating system of higher education was of crucial importance 
to the Dutch economy. The key word “knowledge economy” had by then been 
introduced, and what was meant by it was that the Netherlands would only be 
able to face up to the international competition by engaging in a high-quality, 
knowledge-intensive type of production. “The Netherlands will have to become 
very smart, because otherwise it will become very poor,” in the words of the vice­
chairman of the Dutch Entrepreneurs’ Society.66
In 1996, Minister Ritzen submitted a proposal to amend the WHW, to the 
effect that the councils would no longer function as co-administrators. Policy 
and management should both be entirely in the hands of the administrative 
boards. A three-person Executive Board was from now on to be responsible for the 
administration of the university. This Executive Board would be appointed and 
monitored by a supervisory council, which was, in turn, appointed by the Minister. 
As for the faculties, their administration and general management was entrusted to 
a dean, who was appointed by the Executive Board, to which he had to account.67 
University and faculty councils lost their administrative functions, retaining 
only the rights of approval and advice. The institutions were given the choice 
between introducing a work council (ondernem ingsraad) or a university council 
(universiteitsraad). In the former, staff members and students would be singly 
represented; in the latter, then staff and students would be collectively represented. 
The motivation underlying these changes was to strengthen the governability of 
universities and to lead to an improvement in the quality of the primary processes.
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The draft bill was accepted as the W et M odernisering Universitair B estuur (MUB, 
Law on the Modernization of the University Administration) in the fall of 1996 and 
was introduced in January 1997. In that year, some initially struggled at the KUN to 
maintain the University Council (universiteitsraad) as an entity next to the Works 
Council (ondernem ingsraad) and the Student Consultation (studentenoverleg).68 
However, in July 1997, the Board of Governors resolved this matter in its note 
Universiteit in verandering: W ijziging van de Structuurregeling  (University in Change. 
Reform of the Structural Arrangement), in which it announced the creation, next 
to the Works Council and the Student Consultation, of a “Joint Meeting” of both 
bodies, which had to take care of the common interests of the institution. An 
analogous arrangement was thought up fro the faculties.
The Board of Governors put the final responsibility for the faculty-related 
administration and policy-making in the hands of the dean, who was appointed 
for at least four years. The university administration presumed that this demanding 
function of responsibility would take up a full day’s work. The Dean was assisted in 
his tasks by one or more vice-deans. Again, an expert on operational management 
could be added to the administration. Once proposed by the faculty, the members 
of its administrative body were appointed by the Executive Board. The sub-faculties 
no longer held any administrative authority, nor were they represented in the 
administration. The departments, in turn, were disbanded as administrative units 
for education and research. Their place was taken by educational and research 
institutes, which were directed by professor-directors, who were directly responsible 
to the dean. A small faculty office was to manage personnel, administrative, civil and 
technical services. There were regular informative and coordinating consultations 
between the Executive Board and the deans, but these had explicitly no decisional 
competencies.
The new administrative structure came into force in May 1998. O n the same date 
and in the same context, the Executive Board merged the two Faculties of Science 
back into one Faculteit der N atuurw etenschappen, W iskunde en Inform atica, so as to 
reduce the administrative load and facilitate organizational tasks.
The new structure broke radically with the existing order. The notion of representation 
of the lower levels in the policy-making processes had vanished. Apart from the 
University’s three-person Executive Board, single-person management was introduced 
everywhere. That implied that the previous com m on and collegial administration of the 
university community had been thrown overboard. Administrators were appointed by 
higher levels and were only responsible to those. As a consequence, the administration 
lost its public nature; decisions were made in closed circuits. A small handful of people 
were given the say over the University. The Republic of Science had turned into an 
oligarchy.
However, in order for the Dutch knowledge infrastructure to be better prepared 
to meet the needs of the knowledge economy, more had to happen than a mere 
restructuring of the universities’ administrative system. Institutions had to work 
with business and industry to set up excellent fundamental and strategic research 
programmes, and the government was going to stimulate this collaboration by 
means of a policy that aimed at better quality, more competition and at the same
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time more cooperation between the institutions and business and industry.
In 1991 minister Ritzen announced that he wanted more freedom to deviate 
from the traditional procedures and be able to distribute research funds according 
to actual needs. According to him, the distribution of the funds over the disciplines, 
faculties and universities had to take place on the basis of a list of priorities 
established by scientists and representatives of business and industry and by other 
societal stake-holders. To this purpose, he set up an Overlegcommissie Verkenningen  
(Consultative Exploratory Committee), which was to advise him with regard to the 
priorities to be followed in the distributions of the financial means.
The academic world objected to this increased influence of politics on research policy.
The President of the KNAW, Professor Piet Drenth, repeatedly stated his displease 
about the pressure exerted on universities to pay heed to the market. He was troubled 
by this attempt to turn science into service institutions for the benefit of technology 
and industry: “One observes with resentment that the development of the knowledge 
potential appears to be put completely in the service of the strengthening of the 
Netherlands' competitive position on the world market.”69
The necessity to increase the level of academic know-how for the Dutch economy 
was pointed out in the government note Kennis in Beweging (Knowledge in 
M ovem ent).70 To realize such an increase in knowledge, industrial, technological, 
educational and science policies had to be strengthened and better attuned to 
each other. One of the measures the Minister announced to this effect was the 
foundation of five top institutes in each of which -  in close cooperation with 
knowledge-intensive companies -  a coherent field of research would be worked on, 
and to which companies could outsource their fundamental and strategic questions.
W ith the same objective in mind, Minister Ritzen proposed to strengthen the 
second flow of funds by transferring 200 million guilders to it from the first flow.
The universities protested, arguing that such an abrupt reallocation of funds meant 
the end of ongoing research programmes and eventual layoffs. It was therefore 
announced in the Hoger onderwijs- en onderzoeksplan 1 9 9 6  (Plan for higher 
education and research 1996, HOOP 1996) that the envisaged transfer of the 200 
million guilders from the first flow of funds would not go through as it would hit 
universities too hard. However, in HOOP 1998, the reallocation plan resurfaced 
with a vengeance: not 200  million, but 500 million guilders were to be transferred to 
NWO.
NW O was brought in by the government in an attempt to attune scientific research to 
social priorities. Its assignment was reformulated as follows: NW O was to steer research 
with respect to quality and the priorities of society. In accordance with this directive,
NW O shifted the policy of project financing towards that of large multi-year research 
programmes. In the words of its chairman, Dr. Reinder Van Duinen, NW O moved 
from “raining” to “selective irrigation”; from crumbling to large-scale and selective 
programmes.71 To a large extent, these programmes were closely related to priorities set 
by the government.
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Once again, however, the implementation of the programme did not proceed, 
because Minister Loek Hermans, who succeeded Ritzen in August 1998, abandoned 
his predecessor's plan. However, the threat remained, and it was very clear that the 
basic financing, the first flow of funds, would eventually be skimmed and that the 
institutions would become more dependent on the second and third flows of funds 
for the financing of research.72 Competition “on the market” would increasingly 
become the best method of obtaining financial support for research. This meant that 
quality and results would become increasingly more important and that competition 
for scarce means would become more intense.
In addition to this threat, the institutions also had to battle with each other for 
students. In the 1990s, the number of students enrolled in the exact sciences 
decreased quite dramatically nationwide. This decrease was particularly alarming 
at Nijmegen's Faculty of Science, where the relative share of the intake appeared 
to drop as well -  from about 12.5%  to 11.3%  in 1995 and to 10.7%  in 1998. W ith 
the exception of biology, the other programmes appeared to be unable to attract 
students, and this threatened not only their own existence, but also that of the 
Faculty of Science.
These adverse circumstances forced the Faculty of Science to develop a plan 
to meet the challenges of changing times. In 1998, the faculty administration 
formulated a strategy to strengthen the objectives as well as the focus and coherence 
of the organization and to give the Faculty a clearer profile. The emphasis came to be 
placed on the importance of a “corporate culture” which worked towards collectively 
shared goals and ambitions, result-oriented studies, decisiveness, market-orientation 
and entrepreneurship.73
The research profile required that all research had to possess an internationally 
recognized quality and be, where possible, multi-disciplinary in character. Research 
had to be conducted with an eye to future applications. W ith respect to this, the 
link with the regional knowledge sector and with industry was to be strengthened. 
Indeed, the Faculty had to become a regional “centre of scientific knowledge.”
W ithin the framework of these larger aims, the Faculty defined the following core 
areas of research:
• Architecture and functions of complex nanosystems
• Molecular life sciences
• Cognitive neuro-sciences
• Fresh-water biology
• Computer algebra and stochastic research
• Computers and mathematics
• Software technology
This elaboration of the Faculty's new research profile had radical consequences. O f 
all existing lines of research it was evaluated whether they would fit in with the core 
competences. Those that didn't were simply dropped. As early as 1999, the Annual 
Faculty Report announced that the Faculty no longer carried out any low-quality 
research.
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As regards education, the decline in student enrolment had already in 1992 let to 
the hiring of external consultants who had to examine ways in which one could 
respond to this threat. This examination resulted in August 1993 in the Advies 
voor de profilering van de B-faculteiten aan de K U N  (Advice for the Profiling of the 
Scientific Faculties of the KUN), which recommended that a more transparent and 
recruitment-oriented image of the Faculty's education programmes be developed. 
The strong points of each profile had to be showcased, and the difficulty of this 
Faculty from her sister faculties had to be made clear. It was not enough to stress 
the scientific quality of Nijmegen's Faculties of Science, attention should also be 
paid to the wishes of the educational clients, as it were. After all, the education 
environment, the study type and load, study guidance and possibilities for doctoral 
studies were all factors that determined a student's choice for one study over 
another.
The Faculties of Science were told to emphasize in their recruiting drive the 
following factors: their small scale, their ability to provide a multi-disciplinary 
educational environment and inter-disciplinary contacts, and their will to merge 
intellectual and societal factors in their programmes. In short, they had to depict 
themselves as educational institutes in which students stood central and where 
educational programmes aimed to form students not only intellectually, but also 
imbue them with a sense of responsibility.
This advice formed the starting point for a programme of public inform ation and 
recruitment activities. The graph (below) of the number of new enrolments does, 
however, not at all suggest that the new strategy managed to turn the tides.
Number of first-year students per discipline on 1 December (Source: CIF statistics)
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The persistent decline in student enrolments in the exact sciences reflected, however, 
a trend that was visible all over the country and was observed with concern alike 
by institutions, business and industry. The KNAW's Commissie Toekomst N atuur- en 
Technische W etenschappen  (Committee on the Future of the Natural and Technical 
Sciences), also called the “Verruijt Committee,” warned in its report W etenschap  
en techniek, welvaart en welzijn. Een verkenning van de oorzaken en gevolgen van de 
sterke daling van het aantal studenten in de natuur- en technische wetenschappen  
(Science and Technology, Prosperity and Well-Being. An exploration of the causes 
and consequences of the strong decline in the number of students in the natural 
and technical sciences) of May 1997 that a number of educational programmes 
would have to close down within the foreseeable future unless student enrolment 
rose again. This danger presented itself with particular urge for the fields of 
chemistry, mathematics, physics and computer science. The six Dutch mathematics 
programmes had between them only 120 students in total, while physics added up 
to a total o f 188. For the smallest programmes, such as mathematics at the Free 
University of Amsterdam and Nijmegen and physics in Leiden, it became practically 
impossible to sustain a broad educational programme with an adequate number of 
lecturers and equipment. Unless they managed swiftly to recruit more students, the 
closure of such and similar programmes would be inevitable.74 This dramatic drop in 
student enrolment was furthermore taking place while business and industry were 
crying out for natural scientists and technicians. According to the Verruijt Report, 
the country needed about the double of the numbers that the universities delivered. 
The resulting shortage, in turn, threatened the continued existence of important 
parts of the Dutch knowledge infrastructure and economy.
In order to increase the number of students enrolled in the exact sciences 
substantially, the Committee stated that it was essential to make sure that 
prospective students stopped to perceive the exact and technical disciplines as risky 
types of study. The committee therefore proposed to lower tuition fees, expand 
student grants, relax time limitations and to provide extra student grants. But above 
all, the natural scientific studies should once again introduce a five-year curriculum 
because, according to the Committee, the quality of Dutch graduates was falling 
behind that of students in neighbouring countries as a result of the four-year study 
duration that had been introduced in 1981 with the Two-Phase structure.
Minister Ritzen thought that the proposals of the committee were not sufficiently 
well-founded, rejecting the request for a fifth year. However, in this same time 
period, the administrations of the six Dutch research universities had entrusted 
a committee with the task to investigate the study load, duration of studies and 
international competitiveness of Dutch doctorandi (today's Master's diploma 
holders) in mathematics and the sciences. The result o f the committee's inquiry 
was presented in June 1997 in the report V ijf jaar voor bèta’s. D e noodzaak van een 
vijfjarig curriculum  voor de bèta-opleidingen aan de algemene universiteiten  (Five years 
for the exact sciences. The necessity of a five-year curriculum for the beta education 
programs of the general universities). The committee did not endorse the view 
that the level o f Dutch natural scientists did not match up to that achieved in
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other European countries; but it stressed that this comparable level could only be 
achieved by a study programme that effectively took 5.5 years and had a study load 
that exceeded the formal curriculum by 8%. It therefore concluded that in order to 
maintain an international level of quality while maintaining an acceptable study 
load, one necessarily had to introduce a five-year course duration, and do so as 
quickly as possible.
In March 1998, the Minister agreed to a five-year duration for programmes in the 
exact sciences - with the exception of biology, as enough biologists were graduating 
to meet the needs of the job market. His successor Hermans, however, revising that 
decision in early 1988, decided that biologists, too, would get a fifth year.
The five-year programmes started in the academic year 1 9 9 9 /2 0 0 0 . The Minister's 
condition was that these programmes had to be broader and meet the needs of the 
job market for graduates better. It was felt that the educational programmes were 
now of excellent quality, but were still not target-oriented enough in combining 
and integrating knowledge in societal and industrial questions. In additional to 
the standard and long accepted educational programmes that aimed at producing 
researchers, students to be offered choices or specialisations (afstudeervarianten) that 
were to prepare them for working in education and social sectors. The universities 
received no funds to pay for that extra year in the exact sciences; but the students 
did: they were given the right to five, instead of four, years of subsidies.
Once this new framework had been established, the Faculty -  which had since May 
1998 returned to being one single institution -  introduced two new graduation 
specializations for each discipline. In this process, one used as the guideline 
the goals that had been formulated for the strategic profile of the Faculty. The 
introductory (or propedeutic) courses were made to initiate where the high-school 
programmes left off, and a tutor system was introduced for the benefit of students. 
The programmes leading up to the Master's (doctoraalopleiding) became increasingly 
multi-disciplinary, while new applied elements were built in. Teaching became both 
more interactive and problem-oriented. Attention was now given to the development 
of skills that would be used in the professional fields (like planning, management, 
reporting, communicating, cooperating, advising, etc.). The choice between 
possible study programmes became larger thanks to the introduction of “natural 
sciences” (natuurw etenschappen), “medical biology,” “molecular life sciences” and 
“inform ation sciences.” It also became possible to graduate in “bio-inform atics” and 
“financial mathem atics.”
In order to meet the demand for the specializations that would cater to 
societal demands, the Faculty of Science decided to develop a “management and 
application track” (m anagem ent en toepassing, M /T) as well as a “communication 
and educational track” (com m unicatie en educatie, C /E ). The academic programmes 
for both variants were developed over the subsequent years in cooperation with the 
Faculty of Management Sciences of the KUN and the chair group Communication 
and Innovation Sciences of the University of Wageningen.
And while one was working hard for this great overhaul, it was already known 
that the next re-structuring wave was on its way, namely the introduction of the 
Bachelor-M aster structure, agreed upon at the European level.
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A New Millennium: A New Beginning
“The unceasing hunt for funds has turned the business o f  science -  which to outsiders seems 
such a peaceful oasis, bordering on the boring -  into a hyper-dynamic pinball machine, where 
with m uch rattling, ringing and beaming o f lights the count must always go up higher. And 
before he becomes fully aware o f it, the head o f research is no longer the one pushing the 
buttons on the pinball machine, but has become the little ball himself."
Frits van Oostrom, 
President of the Royal Netherlands Academy 
of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), 2006
The first years of the new millennium were marked by four major projects whose aim 
was to keep the Science Faculty in the running:
• the strengthening of the distinctive features of the research programmes;
• the reorganization of the educational programmes;
• student recruitment;
• the construction of entirely new buildings for the Faculty.
While all of this was being carried out, the Faculty had to implement structural 
budget cuts amounting to € 3.5 million per year. To that end, a Policy Plan 2 0 0 3 ­
2 0 0 6  was drawn up, which included, among other initiatives, the discontinuation 
or re-organization of a number of supporting services (savings: € 0.3 m illion); the 
down-sizing of the Technical Services Department to a small Technocenter (savings:
€ 1.1 million - after which reorganization not much was left o f the extensive 
technical services that director Aarts had set up in the 1960s); and a fundamental 
reorganization of the Department of Mathematics (savings: € 0.9  m illion).
The background to the decision, made in 1999, to house the Faculty in new 
buildings and the realization of this project are discussed in Piet Timmermans' 
chapter in this book.
As a consequence of all these developments, the old Faculty structure virtually 
disappeared. Familiar structures, such as sub-faculties, sections, departments and 
division -  which had already ceased to be administrative entities -  now went out of 
existence altogether, as new educational and research institutes were put in their 
place. These new institutes were no longer defined along disciplinary lines, but by 
common research objects. According to this object-focussed approach, scientists 
from different disciplines work together, ignoring the traditional boundaries between 
biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics and computer science. An advantage of 
such multidisciplinary research institutes is that fields of small study and research 
groups avoid the danger of disappearing.
The establishm ent of research institutes
In establishing the research institutes, the Faculty took as its point of departure the 
knowledge and competence that was already available as well as the type of research 
that the various groups had decided to carry out. O n this basis, the following 
clusters were recognized.
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• Material science and complex nanosystems:
Fundamental and application-oriented research into the relationship between 
structure, characteristics and the functionality of molecular complexes 
and structured matter, with an emphasis on substances at the nanometre 
dimension.
• Molecular life sciences:
Research into the molecular mechanisms of action of biological processes as 
well as the structure-function relationship of biologically relevant molecules, 
with a particular interest in bio-informatics.
• Cognition and neuroscience:
Research into cognitive functions, the link between functional disorders and 
the central nervous system, the processing of inform ation in the human 
nervous system, and into possible models of this processing.
• Wetland ecology -  Water and society:
Fundamental and application-oriented research into the functioning of fresh­
water systems, to be carried out within the framework of integral water- and 
environmental management.
• Reliability of software:
Research into, and development of, formal and alternative methods for 
the construction of reliable software and in particular of tools for evidence 
verification.
In the Administrative Report 2003 , a sixth core domain was added to this list:
• High-energy physics, astronomy and mathematical physics:
Fundamental research in the areas of high-energy physics, astrophysics and the 
underlying mathematical structures.
A notable absentee from this list is mathematics, which had still been present in  the 
memorandum Onderzoeksprofiel 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 5  (Research profile, 2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 5 ) of May 2000 
with the profile “algebraic methods and functional analysis.” In the Bestuurlijke verslag 
over 2 0 0 0  (Administrative report on the year 20 0 0 ) of April 2001 and similar reports 
of the subsequent years, m athem atics was no longer mentioned as one of the Faculty’s 
central fields of com petence.75 One m entioned the following reasons for this relegation: 
the scant interest in  the mathem atical programmes (with student enrolments remaining 
dramatically low), the repeatedly poor evaluations of the educational programme by 
visitation committees (in  2001, mathematics at Nijmegen obtained the lowest score 
of the ten programmes in the Netherlands); the dramatically low rate of graduating 
students; the fact that mathem atical research did not fit into the Faculty’s other core 
programmes; and finally, the lack of prospects of improvement. The Faculty Board in 
fact considered the possibility of abolishing the educational programmes in mathematics 
and retaining merely a mathematics service institute for the benefit of education and 
research at the various institutes. However, in the light of the overall importance of 
mathematics to the Faculty’s educational and research activities, these plans were 
eventually abandoned. Instead, it was decided to discontinue a number of research 
activities and to focus on computer mathematics and mathem atical physics, financial 
mathematics and “mathematics & education.” All these activities were integrated into
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the research institute that dealt with high-energy physics, astronomy and mathematical
physics. Still, this reorganization reduced the size of the scientific staff of the former
department of mathematics from 22.6  to 15.3 full-time positions.
The research profiles mentioned above were bundled in a small number of research 
institutes. Whatever research did not fit into these institutes was eliminated.
This decision taken, it took almost two years of delicate negotiations among the 
disciplines (or rather leerstoelgroepen, clusters of chairs) before, in 2004, the 
following six major institutions could be set up:
• Institute fo r  M olecules and M aterials (IM M )
• Institute fo r  M olecular Life Sciences (NCMLS, in cooperation with the Faculty of 
Medicine
• Institute fo r  Neuroscience (IfN)
• Institute fo r  W etland and W ater Research (IWWR)
• Institute fo r  M athem atics, Astronom y and Particle Physics (IMAPP)
• Institute fo r  C om puting and Inform ation Sciences (ICIS)
In 2004, the Institute fo r  Science, Innovation and Society (ISIS) was added to this list. 
This institute integrates all research into the philosophical, ethical, historical and 
societal aspects of the natural sciences.
In the years that followed their establishment, it became apparent that not all 
of the institutes managed to bring about the desired synergy. The IfN, for example, 
encountered its end as early as 2005 , when the biophysics group pulled out. There 
was also much internal friction in the NCMLS between the groups from the Faculty 
of Medicine and those from the Faculty of Science.
The institutes themselves were all placed under a scientific director. According 
to the Faculty's regulations, the director watches over the quality and coherence 
conducted at the institute, develops strategic research policy and supervises the lines 
of research. The chairs are expected to develop their research in agreement with the 
director.
In keeping with the principle of integral management, the institutes have control 
over their personnel and their research budgets. Still, the Faculty Board retains the 
administrative control over the institutes, which are asked to align their respective 
research programmes with the Faculty's overall research policies and to account 
for their research performance. O n an annual basis, the Faculty determines the 
personnel and material resources that the institutes have at their disposal. In 
addition, the Faculty Board administers a number of budgets (such as the innovation 
budget, stimulus budget, equipment budget, personnel budget, etc.), with which it 
can influence developments in the institutes.
All these new structures formally came into effect on January 1, 2005.
The strategy of combining and focussing research activities into focal areas quickly 
turned out to be a fruitful. As early as 2001, and thus even before the formation of 
the institutes had been officially concluded, the Faculty was proud to report that 
the amount of funds that had been obtained from the second flow lay considerably
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above the national average (see Table V III ), with the computer sciences performing 
200%  above the national average, physics 41%, chemistry 55%, and biology 30%. 
Only mathematics scored far below average.
The institutes have managed to m aintain this excellent level in the years ever 
since.
Table VIII Proportion of personnel from second and first flow of funds 2000 76
National
second/first
Nijmegen Faculty of Science
secon d/first
M athem atics 2/10 1/10
C om puter Science 2/10 4 /10
Physics 12/10 17/10
C hem istry 9/10 14/10
Biology 6/10 8/10
The revenue from the third flow has also increased considerably since the 
establishment of the institutes (see graph , below). Extra personnel were deployed 
to reinforce the acquisition of such financial means. Bound by clear performance 
agreements, it is their task to attract projects. In addition, spin-off initiatives of 
graduates and staff members are encouraged and assisted, not least because of the 
financial possibilities they offer to the Faculty in the form of stock-holder status and 
participation in research projects and facilities.
Graph: Research capacity per flow of funds expressed in full-time equivalents (fte)
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The modernization of the education programmes
The basis for the concom itant innovation process in the field of education was 
a Faculty “mission statement” from 2001, which stated: “(The Faculty) aims to 
provide high-quality, challenging and activating education on an academic level in 
the broad area of the natural sciences. Students are to be educated to conduct and 
coordinate research and to disseminate and apply knowledge, skills and techniques 
belonging to the exact sciences. The presence of many educational programmes 
within a single Faculty offers an optimal opportunity for personal and academic 
development in both separate disciplines and multidisciplinary areas.” As an 
objective, it was stated that “the average level of the graduates of the Faculty of 
Science belongs to the national and international top 25%  in the respective field of 
study.”77
The content and structure of current educational programmes all aim at these 
goals, as each education programme is set up in a thematic and integrative manner. 
Seminars, tutorials and self-study have assumed a more prominent position, 
while the number of lectures has been reduced as much as possible. In addition, 
the spectrum of educational possibilities has been broadened by the addition of 
programmes in the general natural sciences, inform ation sciences, molecular 
life sciences, medical biology and natural scientific environmental studies -  all 
programmes with a multidisciplinary approach.
All of these new programmes started at the propedeutic level in 2002, the year 
that also marked the beginning of the transition to the Bachelor-M aster structure, 
which replaced the previous five-year doctoraalprogram ma .
The decision to introduce the Bachelor-M aster structure was taken in Bologna in 1999 
by 29 European nations. The aim was to standardize the length and degrees in higher 
education in  the whole of Europe. Higher education was to be divided into two cycles, 
a three-year Bachelor’s programme and a one- or two-year Master's programme.
The Bachelor was to be a complete and self-contained programme with its own 
recognizable diploma. In practise, this diploma has not yet received full acceptance 
in the Netherlands, which is why most students seamlessly continue with a M aster’s 
programme, whose title is perceived as equivalent to the old doctorandus title.
An important consequence of the new thematic and integrative presentation of 
their subject matter is that educational programmes have on the whole taken on 
a more multidisciplinary character. Only mathematics and physics remain within 
their traditional disciplinary framework, while most other education programmes 
combine multiple disciplines. A further consequence is that the organization of the 
educational programmes themselves fall within multidisciplinary clusters, as follows:
• The cluster Biosciences contains the teaching programmes Biology, Medical 
Biology, and Environmental Sciences.
• The cluster Molecular Sciences contains the teaching programmes Chemistry, 
Physics and Molecular Life Sciences.
• The cluster Computer Sciences contains the teaching programmes Computer 
Sciences and Inform ation Sciences.
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At the head of each cluster stands a Director of Education, who is assisted by a 
project leader on education innovation, an teaching coordinator, a core team and a 
lecturing team for each education programme. At the Faculty level, all educational 
programmes fall under the supervision of a Vice-Dean for Education, who directs 
the Faculty's educational management team (in which the students are also 
represented) and a faculty-level department of educational affairs.
In 2004, the clusters and teaching programmes of the Faculty received the status 
of educational institutes, as follows:
• Institute fo r  Biosciences: teaching programmes leading to the BSc and MSc 
in Biology, the MSc in Medical Biology, and the MSc in Natural Scientific 
Environmental Studies.
• Institute fo r  M olecular Sciences: teaching programmes leading to the BSc and 
MSc in Physics, Chemistry and Molecular Life Sciences.
• Institute fo r  C om puting and Inform ation Sciences: teaching programme leading to 
the BSc and MSc in Computer Sciences Sciences and Informatics.
• Institute fo r  Physics and A stronom y: teaching programme leading to the BSc and 
MSc in Physics and Astronomy.
• Institute fo r  M athem atics: teaching programme leading to the BSc and MSc in 
Mathematics.
In 2005, the Institute fo r  Physics and Astronom y  and the Institute fo r  M athem atics 
were furthermore combined into the Institute fo r  M athem atics, Physics and 
Astronomy.
For all Bachelor's programmes, the Faculty offers matching Master's programmes 
as follow-ups. O n the on the know-how present in the various research institutes, 
additional Master programmes in medical biology, bio-informatics, cognitive 
neurology, as well as nano-science and nano-technology were also developed. To 
this list was added, in 2005, the international Master's programme “transnational 
ecosystem-based water management.”
Besides these various research-based programmes, one started in 2003 with one- 
year Master's programmes in Management & Appliance (the above mentioned 
M /T variant) and in Communication (the C variant), two programmes that are 
directed and administrated by the Institute fo r  Science, Innovation and Society. The 
development and running of the Education variant (E variant) was placed at the 
Institute fo r  Teacher and School (ILS) of the university.
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The recruitm ent of students
The modernization of the existing programmes and the enlargement in the available 
choice of programmes aimed to place the Faculty in a better position in meeting 
the needs and wishes of students. The various innovations were strongly advertised 
among potential students in intensive recruitment campaigns. As early as 1997, 
the Faculty had started publishing B fo r  you, a magazine that intended to appeal to 
high-school students (VW O) and get them interested in studying one of the natural 
sciences at Nijmegen. The university began to open its doors on special days for 
high-school students as well as parents (starting in 2 0 0 0 ), organized pilot study 
days, look-around days, on-line studying (also starting in 2 0 0 0 ), demonstration 
lectures (starting 2 001), teacher days (20 0 2 ) and other such recruiting and outreach 
activities.
These campaigns have been successful indeed. From 2000  onwards, the number of 
applications has risen above national average. One could welcome 207  new students 
in 2000; 256 in 2001; and 264  in 2002. The objective for 2003 had been 300 
enrolments of first-year students, but in the end, 336 enrolled. The objective was 
immediately raised for 2004 : one wished to get 400  first-years. However, the intake 
rose only to 368 in 2004, stagnated at 364 in 2005 and only slightly increased to 
382 in 2006 (see graph , below).
Enrolment of first-year students for the Faculty of Science (per 1 October)
(Source Bestuurlijke verslagen 2005-2006)
IOO
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Enrolment of first-years in the different teaching programmes
(source Bestuurlijke verslagen 2005-2006)
180
G eneral sciences ■  M athem atics 
M olec. life sciences |  Physics 
Environm. sciences ■  C hem istry
Biology
Com puter Science 
Inform atics
Total number of students at the Faculty of Science, 1998-2006
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In these years, the market share of the Faculty of Science dramatically increased (see 
Table IX)
Table IX Market share of the teaching programs at Nijmegen’s Faculty of Science
(source: Bestuurlijk verslag 2005)
90ties 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
M athem atics 7% 5.7% 5.2% 9 .9 % 12.1% 6.6%
Physics 4% 4.6% 6.6% 8.3% 10.5% 12.2%
C hem istry 7% 9.6% 11% 9 .2% 13.9 % 13.0%
Biology 12% 11.4% 14 .5% 16% 22% 21.4%
C om puter Science 5% 7.3% 10.6% 11.9% 8.8% 12.7%
Total Faculty 7% 8.5% 11.9% 13.4% 17% 16.2%
Q uality care
In H O O P  2 0 0 0  and the Science Budget 2 0 0 0 ,  the Minister conceded that the 
“evaluation pressure” on researchers had become too high as a consequence of 
the massive stream of information and evaluation and the many rules, regulation 
and stimulation and evaluation procedures. Researchers were furthermore asked 
to cooperate with the evaluation procedures at the levels of their research school, 
their institute, the Faculty as a whole and with all sorts of national and European 
procedures for obtaining grants, as well as with research visitations and recognition 
procedures of research schools. The conclusion was that because of all these 
obligations, the creative space left for doing research had become too restricted. A 
simplification of the assessment of the quality of university research was therefore 
desirable!
W hat changed as a consequence of this governmental insight was that the 
institutions were handed back more responsibility with regard to quality control. 
Not that the “evaluation pressure” did, for that matter, become less heavy, as the 
lists of data on the type, scope, quality and results of research to be submitted to the 
Ministry of OCW  has only gotten longer since. In 2004, the research information 
system M etis (developed in Nijmegen) was introduced for the compulsory reporting 
of research data.
Since 2003, because of the founding of research institutes, research visitations are 
no longer organized per discipline but per research institute, and their organization 
is no longer in the hands of the VNSU, but in that of the direction of the institutes 
themselves. For each institute and research programme, multi-year schemes have 
been developed for quality control according to the Standard Evaluation Protocol 
2 0 0 3 - 2 0 0 9  fo r  Public Research Organizations (SEP), which was developed by the 
KNAW, NWO and VNSO, and according to guidelines set by the University's
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Executive Board. Quality, productivity, relevance and viability are the most 
important criteria of this evaluation procedure.
In 2004, the responsibility for the visitations of university Bachelor and Master 
programmes was handed over from the VNSO to the Foundation Quality Assurance 
N etherlands Universities (QANU). The QANU provides independent, objective and 
critical evaluations of the programmes according to a standardized set o f quality 
criteria. That assessment serves as the basis for the accreditation of a Bachelor 
and Master programmes by an organization that was specifically invented for that 
purpose, namely that N ederlands-Vlaam se Accreditatie O rganisatie (NVAO, the Dutch- 
Flemish Organisation for Accreditation). Beginning in 2004, each educational 
programme has to undergo an accreditation procedure every six years. This obliges 
the educational programmes to engage continuously in self-evaluation, quality 
control and self-improvement.
The pressure to perform well is heightened by the annual Keuzegids voor het Hoger 
Onderwijs (Guide to Higher Education), the Elsevier Study Guide and the annual 
report Kennis in Kaart (A Map of Knowledge) of the Ministry of OCW. The first two 
of these “consumer guides” contain evaluations by students and experts on the 
available programmes (based on the curriculum, the quality of the lecturers, the 
study load and level, the degree of guidance provided for students, the educational 
facilities, the graduation percentage, etc.). Based on these indicators, amongst other 
criteria, each programme receives a grade and is ranked.
The annual ministerial publication Kennis in Kaart, published since 2004 , works 
similarly: based on as many as 26 performance indicators, it reports the results and 
quality of Dutch institutes and study programmes of higher education.
At the same time, tables are graphs are regularly employed to record and trace 
developments in the number of first-year students, the number of successful 
propedeutic examinations and of graduating students, the number of PhD defences, 
the percentage of female students, the percentage of foreign students, the judgement 
of students and professionals concerning the quality of the education, the scores 
obtained in visitations, research evaluations, the international ranking of the 
institution (Shanghai and Times H igher Education ranking, W ebom etric R anking o f  
W orld U niversities), and an infinity of further criteria and parameters.78
The Ministry of OCW  presents its yearly report as a m onitor that indicates 
how much each institution contributes to the goals set out in the H O O P  notes: 
“Institutions which want to know ‘how well they are doing' can compare themselves 
to other institutions,” and students are invited to use the m onitor as a tool in 
choosing their course of studies.
It goes without saying that “report grades,” “scores” and “ratings” given to 
institutes and programmes are followed with great interest. Equally unsurprising 
is the fact that rankings are routinely accompanied by commotion and dissent.
W hile top-ranking programmes and institutions trumpet in triumph, the lower- 
ranking dispute the relevance and representativeness of the assembled data and the 
attributed ranks. Disputes over the relevance of data is particularly vocal when the 
assessment is based on old visitation reports (from as early as 1998) and subsequent 
improvements are not taken into account. After the commotion caused by the first 
two deliveries of Kennis in Kaart, this publication has refrained since 2006  from
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ranking programmes nationally, mentioning only the ranking of the universities on 
international lists.79 The comparison between institutions is now limited to matters 
such as the number of students, the number of professors and senior lecturers, 
study progress, the number of dissertations, the bibliometrical score, the number 
of granted requests from NW O's innovation funds, the number of Spinoza Prizes 
awarded to a university, and the like.
This, then, is the current state of affairs. All of the characteristics of the free 
market system have made their entrance: competition, merit pay, quantification 
of production and output, bonuses, quality controls, assessments, consumer 
assessment, rankings, valorization, accreditation, marketing and public relations, 
media presentation and many other factors -  they have now all become important 
aspects of academic life.
Researchers are now asked to possess entrepreneurial qualities: they must be 
able to attract money, have managerial talents, be able to attract media attention, 
and, in short, be ‘visible' in all sorts of ways. The hierarchically structured 
university functional management system (UFO), introduced in 2003 and copied 
from the world of business and industry, defines the core activities, expected 
efforts, obligations and tasks of employees at each specific functional level. You 
can only become professor, senior or junior lecturer of the first class if you know 
how to acquire funds. The supervision of the results is placed in the hands of the 
management level, which in turn sets the production goals: the university and its 
institutions must climb higher and higher in the rankings of European and global 
research universities.
How the Faculty as an entity is functioning under these conditions can be read in 
the reports of the institutions that together form the Faculty of Science.
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51 The VSNU preferred to speak of “quality care” so as to emphasize that the assessment aimed more at an improvement 
of quality than at the punishing of sub-standard performance.
52 The institutions involved were not enthusiastic about the publication of the visitation reports, because they were 
afraid that these would lead to the ranking of educational programmes in “top lists.” Their fear was not unfounded: 
in the 1990s, and with the financial support of the Ministry of OCW, an annual Keuzegids Hoger Onderwijs (Guide to 
Higher Education) began to appear.
53 See the policy note Schets betreffende de toekomst van het hoger onderwijs en het wetenschappelijk onderzoek (Sketch 
Regarding the Future of Higher Education and Scientific Research, 1986); as well as the note Zicht op een nieuw 
onderzoekslandschap (View on a New Research Landscape, 1988).
54 Vogels (1987).
5 Schreuder (1988), 329: “The harts opened for the region. The red carpet was laid out for ‘business and industry’."
56 Jaarverslag FWN 1983.
57 van Iersel (1990).
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58 Schreuder (1998), 358ff.
59 Letter from the Deans and the Director of the Science Faculties to the Executive Board and the University Council of 
October 17, 1991. The opening phrase make it clear that this letter represents an unsolicited reaction to the proposals 
of the Zeevalking Committee: “In de procedure van de behandeling van de rapporten van de commissie Zeevalking is 
helaas niet voorzien in een advisering door faculteiten en directeuren. De rapporten zijn echter van zulk groot belang 
dat wij de gelegenheid toch te baat nemen om enkele opmerkingen te maken ten aanzien van de aanbevelingen van 
de commissie.D
60 Letter from the Executive Board to all employees of the Catholic University Nijmegen of April 24, 1992.
61 See Schreuder (1998) 365-72, for a resume of the reactions of the faculties, the University Council and the students.
62 Comments of the Faculty of Science with regard to the note “Structural Model for the Catholic University," dated July
7, 1992.
63 Notitie met betrekking tot de bestuursstructuur (8 September 1992).
64 In a letter dated 2 July, 1992, the director of the Directorate of the Faculty of Science, Dr. ir. Lau Wachters, wrote to the 
Executive Board that he saw little merit in this proposal. The various directorates had proven to work professionally 
and decisively. The management of the directorates would certainly not be improved if it were to be transferred to a 
professor-dean who was appointed for three to five years. He therefore pleaded for retaining a professional manager- 
director who, because of the integration of administration and management, had to be a member of the faculty 
administration.
65 In 1995, a re-organization of the university services took place, in an operation that affected almost a fifth of the 
University’s total personnel. See Schreuder (1998), 375.
66 See UT-Nieuws, June 15, 1995.
67 Institutions were free to choose either a single Dean or an administration led by a Dean.
68 Schreuder (1998), 377-86.
69 Drenth (1992); the same point is made in Jaarrede KN A W 1993 and Jaarrede KN A W 1994.
70 This document was signed by the Minister of Economic Affairs (EZ), the Minister of OCW and the Minister of 
Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (LNV) on June 21, 1995.
71 UT-Nieuws, June 15, 1995.
72 With regard to their research capacity, the Faculties of Science received already in 1997 more than half of their funding 
from the second and third flows of funds: 150 full-time positions were paid out of the first flow, 115 full-time positions 
from the second, and 100 full-time positions from the third. Source: Notitie FNWI ten behoeve van de universitaire 
Adviescommissie Onderzoeksprofilering (March 30, 1999).
73 Note Algemeen Kader Strategische Profilering Onderwijs &  Onderzoek (September 1998).
74 In 1999, the AWT, in her report Vitaliteit en Kritische Massa (Vitality and Critical Mass) advised that education and 
research in mathematics, physics and chemistry should be concentrated nationally. Minister Ritzen did not adopt this 
advice, but did order the involved institutions to develop a plan for far-reaching cooperation.
75 Note Research Profile 2000-2005 (May 2000); Administrative Report 2000 (March 2001); Administrative Report 2003 
(March 2004).
76 Bestuurlijk Verslag 2000, dated 4 April 2001.
78 Bestuurlijk verslag 2001.
78 Since 2006, there also e xists a website on is also a website for: www.studiekeuze123.nl.
79 However, the rankings are still published on the www.studiekeuze123.nl.
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Academic Teaching in Transition
Jan van Groenendael
A look back at 50 years of academic scientific teaching opens a window on the 
turbulent progress made in science, which has revolutionized our world, turning it 
into a global village with global citizens who no longer depend on the “paper world” 
for information. It also opens a window on how scientists have dramatically changed 
their approach to bringing their science to fruition in terms of teaching the next 
generation.
It is the ultimate paradox of scientific progress that concom itant with the increasing 
impact of science on society, societal acceptance of these changes decreases.
This development is primarily due to society at large no longer feeling positively 
connected with the pace of change resulting from the scientific discoveries and/or 
with the people working to bring them  about. This attitude in turn is mirrored in the 
capacity of our scientific institutions to attract our youth into choosing for careers 
in the sciences, as evidenced by the number of our research positions that are being 
increasingly filled with bright young scientists from other countries, such as India, 
Russia and China.
Fifty years ago this was not the case at all! At that time, Nijmegen's newly founded 
Faculty of Science was attracting large numbers of young, idealistic students -  the 
baby boom generation -  who, in accordance with the ideals of the time, wanted 
to bring about fundamental changes to almost every aspect of society using the 
instruments of science. Somewhere along the way dramatic changes in attitude have 
occurred, and it is worthwhile to try and determine the essence of these changes in 
attitude towards science and the consequences for teachers of science at all levels.
A Difficult Delivery
The establishment of the Science Faculty within the “walls” of the then Catholic 
University Nijmegen, now more than 50 years ago, was preceded by an interesting 
debate on the nature of scientific research from a Catholic viewpoint. Andreas van 
Melsen, then professor in the discipline of Philosophy of Science, heatedly pleaded 
for a “neutral” approach to science within the Catholic context; i.e. an approach 
that allowed all subjects to be investigated, even when these (or the results) 
potentially conflicted with Catholic doctrine. This was accepted in 1957, and the 
Faculty of Science began on a period of rapid growth. The first wave of professors 
were sought and appointed. Many of these groundbreaking pioneers came from 
abroad, particularly Germany (e.g., Hans Ferdinand Linskens for Biology; Antek 
Dymanus for Physics) and were officially approved by the bishop in the board 
of the university. Soon after the Faculty had figuratively taken its first steps, it 
declared itself independent from its Catholic roots. This new independence from
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Catholic doctrine was openly emphasized with the professorial appointments of two 
biochemists, Hans Bloemendal, a Jewish cantor, and Sjoerd Bonting, an Anglican 
priest, in 1965 and of Victor Westhoff, a Buddhist botanist, in 1967.
The number of students coming to the Science Faculty at this time rose quickly.
The Netherlands was in dire need of chemists, physicist and engineers, and this 
was reflected in the stream of students enrolled in programmes given within 
the framework of the Science Faculty. New faculty buildings were designed in 
anticipation of the post-war baby boomers, with prognoses of an annual influx 
of more than 1000 new students. Most European countries held these high 
expectations, and public funds were directed towards creating new universities, such 
as in the UK (red brick universities), Germany and France (especially in and around 
Paris). In line with the mindset of the time, which consisted primarily of the need 
to rebuild a society following the destruction of the war, a strict utilitarian approach 
was evident in the design of the buildings: efficient and sober and constructed from 
large concrete building blocks.
A Stormy Adolescence
However, the demographically large overrepresentation of young post-war 
adolescents invoked a fundamentally different shift in values. Worldwide, this young 
generation started to question the pre-war values of their parents and teachers, and 
the universities became their natural focal point. Notably, many of the baby boomers 
were part of the first wave of students who came from working class families with 
no family connections to the academic world; as such, they felt freer in criticizing 
the organization of the academic world. Sit-ins were organized, and public riots 
broke out that were aimed at breaking down traditional power structures. Angry 
professors trying in vain to get access to their offices were blocked by large numbers 
of protesting students. Police appeared on campuses, and the brand new Science 
Faculty was fenced off (or fenced in) to obtain some measure of control over the 
movements of the students. The protests were most heated among mathematics 
and biology students. Ultimately, the then Dean of the Science Faculty, Professor 
Hans Ferdinand Linskens -  under pressure of the protests -  negotiated with the 
students and granted them democratic voting rights in the Faculty Board. In 
addition, following a nation-wide reconstruction of academic governance, public 
board meetings were started for a more open approach to Faculty decision-making 
processes (see figs. 1 and 2).
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Figure 1: The ‘radenuniversiteit’: More then 1500 students, cramped together in the Aula, discuss the future o f  
the university (6 May 1969. (Source: “Proeven van eigen cultuur; vijfenzeventig jaar Katholieke Universiteit 
Nijmegen 1923-1998")
Figure 2: The meeting place o f  the University representatives, the Aula is declared “permanent discussion centre" 
(6 May 1969). (Source: “Proeven van eigen cultuur; vijfenzeventig jaar Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen 1923­
1998")
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The year 1969, a time of revolutionary changes in the organization of academic 
institutions, also marks the start o f a fundamental change in academic teaching.
This was typified by the establishment of an institute for carrying out research into 
the best ways of teaching in an academic setting (IO W O ). Lecturers of courses 
started to partially replace frontal teaching to large groups of students with practical 
laboratory assignments, and large end-of-term written exams with midterms and 
group exercises. Societal relevance became a hallmark that replaced the sometimes 
idiosyncratic choices of teaching materials, often characterized by the specialism of 
the professor giving the course.
New disciplines entered the academic arena, notably informatics, following the 
rapid developments in the global inform ation revolution. The Science Faculty had 
a great deal of difficulty absorbing these new trends and decided to create a new 
Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics, leaving the natural and life sciences in the 
old organizational structure.
An Adult on Diet
While the academic world tried to adjust to larger student numbers and a more 
democratic organization and learning process, three major developments occurred at 
the national level that would thoroughly change the landscape of academic teaching.
The first development arose from the large overestimation of student numbers 
during the peak years of the baby boom generation and the concurrent 
overexpansion of academic staff recruited from the then overabundant pool of 
young academic professionals. Not only were there too many of them, but they 
to a large part did not live up to professional expectations. A process of selective 
shrinking and growth, depending on the respective discipline, was initiated following 
the directives in 1986 of W im Deetman, at the time Minister of Education.
The directives were aimed at re-adjusting scientific capacity towards new and 
attractive fields of science and away from less successful branches in the academic 
organization. Scientific evaluations of research and teaching were implemented to 
compare and judge quality, and measures were developed to screen scientific output. 
This rigorous quality control system introduced a publish-or-perish attitude common 
to the Anglo-Saxon academic system but very foreign at the time to the continental 
academic ideals of the homo universalis of the Enlightenment. These steps proved to 
be the forebode of the Bachelor-M aster revolution of the early twenty-first century 
and the end of the nineteenth century von Humboldtian ideal of teaching integrated 
research and instruction ( “Forschung und Bildung”).
The second development followed from an increasing political demand for a 
more public control over the results of publicly financed universities. This trend 
represented the increasing reluctance of society to pay for the dogma of academic 
freedom of thought. Societal relevance became the buzz word. Financing of research 
became dependent on academic research programming by the Dutch Science 
Foundation and on large industries, who often outsourced their own research 
programmes to academics in the research departments of universities. Steps to 
shorten the academic degree programmes were also undertaken as a cost-effective 
measure. First proposed at the beginning of the 1990s and ultimately formalized in
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1996 by the then Minister of Education Jo Ritzen, all academic degree programmes 
became 4-year studies. This transition specifically affected the 5-year degree studies 
of the science faculties due to their costly per capita teaching programmes. As a 
means to reduce student turnover time, a new student financing system in the form 
of low-interest government loans replaced the old grant system. This stimulated 
a different -  often more business-like attitude -  among students towards their 
education as they often had to take part-time jobs on the side to make ends meet 
financially and demanded more efficient forms of teaching and testing.
The third development that occurred during this period was a complete overhaul 
of the secondary school system. The traditional division of arts and sciences as 
orientations for secondary school exams was replaced by a programme of four 
educational streams (profiles) that gave high school students more freedom in 
selecting both the levels and the composition of their exam package. At the same 
time the emphasis on knowledge was replaced by an emphasis on skills. Acquiring 
the skill of actually using and applying knowledge in real world situations would be 
the stimulus to learn and use the multitude of knowledge inform ation carriers that 
were becoming available at a revolutionary pace during the informatics revolution. 
Self-learning systems were developed, and secondary school teachers became 
learning coaches, backed by a rapidly evolving system of didactics. The results of 
this change would hit the universities at the beginning of the twenty-first century, 
and they were ill prepared for this wave of skill-trained self-conscious new breed of 
students.
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A New Future
At the end of the twentieth century it became evident that the overall gradual 
decline in student numbers had reached an alarming level. All developed countries 
noted a drop in the numbers of new students enrolled in science and technology
-  partially due to demographic reasons but also due to a rapidly diminishing 
appreciation of the role of the scientist in modern society. Such “beta” studies 
were viewed by students to be too difficult and nerdy, with little job satisfaction 
and (financial) reward upon completion of the study. On a per capita basis, the 
Netherlands was ranked eighth among 13 Western European countries in terms 
of science and technology graduates: 1140 out of 100 ,000  professionals in the 
Netherlands were science and technology graduates. The additional finding that only 
300 women were among these 1140 graduates put the Netherlands second from 
the bottom in terms of academic emancipation. (Source: ITS A. van Langen & H. 
Vierke). In a science-driven society, which is what the Netherlands strives to be, this 
was and still is an unacceptable discrepancy between national ambition and national 
student substrate in the field of science (see figs. 3 and 4)
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Figure 3: Yearly percent change in first year students o f  science and technology, in graduates and in PhDs, 
respectively, over the period 1993-2003. (Source: OECD Global Science Forum Policy Report 2006 “Evolution 
o f  student interests in Science and Technology Studies.")
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Figure 4: Motives o f  secondary school students in their last year for not choosing science careers. (Source: ibid.)
The image problem was in shrill contrast with the actual reality of the fast 
developing field of science, which was rapidly shedding old disciplinary boundaries 
and making room for innovative and very successful interdisciplinary research teams 
tackling major societal problems of food, health and environment, developing the 
new information society and unravelling the material secrets both on the smallest 
and the largest scales. It was time for a radically different approach, which took 
many forms.
At the national level, new interdisciplinary studies with fancy names were developed 
at a rapid rate in an initiative to attract new students. The government returned the 
fifth academic year to science programmes, under the provision that this extra time 
was to be used to develop profiles/programmes better suited to meet the demands 
of government and industry. A Bachelor-M aster organization was imposed on the 
academic community. However, all of these steps only created a choice problem 
for secondary school students who had taken one of the two science profiles: 
theoretically, such a student would have to choose among 700 follow-up academic 
possibilities! (See fig. 5)
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Fig. 5: Diagram showing the distribution o f  preferences in percentages (actual figures between brackets) from a 
sample o f  over 1300 secondary school students in their final year, illustrating the choice problem they experience.
In 1 9 9 9 /2 0 0 0 , the newly appointed Board of the Faculty, headed by the new dean, 
Sjoerd Wendelaar Bonga, by the vice-dean for education, Stan Gielen, and by the 
director of the Science Faculty, Piet Timmermans, realized that drastic steps needed 
to be taken to curb the negative trend in student recruitment. The first step was a 
rigorously scientific analysis of the problems. Based on the results, steps would be 
made by the Faculty to fundamentally adjust curricula to reverse this trend. The core 
of the analysis was a comparison of secondary school students' choice profile and a 
longitudinal study of the careers of our alumni, both from the perspective of their 
own appreciation of how well they were prepared to take up their role in society as 
well as how their employers rated their skills for the jobs they were hired to do. The 
results were eye openers. First, contrary to expectations, secondary school science 
students choosing a post-secondary science education primarily based their choice 
of educational institution on the perceived quality of that institution and on future 
job perspectives -  and not on what had been assumed so far, i.e. a pleasant student 
atmosphere and easy travelling distances between home and Nijmegen.
A second eye opener was that our alumni had been trained for a further scientific 
career. However, half of these individuals did not pursue such a career after 
graduation, and even half of the successful PhD candidates went outside of 
their discipline, often seeking a career outside of the academic world (see fig.
6). In other words, the Science Faculty was focusing on the wrong aspects when 
interacting with secondary school students, and our educational programmes did
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not prepare our students for the jobs most of them would find themselves in after 
leaving the university. There appeared to be a distinct absence of management and 
communication skills, based on the point of view of future employers as well as of 
employees.
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Figure 6: Ten-year longitudinal study o f  career development among alumni o f  the Science Faculty [MSc (top) 
and PhD (bottom )], illustrating job mobility (on average three career shifts over a  10-year period) and the shift 
from  primarily research jobs towards a variety o f  other societal functions. (Source: IOWO Loopbaanpespectieven 
van beta-alumni. Resultaten alumni-enquete 1997)
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Based on these results, the Faculty Board (at which time Stan Gielen had 
been succeeded by Jan van Groenendael), profiting also from the stimulating 
contributions of Piet Timmermans, designed a three-pronged approach to tackle 
the problem of falling student numbers. First, secondary school students had to be 
approached differently, with inform ation based on content rather than on student 
life; secondly, our teaching programmes needed to be radically reorganized so 
that they were based not on a perceived level of knowledge but on the actual level 
of knowledge that our students had acquired in a drastically changed secondary 
school system; lastly, we needed to redesign our final stage of the educational 
programme and adjust this to match the demands made by society on academic 
professionals. All three steps taken together conceptually fit in what was to become 
known as the Nijmegen Model of science teaching. This Model was based on taking 
responsibility for the whole chain of education, starting at the point of choice for a 
science specialization at the secondary school up until 5 -1 0  years after graduation. 
Diagrammatically, this approach is represented by our frequently used integrated 
chain model (see fig. 7).
Fig. 7: The 'Nijmegen' model is an integrated chain concept Unking young secondary school students through a 
university training programme to a well-coached destiny in a variety o f  societal roles
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The Faculty did not waste time implementing these steps, and by 2001 it had 
designed, printed and distributed a flashy, content-oriented periodical aimed at 
secondary school students, entitled B4you. W ithin a few years, a similarly oriented 
website had been designed and placed on the Internet; this website methodically 
targeted the 15- to 18-year age groups, offering role models and openly selling the 
idea that science is fun and jobs are both plentiful and very varied. Open days and 
science Olympiads were organized, high school science students were invited to sit 
in on real lectures and participate in laboratory sessions and other school-oriented 
activities were initiated. All of these steps were part of the preliminary phase of 
raising the awareness of secondary school students to a career in science.
At the same time, and contrary to the national tendency to offer more choices in 
science educational programmes, the Science Faculty in Nijmegen chose to offer 
fewer choices to first-year students. Rather, the students were given the opportunity 
to start on a more general curriculum in the life sciences, molecular sciences, 
natural sciences and informatics, thereby delaying a more precise specialization 
until the end of the first year. There was always the possibility of switching back 
and forth without any loss of time until the optimal choice had been made. The 
faculty also engaged a dozen secondary school teachers who, for part of their time, 
were charged with facilitating the switch from secondary school to university. These 
so-called tutors had a bi-directional function. On the one hand, they were there to 
explain to starting students the different approaches used by secondary schools and 
universities when dealing with the same material but using different terminology 
and different speeds in presenting that material. O n the other hand, they were 
instrumental in informing faculty staff on the changes in secondary school teaching 
that had taken place in recent years with respect to both content and instruction 
practices. Being the better professionals in terms of teaching expertise, these “tutors” 
also contributed at times to first-year lectures via amicable intervision in order to 
improve the teaching qualifications of faculty staff.
This first step -  providing better inform ation to secondary school students and 
facilitating the transition from school to university, including the subsequent choice 
process -  was followed by a complete overhaul of the Science Faculty's teaching 
programme. Instead of each department offering a separate series of lectures on 
topics deemed to be relevant by that department, the Faculty adopted a thematic 
approach, integrating different topics that logically belonged together into one 
block and selecting themes on its relevance to a discipline rather than on the 
knowledge level o f a particular member of staff on a specific topic. A wider scope of 
teaching techniques was introduced, and staff members received training from the 
university's IOWO. This broadening of educational approaches is still continuing. 
New educational tools based on informatics technology, such as the video streaming 
of lectures and WIKI technology of group training processes opens new doors 
to organizing and presenting place- and time-independent teaching. A teacher 
qualification diploma was introduced and made obligatory for new staff, and a part­
time chair in the didactics of science teaching was established to strengthen the link 
between the university teacher training institute, which is responsible for training 
secondary school teachers, and the Science Faculty.
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The combination of sustained content-oriented information, a tutor system and a 
modern teaching programme resulted in a dramatic reverse in the trend in student 
numbers long before there was a nation-wide trend towards increasing numbers of 
university science students (see fig. 8). This trend has continued up to the present 
time, resulting in the Science Faculty in Nijmegen being ranked second in science 
student recruitment among the six general national universities.
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Figure 8: The success o f  an integrated approach to teaching and a sustained effort to influence the public image 
o f  science as evidenced by the reversal o f  the trend in student recruits into the Science Faculty. (Source: Faculty 
Bureau)
The Science Faculty has subsequently broadened its successful chain concept 
to include a more active engagement in secondary school science programmes. 
Supported by the “Platform Beta and Technology,” a number of PhD students have 
been recruited to spend part of their 4-year curriculum actively working in the 
classrooms of secondary schools, with their loss in research time being compensated 
for by the Platform. This initiative has a triple goal: (1 ) providing secondary 
school students with a young enthusiastic role model; (2 ) introducing the latest 
developments in science into the school curriculum; (3) encouraging PhD students 
to consider a career as a secondary school teacher (an attractive job option when a 
further academic career is less likely or not a personal choice). Intensification of the 
contacts between science staff and secondary school teachers has also resulted in a 
tight regional school network in which new training programmes are being designed, 
such as the new Nature, Life and Technology curriculum under the enthusiastic 
leadership of professor Sijbrand de Jong and the new advanced mathematics 
curriculum initiated by professor Klaas Landsman.
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The last step in the Nijmegen chain concept was to provide a better interface 
between academic programmes and possible different roles in our society. Following 
the nation-wide restructuring of academic teaching into the Bachelor-M aster 
programme, the Science Faculty decided to provide three alternative academic 
pathways for obtaining a Master degree: one would focus on future academic 
research, developing new scientific knowledge; one would focus on implementing 
and managing scientific knowledge to the benefit of society; one would focus on 
presenting scientific knowledge to a wider audience, to inform and engage people 
and thereby lessen the inform ation gap separating science (scientists) from the 
general public (society). Half o f the 2-year Master programme was reserved and 
staff hired from the Faculty of Management under the leadership of professor 
Ben Dankbaar and from the Science Communication Department of Wageningen 
University and Research Centre led by professor Kees van Woerkum in close 
collaboration with professor Hub Zwart of our own faculty. These new developments 
were initially met with scepticism from students and staff, and a discussion arose as 
to whether these options could still be assessed as being academic.
Profile of a university program: 
distribution of efforts over academic training aspects
discp linary knowledge
Figure 9: Hypothetical profile o f  a training programme resulting from  interviewing sta ff using a pre-designed 
questionnaire designed to measure aspects o f  academic training and developed by the Technical University o f  
Eindhoven. Source: Criteria foracademic Bachelor's and Master's curricula. A.W.M.Meijers et al. 2005. Joint 
publication Tue and RU
This led to a discussion with members of the Philosophy of Science department 
of the Technical University of Eindhoven led by professor Antony Meijers that 
was aimed at developing objective criteria for the essentials o f academic training. 
This discussion resulted in a profile of traits characterizing academic training 
and an analytical tool for measuring the distribution of efforts made during a 
specific Bachelor or Master programme (see fig. 9). A pilot programme involving
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the informatics and mathematics training programmes at both institutions was 
performed and useful information obtained on the respective profiles. It did not take 
long before profiles were established for the other academic training programmes, 
and their first alumni successfully obtained jobs in the discipline for which they had 
been trained.
Innovation in academic teaching is a continuous process and cannot stop with past 
successes. New lines of development are currently being implemented, and potential 
designs for new educational initiatives are on the drawing table. These changes were 
set in motion in 2007  by the then University Rector Kees Blom and the University 
Board when they drew up letters of intent with a number of European universities 
in the so-called IRUN network to collaborate both in research and in teaching. 
Important components of the future of academic teaching will consist of a further 
internationalization of teaching and the concom itant recruitment of students 
from not only other associated universities but from all other the world. The full 
implementation of the Bachelor-M aster system is almost complete. It has changed 
the university educational degree programmes from a soft restructuring of the old 
Doctoral programme into a fully separated two-cycle system. It is fully expected that 
Bachelor degree students will increasingly choose to continue their Master degree 
at a different institution if they have a specific profile that they want to develop. 
Otherwise, they may even leave the university in search of jobs that will become 
available, an option that will be increasingly attractive as the academic qualities of 
the Bachelor graduates begin to be appreciated in the job market. A full two-cycle 
system will require more flexible admission procedures into Master programmes 
than are currently available -  for both Bachelor degree students from other domestic 
educational institutions and for those from foreign institutions.
The realization of the full impact of a two-cycle system has also invoked a demand 
for differential study pathways, including separate streams for excellence. An 
increasing number of student prizes will further enable our Bachelor students to 
operate successfully on a globalizing market of Master training programmes. Those 
students truly oriented towards research careers in science will be able to start their 
careers during their Bachelor training. During their masters they can join Graduate 
schools that are now being created in specific fields of science that will provide a 
highly stimulating and interactive scientific training environment for excellent 
second-year Master students where they meet and join with the PhD students in 
their chosen field. More then ever before, the Science Faculty will be the beating 
heart of a young generation of students. As such, it is responsible for offering these 
students the best possible academic training that will empower them for their 
future roles in society. W hether these roles will be in the research arena or in other 
responsible functions in our society, these students will hopefully be able to apply all 
of the academic qualities that the Science Faculty has been able to offer them.
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A Tale of Two Structures. 
Initial Design and Transformation 
of the Faculty of Science
Piet Timmermans
On 8 May 2008, Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands was the guest of honour at the 
festive opening of the Huygens Building, the new home for the Faculty of Science of 
the Radboud University. She opened the building by setting in motion the 13-m-long 
Foucault pendulum in the entrance hall. During the long period leading up to this 
ceremony, most of the previous buildings housing the laboratories, lecture halls and 
offices had been demolished to make room for the Huygens Building. Surely that 
had not been the expectation of Cardinal Alfrink on 8 July 1960 when, seconded by 
several priests and the Schola Cantorum singing “Ecce sacerdos magnus,” he gave 
his blessing to the newly completed Universal Laboratory building, the first part of the 
grand ensemble of buildings that was planned for the new Faculty (see figs. 1 and 2).
Figure 1: The opening o f  the Huygens Building by Her Majesty, Queen Beatrix, on 8 May 2008. (Source: Faculty 
Photographic Services)
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Figure 2: Cardinal Bernardus Johannes Alfrink blessing the Science Faculty's Universal Laboratory on 8 July 
1960. The Cardinal is preceded by the Faculty's Director, Dr. Aarts, who holds a stoup with holy water, and by 
the Dean, Professor van Melsen. (Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
The Cardinal could not have known at the time that the Universal Laboratory and the 
succession of solid and modern buildings that followed it in fairly rapid succession 
would relatively quickly be considered a major nuisance in terms of safety, research 
and education to those using the buildings -  so much so that demolishment and 
replacement would eventually be necessary. Here, I will present an account of the 
development of these buildings, of the Science Faculty's institutions and of the 
interaction between them. W hat motivated the initial development of the Science 
Faculty and its buildings? W hat was the rationale behind the decision to demolish 
them so quickly? To what extent was there an interaction between the revitalization 
of the Science Faculty from 1993 on and the design of the new buildings?
From these questions a tale of two structural concepts can be developed, each 
consisting of the key institutions of the Science Faculty and its buildings. The first 
structural concept spans the period from 1955 to 2007  and consists of initial design, 
realization, stagnation and final dismantling. The second structural concept develops 
out of the first one as a transformation, starting in 1993, coming to full bloom in
2007  and continuing up to the present. These structural concepts are in essence of 
an organizational and procedural character, but are best visible in the architecture 
of the Faculty buildings -  the grand m onolithic design of the 1960s versus the new 
transparent Huygens Building. As such, our story becomes a tale of the initial design 
and transformation of the Science Faculty's institutions and buildings.
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Initial Design
In 1937, 20 years before the Science Faculty of the present-day Radboud University 
Nijmegen was formally founded, the University Board initiated a policy discussion 
with the Supervising Board, the Radboud Foundation, on the need to establish 
a science faculty. It was argued that this step was necessary for the education of 
Catholic teachers and was also a prerequisite for the development of a medical 
faculty. However, due to a lack of funds and the destruction wrought by the Second 
World War, this first initiative came to nothing. In 1955, however, the discussions 
were concluded, when the University Board and the Radboud Foundation agreed to 
the establishment of a science faculty and began the preparations.
On 6 December 1955, the two Boards installed a “Committee on the Preparation 
of a Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences,” appointing Dr. Jan van Aken as 
its chairman. Van Aken was Director of the Dutch State Mines (DSM ) at the time. 
To the original arguments for a science faculty, he added “the need of the business 
community for engineers and scientists.”1 His greatest influence, however, was in 
the institutional design of the new Faculty. As Professor Jan Steggerda describes 
it: “Van Aken is a clear proponent of a forceful, centrally led organization, with a 
director possessed of large powers. The scientific staff would concentrate its efforts 
on research and education, not having much influence in administrative matters.” 
Clearly, van Aken was aiming at establishing a structure for the new Faculty 
resembling that of the central R&D laboratories of the large industrial companies. 
The professors in the committee, who represented the future Faculty, did not share 
this centralized view, but in the end van Aken was able to override all opposition to 
this form of administrative structure.
The director appointed, Dr. Christ Aarts, was every inch the strong personality that 
van Aken had proposed, and even negotiated for more institutional powers. As Dr. 
W im  Thijssen writes in his study “Genesis of a Faculty,” Aarts was to be head of the 
organization of the Science Faculty in the broadest sense of the word “organization,” 
comprising “ ...spatial facilities, equipment, financial and administrative matters, 
assignment and supervision of budgets, scientific apparatus, personnel matters, 
technical and general services, library, et cetera. In all these matters he will consult 
the Faculty, institutes or professors, but in the end he will decide according to his 
own judgment.”2 The powers Aarts wanted for himself not only would give him a 
supreme position within the administrative structure of the Science Faculty, but 
also a large measure of independence from the University Board. Added to this was 
the power that he would have in controlling the design and realization of the new 
Science Faculty buildings.
It took a long drawn-out process of negotiation, from 1955 until 1957, to formalize 
this special position, and this process was accompanied by a constant stream of 
concerned comments from the professors of the future Faculty. However, in the end 
Aarts won out, and the viewpoint of Jan van Aken -  a fully centralized organization 
with a strong director -  was accepted as the best model for the new Faculty. W ithin 
the Dutch context this centralized set-up was unique, and Aarts used his powers to 
the full and for a very long time. In his memorial speech in honour of Dr. Aarts in
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November 1997, the then Dean of Science, Professor Dr. Fried Vogels, stated: “For 
a long time he was the head of the Faculty; assignment of budgets, appointments, 
assessment of education and research were in fact in his hands.”3 And Vogels said 
this to praise him, not to criticize him.
The consequence of this centralized concept was that the other institutions in 
the Science Faculty were relatively weak. The Faculty Meeting (the ensemble of 
full chairs), had only restricted powers and did not work according to any formal 
regulations governing its scope, authority or procedures. There was also the 
meeting of the professors of the four disciplines ( “vakgroepen”) -  Biology, Physics, 
Chemistry and Mathematics -  which also worked on an informal basis. Formally, 
the Faculty Meeting and the “Vakgroepen” set the policies in matters of education 
and research. In reality, the Director knew very well how to use his information, 
position and budget powers to strongly influence these policies. W ithin this weak 
institutional set-up, the accepted way for a professor to further his research goals 
was to establish a good direct link with the director. This was essential during this 
period as the opportunities for external funding were quite scarce. W ithin this same 
administrative framework, the Director, as head of the building organization, was 
able to steer the design of buildings and allocate space. So what eventually developed 
was a Science Faculty with a broad range of research groups, a strong central 
authority and weakly functioning intermediary institutions.
Underlying the subsequent building activities of the Faculty of Science was the 
“grand design” envisaged by the “Development Plan 1959-1970 ,” which predicted 
that in 1970, there would be 1500 students, 325 scientific employees and 815 
non-scientific staff members. O f the latter group, 385 would be employed by the 
centralized support departments.4 The so-called Universal Laboratory was to be 
completed first, so as to facilitate the start-up phase of the Faculty (see fig. 3). 
Thereafter, the “grand design” would gradually be realized, so as to house those 
departments and educational activities that had outgrown the Universal Laboratory.
In his 1997 memorial speech, Professor Vogels stated that the period of almost 
supreme powers for the Director came to an end in 1970, in the follow-up of 
the May 1968 youth revolt and the issuing call for democratization of university 
structures.5 A new era had begun with the introduction in Dutch universities of 
co-governing faculty boards, councils and committees. In Vogels' view Aarts knew 
how to adapt: “He realized a symbiosis of his position as director with these new 
structures.” In essence the democratization had the effect of forming countervailing 
bodies of power to the director by integrating him in the Faculty Board and by 
formally strengthening the weak position of the discipline councils. Still, old soldiers 
never die -  and by effecting a symbiosis with the new structure, Aarts, as director, 
remained effectively in control of the organization of the Science Faculty.
An important factor in the key position of the Director was his authority over the 
centralized support staff, technical departments and specialized scientific apparatus. 
Just a few years earlier, in 1966, the backbone of the main building was realized as
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Figure 3: The Universal Laboratory, which was conceived as transitory housing for the entire Faculty. (Source: 
Faculty Photographic Services)
the first part of the original “grand design.” This was laid out to accommodate and 
centralize the administrative and technical support departments and facilities (see 
fig. 4 ). The administrative departments and the restaurant were located in the A1 
wing. One floor of the A1 building was allocated to the placement of the massive 
A-360 mainframe computer, one of the many centralized technical facilities. The 
very extensive technical departments were housed in the A2 wing; these consisted of 
mechanical workshops, glass blowers, engineering, electronics, photography, among 
others. The scale of this backbone (8000  net m2 for A1 and 6000  net m2 for A2) was 
geared to the projected doubling of students, from 1400 in 1969 to an unrealistic 
2800  in 1979. The consequence was that the total area assigned to the central 
functions and educational facilities was to be far out of proportion to their actual 
use.
In the years that followed, 1969-1971 , the N1 en N2 wings were realized; these were 
allocated primarily to the physics departments and a number of biology laboratories. 
These, although still on a large scale, were essentially more in balance with their 
actual function (see figs. 5 and 6).
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Figure 4: The central backbone to the Faculty buildings under construction, in September 1966. Visible in the 
foreground is the Universal Laboratory. (Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
Figure 5: Wing N1, which was to house the lecture rooms and student laboratories, under construction, in 
September 1967. (Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
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Figure 6: Wing N2 under construction, in September 1969. (Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
Another central facility was realized in the N2 wing, the high field magnet 
laboratory, which comprised a 6 M W  power supply, magnets, water-cooling, helium 
liquefier and research equipment. All o f these centralized facilities (technical 
departments, mainframe, magnet laboratory) were administrated directly through 
the director. Added to this was the “Gemeenschappelijk Instrumentarium,” a 
department wherein the more expensive or complicated research equipment 
was concentrated: electron microscopes, ultracentrifuges, analytical equipment.
This concentration of expensive equipment and apparatus fell directly under the 
responsibility of the Director and provided access to such equipment and apparatus 
that many experimental research departments would otherwise not have been able 
to acquire on their own.
Next to be realized were the facilities for Chemistry. Keeping in style with the 
perspectives of Aarts' “grand design” and stimulated by a recent surge in the number 
of first-year students, Chemistry was given a building with approximately 9000 m2 of 
floorspace (fig. 7). As Steggerda formulated it at the time: “In 1970 there was a large 
number of first-year students, 120, to be studying for six or seven years, bringing 
the total ( future) number of students to 600-700 . But we wanted to build for the 
future, 1000 students by the mid-seventies.”6 The Minister of Education, however, 
did not accept the numbers and rejected the plans. He had come to the conclusion 
that the total capacity for chemistry students had become too large and that the 
educational facilities for chemistry students had been realized on too grandiose a 
scale. Years later, as a temporary measure, a Provisorium for Chemistry was realized, 
but the floor-space had been scaled down from the 9000  m2 rejected by the Minister 
to a modest 3000 m2.
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Figure 7: Design o f  the Chemistry Building, which was rejected by the Minister. (Source: Faculty Archives)
And so, halfway into the realization of the initial “grand design,” the building 
programme came to a standstill. The result was not a happy one. In line with the 
industrial perspectives of van Aken, a “modern architect” had been sought, Professor 
Ir. Frits Peutz. The buildings he designed followed, with the exception of a few public 
elements, such as the entrance hall and the lecture halls, a strictly functionalist 
style. This was precisely what Aarts had sought to realize: the buildings of the Science 
Faculty had to project the atmosphere of a workshop, with good facilities for the 
laboratories being more important than architectural niceties. But this functional 
approach came at a price. The buildings were sombre and devoid of any lustre 
or atmosphere. The scale and structure of the buildings isolated colleagues and 
departments, thereby hampering interactions, and the design of the educational 
facilities was extremely large scale.7
The year 1970 can therefore be considered to be special in the history of the 
Science Faculty; with hindsight, it can be marked as the year in which the impetus 
behind the original “grand design” dissipated. The division of powers within 
the institutional structure had essentially changed, the number of students and 
personnel had stabilized and the construction of new buildings had almost come 
to a standstill. While during the period from 1955 tot 1970 the whole organization 
was focused on development and growth, stimulating a pioneer culture, from 1970 
onwards, the management gradually became more inwardly oriented.
W ithout any doubt, there was a growing orientation towards obtaining external 
funding for research, especially for supporting fundamental research. A wider 
orientation towards realizing society's needs in general, however, was not pursued, 
and applied research with an eye on possible future applications was not stimulated. 
The Science Faculty was also unable to develop an effective strategy for attracting 
new groups of students or for cooperating with the University Board in adapting its 
building plans to the new priorities in The Hague. As if to emphasize this growing 
isolation, a large fence was constructed around all of the buildings and adjoining
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terrains (see fig. 8 ). As Steggerda said: “I judge The Fence to be symptomatic for 
our relation with the remainder of the university. The Fence was erected under the 
pretext of burglary prevention, but was foremost a gesture warding off intruding evil 
spirits from The Hague, ... the University Board and the revolutionary students of the 
Faculty of Social Sciences.”8
Figure 8: The notorious fence 
around the Faculty o f  Science. 
(Source: Faculty Photographic 
Services)
This phase in the Science Faculty's history continued for some 25 years -  up 
to the m id-1990s. In 1986 Aarts resigned his directorship. A number of years 
later, beginning in 1990, the University Board initiated a renewal process of the 
governance structure of its faculties. In order to introduce so-called integral 
management, the Board set out to dismantle the overly autonomous position of the 
directors and to integrate their management responsibilities with the responsibilities 
for research and education. The directors' tasks and responsibilities were to be 
transferred and integrated into new responsibilities for the deans and faculty boards, 
both to be appointed by the University Board. A second layer of integral management 
was to be implemented within the organizational structure of the larger faculties.
Transformation
In the Faculty of Science this change to integral management was well received and 
implemented with enthusiasm. Surely this was the expression of a general conviction 
that the dominant position of the Director was no longer to be maintained! Sub­
faculties for Chemistry, Physics and Biology were formed, the position of Director
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abolished, the central scientific facilities transferred to the respective sub-faculties, 
and a small Faculty Board was formed, consisting of the Dean as chairman, a Vice­
Dean and an executive member. The most important tasks awaiting the members 
of the Faculty Board were the completion of new buildings for Chemistry and 
Biology, increasing the enrolment of new students and the evaluation of the central 
departments and technical facilities.
Even after the 1971 decision of the Education Minister to stop funding new 
investments in the Faculty's buildings, the Science Faculty stayed focused on 
eventually abandoning the UL-building and building a replacement for it. The main 
reasons for this plan were the lack of safety in the laboratories in the building, 
extensive asbestos risks and very high-energy bills. For a long time, however, the 
Faculty sought its solution in the further realization of the initial “grand design.” 
Eventually this approach appeared to lead to a dead end. Valuable time was lost 
before other solutions were considered, but eventually it was accepted that the initial 
“grand design” would never be realized, and in 1993 a new spatial plan was drawn 
up, the “Structure plan 1998 .” The initial “grand design” was truncated: only one 
smaller wing was to be added for Chemistry and another wing, which up to then was 
housing the central technical departments, would be renovated for Biology. Once 
these wings were completed, the Universal Laboratory building would be vacated 
by the Faculty. One stumbling block to the realization of this new plan, however, 
was the fact that the Minister of Education had not allocated a budget for this 
project. More importantly, in 1995, the Minister decided to decentralize the funding 
for university buildings and building budgets to the universities; henceforth, the 
university itself would have to set priorities in terms of investing in buildings.
Given this financial context, in March 1995, the Faculty Board took a new position, 
assessing that a reconsideration of the “Structure plan 1998” was urgently needed; 
the argument being that the problems of the UL-building would, with some extra 
years, also become apparent in the main building and that it therefore would be 
wiser to evaluate the whole set-up of the Science Faculty's buildings in terms of its 
future usability.9 On 13 March 1995, during a special meeting with the University 
Board, the Faculty Board received support for this position and soon thereafter, on 
27 March 1995, the architect who had been selected for the replacement of the 
UL-buildings was charged with the evaluation. In the letter of the University Board 
detailing the assignment, the following formulation is found: “The plan for the 
spatial structure of the buildings of the Faculty of Science... ( “Structuurplan 1998”), 
can no longer be maintained. The financial consequences. are so negative and full 
of risks that an extra reduction of the total area for the spatial plans can not be 
avoided.”10
This was a particularly painful blow for the sub-faculties Chemistry and Biology, 
because of the implicit threat that this would hamper the plans to replace the UL- 
building. However, within three years, in 1998, further assessment studies led to 
the decision of the University Board to completely replace all Faculty buildings. The 
assessment studies had revealed that a number of large-scale interventions were 
unavoidable; these included the renovation of technical installations, the upgrading
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of laboratories to comply with modern safety standards, the sanitizing of asbestos 
from the buildings, the replacement of energy systems and installation of thermal 
isolation, among others. W ith a little bit of extra investment, the University Board 
concluded, it would be possible to construct completely new buildings, which 
would additionally provide new opportunities to revitalize the Science Faculty.
The first choice of the University Board for the new buildings was a site directly 
adjacent to the Medical Faculty.11 The Faculty Board, however, argued successfully 
that redevelopment on the original location would give the best result in terms of 
continuity in research, education and organization. This “old location” would also 
enable a better interaction with the Mercator Science and Technology Park and so 
enhance the public image of the Science Faculty.
The second urgent task facing the new Faculty Board was the evaluation of the 
central services.12 At that time, the total capacity of the support staff working in 
the Faculty of Science was approximately 150 full-time equivalents (fte); of this 
number some 40  fte were cleaning personnel and janitors, 60 fte were in the 
department of Technical Affairs (TZ: design and construction of research apparatus), 
10 were in building maintenance and 40 were in the departments supporting the 
Faculty's management. Compared to the original allocation of scientific and non- 
scientific staff accepted in the m id-1950s, when 385 fte were designated for the 
central support departments,13 quite a remarkable scaling down had already taken 
place. Long discussions were held over the size and quality of the work of the TZ 
department. Ultimately, in order to have reliable data for these discussions, the 
Faculty Board set up a separate investigation (com m ittee) to assess the efficiency 
and quality of the department's work. To this end, all o f the assignments costing 
more than 100 hours of work that had been completed between 1990 and 1994 
were evaluated. The final conclusion was that the TZ department did a good job, 
primarily due to the way it was organized, with a broad range of disciplines and 
short administrative procedures for assignments.14
The evaluation clearly showed that decentralizing the TZ department to the sub­
faculties would be an unwise decision. However, the results also revealed that 
many more hours were spent supporting Physics than Chemistry or Biology. One 
clarification for this was that the research carried out by the latter two sub-faculties 
generally required a higher use of commercially available apparatus. However, it 
was also acknowledged that the money was not available within the departmental 
budgets to do so. This led to the decision to gradually scale down the TZ department 
in order to create a “budget for strategic apparatus,” thereby enabling the Faculty 
Board to provide financial support to Biology and Chemistry departments in terms 
of purchasing adequate instrumentation. This proved to be the first in a number 
of steps that resulted in the gradual reduction of the size of the TZ department to 
some 20 fte in 2007. Another remarkable decision taken by the Faculty Board in 
1996 was to transfer the unit responsible for maintenance to an as yet inexistant 
central university facility department -  the argument being that this task could not 
be organized in an efficient manner that provided qualitatively good work within the 
Science Faculty.
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Year Full-time technical staff members
(per 1 January)
1983 82
1984 82
Ln819 80
1986 75
1987 71
1988 67
1989 67
1990 68
1991 68
1992 65
1993 6 4
1994 6 4
1995 62
1996 95
1997 57
1998 57
1999 5 00
2 0 0 0 55
2001 55
2002 48
2003 46
2 0 0 4 40
2005 28
2006 24
2 00 7 20
2008 17
2009 18
2010 18
Figure 9: Evolution o f  the number o f  full-tim e staff 
members o f the Technical Services (Source: Annual 
Reports, Technical Services)
The third important task the new Faculty Board gave itself was to increase the 
enrolment of new students. The annual number of new students had been steadily 
falling for almost 10 years at this point, threatening the continuity of the Science 
Faculty. In 1997, a new approach for attracting more new students was decided 
upon, with the motto “Tear down the ivory tower.”15 This motto signified a central 
concept that the Faculty Board had come to realize -  that the Science Faculty 
had lost contact with the aspirations and interests of the younger generation.
Two steps were essential to the success of this approach: (1) the cooperation of 
the entire Science Faculty to reach a common education profile and (2) a wide- 
ranging communication effort to communicate this profile to high-school pupils, 
particularly those with a science major.
W ithin a rather short period of time, in 1995 and 1996, the new Faculty Board had 
taken three strategic decisions that would have an impact for years to come and
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which demonstrated its intent to give a new impetus to the Science Faculty: (1 ) a 
reconsideration of the spatial plans; (2) the scaling down of the central technical 
departments; (3) the launch of a Faculty-wide educational innovation. In so doing, 
the Board had proven that the arguments for the new administrative structure had 
been valid. Nevertheless, further adjustments to the institutional set-up of the 
Science Faculty were unavoidable. The change in the governance and management of 
the Faculty in the period 1990-1 9 9 5  had been a local initiative, made possible by the 
relatively independent and private nature of the Catholic University Nijmegen. Just 
after the implementation of these changes, however, in the m id-1990s, the Minister 
of Education went one step further with the law on “Modernization of University 
Governance.” In this, he set out to further strengthen the position of the Dean, 
more or less casting this individual as a Chief Executive Officer who managed the 
Faculty with the help of directors of institutes of research or education.
The first step along this road was taken in 1998. Under much pressure from the 
University Board, the new position of a Dean was accepted in combination with 
three Vice-deans, who together would form the management team of the Science 
Faculty. The University Board expressly forbade the use of the word “Faculty Board” 
in order to emphasize that the final say in all matters was with the Dean of Science. 
On the other hand, the University Board maintained that the Board should appoint 
those Vice-deans in their specific domains of responsibility (research, education, 
management), thereby giving them a relatively independent position alongside the 
Dean. The forming of the new Faculty management organization in 1998 was a long 
drawn-out and difficult process. In the end, and after a lot of hassle, Professor Sjoerd 
Wendelaar Bonga accepted the position of Dean of Science.
The problems confronting the new Dean and his three Vice-deans were many 
and complicated. In the “Strategic Policy Docum ent” of September 1998, which 
had been drawn up under the authority of the former Dean of Science, Professor 
Vogels, and finalized under his successor, Professor Wendelaar Bonga, the opening 
statement is clear.16 “In the years to come the Faculty stands for the task of realizing 
a stronger profile in research and education, as well as an enlargement of its external 
orientation... decisive policies, well reasoned positions and timely innovations 
have become vital conditions for the Faculty.” Providing direction to this complex 
situation demanded a lot of attention from the Dean, much more than it had ever 
cost his predecesso. W ithin a year Wendelaar Bonga came to the conclusion that the 
carrying out of the functions of Dean of Science required so much of his time that 
he had to resign from his position as Chair of Organismal Physiology.
Although in 1998 the Science Faculty was still structured around sub-faculties, 
the new policies set out by the Faculty Board, in response to external threats 
and opportunities, were weakening this very structure. In education, there was a 
movement towards broad clusters that were combined within a framework of a 
number of related studies. In research, the direction was towards highly focused 
research schools. In 2004, these two developments led to the conclusion that the 
sub-faculties had had their time and were to be dissolved into separate institutes. This 
restructuring was implemented on 1 January 2005.
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Thus, between 1993 and 2005, a complete restructuring of the Science Faculty's 
institutions had gradually been realized. The internal position of the Dean of Science 
had formally absorbed the responsibilities initially foreseen for the Director of the 
Faculty; now, however, there was an embedding of Vice-deans, the constitution of a 
second layer of management consisting of the directors of the institutes of research 
or education and with the assistance of a managing director appointed by the Dean 
and working under his responsibility. Despite all these institutional changes one 
thing remained unchanged: a strong centre of leadership taking responsibility for the 
necessary changes.
Concurrent with this renovation of the Science Faculty's institutions was an 
extensive rejuvenation of the personnel occupying key positions. During the period 
that Professor Wendelaar Bonga was Dean of the Science Faculty, new professors 
were appointed to more than two thirds of the chairs, representing an influx of new 
talent and new ideas into the Faculty. In combination with this, the Faculty Board 
stimulated those departments active in fundamental research to actively search out 
potential future applications. A special research programme “Market O rientation” 
was designed to this end, and young scientists wanting to start up a company were 
strongly encouraged. This search for “applications” was one of the main factors 
underlying the Faculty Board's decision to construct the new buildings on the 
locations occupied by UL-, A1- and A2 buildings: it was in the centre of the Mercator 
Science and Technology Park, facilitating close contact between research groups and 
“spin off companies.” At the same time, the embedding of the Faculty of Science 
in the Science Park would help build a broader public image for the Faculty, thus 
making it more attractive to new students
It was of course a happy coincidence that the design of new buildings of the 
Science Faculty coincided with the revitalization of the Faculty's institutions, the 
opening up of the Faculty to the general public in terms of research and education 
and the rejuvenation of personnel in key positions. The timing made it possible to 
optimize the design to fit in with these new developments. Following the results of 
the technical investigations of the Faculty's buildings between 1995 and 1998, the 
University Board had decided that the complete replacement of these buildings was 
necessary. In 1998, a budget of 220  million guilders was reserved for this purpose. 
However, one crucial condition was added that would have a great impact on the 
Faculty's education.
In 1998, the Faculty Board, in order to increase enrolment, had decided on a plan 
for the complete renewal of its educational curriculum. This plan was based upon 
extensive studies carried out among high-school pupils and science alumni. The 
target for the annual influx of new students was set at 300. In line with this first- 
year enrolment target, the plans for the new buildings were based on a steady 
enrolment of some 300 new students a year. This number entailed a return to the 
enrolment levels of the 1980s, but it represented a substantial increase at a time 
when in the Netherlands as well as in all OECD countries the enrolment in science 
and technology studies was steadily declining.
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The 1998 policies to increase enrolment were initially not successful. In fact, the 
numbers for 1999 were a real disaster, with enrolment falling to approximately 150 
new students. Under these circumstances, the University Board decided that the 
final decision to realize the new buildings would ultimately depend on the success 
of the Science Faculty to actually achieve an enrolment of the projected number of 
300 new students a year. The responsibility for reaching this target enrolment was 
given to the Public Relations Committee under the chairmanship of Vice-dean Drs 
Piet Timmermans. This committee subsequently developed the Nijmegen Model out 
of the new enrolment policy, which became a singularly successful strategy for the 
educational innovation of science studies. The development of the Nijmegen Model 
has been described in a survey of the OECD: Attracting Science Students.17 After the 
crash to 150 new students in 1999, the trend was reversed in 2000, with enrolment 
reaching 300 in 2002, just in time for the University Board to decide to go ahead 
with the construction of the new buildings. In subsequent years, the number of 
new students has grown steadily, reaching 400  in 2005 and even 500 in 2008. The 
development of these new education policies went hand in hand with the design 
and construction of the new buildings, which enabled the actual realization of these 
buildings to be scaled and adapted to the Faculty's new vision on education and the 
growth of student enrolment.
Figure 10: This aerial picture, taken in 2006, shows nicely how the new Huygens Building grows into the 
texture o f  the old science buildings, which would soon thereafter be destroyed.
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To summarize, between 1993 and 2007, the structure of the Science Faculty had 
gradually been transformed, its institutions as well as its buildings; concurrently, 
an interaction had occurred between the institutions and building. In the Plan of 
Requirements for the new buildings decided upon by the Faculty Board in August
2000, the identity of the Science Faculty is formulated in line with the 1998 policy 
plans: “characterized by multidisciplinary cooperation in research and education, 
by cooperation between fundamental and applied research, by a contribution to 
knowledge and intensive development of the regional economy.”18 Looking back 
during the opening ceremony of the Huygens Building, Piet Timmermans described 
how, from a very early stage, the residents of the Huygens Building had chosen for 
an antithesis to the existing buildings: “light instead of sombre, transparent versus 
closed, meeting versus isolation.”19
Another defining characteristic of the new buildings, also decided upon very early 
in the development of the plans, is the integration of research disciplines and their 
respective educational programmes into one building, thereby stimulating the 
interaction between students and researchers. Only laboratories or facilities that, for 
technical reasons or safety factors, could not be integrated were to have a separate 
set-up; these included the 25 M W  High Field Magnet Laboratory, the Goudsmit 
NMR-centre, Nanolab and the logistics centre. However, these separate units were to 
be connected below ground level through the tunnels and corridors of the original 
buildings, thus maintaining the ideal of an integrated Science Faculty.
Only one concession was made to this ideal o f an integral concentration in one 
location. In order to facilitate the development of research in molecular life sciences, 
the University Board together with the Board of the University Medical Centre 
had decided to concentrate the research groups of that field on the grounds of the 
University Medical Centre. The Faculty Board was not pleased with this decision, 
even offering to integrate this new development within its own plans. Ultimately, 
however, the new centre was realized on the grounds of the University Medical 
Centre, across the road from the Science Faculty. Grudgingly, the Faculty Board 
agreed to the transfer of four of its research groups to this new research centre.
Despite these concessions in the spatial planning, the Science Faculty was still able 
to realize an integrated home for nearly all of its research and education disciplines 
in one main building. Very early in the planning stage, the Faculty had chosen for 
a structure with four wings, intersected by a high atrium and with an unobstructed 
central area. The sub-faculties of Physics, Chemistry and Biology would each occupy 
one wing, and Mathematics and Computing Science would occupy the fourth one. 
However, like all good ideas, this one also had to be reformulated.
Further analysis of the relation patterns between the research departments quickly 
revealed that current inter-relations no longer corresponded with the organization 
of the sub-faculties. Consequently, as early as 1 9 9 9 /2 0 0 0 , the Faculty Board decided 
to take the current relations between research departments as the basis for the 
spatial planning within the building, thereby creating proximity between related 
research groups and fostering conditions that would intensify cooperation between
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these groups. This choice, based on the logic of the design process, supported the 
transformation from sub-faculties to institutes -  a transformation that was to take 
place only years afterward in 2005 . The remarkable result was that at that moment 
the institutes were already spatially concentrated within the design of the Huygens 
Building.
It was only in 2000, five years after the first discussions between the University 
Board and the Faculty Board, that the architects and technical advisers for the final 
design were selected. During that selection process, the Faculty was able to use the 
above-mentioned criteria (openness, location, integration of research and education, 
structure with four wings, spatial centre) as the basis for making the final choice 
on whom to hire. An additional criterion was the requirement that the designers 
and advisors would have a real interest in the expertise of the Faculty and be open 
for an ongoing dialogue with the staff, both academic and non-academic, during 
all steps in the development of the designs. This demand was to ensure that the 
whole complex of new buildings into which the Faculty was to be housed would 
be the result of an intensive and ongoing cooperative investment in design and 
construction in which the future residents had an important part as co-designers.
The construction of the main building started in 2002 and initially went ahead 
without any major changes. However, in 20 0 4  and 2005 it became apparent that the 
success of the Science Faculty in attracting new students and research projects had 
led to a growth in student numbers that could not be accommodated completely in 
the Huygens Building. The plans were therefore adapted so that two wings of the 
initial “grand design” were allowed to remain standing. The A2 wing is currently 
being renovated and will house the central Technical Department, concentrated 
on one floor. The other three floors will house spin-off companies from the 
Science Faculty. The separate wing with the large lecture halls is now maintained 
as a separate building, as the Linnaeus Building; it primarily functions as lecture 
accommodations for the university as a whole, but it also provides the Science 
Faculty with extra room to accommodate its growing number of students.
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Year Enrolment of new students Total number of students
1990 522 1450
1991 236 1467
1992 222 1425
1993 260 1367
1994 240 1306
1995 209 1163
1996 188 1040
1997 522 589
1998 188 539
1999 148 881
2000 208 9 0 4
2001 522 943
2002 253 978
2003 336 1133
2 0 0 4 368 1334
2005 364 1476
2006 393 1557
2 007 4 0 0 1709
2008 452 1873
2009 450 1970
Figure 11: Student Enrolment at the Faculty o f  Science, 1990 -  2009 (Source:
“1st o f  October-Counts" as transmitted by Radboud University Nijmegen to the 
Ministry o f  Education)
It is of course ironic that the Technical Department, heart o f the centralized 
departments of the initial design, will not be transferred to the new buildings -  
as if to underline its more recent marginal position. The area that originally was 
reserved in the Huygens Building for this department has now been allocated for the 
Innovation Lab, which provides space for young companies in the developmental 
phase and enables good cooperation with Faculty research disciplines if necessary.
Contrast and Continuity
As mentioned above, the central characteristics of the new buildings were chosen in 
antithesis with the old situation. The spatial planning and layout were also radically 
different. In the old set-up, the central supporting departments were housed in 
the backbone of the “grand design,” whereas in the Huygens Building, the centre 
consists of the entrance hall in a spacious combination with the restaurant and 
educational facilities. A light and pleasant atmosphere has been realized throughout 
the building, which is in stark contrast with the industrial and anonymous character 
of the old buildings.
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An examination of the aerial photographs taken when the construction of the 
Huygens Building was well under way clearly reveals that the new design is much 
smaller than the old one. The area needed for the support departments is markedly 
smaller, and the area for teaching facilities has been halved due to a more compact 
design and an intensified usage. The area available to research departments is more 
or less the same, but this can house more people through a more efficient design.
To conclude this comparison: the original “grand design” was situated in splendid 
spatial isolation, fenced off from its surroundings; the Huygens Building, in stark 
contrast, is in close physical proximity to the Mercator Buildings and encompasses 
the Innovation Lab within its walls. The latter provides an “incubator” for fledgling 
companies that have grown out of the research departments and also demonstrates 
the willingness of the Faculty to open its doors to new developments.
Notwithstanding this central contrast in the perception of the building and the 
specific differences between the old and the new buildings, there is a fundamental 
continuity. It is important to note that the Science Faculty chose to construct the 
new buildings on the site of the old ones and it stuck stubbornly to this choice, 
even when the University Board openly expressed its strong preferences for other 
locations. In remaining faithful to this choice, the Faculty Board made a positive 
statement on the continuity of the Science Faculty.
There have been radical changes in the spatial layout of the Science Faculty, and 
these in many ways reflect the dramatic changes in all aspects of its organization 
and orientation. Yet, despite these marked contrasts between old and new, the 
location still retains the memories of the earlier period and provides a link between 
the old and the new, the institutions as well as the buildings. Unmistakably, the 
original structure represented the first life cycle of the Science Faculty, and that cycle 
has been completed. The Science Faculty was in urgent need of revitalization. The 
institutions and buildings of the “grand design” have been transformed into the 
present ones, and thus a second life cycle for the Science Faculty has begun. This 
continuity of location exemplifies the underlying continuous development of the 
Science Faculty as a community of students and scientists who are united in their 
fascination with nature and the discovery of the laws that govern it.
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Large Research Infrastructures 
Life Buoy or Millstone?
Jan Kees Maan
The Faculty of Science of the Radboud University Nijmegen (at that time the 
Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen) was founded in 1957, 12 years after the end of the 
Second World War. A destroyed Europe was emerging from the rubble and trauma 
of the war. During this period, Western Europe was characterized by explosive 
economic growth, paternalistic leadership (de Gaulle, Adenauer), a strong emphasis 
on social cohesion and confidence in science and technology as motors for a better 
and peaceful life.
Dawn is a Feeling
Higher education was high on the political agenda as a means to increase the general 
population's cultural, social and economic standard of life.1 Universities in the 
Netherlands experienced an enormous increase in the number of enrolled students 
(notably with the baby-boomer generation reaching the age for post-secondary 
education), increasing the need for more and up-to-date universities. The Technical 
Universities of Eindhoven (founded in 1957) and Twente (1961) were founded 
during this period. Older universities (Delft, Groningen, Utrecht and Nijmegen) 
were re-housed in new and modern buildings, often on university campuses that 
were located out of the city centres where they had previously been situated. In 
the same spirit of confidence in science and technology and with the same will to 
invest in these activities, the Dutch government provided the funding required by 
many universities and research institutes to invest in a large and modern research 
infrastructure. Consequently, the Technical University of Delft opened a nuclear 
research reactor (1 9 6 3 ), the University of Amsterdam constructed large accelerators 
for subatomic physics, the FOM Plasma Institute was founded in Rijnhuizen (1959), 
a radio telescope was built in Westerbork (1967), cyclotrons were built in Eindhoven 
(1965) and Nijmegen was able to build its Laboratory for High Magnetic Fields 
( “Laboratorium voor Hoge Magneetvelden”). All fields of science and technology 
were booming in the Netherlands, and physicists were highly esteemed.
This period of enormous growth was accompanied by a dramatic increase in the 
number of students, the number of employees and the costs of the higher university 
education and research. This exploding increase in expenditurebecame a source 
of concern to the Dutch government, and this concern coincided with a general 
erosion of society's unshakable belief in progress through science. A further worrying 
factor was that the increased size and budget of the modern Dutch university 
had become incompatible with their management structure, which was still very 
much the same as it had been in the pre-war university system, where professors
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organized in senates basically ran the university. Therefore, in the 1970s, the Dutch 
government initiated a policy in which it pursued control over the management 
structure of the universities and the contents of the educational and research 
programmes.
The Turn of the Tide
The first step in this process was the Maris Report (1 9 6 8 ), which pleaded for a 
thorough reorganization of the universities, suggesting that the governing body was 
to be presided by an externally appointed manager, while the tasks of the academic 
provost (rector) were to be drastically reduced.2 The University Senate, composed 
of all university professors, was abolished as an administrative entity. In short, 
the Maris Report advocated for a shift in power away from academic leadership 
and towards a system comprising external, government-appointed managers. This 
report met with severe resistance from both academics (the professors), because of 
their loss of power, and from students, because of the lack of democracy (after all, 
these were the 1960s, a time of revolutionary upheaval among the younger post­
war generation). This occasional cooperative efforts between these two groups, 
which clearly pursued quite different goals, led to the “Law of Restructuration 
of the University Management ( “W et Universitaire Bestuurshervorming,” WUB 
19 7 0 -1 9 9 7 ), in which the government used the student protests to break the 
power of the academics by replacing the University Board with external managers 
(as recommended by the Maris Report), but also implemented a system of elected 
councils (Universiteitsraad, Faculteitsraad) in which elected scientific staff 
members, non-scientific personnel and students had a certain degree of democratic 
control over the university and faculty boards. In 1997, the WUB was replaced by 
the “Modernization of University Organization” ( “Modernisering Universitaire 
Bestuursorganisatie,” MUB) in which the influence of the elected councils was 
drastically reduced. As such, the MUB represents the final implementation of the 
recommendations of the Maris Report 30 years later.
Increased government input into the contents of university educational programmes 
occurred during this same period of time. The Posthumus Report, which appeared 
in 1968, pleaded for a 4-year university degree programme for all university 
disciplines.3 After strong opposition, this step was eventually introduced in 1982. 
However, in 1999, after complaints that education had become too focused on 
scientific knowledge with insufficient time for a broader education, 5-year curricula 
were allowed in the science disciplines. In 2004, the university degree programmes 
were split into two: the Bachelor degree (3 years) and the Master degree (2 years for 
scientific disciplines). This step was taken in an attempt to create a less expensive 
(to society) and less academic Bachelor title (which is still not yet accepted as a 
“complete” degree, and therefore most students also do their Master) and a Master 
study, leading to a full academic degree. The evaluation system for university 
education has changed drastically since 2005 , and the system in which educational 
programmes were evaluated afterwards by a panel with external and international 
experts was replaced by accreditation system in which an administrative body (the 
Nederlands Vlaams Accreditatie Orgaan, NVAO) decided in advance whether a
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educational curriculum will be accredited. Concurrently, the Onderwijsinspectie 
(Inspection board for education) has become active in assessing university studies, 
which had almost never happened before. The result has been that university 
education has effectively been put under government control.
The Dutch government has used financial leverage as a means to “steer” research 
programmes. The amount of funding in university budgets that could be allocated 
for research has been steadily reduced (on average 2 -3 %  per year) from the 
beginning of the 1970s onwards. This reduction has sometimes taken the form of 
simple budget cuts or non-compensation for inflation and sometimes has been 
hidden in the transfer of responsibilities (buildings, appointment to NWO positions, 
transfer of social security, among others) for which insufficient compensation 
has been given. In 1982, a “Commissie Taakverkenning” was given the task to 
inventorize research efforts at Dutch research institutes and identify strong and 
weak areas and areas of overlap (different groups working on similar topics). The 
establishment of this commission signalled the start of a continuous political trend 
to reorganize research groups into larger and more focused entities. The often used 
arguments were -  and still are -  cost-effectiveness, critical mass, focus and mass 
output. New programmes (introduction of research schools in 1994 and top schools 
in 1997; the Veni, Vidi and Vici programmes in 2 002) are often financed by cuts 
in direct university funding, thus effectively shifting control from the universities 
to the government. These budget cuts are partially compensated by incidental 
government programmes (IOP 1994-1999 , genomics 2002 , proteomics and nano 
in 2002, Pharma in 2004, and so forth), which have specific targets. The trend 
away from general financial support for science towards funding for specific target 
research areas was made clear in the name change of the funding organization 
Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (ZWO, Pure Scientific Research) to NWO, 
which funds targeted programs.
A trend which has accompanied the shift to targeted research is the promotion of 
larger research units (onderzoekscholen, technological top institutes, commissie 
taakverkenningen, sector plans, focus and mass). As such, application-driven 
projects were substantially funded up to 1999, biomedicine up to 2003 , Nano up to 
2004, and, currently innovation and valorization (2 0 0 8 ). The change in government 
emphasis occurs more quickly than the development of research, causing scientists 
to improvise continuously with respect to presenting their research in accordance 
with currently prevailing trends.
The changes in attitude towards higher education can be clearly demonstrated by the 
evolution in tuition fees for university education, as shown in Figure 1.4 The sharp 
peak represents an attempt in the early 1970s to increase the tuition fee from Dfl 
200  to Dfl 1000 per year, which at the time was successfully stopped by protesters. 
However, in a trend reversal in 1972, increases in tuition fees were introduced, and 
they have been increasing ever since.
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Figure 1: The evolution in tuition fees (real tuition fees, in €, in 1990-prices)
The general trend in the last 15 years has been that of an increasing government 
involvement in the research topics themselves as well as a continuous pressure to 
organize research in larger and often more focused research units. In line with these 
trends is an awareness that (large) research facilities are important. Such facilities 
are more recognizable than many small research groups, and they also fit into the 
philosophy of centralized and specialized larger research units.
In the Netherlands this trend was clearly seen with the appearance of funding for 
international facilities (BIF 1995) in the budget of the Ministry of Education and 
Science (O C W ). This budget post soon disappeared, but the government's desire for 
large facilities reappeared in the Innovation Platform and its 100 M€ call (N W O- 
BIG) for large research infrastructures (2003).
Things Get Bigger but Fewer
On a European scale, large research infrastructures are able to solicit funding 
within various framework programmes for acquiring external researchers, i.e. guest 
researchers using specialized facilities within the F(ramework) P(rogram s)2, 4, 5, 6 
and 7. In FP7, support for access to research infrastructures amounted 400M  /year, 
which is a significant amount of money.
In 2003, the EU founded the European Strategic Forum for Research 
Infrastructures (ESFRI), which has since become recognized as a true European 
Forum advising on (new) research infrastructures. The so-called ESFRI list identifies 
necessary upgrades or recommends the foundation of new infrastructures. In 
practice, being on the ESFRI list is a condition sine qua non for access to future 
funding. In the Netherlands, the increased interest in research infrastructures is
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witnessed by the installation of a commission of the O CW  (de Commissie van 
Velzen in 2007) to advise the Dutch government on the International Roadmap for 
Future Infrastructures.
This governmental interest in large research infrastructures has, in addition to 
concerns on cost effectiveness and the concentration of research efforts, an 
objective motivation derived from current developments in science. The need for 
ever more sophisticated instrumentation has led to the establishment of fewer but 
larger research facilities. In astrophysics, space research and large telescopes have 
replaced a large number of smaller local telescopes. In fact, in the Netherlands, 
the Westerbork telescope founded in 1967 has remained competitive only because 
it has become a part of larger networks and has explored niche areas. Similarly, 
in the field of high energy physics, large accelerators (at CERN, DESY (Deutsches 
Electronen Synchrotron), Stanford etc.) have replaced the many smaller ones in 
various locations. For example, the Dutch NIKHEF is closely linked to these large 
international facilities and defines its work within this larger context. Therefore, in 
the fields of astrophysics and high-energy physics, the “norm al” situation is one in 
which experimental data are obtained somewhere else -  at a “larger” installation
-  and researchers at universities and local research centres work on that data and 
participate in upgrades of the larger installation. In fusion physics, the JET (Joint 
European Torus) and ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) 
have become large and expensive test facilities, replacing the smaller Tokomaks 
previously widely distributed throughout Europe. In actual fact, many of the “new” 
facilities founded in the 1960s have disappeared, including Tokomak Rijnhuizen,
KVI (Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut) in Groningen, IRI (Interuniversitair Reactor 
Instituut) in Delft) and ECN (Energy Research Center) in Petten, or they have been 
reduced to a more modest role as service activity.
Similar trends have taken place in condensed matter physics, although a few 
decades later than those in astrophysics, nuclear physics and high-energy physics.
For example, large clean rooms and sample preparation facilities are becoming so 
expensive that they are found only at a few locations in the Netherlands. Research 
carried out by Dutch researchers during time spent at synchrotron radiation facilities 
or neutron facilities have replaced a fair amount of the spectroscopic work previously 
done in Dutch university labs.
Life Buoy or M illstone?
To date, there has been no indication that the trend described in the previous 
section is changing. The recent transfer of money from direct university funding 
to supplement the budget of the “Vernieuwingsimpuls” (Veni, Vidi, Budget OCW  
2008) and the insistence of the government in promoting the Bachelor diploma 
as the definitive academic degree (the “harde knip”) are a linear continuation of 
the political strategy with respect to research that was initiated over 30 years ago. 
Universities therefore have to define a “survival” strategy in this current situation. 
One possibility is to try to secure funding to house a large research infrastructure 
themselves, i.e. large and unique enough on an international scale to attract 
external researchers, instead of sending their own researchers to large infrastructures
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elsewhere. If such a policy were to be successful, it will provide certain stability to 
the continuous budget cuts, since large investments require an adequate level of 
funding to exploit the facility in the best manner. At the FNWI, the “Laboratorium 
voor Hoge Magneetvelden” (the High Field Magnet Laboratory, HFML), depicted 
in figure 2, has followed this route. The production of high magnetic fields that 
are significantly higher than what can be obtained with commercially available 
magnets (>20  Tesla, with a Tesla being the unit of magnetic induction; one Tesla 
being the field of a magnetic resonance imaging magnet in the hospital) requires 
a costly installation. HFML obtained funding in 1999 to built a 20MW-powered, 
33-35T, magnet laboratory. HFML is one of only four facilities (other labs are 
in Tallahassee, Grenoble and Tsukuba) where such a field exists and available to 
external users. In 2005, the HFML proposed the construction of a spectroscopic 
facility around the HFML that would include a dedicated free electron laser with far- 
infrared frequencies that would match most magnetic resonances up to 45T, a 45T 
hybrid magnet which would match the present world record and nuclear magnetic 
resonance and nanolab facilities. This combined spectroscopic facility, named the 
Nijmegen Centre for Advanced Spectroscopy, was constructed thanks to a 27M € 
NW O-BIG grant. All of these investments and the scientific results that have since 
been obtained with the existing new 20M W  installation have resulted in the HFML 
becoming a highly esteemed international facility that has received a steady flow of 
EU funding in successive Framework Programmes.
The European Strategic Forum of Future Research Infrastructures has recently 
approved a proposal that the HFML, the HochfeldMagnetlabor HLD (Dresden), 
the Laboratoire National de Champs Magnetiques Pulses (LNCMP, Toulouse) 
and the Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laboratory (GHMFL) form a European 
Magnetic Field Laboratory (EMFL) on the 2008  roadmap. This fact recognizes that 
research on high-energy magnetic fields are a strategic, high-impact activity in 
which competitiveness can only be obtained on an international scale.5 Therefore, 
the HFML (in combination with the NCAS) may grow into a large European 
Research Infrastructure. O n a national scale, a commission of the Dutch Ministry of 
Education, Culture and Sciences (OCW ) has recommended that the HFML should 
also be placed on the Dutch Roadmap, which lists international developments for 
new, large infrastructures where the Netherlands wants to play an important role.6
Let us return to the question of whether large research facilities are a millstone 
or life buoy; it all depends on whether one wants to remain in the race. The 
financial costs of supporting large and costly research infrastructures that are being 
constantly challenged by international developments may indeed be a millstone 
to any institution, resulting in the supporting institution being drowned in the 
financial obligations. However if universities do manage to develop large research 
infrastructures that are internationally competitive and which may eventually 
expand to become (inter)national institutions with close ties to the founding 
universities, such infrastructures may be a life buoy, offering financial protection to 
the continuous dwindling of resources that are being funnelled to local universities. 
O f course the strength and reputation of a university, and thus its funding situation,
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Figure 2: The High Field Magnet Laboratory (HFML) at Nijmegen’s Faculty o f  Science
does not depend exclusively on the large investments done in an experimental 
infrastructure. The scientific reputation of any university also strongly depends on 
the quality of its researchers, or more specifically, on the presence of scientific icons. 
However, such icons can easily move to other universities and, as such, they form 
a very fragile base for a relatively young faculty such as FNWI. The HFML is clearly 
in the position of expanding into a large international infrastructure and, as such, 
and provides both opportunities and a certain stability to the Science Faculty. In 
this respect, the FNWI has managed to stay ahead in this continuous trend towards 
larger and larger research infrastructures and has not been left behind as a mere user 
of facilities elsewhere.
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Philosophy of Science: A Marginal or a 
Pervasive Field? A Reflection on the Past, Present 
and Future of the Department of Philosophy
Hub Zwart
W e are surrounded and embraced by her: powerless to separate ourselves from  her, and 
powerless to penetrate beyond her... She is ever shaping new form s: what is, has never yet 
been, everything is new, and yet nought but the old. W e live in her midst but know her not.
She is incessantly speaking to us, but betrays not her secret. W e constantly act upon her, and 
yet have no power over her...
These are the opening lines of the first issue of the journal Nature, published in 
1869. They were written by Thomas Huxley, who had borrowed them from Goethe's 
famous fragment Die Natur (1 7 8 3 ), who in his turn had probably borrowed them 
from his friend Christoph Tobler. This view of nature that Goethe expressed so 
eloquently in 1780 can be applied to contemporary technoscience, using the very 
same terms: we are surrounded by her, powerless to separate ourselves from her, we 
constantly act upon her, yet have no power over her, etc... This is the theme of this 
chapter.
In it, I describe in a concise manner how the Department of Philosophy of 
the Science Faculty has evolved from 1957 up to the present, and how this 
evolution has always been intimately connected with and responsive to important 
developments in science and society. Indeed, the Department of Philosophy has 
evolved in a triangular landscape, as it were, consisting of three “poles” that are 
closely interconnected with each other, namely, science, nature and society, and 
the challenge of our department, as I see it, is to reflect critically upon the past, 
present and future of this evolving landscape. After analyzing the vicissitudes of 
the Department during the third quarter (the “Van Melsen epoch”) and the fourth 
quarter of the twentieth century, I will focus on the present state of affairsand future 
prospects for philosophical reflection within the framework of the Faculty of Science.
The Van Melsen Epoch
The Department of Philosophy of the Faculty of Science was established in 1957 
by Professor Andreas van Melsen (1912-1994), chemist and philosopher (see fig.
1). Before taking up his position as chair of the department, he had already been 
Professor of Philosophy. His most famous academic publications are From Atomos 
to Atom : The H istory o f  the Concept Atom  (1 9 4 9 /1 9 5 2 ) and The Philosophy o f  N ature  
(1 9 5 3 /1 9 6 1 ), but he was a prolific author whose publications covered a broad range 
of subjects, such as science and philosophy, science and society, science and religion 
and science and nature (1962, 1964, 1969, 1977, 1983, 1993). His work was of high
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academic quality, but at the same time accessible and relevant for broader, non­
academic audiences. He was not only a prominent scholar and teacher, but he also 
participated in various societal forums, committees and centres for reflection (such 
as the Katholiek Studie Centrum ). He was intensely involved in debates that still 
dominate the agenda of contemporary philosophy, such as the role of technology in 
human existence, the relationship between science and religion and the concept of 
evolution. He was, in other words, a visible, committed and highly respected scholar 
of international renown. Colleagues and friends published a special volume devoted 
to his life's work, including a comprehensive bibliography (Van Melsen et al. 1985).
Figure 1: Andreas van Melsen in the 1960s (source: Faculty Photographic Departement)
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In Van Melsen's time, the philosophy of science, like most of the sciences, was far 
from being “big.” Although intellectual debates on science involved scholars from 
around the globe, these scholars primarily acted as individuals and their research 
was, as we now would call it, “researcher driven.” The setting of their work was 
basically their private library. Van Melsen's image is closely associated with books, 
armchairs and cigars. I was granted an occasional visit to his impressive library, 
and many years after his death the scent of tobacco was still clearly noticeable, as 
was the brownish colour of the pages of his books. He lived at a time when it was 
still possible for an individual philosopher to personally own all of the books that 
really mattered. His successors in the department, such as Frans Soontiens and Wil 
Derkse, were keen on keeping this style alive.
Van Melsen was not only the first full professor of philosophy at the Faculty of 
Science; he was also closely involved in setting up the Faculty as such. As Van 
Melsen explained time and again in the various books and essays he published on 
the relationship between philosophy and science, the basic objective of philosophy 
is to provide a kind of overarching view or synthesis, placing the insights produced 
by specific scientific research fields into their proper perspective, stressing the 
interrelatedness of their various contributions to developing a coherent and 
comprehensive view on human existence (1983). Over and above the specific 
insights into nature produced by scientific disciplines, philosophy addresses the 
mystery of the “being there” of nature as such (1 9 9 3 ). Philosophy starts from the 
given that human beings from the very outset combine their will to know with 
a basic striving towards insight into good and evil and the purpose of scientific 
progress. Notably, he saw the integration of the claims of knowledge produced 
by the various branches of academic research as an important task of a Catholic 
university (Brabers 1998, p. 318). This model applied to the university as such, but 
to the Faculty of Science in particular. Notably due to the emergence of positivism 
in the nineteenth century, science and faith had come to be seen as being at least 
potentially in conflict with one another (the so-called Galileo-complex). Although 
the neo-Thomistic tradition that still held sway over much of Catholic philosophical 
thinking during the 1950s had attempted to incorporate scientific insights into a 
predominantly religious world view, as Thomas Aquinas himself had propagated, the 
dynamics and pace of scientific discovery were such that the relationship between 
faith and science were, expressed in the most diplomatic manner, delicate. This said, 
most Catholic authors agreed that it would be disastrous if the Catholic University 
should fail to establish a Faculty of Science of its own, for this would leave the 
battlefield to others, as it were, when it came to conducting research and interpreting 
the meaning of the results thus generated, but also when it came to educating future 
generations of scientists and scientific professionals. In scientific fields, Catholic 
academics tended to see themselves as being underrepresented. Van Melsen agreed 
with the line of thought that there was no such thing as a “Catholic m athem atics” 
or a “Catholic biology”; however, he did argue that it would be crucially important 
for a Catholic university to offer its students a possibility to systematically reflect 
on the various questions raised by upcoming scientific insights on human existence 
from a religiously informed perspective. Thus, although Van Melsen saw philosophy 
and science as being basically dissimilar in terms of both their methodology and
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the types of insights they produced, he argued that reflection should nonetheless 
constitute a firm ly integrated part of the research and education conducted at the 
Faculty of Science (Brabers 1998, p. 347). A Catholic university could not afford to 
neglect either the blessings or the insights bestowed upon mankind by contemporary 
science and technology, nor could it ignore the potential challenges or conflicts 
with a religious worldview that were likely to emerge from these disciplines time 
and again, given the fact that, from the nineteenth century onwards, science had 
increasingly evolved from a materialistic and relativistic background, rather than 
from a religious one. Thus, it was of pivotal importance that a Catholic university 
should become engaged in science research through setting up a Faculty of Science 
of its own, but it was of no less importance that facilities for reflection, under sound 
philosophical guidance should be put in place as well, and in an integrated fashion.
As a consequence of this view, departments of philosophy were established in all 
of the faculties that were part of the Catholic University Nijmegen. W ithin the 
network, the Department of Philosophy established in the Faculty of Science was 
regarded as being of particular importance when it came to addressing and assessing 
the moral and cultural relevance of scientific insights from a religiously informed 
perspective. Thus, philosophical reflection became firmly institutionalized and, as it 
is called nowadays, “embedded.”
Van Melsen also emphasized that this should take the form of an interactive, two­
sided process in the sense that Catholic philosophers should not only critically 
reflect on the doings of scientists from the point of view of philosophy and faith, 
but they should also be willing to expose and, if necessary, adapt their religiously 
inspired views to the insights generated by scientific research. This implied, among 
other things, that the traditional neo-Thomistic frame of reference should become 
much more open not only to new scientific findings, but also to new philosophical 
ideas, such as phenomenology and existentialism. This openness was in agreement, 
moreover, with similar attitudes that were evolving among philosophers of the 
Institute of Philosophy (H oger Instituut voor wijsbegeerte) o f Louvain, the oldest 
and most prominent institute for continental philosophy in the Dutch and 
Flemish speaking regions. This institute functioned as a role model or benchmark 
for Catholic philosophers in the Netherlands in general and for philosophers in 
Nijmegen in particular.
The Final Q uarter of the Twentieth Century
In 1974 Van Melsen retired and was succeeded by Professor Guy Debrock (fig. 2 ), an 
expert on American pragmatism, notably the work of Charles S. Peirce (1839-1914). 
In addition to his studies on Peirce (Debrock 1992, Debrock & Hulswit 1994), 
Debrock primarily devoted himself to questioning some of the basic concepts of 
science, such as time, nature, meaning and causality. Meticulousness and precision 
were basic characteristics of his work. The Department of Philosophy set up its own 
book series, primarily devoted to publishing conference proceedings and volumes. 
Guy Debrock as well as other members of the Department of Philosophy contributed 
to this series, notably Paul Scheurer, who held a chair as Professor for Philosophy 
of the Physical Sciences from 1980 to 1987 (Debrock and Scheurer 1982, Scheurer
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and Debrock 1983, Debrock et al. 1983, Scheurer et al. 1985). Two important PhD 
theses were completed during this period, one on philosophical problems concerning 
the structure of physical time by Peter Kroes (1 9 8 2 ), who later became Professor 
of Philosophy at the Delft University of Technology, and one on the semeiotics of 
causation by Menno Hulswit (1 9 9 8 ), a prominent Peirce devotee and expert (1993, 
1994, 2 0 02).
Figure 2: Guy Debrock lecturing (source: Faculty Photographic Departement)
During the 1970s and 1980s, the focus of philosophical reflection shifted from the 
religious to the societal meaning and impact of science. The growing awareness 
of the relevance of science for society, and of society for science, resulted in the 
emergence of various “Science and Society” courses and gradually, although at first 
somewhat reluctantly perhaps, the Department of Philosophy became involved in 
this movement. It also focused on the history of science, resulting in publications 
on Newton (Scheurer and Debrock 1988) and Einstein (Debrock & Scheurer 1982), 
among others.
Over the years, however, the Department of Philosophy gradually declined in size 
and prominence, assuming the status of a service provider for reflection courses 
(Philosophy and Ethics, Science and Society, Science History) offered to students 
at the Bachelor level. This sidelining of the department was also reflected by the 
location of the department in the old massive concrete building: in the service wing, 
between the technicians and the personnel management department.
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The Science Faculty was then organized on a disciplinary basis. Therefore, courses 
of limited size (3 ECTS) were provided for Bachelor students in biology, physics, 
chemistry, mathematics and computer science. Special courses (Capita selecta) were 
also offered on selected themes, such as “evolution” or “brain and consciousness.” 
(See fig. 3)
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Figure 3: “Reflection Courses" at the Faculty o f  Science
No formal research programme existed, and the Department was not involved 
in formal research evaluations. The academic staff consisted of one assistant 
professor for philosophy, and one half-time assistant professor for Science and 
Society and History. The educational workload was substantial, and research was 
subservient to teaching. Important publications from the 1990s were a book on 
environmental philosophy and teleology by Frans Soontiens (1993) and a volume 
on the greenhouse effect by Guy Debrock and W im Thijssen (1992). The latter also 
published a history of the Faculty of Science (1985).
At the Turn of the M illennium
In 1999 Professor Debrock retired and in June 2000  Hub Zwart was appointed 
Professor of Philosophy and Chair of the department. His appointment coincided 
with the famous Press Conference that took place that same month across the 
pond, in W ashington D.C., where (on June 26 2000) President Clinton, together 
with Francis Collins (Director of the Human Genome Project) and Craig Venter 
(his competitor, Director of the privately owned Celera company) announced that 
the massive effort to sequence the human genome was nearing its completion 
(Zwart 2008a). In retrospect, this concurrence may perhaps appear as more than a 
mere coincidence.
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In 2001, a new curriculum was developed in which a new profile for the Department 
of Philosophy (now re-baptized the Department of Philosophy and Science 
Studies) was defined. The curriculum indicated a shift from a more “fundamental” 
orientation (author studies, basic concepts) to a more “applied” and science- 
oriented approach. The life sciences (their cultural and societal significance in the 
past, present and future) became the primary object of research. The basic objective 
of the new curriculum was to make the work of the department more visible and 
relevant to the Faculty at large and to strengthen its academic performance and 
societal outreach. Environmental philosophy and animal philosophy became key 
domains. This resulted in three theses, an international volume (Zwart 2008b) 
and a series of scholarly and societal publications. The issues addressed in the 
theses -  the vicissitudes of genetically modified mice as biotech pioneers (Ter Gast 
20 07), the meaning of biotechnology for human existence (Lemmens 2008) and 
the significance of concepts such as integrity for debates on genetic modification 
of research animals (De Vries 2009) -  set the stage for the research agenda that 
was subsequently developed. The Chair of the Department joined a number of 
committees that focused on science policy, such as COGEM and the Netherlands 
Association of Animal Ethics Committees (as chair). On the international level, the 
EU-Canada exchange project Coastal Inquiries was hosted by the Department of 
Philosophy, with Hub Zwart acting as European lead. W ithin the framework of this 
project, European students did their Master theses on coastal environmental issues 
in Canada, and visiting Canadian students studied the emergence of “new nature” 
in coastal and wetland areas in the Netherlands. Together with Jozef Keulartz, Hub 
Zwart visited Derawan, a small island off the coast of Kalimantan, in order to study 
prospects for sustainable ecological coastal development.
In 2003, the Master track Science Communication (C-variant) was established in 
accordance with the so-called “beta covenant.” Educational tracks for the various 
scientific fields were to be extended from 4 to 5 years on the condition that new 
society-oriented Master tracks would be developed. The Faculty of Science decided 
to develop two new Master tracks, one for Science Management and one for Science 
Communication. It was also decided that the latter track would formally fall under 
the auspices of the Department of Philosophy. Together with Professor Cees van 
Woerkum (Wageningen University and Research Centre), a prominent expert on 
science communication studies, Hub Zwart became responsible for developing 
and implementing this new track, and in 2004  two assistant professors for science 
communication were appointed. The team currently consists of Dr. Riyan van den 
Born, Drs. Leen Dresen and, quite recently, Dr. Roald Verhoeff. W ith the retirement 
of tenured academic staff, two new assistant professors were appointed to the 
Department of Philosophy, namely, Dr. Martin Drenthen (philosophy) and Dr. Luca 
Consoli (science and society), as well as two part-time professors, one with a chair 
in “Sustainability and world views” (Professor Jozef Keulartz) and the other with a 
chair in the History of Science (Professor Christoph Luthy). Thus, the Department 
of Philosophy made its first steps to expand from a mere service provider of limited 
size into a substantial research group.
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In 2004, funding was acquired for setting up the Centre for Society and Genomics 
in the Department of Philosophy. Genomics exemplifies a number of changes that 
are currently taking place in the way in which scientific knowledge is produced, 
notably in the life sciences. The Human Genome Project (HGP) symbolizes the 
emergence of genomics as a new techno-scientific field (IHGSC 2001, 2 0 0 4 ). W ith 
its dependence on evolving technologies for high-throughput biochemistry and 
bioinformatics, genomics represents the shift from a single gene-oriented approach 
( “gene hunting”) to a whole genome approach (based on bioinform atics). It has 
resulted in a steady stream of ever-larger and more complex genomic data sets, thus 
transforming the study of virtually all forms of life. Genomics is seen as more than a 
new repertoire of tools. As a discipline, its aims are to provide a more comprehensive 
understanding of the functioning of organisms in both healthy and diseased states, 
and it has become “a central and cohesive discipline of biomedical research”
(Collins et al 2003 , p. 1). According to Collins (1999, 2 0 0 3 ), former Director of 
the Human Genome Project, genomics is not a particular branch of biology, nor is 
it a set of research tools for high-throughput analysis. Rather, it is a scientific field 
that is transforming the ways in which research in the life sciences is performed. 
Genomics has empowered researchers working in a variety of research fields with 
new research strategies that allow them to reframe and redefine some of the basic 
questions on living nature. As a “converging field,” genomics brings together large 
numbers of researchers (critical mass) from various backgrounds, so that research is 
carried out on a much larger scale than in the past and with a more interdisciplinary 
approach. As an “enabling” field, it combines basic research with a plethora of 
applications. Initially, genomics focused on sequencing the genomes of model 
organisms (Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Arabidopsis thaliana, 
Homo sapiens), culminating in the HGP and, more recently, in the publication of 
genome sequences of the chimpanzee, the mammoth, the domesticated pig, the 
laboratory mouse and cultivated rice. These research endeavours have provided new 
insights on early human history and the coming-into-being of mankind. W ith the 
subsequent entry of genomics research into the post-sequencing phase, there has 
been a shift in focus from structural genomics (sequencing genomes) to functional 
genomics (understanding the relationships between genomes and the behaviour 
of living systems) and related areas, such as proteomics. The entire sequence of 
the human genome has become a database. As such, it is a starting point for new 
research endeavours, and genomics is now moving into new terrains that are of clear 
relevance to the Department of Philosophy, such as ecogenomics (genomics and 
sustainability), toxicogenomics (alternatives for research with anim als), behavioural 
genomics (genomics and identity) and synthetic biology.
It was against the backdrop of this development that the Netherlands Genomics 
Initiative provided funding for a Centre for Society and Genomics (CSG) that would 
combine research into the societal dimensions and prospects of genomics with 
activities in the area of education and communication. Genomics provided a new 
approach for societal research, called ELSA genomics: studying the “ethical, legal 
and social aspects” of this novel field in an integrated and “embedded” manner.
A development such as genomics evidently involves a number of challenges for
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academics active in social science and humanities research. Therefore, our research 
has to become interdisciplinary, anticipatory (forward looking) and interactive.
This interaction, not only with scientists but also with social actors and policy­
makers at various stages of the research, is an important element of this new style 
of working. Embedding in large-scale scientific research efforts and proximity to 
the daily activities in research facilities not only provides up-to-date information 
on what is actually happening in the laboratories, but also allows us to make our 
reflections and critical questions more relevant and precise. Thus, ELSA genomics 
involves “embedded” projects rather than “stand-alone” research. Professor Hub 
Zwart became Director and Dr. Annemiek Nelis Deputy Director of CSG. Several 
staff members and researchers were appointed.
O n January 2008, the CSG Next programme was launched, involving more than 
sixty research projects, 20%  of which will be carried out within the organizational 
framework of the Department of Philosophy. The establishment of the CSG has 
not only enhanced our national and international prominence and visibility, but 
also implied involvement in new European projects (INES and ERASAGE). CSG 
is a Centre of international standing, with a high level o f societal visibility and 
relevance. Our future plans are to use our networks and experiences to extrapolate 
our knowledge and approaches into other, “post-genomics” fields.
In 2005, the Institute for Science, Innovation and Society (ISIS) was established.
This institute represents a collaborative effort between the Department of 
Philosophy and two other departments, namely, the Department for Sustainable 
Management of Resources (headed by Professor Toine Smits) and the Department 
of Innovation Studies, headed by Professor Ben Dankbaar. All three departments 
have developed Master tracks as well as substantial research programmes, combining 
mass with focus. Thus ISIS is one of the six research thematically oriented Institutes 
of the Faculty of Science that came to replace the discipline-oriented sub-faculties of 
the past (see fig. 4)
Once again, this development reflects a basic transition in contemporary science, 
from small-scale mono-disciplinary, researcher-driven research endeavours to 
large-scale, programmatic and thematic programmes. By taking an active part in 
this development, we managed to evolve from a small and marginal group into 
a substantial research entity that increasingly collaborates with other Institutes 
of Radboud University. The recent years can be characterized as a period of 
“tempestuous growth.” In the coming years, over 30 academics will be employed in 
ISIS (as compared to 3.0 fte in 2 0 0 0 ), a tenfold expansion. New collaborations with 
other Institutes are already evolving. An important conclusion for the self-evaluation 
organized in 2008  was that for the years to come, consolidation is important.
The challenge for the upcoming years will be to use this expansion not only for 
producing concrete results (in terms of academic publications, theses, societal 
impact, etc.), but also to transform both the Department of Philosophy and ISIS 
into a solid organization that will remain a prominent player after 2012. We have to 
have everything “in place” when it comes to addressing emerging challenges. Firm
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Figure 4: The Organization o f  ISIS
embedding within the Faculty of Science will remain of pivotal importance. Not only 
our education, but also our research competence must become an integrated part of 
the activities of the Science Faculty (fig. 5).
It is important to realize, however, that these developments (the vicissitudes of any 
philosophy of science department) actually reflect the vicissitudes of contemporary 
science as such. The increase of the scale of our research as well as the increased 
proximity of social science and humanities research to scientific research 
programmes is part of the scientific revolution that is taking place. We are not only 
studying this revolution, we are part of it; as such we are both the researcher and the 
“symptom.”
The Present Revolution in Science
Indisputably, the sciences are currently experiencing a period of intense 
transformation, a tremendous increase in pace and scale: changes that are clearly 
reflected in the way in which the Faculty of Science and the Department of 
Philosophy have been repositioning themselves in recent years. This transformation 
is also reflected in the architecture of our new premises. In the old building, a kind 
of concrete labyrinth conveying a Stalingrad-like atmosphere, traditional disciplines 
tended to entrench themselves within their thick-walled concrete wings. In the new
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Figure 5: The sta ff o f  ISIS in 2009
building, important concepts such as transparency, proximity, collaboration and 
communication have materialized. But how are we to characterize this change in a 
philosophical way?
To begin with, it has been claimed that we are currently experiencing a “third” 
scientific revolution, which began around the beginning of the twentieth century in 
physics (the quantum concept, the theory of relativity, the rise of quantum physics, 
etc.), gradually, during the course of the twentieth century, spread to other domains, 
more or less like an epidemic, first to cybernetics, then to computer sciences and 
ICT and, finally, from 1975 (the year of the “biotech revolution”) onwards, to the 
life sciences. This is emphasized by the migration (ever since Schrödinger in 1944 
published his pioneer work and scientific best-seller W ha t is Life?) o f physicists 
(Delbrück, Wilkins, Franklin, Crick, Collins, etc.) towards biofields, a development 
that has had a significant impact on the methodologies, technologies and the mind­
sets of researchers in the life sciences. Important aspects of the transformations 
currently evolving are the remarkable increase in the pace and scale as well as the 
role of ICT.
The “century of the gene” is often depicted as a story-line building with three 
hallmarks/peaks: (1) the rediscovery of the work of Mendel in the spring of 1900; 
(2) the discovery of the structure of DNA by Watson and Crick half a century 
later (in 1953); (3) the final destination, as it were, in 2000  when the HGP was 
officially pronounced to be a major success. These three highlights represent three 
stages in the history of research into the elementary particles of life. But while 
Gregor Mendel was an isolated researcher, without a formal research position or
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research grant, and while the structure of DNA was uncovered by two scientists 
engrossed in an unofficial research quest, more or less as a sideline of their official 
research assignments, contemporary research is organized in the form of large-scale, 
multi-centre research endeavours that can involve hundreds of researchers and vast 
amounts of funding, bringing together experts from various fields and backgrounds. 
Indeed, whereas Mendel published a one-author article, and Watson and Crick's 
famous two-page 1953 publication involved only two authors, the N ature and Science 
publications that announced the completion of the “working draft” version of the 
human genome (IHGSC 2001, Venter et al 2001) listed hundreds of “authors.”
This raises a question of a “Foucauldian type”: W hat does it mean to be an author 
in the genomics era? (Foucault 1994). Or, more generally: W hat does it mean to 
be a scientist under contemporary conditions of pace and scale? To what extent is 
it still possible for individual researchers to represent themselves as autonomous, 
responsible, decision-making agents (Zwart 200 8 c)?  O f course, the HGP is not 
the first example of a massive concerted action in the history of the life sciences, 
far from it, but this is not the issue. Rather, the issue is that the history and pre­
history of genomics reflect the tendency of modern ( “Faustian”) science towards 
exponential growth. Quantitative measures, such as the number of researchers, 
author names, journals, journal articles, website hits or any other “performance 
indicator,” all display this tendency towards doubling at regular intervals, as has 
been described by experts in “scientometry” (the quantitative study of science), 
beginning with De Solla Price (1963) in his classical study and continuing with his 
contemporary followers (Zwart 2 0 01). Indeed, science is growing faster than either 
the population or the economy. And this permanent expansion of the size and 
costliness of science is inevitable when it comes to maintaining the current rate of 
progress (Rescher 1980). As De Solla Price already noted in his now famous one­
liner: of all the scientists who have ever lived, more than 80%  are still alive today.
Another important dimension is the role of ICT. The computer has emerged as the 
generic research instrument, comparable to the book in Alexandrian and scholastic 
scholarship. It has rapidly transformed virtually all research fields, not only in 
terms of contrivances for accurate measurement, data analysis and visualization, 
but also in terms of communication and globalization. It is an instrument that was 
originally designed as a powerful calculation machine and which was successfully 
transformed into a communication device (Licklider and Taylor 1968). Virtually all 
of today's scientific disciplines have dramatically changed -  in terms of their basic 
methodology, their technology, even their epistemology -  because of ICT. In the 
computer era, the key words are inform ation and exchange. The computer assumed 
a somewhat ambiguous role in this process. O n the one hand, the computer can be 
seen as the primal “product” or outcome of the scientific revolution. On the other 
hand, it has become a factor of transformation and acceleration in its own right, 
notably from the 1980s onwards, transforming virtually all research fields, especially 
those in the life sciences. Thus, the computer symbolizes the mutual pervasiveness of 
science and technology.
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From a philosophical point of view, inform ation is an intriguing phenomenon. 
Because it is immaterial, it can migrate quite easily through electronic channels of 
communication. It can be managed, analysed and manipulated in various ways. 
Information is multi-functional and can acquire relevance and meaning in various 
contexts. Genomics can be seen as a synthesis of genetics, molecular biology 
and ICT. Through the type of bioinformation provided by genomics research, the 
“informatization” of life is transforming a broadening array of research fields 
(Gaskell and Bauer 2006).
The philosopher Hegel claimed that the basic objective of philosophy must be to 
capture the present in thoughts (...d ie  eigene Zeit in G edanken zu erfa ssen ...). In 
this effort to understand the present, science and technology, and their impact on 
contemporary knowledge societies, obviously constitute a major target of reflection. 
Is it still possible, by way of a “Hegelian” effort, to capture the basic profile of 
contemporary sciences in a single term? In this contribution, I argue that a rather 
prominent feature of the contemporary sciences resides in their various forms of 
pervasiveness and in the extent to which they are effectively pervading and being 
pervaded by their scientific and social environments. This calls for a particular 
form of philosophical research, as exemplified by the activities of the Department 
of Philosophy and, more broadly, by the research style developed by CSG and ISIS 
in the context of successfully establishing externally funded research programmes 
of substantial size and volume. It calls for an approach that is interdisciplinary and 
embedded and one that involves both conceptual and empirical forms of analysis 
in combination with input from the genres of imagination (novels, films, etc.).
This type of research must be sensitive to what is happening in scientific fields (in 
interaction with societal and cultural trends), must build on a profound awareness 
of the dynamics and interrelatedness of scientific and societal change (the historical 
dimension), but must be predominantly anticipatory or forward looking in terms of 
its basic orientation.
Dimensions of Pervasiveness
Recently, the Faculty Board acknowledged in its “Strategic Plan” that pervasiveness 
is what characterizes the research activities conducted within our building. But what 
is meant by pervasiveness? First of all, science pervades nature and natural systems 
in various dimensions and directions. Building on highly advanced technologies for 
astronomical and astrophysical research, the sciences are pervading the immensities 
of the universe at large in unprecedented ways, revealing its evolution and its future, 
from its present state up to its most primal origins (the Big Bang). At the other end 
of the spectrum, in the context of research facilities such as CERN, science is also 
pervading the world of the extremely small. Relying on particle accelerators and 
detectors and other forms of high-tech equipment, the sciences are now pervading 
the micro- and nano-dimensions of elementary particles and the basic structures of 
biomaterials. Through genomics and bioinformation, the sciences are also pervading 
the world in a horizontal dimension, notably the bioworld of ecosystems and 
ecological networks, opting for a system-oriented rather than a reductionistic view, 
with special attention paid to the as yet largely unexplored role of micro-organisms
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on our “microbial planet” (notably through metagenomics). Indeed, a substantial 
part of our planet's biomass consists of micro-organisms, and human beings are 
now beginning to see themselves as “superorganisms,” as containers of a plethora of 
microbial life forms rather than as discrete individuals. Yet, science is only beginning 
to pervade this terra incognita.
Finally, building on new molecular techniques (ranging from genomics to brain 
imaging), the sciences are pervading ourselves, our bodies as well as our minds, our 
cognitions, perceptions and emotions. Technosciences, such as ICT, genomics and 
nanoscience, are pervading many aspects o f our personal and everyday life. They are 
becoming ubiquitous, embedded and highly adaptive.
The contemporary sciences pervade society and are pervaded by society in intimate 
ways. Science and science-based technologies permeate the way in which we 
communicate and interact with one another, thus significantly affecting social 
change. At the same time, social dynamics are having a profound impact on how 
research practices and research agendas are involving. Society is ever present in 
laboratories in various ways; this is evident through funding strategies (for example, 
through the increased attention paid to societal issues when it comes to assessing 
and selecting research proposals) and the institutionalization of ethical assessment 
(in the form of ethics committees and other forms of normative regulation) but also 
in the growing importance that universities, institutes and research groups attach to 
“valorization.” The omnipresence of pervasive technosciences and scientific expertise 
is an outstanding feature of contemporary knowledge societies.
The contemporary sciences are also increasingly pervading each other. Traditional 
compartmentalizations in terms of disciplines are collapsing. Instead, research is 
evolving in the context of “emerging” and “converging” fields, where researchers 
from various backgrounds collaborate in the context of large-scale, thematically 
organized research programmes. This affects our own fields as well. Until recently, 
researchers from the social sciences and humanities (philosophy and history) 
tended to reflect on science from a certain ( “critical”) distance. Now, however, 
social science and humanities (SSH) research projects have become increasingly 
“embedded.” As already mentioned above, the new research strategies are 
characterized by high levels of proximity to scientific research activities. Philosophers 
are becoming “embedded” experts, interacting and collaborating with science 
researchers within their own environment even during the very early stages of the 
research. It can no longer be argued that ethicists arrive on the scene “too late.”
They have taken ethical deliberation “upstream.” Science and SSH research are 
becoming mutually pervasive.
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Biomimesis
An important aspect of pervasiveness is the tendency of emerging technosciences to 
view themselves as much more “natural” than previous forms of human technology. 
Novel technosciences claim to be increasingly able not only to permeate and explore 
but also to mimic and imitate the technologies that nature herself has produced 
during billions of years of evolution. Ever since its introduction during the late 
1990s, the concept of biomimesis (or biomimetics) has become quite popular among 
materials experts and synthetic biologists (M ann 1997, Bensaude-Vincent 2002) and 
has made its appearance in top journals, such as N ature  (Ball 2001, Sanchez et al. 
2 0 0 5 ). According to Sanchez, biomimesis is “one of the most promising scientific 
and technological challenges of the coming years” (p. 2 8 5 ). But what is biomimesis?
Biomimesis is a strategy for inserting artificial (m an-made) systems into natural 
systems in such a way that the artificial system becomes optimally embedded. The 
underlying concept is that natural systems and materials display a high degree of 
sophistication and adaptability and that nature, during the course of evolution, 
has generated a plethora of techniques (solutions to functional problems of 
living systems) that can be studied and imitated by contemporary technoscience.
The ultimate goal is to reintegrate the technosphere into the biosphere (mutual 
pervasiveness of technology and nature). Whereas in the past the focus was on using 
technology to improve nature, nature's “pool of ideas” (Ball 2001) now increasingly 
becomes a source of innovation and improvement for molecular technology.
A notable example are the wasteful systems of human production, which may 
ultimately be replaceable by the cyclical and sustainable economies characteristic 
of natural systems. Indeed, the idea of biomimesis is closely linked to that of 
sustainability. Although the concept as such has a long history in aesthetics and 
architecture, its present form was introduced by Warren McCulloch in 1962, and it 
became a key term among life scientists in the 1990s.
Whereas the concept of biomimesis emerged in scientific discourse, the idea as such 
has also been adopted in philosophical discourse. Peter Sloterdijk (see fig. 6) has 
argued, for example, that until recently we tended to see “nature” and “technology” 
as separate domains, and the latter as an adverse and intrusive force (allotechnology). 
Newly emerging technologies, however, are increasingly biomimetical. Therefore, 
he refers to them as homeotechnologies -  as nature-like, pervading natural systems 
in embedded ways, remodelling themselves after “natural technologies,” making it 
increasingly difficult to distinguish technology from nature (Sloterdijk 1999).
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Figure 6: The Director o f  ISIS,
Hub Zwart (r), introducing 
the German philosopher Peter 
Sloterdijk (l) during the latter’s 
visit to Nijmegen (27 April 2009)
In the past, the dominant view of the relationship between science and nature was 
a “Faustian” one in which science and technology were viewed by their protagonists 
as instruments for gaining mastery over nature. The Faustian will to know gradually 
turned towards understanding the basic forces and elementary building blocks of 
nature, as has been articulated by Goethe (1 8 0 8 /1 9 1 0 ) in his famous lines in Faust, 
cited, for instance, in the novel Elem entary particles by Michel Houellebecq (1998):
Dass ich erkenne, was die W elt
Im Innersten zusam m enhalt ( 3 8 2 - 3 8 3 )
Yet, notwithstanding the Faustian intention to intimately explore the secrets of 
nature, the basic Faustian drive has always been to use this knowledge to go beyond 
nature, to transcend and improve nature. This is the Faustian ambition: creating 
artificial human life in the laboratory (the homunculus scene in Faust) and 
ultimately creating an artificial man-made landscape as a technological “paradise” 
(the polder scene in Faust).
This Faustian ideal also applies to biotechnology. Around 1900, biologist Jacques Loeb 
(1859-1924) already voiced the view that nature must be regarded as raw material 
to be modified and improved by bioengineers (Pauly 1987). Biology's core objective, 
Loeb said, is the improvement of nature. Why accept existing biological constraints 
as given? Why not use biological knowledge in order to improve life and -  eventually
-  ourselves much more directly and effectively than we have done so far? Why not 
prolong the human life-span or opt for artificial instead of sexual reproduction? 
Indeed, the famous first chapter of Aldous Huxley's Brave N ew  W orld  (1 9 3 2 /1 9 4 7 ), 
in which the “Central London Hatchery and Conditioning Centre” is described, 
consciously echoes Loeb's ideas. This first chapter describes how the chemical 
environments of embryos kept in vitro are systematically manipulated in order to 
adapt them to societal demands and actually contains references to Loeb's views.
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Thus, the Faustian ambition has been to use our knowledge of the building blocks 
of nature to transcend natural limits and move human life into new, “postnatural” 
directions. This ambition also holds for the biotechnological revolution that emerged 
during the final decades of the twentieth century which enabled scientists to delete 
and insert genes, thereby transcending natural borders and boundaries (such 
as between species) and producing new life forms. Thus, nature was the target, 
rather than the model, and the orientation of biotechnology was one-sided. The 
bioengineer was the active agent whose definitive aim was to modify nature. Through 
science and technology, landscapes could be cultivated and plants and animals could 
be modified and adapted to human interests, either through genetic modification or 
otherwise.
Yet, pervasive technosciences increasingly claim to entail a different vision of nature. 
It has become both an important objective and promise of pervasive science to 
facilitate the emergence of new generations of nature-friendly and environment- 
respecting technologies that may allow us to interact with nature in a much more 
sustainable, fine-tuned and sensitive manner. The basic idea is that by permeating 
natural systems more intimately than was ever possible before, technologies can 
now be designed that mimic and build on the “technologies” developed by nature 
herself, in a more refined fashion, allowing us to use the potentials and resources of 
nature (described as “Ali-Baba's cave of technology,” Sanchez et al. 2005) in more 
intelligent and considerate ways.
Yet, of course, the new pervading technosciences may also be seen as pathways 
towards mastering and manipulating nature much more effectively than has ever 
been possible and that our age is even more Faustian than any previous century.
An even more sophisticated will to power may, in a cunningly manner, have 
appropriated the rhetoric of biomimesis and sustainability. In addition to possessing 
a seismographic sensitivity for what is happening in contemporary research, 
contemporary philosophers of technology and science should also clearly hold on to 
their basic attitude of suspicion.
Still, the concept of biomimesis deserves to be taken seriously. In a much-cited 
review article, Viola Vogel (2002) addresses this development under the heading 
of “reverse engineering”: the basic effort to reorient the innovation process, taking 
molecular nature as the model. Her focus is on proteins, which are described as 
nature's “workhorses.” According to Vogel, a fine-grained understanding of the 
underlying design principles that allowed proteins to evolve and to fulfill a plethora 
of functions can provide researchers with new insights into how to enhance the 
performance of synthetic artificial systems with increased sophistication. For 
example, proteins can specifically recognize other biomolecules with a selectivity and 
affinity several orders of magnitude superior to their synthetic counterparts, which 
offers prospects for biomimetic biodetection. Proteins can also be used as switches in 
artificial systems or as micro-energy convertors or producers. A plethora of lessons 
can be learned from how nature solves the challenges of functional problems of 
living systems.
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Thus, the concept of biomimesis (or homeotechnology, or reverse engineering) 
conveys the awareness that, while technology has been primarily used to modify 
nature, the rich sources of inspiration produced by almost 4 billion years of 
biological evolution have only begun to permeate technology and engineering. The 
biological world possesses countless examples of immense sophistication, starting 
with the cell with its thousands of chemical reactions that enable it to interact 
with its environment, carry out a broad variety of functions and reproduce, and 
extending to the complexity of organs and organisms. There is also a long list of 
natural “inventions,” such as proteins, enzymes, DNA, membranes, fluids, sensory 
mechanisms, among others, that can become a model for human design.
In the course of history we have used natural systems in various manners: as 
biological materials (leather, wood, bone, etc.), as biological energy (pack animals) 
and as biological sensors (watchdogs, birds, etc.), to name a few. Micro-organisms 
have been used for fermentation and preservation. However, these applications have 
always been on the level of whole living organisms. The prospects for biomimesis 
that are currently opening up are directed towards the molecular level, towards the 
building blocks, such as proteins and biomaterials of living systems. As Ball (2001) 
argues, biomimetics has the potential to enrich many areas of technology, but the 
application of this field requires an intimate understanding of natural mechanisms 
at the molecular scale. The current prevailing view is that in the near future it will 
become possible to imitate characteristics of living materials, such as self-repair, 
self-assembly and recyclability. Indeed, the ultimate challenge in drawing inspiration 
from biological organisms is the creation of biomachines that can reproduce 
themselves.
The Future of Philosophy
Pervasive technosciences do not constitute “neutral” technologies. Rather, they are 
permeated by normative ideals and societal expectations. They intend to produce 
new generations of sustainable, nature-friendly and society-friendly applications, so 
that from now on science and technology may serve as the powers that solve rather 
than cause environmental and societal problems. Yet, these ideals cannot be taken 
for granted. Rather, the developments described above call for new and “permeating” 
forms of reflections and for embedded forums of deliberation that allow society a 
say in the development of research agendas, as is articulated by slogans such as “co­
design” and “upstream innovation.” Philosophy has two intimately related objectives 
in this respect. On the one hand, the objective is to empower both researchers and 
citizens, allowing them to address the (at times unprecedented) normative issues 
involved in pervasive science. On the other hand, it is the objective of philosophy 
to articulate a comprehensive assessment of the present, a conceptual backdrop as 
it were, that facilitates the assessment and “moral management” of more specific 
technological developments by researchers, policy experts and citizens.
It is a basic Hegelian insight that the subject and the object pole of the knowledge 
process tend to reflect and mirror one another. This means that, on the one hand, 
the “subject” (our views, categories and beliefs) will, to a considerable extent, 
determine how the world “out there” will present itself to us. Knowledge is always a
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dialogue, an interaction, a relationship, and experimental research basically comes 
down to playing a game of chess with nature. On the other hand, it means that 
the subject pole will be responsive to changes in the outside world as well and will, 
to a considerable extent, adapt itself to how the object pole (science) is evolving.
To put it more concretely, the m anner in which science studies in general and the 
philosophy of science in particular will evolve will, to a considerable extent, reflect 
the changes that are taking place in the (techno)sciences themselves. This means, 
for example, that philosophical research likewise becomes “big” -  large-scale and 
programmatic, embedded in large-scale interdisciplinary research efforts -  while 
the well-known distinction between “fundamental” and “applied” philosophy 
dissipates, as reflections on concrete innovations pose very basic questions, while 
the current developments of science pose significant challenges to philosophical 
ideas, notably on the more fundamental conceptual level. Stephen Toulmin (1982) 
once argued that “medicine saved the life of ethics,” in the sense that, because of 
the plethora of moral dilemmas produced by contemporary biomedical sciences, 
ethics was transformed overnight from a dull and marginal academic subspecialty 
into a prominent arena of deliberation and research. I would argue that emerging 
technosciences are having a similar impact on the philosophy of science.
Ideally, we are not a marginal entity, a strange microbe “tolerated” somewhere and 
temporarily in the bowels of science. Rather, contemporary science is “pervaded” by 
bioethical, philosophical and societal issues and questions. It must be self-evident 
for the Faculty of Science that the societal dimension is an inherent part of science 
and that substantial research endeavours should explicitly explore and address this 
dimension in a professional and academic manner. In order to be equal to this task, 
however, we have to adapt ourselves in a responsive manner as well. Our research 
must become integrated in and responsive to the scientific research programs 
emerging in our scientific environment. This will allow us to make our research 
more timely and more relevant and will add focus and precision to our criticism. 
Kant argued that it is the task of philosophy to criticize (critically assess) the 
research that is being conducted within the other “Faculties.” To a certain extent his 
view is still valid. Philosophy of science (and this includes science ethics of course) 
is a normative field that assesses -  in a critical m anner -  the impact and prospects 
of research in terms of issues such as sustainability and responsibility, integrity of 
animals and democracy. However, in order to do this adequately and effectively, 
we have to become part o f the very processes we study, to become immersed in 
the faculties whose work we critically assess. This approach will involve not only 
assessing the “condition” of the research endeavours we study, but will invoke 
therapeutic interventions (or at least normative recommendations) as well.
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Biology: A Search for Life and its Laws
Part I: Introduction
Wim Thijssen & Joop van Zoelen
No science has changed more dramatically over the last 25 years than biology. 
Whereas the basic concepts in physics, mathematics and chemistry were well 
established in the m id-20th century, in biology that process was then just beginning. 
O f course, Darwin's principle of evolution had shocked the world for nearly a 
century, Mendel's rules for genetic inheritance were well established and the 
relationship between species, based on Linnaeus' classification, was well accepted. 
But it was only after Watson and Crick's discovery of the DNA double helix in 
the early fifties that the molecular basis of life became gradually understood. And 
yet, it would last until the late seventies, when recombinant DNA and sequencing 
techniques became available, that a new revolution in the life science could take 
place.
The development of the newly founded Departments of Biology at the Faculty of 
Science of Nijmegen University fell precisely into that period. And the Faculty was 
aware of this coincidence: from the beginning, one aimed to connect with these 
revolutions, as the emphasis on contemporary issues in education and research 
demonstrates. In accordance with the requirements of the then valid Dutch Law 
on Higher Education, chairs in Botany and Zoology were set up. But under the 
flag of these classical denominations, an educational and research programme 
was organized that corresponded with the state of art in the biological sciences.
One emphatically wanted to be associated publicly with “modern” biology, with 
an emphasis on experimental biology. By contrast, classical subjects as systematics 
and taxonomy were omitted in education and research. Already within a year of the 
Faculty's foundation, chairs in Genetics and Chemical Cytology were added.
The growth of the Subfaculty Biology was considerable. Next to the existing 
Departments of Botany (Hans Ferdinand Linskens), Zoology (Leo van 
Nieuwenhoven, succeeded by Manuel Denuce), Genetics (Sipke Geerts, succeeded 
by Hans Berendes) and Chemical Cytology (Charles Kuyper), new departments in 
Geobotany (Victor W esthoff), Animal Ecology (Hein Oom en), Molecular Biology 
(John Schoenmakers), Exobiology (Allan Schwartz), Submicroscopic Morphology 
(André Sassen), and Microbiology (Fried Vogels) were established in the late sixties 
and early seventies, later followed by the appointment of Sjoerd Wendelaar Bonga 
(Organismal Animal Physiology), Sjef W intermans (Plant Physiology), Cees Blom 
(Plant Ecology), Wolfgang Hennig (Genetics) and Kees den Hartog (Aquatic 
Ecology). Most of these departments contained two to three research groups that
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Figure 1: Staff and students o f  the Biology Department gathered in 1960, on the stairs o f  the Universal 
Laboratory, in expectation o f  the visit o f  St. Nicholas. Visible in the front row, from  left to right, are: Professors 
Leo Van Nieuwenhoven, Sipke Geerts, Charles Kuyper and Hans Ferdinand Linskens. Behind them, one 
recognises André Sassen, Daan Teunissen, Frits Wanka, Ton Stoffers, Claudius Stumm, Bertha Stumm-Tegethoff, 
and Sjef Wintermans. (Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
worked around a common research theme. But with new developments in biology, 
also further diversification in research took place. In the late eighties and early 
nineties, a new generation of chair-holders made their entrance. Under the direction 
of George Wullems (Plant Physiology), Joop van Zoelen (Cell Biology), Eric Roubos 
(Cellular Animal Physiology), Gerard Martens (Molecular Animal Physiology) 
and Celestina (Titti) Mariani (Plant Cell Biology), new departments were set up, 
in which emphasis was put on studying the biology at the cellular and molecular 
level. Such a broad range of topics could certainly be justified, as it allowed for a 
broad educational programme that covered all essential aspects of biology, but the 
disadvantage of it was the ensuing fragmentation of research.
The nineties brought great momentum to biology, which culminated in the 
sequencing of the entire human genome in the year 2000. In addition, recombinant 
drugs became available for treatment of diseases, studies were initiated for tissue 
culturing of stem cells and DNA-profiling became a popular tool in forensic 
research. While chemists, physicists, and mathematicians within the Faculty 
continued to look at biologists with a certain disdain and still regarded them  as 
butterfly collectors, the general public became increasingly fascinated with the 
direct impact of biological research on their everyday life. This explains why the US 
president Clinton could declare that “biology is the science of the 21th century.”
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It is often overlooked how important the rapid developments in communication 
and inform ation technology in the 1990s have been for biological research. Biology, 
more than any other science, has benefited from the new possibilities of internet 
communication. If the entire human genome sequence had lain somewhere hidden 
in a safe in Paris, next to the original metre stick, the scientific knowledge would 
have been locked up there, unavailable for researchers. Now that the entire sequence 
of the human genome, and that of many other genomes, can directly be accessed 
by the internet, any DNA sequence one obtains can immediately be identified and 
localized within the genome.
But despite this increasing public interest in biology, and the coming of new 
professors including Jan van Groenendael, Hans de Kroon, Henk Stunnenberg, Mike 
Jetten, Tom Gerats and Gert Flik, the number of biology students did not increase 
in Nijmegen during the nineties. The number of first-year biology students dropped 
from 110, around 1990, to some 80, in 1998. In an effort to turn the tide, a new 
curriculum in biology was introduced in 1994. Until then students had to specialize 
themselves in “Ecological and General Biology,” “Medical Biology,” or “Biochemical 
and Physiological Biology,” but within the new curriculum more flexibility was given 
to the students. On the short term, however, it did not bring about any noteworthy 
increase in student enrolment. The nineties was a decade of great prosperity, in 
which academic studies in science were not popular. Surfing on the excitement of 
the ICT waves, young people considered computers and informatics to be attractive, 
and lectures and books to be boring. After the first “dot-com bubble” burst in
2001, interest in an academic study in the life sciences increased spectacularly. The 
number of first-year biology students has now increased to a stable level above 150, 
with some additional 45 students following the separate curriculum in “Molecular 
Life Sciences.” Interestingly, about 20%  of the current first-year biology students 
come from Germany. They are attracted to Nijmegen because of its direct coaching 
system and the Faculty's excellent facilities.
The fact that the various biology departments were scattered over all the wings 
and floors of the Faculty's buildings, did not stimulate mutual interactions. The 
realisation of the Faculty's building programme, whereby all biological departments 
could have been housed within a single Institute of Biology, remained a dream 
during the first 50 years of the Faculty's existence. But in spite of the poor daily 
contacts between the groups, the mutual solidarity among the professors of biology 
was high. Every two years, one of them came to chair the Subfaculty, after which he 
was succeeded by his co-chairman, who had been responsible for the educational 
program during the previous period.
Never was this solidarity more visible than during the yearly Van Nieuwenhoven 
dinner. Every year, the best doctoral student of the cohort was awarded the Van 
Nieuwenhoven Prize, which included a sum of 1000 guilders, paid by the professors 
themselves, as well as a dinner with the professors and ex-professors of biology 
with their partners. During this dinner, the laureate was expected to deliver a short 
speech, but it had also become a tradition that some of the other participants had to 
give some striking performance. On such occasions, we have seen Eric Roubos and 
Joop van Zoelen in their swimming suits, Titti Mariani as an opera singer, and Sjoerd 
Wendelaar Bonga as a Chinese dancer.
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In 2004  a long cherished dream came true when the first biology groups could 
move into the new Faculty building. The groups were housed close together in the 
two southernmost wings. Finally, everyday contact between the biology groups was 
at hand. And yet, at that time it had already become already clear that the imminent 
community would not last. Already in 2000  Gerard Martens (Molecular Animal 
Physiology) and Henk Stunnenberg (Molecular Biology) had decided to move their 
groups to the new research tower of the Medical Faculty, thereby abandoning the 
ideal of a joint Institute of Biology. At the same time, the Faculty was considering the 
dismantling of the structure of the old subfaculties and to organize itself according 
to new research and educational institutes. This decision resulted in a turbulent 
period, during which some groups changed the research institute with which 
they were affiliated no less than four times in as many years. After the smoke had 
cleared away, the biologists found themselves separated over three different research 
institutes, some of which were embedded within the Faculty, while others belonged 
to the so-called interfaculty domain. Biologists could now be found in the Institute 
for Water and Wetland Research (IW W R), the Donders Centre for Neuroscience 
(DCN) and the Nijmegen Centre for Molecular Life Sciences (NCMLS). As a 
consequence, research groups located in the same corridor and sometimes using 
common laboratories were split up over different research institutes. Paradoxically 
enough, now that the biologist were finally located close together, they found 
themselves more separated than ever. W hat still binds them institutionally is their 
joint responsibility for education, which takes place within the educational Institute 
for Biosciences, which includes not only Biology and Medical Biology, but also 
Environmental Sciences.
The history of Nijmegen's 50 years of biology has been much more varied, intriguing 
and complex than can here possibly be told. It is also well realized that not all names 
of colleagues who have given their best to research and teaching in biology have been 
mentioned in this introduction. In the following parts of this chapter, the history of 
the departments of Plant Science, Animal Physiology, Genetics, Cell and Molecular 
Biology will be covered in some detail, while that of the Departments of Ecology and 
Microbiology are described in separate chapters of this book.
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Part II: Plant Science
Jan Derksen and André Sassen*
The Department of Plant Science was founded in 1957 by Hans Ferdinand Linskens, 
who put his stamp on the Department, and on what surrounded it, for a long period. 
Linskens had studied biology, chemistry and geography at the Albertus-Magnus- 
University in Cologne, and had moreover taken classes in philosophy, psychology 
and meteorology at the universities of Berlin, Bonn and Cologne. At the last-named 
university, he had studied with Joseph Straub, who held the chair in Botany, and 
carried out research into plant reproduction and plant genetics. Highly interested 
in new approaches and techniques, Straub took the initiative for the foundation 
of Germany's first Institute of Molecular Biology, in 1958, which was headed by 
Carsten Bresch and Max Delbrück. In 1949 Linskens took his doctorate with a thesis 
entitled U ntersuchungen über die Ä nderung des physiologischen Verhaltens von W eizen- 
und Gersten-Sam en durch die Einw irkung von Heisswasser-Bädern. Several members of 
Nijmegen's fledgling Faculty of Science, including Claudius Stumm, Bertha Stumm- 
Tegethoff and Janny Kroh, had also graduated with Straub.
Figure 2: Hans Ferdinand Linskens posing in his laboratory. (Source: Faculty Photographic Services. Around 1960)
* We would like to thank Professor C. Mariani, Drs. C.M. van den Heuvel and Dr. M.J.M. Martens for their assistance
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From Cologne, Linskens brought his main research topic, plant reproduction, 
as well as his keen interest in new techniques and experimental approaches to 
Nijmegen's new Department of Botany, where incompatibility reactions (the 
incapacity of own pollen to germinate, grow through the pistil and perform 
fertilization) and the development of male and female sex organs (anthers and 
ovaries with ovules, respectively) became the principal areas of research. The 
Department's preferred object of study was the Petunia hybrida, a plant that was 
not only popular and widely used for the ease with which it can be cultured and 
handled, but more specifically because it displays an extremely constant form of 
incompatibility, namely stylar incompatibility, a term that refers to the growth 
stop of own pollen tubes in the style. Later other Solanaceae like tobacco, but also 
Tradescantia and Lilium, were used. In his choice of topics, but also in his different 
approaches to the problem of incompatibility, Linskens showed great versatility.
As the pistil is covered with cutin, a substance that forms an effective barrier on 
the surface of the plant's epidermis, the cuticle's structure and composition were 
investigated by Wolfgang Heinen. Pollen germination and growth through the style 
were studied by Janny Kroh and by André Sassen, the first PhD student to graduate 
with Linskens, by means of an electron microscope, a rather new instrument at that 
time. In 1965, after conclusion of his thesis, André Sassen started his own research 
concerning the structure of cell walls during cell differentiation.
Linskens' own research focussed on the physiological and biochemical aspects of 
fertilization and incompatibility. His hypothesis that the incompatibility reaction 
was comparable to the antibody-antigen reaction of vertebrates gained much 
attention and was widely debated. After taking their PhD with him, Jan Schrauwen 
and Marinus van Herpen became staff members, adding substantial weight to 
his research project. The Faculty's continuous growth permitted the tenure of 
additional staff members and an extension of the range of research topics. Sjef 
W intermans started his research on photosynthesis, especially with respect to the 
role of the galactose-lipids in the photosynthetic membranes of the chloroplast. 
Gerard Barendse studied the hormonal control of flowering, Gé van den Ende, a 
phytopathologist, studied the interactions between fungi and leaves, but later turned 
to bud formation in in vitro cultures. Finally, plant genetics was added as Ton Croes 
started his study on the induction of meiosis.
Already as a student, Linskens had travelled all over Europe, visiting botanical 
institutes and gardens. For example, his friendship and collaboration with Mauro 
Cresti in Siena lasted to the end of his life. His continued travels all over the world, 
and the many contacts that resulted from them, greatly benefitted Nijmegen's 
Department of Botany, which in a short time had become an internationally 
recognized research centre on plant reproduction. The hosting of the international 
symposium on “Pollen Physiology and Fertilization” in 1963 confirmed Nijmegen's 
position. The fact that the Faculty had recently started afresh turned out to be 
a great advantage in establishing its international allure. The Great Depression 
and the War had led to a certain standstill at some of the Dutch and European 
sister institutes. By contrast, Nijmegen's Department of Botany was modern, well 
stocked with the newest instruments and staffed with new, fresh personnel. In 
addition, the Faculty's structure was unorthodox: a professorship did not include a
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departmental directorship, as this responsibility was in the hands of the Faculty's 
Director. The burden of finding and allocating space, o f the acquisition of equipment 
and disposables, of appointing personnel (which, however, had first been selected 
by the department heads), or organizing teaching facilities and of handling the 
administration was all born by Christ Aarts, the first Director, who took care to 
facilitate, rather than to restrain, research. O f course, all of this was only possible 
because of the expanding budgets, which in turn were related to increasing student 
numbers.
Linskens' versatility did not stop at plant physiology. He was very much interested 
in the environment: Annelies van Bronswijk's research on mites (together with Fritz 
Lukoschuss from the Animal Physiology Department) and Arthur de Cock's sea- 
grass research were also his projects. Maurice Martens, who in time was to become 
an associate, initiated research on sound dispersal in landscape and vegetation. 
During his study, Linskens had often stayed at the Biological Station Heligoland and 
the Zoological Station Anton Dohrn in Naples, and he had become a member of the 
D eutscher Alpenverein (Sektion K öln). His stays at the “Kölner Haus” at Serfaus in 
Austria's Tyrol region, which was owned by the Association, may with hindsight be 
characterized as a prelude; for from 1959 onwards, student excursions to that place 
were a regular -  and indeed obligatory -  part of the botany curriculum. Linskens' 
interest in the environment -  the word ‘ecology' was not yet in fashion -  was also 
demonstrated by the appointment of Ton Stoffers, who had been a staff member 
from the very beginning, as a lecturer in plant taxonomy and ‘ecology' in 1963. In 
addition, Leendert van der Pijl, a staff member since 1965, obtained a professorship 
to teach “Flower Biology.” In 1966 Stoffers accepted a chair at Wageningen and in 
1967, Victor W esthoff was appointed to a chair in Botany with the specification of 
“Geobotany,” which was later to grow into the Department of Experimental Plant 
Ecology. While W esthoff's associate Eddy van der Maarel developed a numerical 
plant sociology and statistical floristics and started environment classification, 
W esthoff's own interest remained vegetation classification.
At the end of 1967, André Sassen was appointed lecturer in Botany and started his 
own group on the specific topic of “Submicroscopic morphology.” He investigated 
structure and function of the plant cell wall, specifically those of root hairs and 
pollen tubes. To join his group were Janny Kroh and later Jan Derksen. Thanks 
to new preparation techniques for electron microscopic specimens, which they 
combined with statistical analyses, im m uno-histochemical and immuno-fluorescent 
techniques, the group gained new insights into wall structure, cytoskeleton 
organization and cytoskeletal control of wall deposition. As electron microscopy was 
pivotal for his research, Sassen obtained an electron microscope, the Philips EM100, 
having to rely no longer on the instruments of the Medical Faculty (see figure 3).
The electron microscope, which represented a major investment, was not owned by 
the Department of Botany but, together with its peripherals, became a separate unit 
managed by Sassen and serving all groups of the Faculty of Science.
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Figure 3: André Sassen working with the 
EM 100 (Source: Faculty Photographic 
Services)
Linskens was convinced that one could understand plant life only by means of an 
integral (though not holistic) approach, which explains his characteristic versatility 
and his broad interests. For this reason, he insisted on the necessity of maintaining 
a single Botanical Institute, assuring that the two new departments continued 
to be referred to as “Botany 2 ” (Geobotany) and “Botany 3” (Submicroscopic 
morphology). He furthermore convinced Christ Aarts of the necessity of 
greenhouses, which were to operate as a separate unit. As a consequence, four 
greenhouses were erected in front of the Faculty's first official location, which was 
called Universal Laboratory, as it served a multi-disciplinary purpose. While Linskens 
acted as the director of the greenhouses, for the daily management, Gerard Barendse 
was appointed their hortulanus, a task that he combined with his study of the 
hormonal control of flower development, conducted at the Department of Botany.
In the seventies, new greenhouses and a botanical and experimental garden were set 
up south-east o f the Faculty. Their purpose was, first of all, to make room for new 
buildings for the expanding Faculty, but also to extend and improve the available 
facilities, not least for educational purposes. Especially the high corridor with its 
exotic plants was meant to serve as a showcase for students (see figure 4 ).
The establishment (1969-1971) of a new Botanical Garden, which was open to 
the public -  a projected initiated by Linskens, but mainly carried off by W esthoff
-  turned out to be a bridge too far. The garden was to display different types of 
vegetations, including the Alpine flora loved by Linskens, for exclusively educational 
purposes. But as a consequence of budget cuts, support for the Botanical Garden 
dwindled, and the latter fell into disrepair. In 1999, after a few years of neglect, the 
garden was restored and is now maintained by the “Hortus Arcadie” foundation
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Figure 4: The new greenhouses in the Botanical Garden (Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
with the support of the city of Nijmegen and thanks to the work of many volunteers. 
After the retirement of Barendse in 1986, the role of the hortulanus, Gerard van de 
Weerden, who now carries the title of curator, became purely advisory.
Next to research, curricular teaching was an equally important task. It had to 
cover all of botany and was given with verve. On the Series Lectionum , a list of all 
lectures to be given at he University, one could at the time read under the names of 
Linskens, W esthoff and Sassen: “artem botanicam docebit diebus et horis indicatis” 
( “he will teach Botany at the day and hours indicated”). Though dedication 
and enthusiasm were required from all staff members, the teaching itself was 
conventional. The practical courses for first- and second-year students had been 
copied from the University of Utrecht, from which Stoffers and Sassen had been 
recruited. As audio-visual support for lecturing was then virtually non-existent, 
Linskens ordered the production of large plates that could be moved over rails 
and pushed towards the central blackboard of the lecture theatre. The plates were 
designed by Jan Gerritsen and Ed Noyons of the Graphics Service, on the basis of 
figures contained in Strassburger's Lehrbuch der Botanik (see figs. 5 and 6). The plates 
are still in existence, albeit in a most deplorable state.
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Figure 5: One o f  the many dozens o f  plates that Figure 6: One o f  the educational displays that 
Professor Linskens had prepared for teaching were likewise commissioned (Source: Faculty
Photographic Services)
The teaching load was rather high, because at the time, biology was considered to 
consist of two main parts, namely botany and zoology, with a few additions such as 
genetics, biochemistry, geology or palaeontology. Microbiology was considered a part 
of botany. Lectures and practical courses in botany therefore started in the first year 
with bacteria, fungi and algae, called cryptogamae ( “plants with hidden sex organs”). 
The true plants or phanerogam ae ( “plants with visible sex-organs”) were lectured on 
in the second year, while physiology was covered in the third year. After passing their 
candidate examination -  what might correspond to today's bachelor's -  students 
had to participate in the Department's research, taking two minors (o f 6 months) 
and one major (o f 12 m onths), which included colloquia, lectures and discussion 
meetings. All teaching had to be given by staff members, as the figure of the assisting 
student was still unknown. Until the mid-sixties, staff members of the Biology 
Departments were expected to be available for the practical courses for biology 
students, that is, 6 times -  including Saturdays -  for 4 hours. To relax the teaching 
burden, first- and second-year classes were combined, one year starting with 
cryptogamae, the other with phanerogam ae. The plant courses were rapidly extended 
to include obligatory field excursions. First led by Stoffers, later by W esthoff and 
van der Maarel, these excursions have remained a curricular feature until today. The 
mycological field excursions led by Ge van den Ende were experienced as a burden 
by some, but as a real treat by others. W ith the exception of the various kinds of 
algae, the inclusion of microbiology ceased with the appointment of a specific 
Lecturer in Microbiology, Fried Vogels, in 1971. The obligatory two-yearly and then 
yearly excursions to the Kölner Haus in Serfaus were famous, where the Alpine 
flora was studied. In 1990, the excursion's destination was shifted to the Binntal
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in Switzerland. Other excursions with destinations throughout Europe were also 
organized, which were obligatory for students with a major in botany or ecology, but 
which other students could also join. The ever-increasing student numbers, which 
had risen to about 40  per year in the mid-sixties, at the time caused worries, not just 
with respect to the logistics of handling such great numbers, but also concerning 
their employment prospects. However, as long as both budgets and positions 
increased, these concerns could be quelled.
It should be mentioned that writing a doctoral thesis at the Botany Department 
with Linskens was by no means a simple task. Although a doctoral position was 
almost exclusively financed by the University and carried in principle no time 
limits, to be a PhD student meant to be fully available for teaching, which included 
presence at practical courses, but also writing readers, collecting and preparing 
course materials and perusing and correcting student work. Whatever remained 
of one's time could be used for the PhD project itself. In cases where more 
sophisticated equipment was required as, for example, an electron microscope, 
space, time and training facilities had to be found, which in the early years meant 
the Medical Faculty. Sure enough, both the thesis advisor and the other staff did 
whatever was in their power to facilitate and stimulate their doctoral students.
As a PhD student, for example, Sassen was sent for some short training to the 
Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule (ETH) in Zürich, which was the cradle of 
electron microscopy. Furthermore, in regular discussion meetings with the staff, the 
so-called colloquia, PhD students were expected to report on their work. They were 
also stimulated to attend lectures, meetings and conferences in the Netherlands and 
abroad. One-year postdoctoral work abroad was evidently expected; after completing 
his PhD, for example, Sassen went for a one-year stage to Zürich to work with Albert 
Frey-Wyssling and Kurt Mühlethaler. W hile this type of supervision of PhD students 
is common practice nowadays, it could not be taken for granted at that time.
In the late sixties, the universities were still expanding, and so was the number of 
departments. The addition of a Department of Exobiology, headed by Allen Schwartz, 
an associate of NASA's chief Cyril Ponnamperuma, was an initiative of Linskens. 
Wolfgang Heinen became its first staff member. As student numbers continued 
to swell, new ideas on teaching, the role of students and the organization of the 
universities sprang up. A new curriculum, known as the “Berendes curriculum,” 
was proposed and adopted. It was based on the American system, offering a six- 
m onth general introduction that was followed by a number of relatively short 
courses leading up to the candidate examination. Students were given a limited 
choice out of various courses. Linskens and his staff strongly opposed these new 
developments, arguing that it reduced education in the plant sciences and was 
moreover unmanageable as well as detrimental to the quality of education and its 
academic character. W ith hindsight, some of these objections appear justified; in 
fact, some decisions were later adjusted. These developments eventually culminated 
in the adoption of the current curriculum in 1994.
These curricular developments strongly reflect the tremendous changes in the 
biological sciences themselves: the previously dominant courses in botany and 
zoology, on life forms and taxonomy, which used to make up 80%  of the first 
two years, have been reduced to currently four weeks each in the first year (which 
amount to less than 10% ). Attention has shifted to new disciplines, notably ecology
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and molecular biology, where new departments have been set up. Inevitably, these 
developments had their impact on the distribution of funding and of students 
over the various departments. Moreover, in order to meet the demands of the new 
departments, personnel -  including, for example, Maurice Martens and Wolfgang 
Heinen -  had to be reallocated. Linskens was very much opposed to what he 
perceived as an erosion of his department and a noxious fragmentation of biology 
in Nijmegen. Attempts to found a separate Molecular Sciences cluster, which was 
carried forward by Hans Berendes (Genetics) and assisted by Hans Bloemendal 
(Biochemistry), failed however, as both Linskens, who was himself an advocate 
of experimental and molecular approaches, and others maintained that these 
approaches should form part of all biological disciplines.
The University Reformation Bill (WUB) of 1971 gave staff and students a 
large say in all aspects of management, including education and research. Once 
again, Linskens and part of his staff were strongly opposed to these developments, 
maintaining that it would not only have an impact on their position but also the 
quality of education. More principally, they also feared that this might be the 
beginning of the end of academic freedom. The WUB was therefore implemented 
with great hesitation; fortunately, a reasonable modus could be reached, which 
functioned until the introduction of the University Modernisation Act (MUB) in 
1997, which handed over control to the management of the Faculty and to the 
directors of the Institutes that were soon to be founded.
In 1982, W esthoff retired and was succeeded by the more experimentally oriented 
Cees Blom, who was the head of the field research station “Weevers' D uin” in 
Oostvoorne. Eddy van der Maarel left the Department, while Maurice Martens 
joined Blom. The latter, who inclined to seeking collaboration with the Department 
of Aquatic Ecology (Kees den Hartog) more than with the other botany departments, 
changed the name of his Department into Experimental Plant Ecology.
In 1986, Linskens himself also retired, rather reluctantly; because while his 
contract was to end only in 1990, his retirement was required by the 1984 contract 
that required of all professors and lecturers to retire no later than at age 65. He 
remained active, however, and his network has remained valuable to the botanical 
departments.
His successor, George Wullems, is a molecular biologist from Leiden's 
Department of Plant Molecular Biology, which was headed by Rob Schilperoort. 
However, in this period funding began to be low, because of the financial cut-backs 
and the concom itant slate of reorganizations, which are primarily associated with 
the Staff-Funding Model (PGM ) of 1983 and the subsequent Task Allocation and 
Concentration-operation (TVC). No funds for additional staff and relatively few 
financial means were allotted. Perspectives for the future were bleak; and the next 
severe economizing round, the Selective Cuts and Growth-operation (SKG) of 1987, 
only worsened the situation. Still, despite these bleak perspectives, Wullems was able 
to implement a molecular-genetic approach to his research on plant reproduction. 
Jan Schrauwen and Marinus van Herpen had to turn into molecular biologists.
The topic concentrated mainly on the male side of reproduction, especially the 
incompatibility reaction. The elegant project on bud formation in in vitro cultures, 
which was meant to overcome the excessive diversification of the Department's 
projects and was initiated by the (now retired) Ge van den Ende and carried forward
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by Gerard Barendse, involving Ton Croes, Jan Schrauwen and Marinus van Herpen, 
had however to be abandoned before it became truly productive. However, the 
Department, renamed Experimental Plant Biology, could start and was able to attract 
additional funding by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (N W O), 
which had by then began to become the ever-expanding alternative funding route for 
scientific research.
After Sassen's retirement at the end of 1992, he was succeeded by Celestina (Titti) 
Mariani from the Plant Genetic Systems corporation (PGS) in Ghent. Together with 
Bob Goldberg from the University of California at Berkeley, Mariani had been very 
successful in showing cell ablation of the stigma surface to cause female sterility in 
tobacco. This line of research - the study of the female, stigmatic, stylar and ovular 
role in the control of fertilization - was very successfully pursued in Nijmegen. Jan 
Derksen, who collaborated in this enterprise, while continuing his research on 
pollen tube growth, added his microscopic expertise to M ariani's own research. The 
Department thrives and successfully attracts additional funding by NWO and the EU.
For the work of Wullems and Mariani, good plant culture facilities and green 
houses are an essential prerequisite. However, the greenhouses cannot longer 
serve as show-cases. The supervision of the greenhouses with their peripherals and 
staff is meanwhile shared with the Ecology Department. In 2008, the Solanaceae 
collection of the greenhouse (see fig. 7) was extended to all world-wide entries, 
as Nijmegen became the world's centre for Solanaceae within the framework of 
the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture. The 
University Board allotted a 50% staff position to cover the additional costs that
Figure 7: A picture o f  a part o f  the Solanaceae collection (Source: Dick van Aalst)
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accrued as a consequence of this new task. In 2009, Nijmegen became an associate 
member of Aegis (A European Genebank Integrated System), confirming the 
importance of both the collection and Nijmegen's research on Solanaceae. Nuffic 
(the Dutch organization for international cooperation in higher education) funds a 
collaboration project with the University of Dar es Salaam (Tanzania), which focuses 
on mangrove reproduction (Flora Ismai'l) and taxonomy (Mkabwa Manoko) of the 
Solanaceae. Their studies were concluded with the successful defence of their PhD 
theses.
After Sassen's retirement, the electron microscope facility came to be temporarily 
supervised by Wullems, but once Mariani had been appointed, Jan Derksen became 
its supervisor. Soon afterwards, Derksen also became responsible for the analytical 
facilities, which in its entirety is now called General Instrumentation (GI) and 
serves all groups within the Faculty of Science. The equipment is routinely upgraded 
and major investments are made, including a top-quality cryo-scanning electron 
microscope (cryo-SEM), a new confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) and 
DNA-sequencing equipment.
After the retirement of Wullems' associates Ton Croes and Jan Schrauwen, both 
positions remain at least temporarily open because of financial cutbacks. George 
Wullems himself, refusing to continue under such conditions, retired, but continued 
part-time for a few years to teach Plant Physiology courses. As a consequence,
Figure 8: Jan Derksen examining data gained by the cryo-scanning electron microscope (Source: General 
Intrumentation)
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the Department was dismantled. Some positive developments were, however, the 
appointment of a new assistant for Mariani, and the appointment of Tom Geradts 
from the University of Ghent to a chair in Plant Genetics. Geradts will focus on 
flower formation and meiosis in Petunia -  a plant as well as a research topic quite in 
line with Linkens' original research!
W hen the Institute for Water and Wetland Research (IW W R) was founded in 2005, 
the Departments of Plant Cell Biology and of Plant Genetics joined, intensifying 
their efforts to strengthen collaboration with the Ecology Departments on the basis 
of their common molecular approaches. While Tom Geradts continues his main 
focus on flowering, Mariani felt obliged, in 2008, to seek further cooperation within 
the IWWR. Her research efforts are concentrated on the adaption, reproduction and 
dispersal of Solanum  dulcamara in different environments, notably in wet versus dry 
ones.
By way of conclusion, it may be argued that though Linskens' influence in the 
domain of plant science in Nijmegen seems to have ended, as plant reproduction is 
no longer the central theme of the botanical departments, his legacy still continues, 
not just in the Department of Genetics, but also in that of Ecology, in Nijmegen's 
strong tradition of experimentalism, in the focus on Solanaceae, and certainly 
in the conviction, which he first implanted, that an integral approach - which is 
now conducted under the umbrella organization of IWWR - is a perquisite for 
understanding plant life. Despite the different settings in which research now takes 
place, the theme of plant reproduction remains; after all, sex is the cherry on the 
cake!
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Part III: Animal Physiology
Sjoerd E. Wendelaar Bonga*
As has partly been mentioned above and has been documented by Hein Oomen 
(1982) and W im Thijssen (1985), the discipline of Biology was introduced in 
Nijmegen in 1957 with the establishment of the Departments of Zoology and 
Botany. The respective founders of these two departments were Professor Leo van 
Nieuwenhoven, a Jesuit priest with a PhD in animal physiology, and Professor 
Hans Ferdinand Linskens, an experimental botanist. Professor Van Nieuwenhoven, 
who was director of the Aloysius College in The Hague until his appointment in 
Nijmegen, celebrated mass on the occasion of the first staff meeting. After the 
meeting, Linskens planted the faculty tree, which has developed into the now 
impressive Metasequoia that still gracefully decorates the lawn surrounding the 
north wing of the new faculty building. Rumours that this tree is a replacement and 
that the original tree was devoured by rabbits have never been confirmed.1
The Beginning: The Department of Zoology
Van Nieuwenhoven obtained his PhD at the University of Utrecht in 1947, with 
the then prominent animal physiologist Professor Herman Jordan as his primary 
supervisor. Van Nieuwenhoven was deeply influenced by the holistic and vitalistic 
ideas of his supervisor, despite the fact that Jordan had died even before Van 
Nieuwenhoven defended his thesis. Jordan had been associated with the Signific 
Circle founded by the writer and psychiatrist Frederik van Eeden, the great 
m athematician Luitzen Egbertus Jan Brouwer and the linguist and theologian 
Jacob Van Ginneken, S.J., who had all been inspired by Henri Bergson's ‘élan vital'. 
Jordan and many colleagues of the Circle were not vitalists ‘pur sang', but typical 
representatives of a broader movement of European intellectuals from different 
disciplines who attempted to combine the materialistic and deterministic approach 
dominating the natural sciences in the second half of the nineteenth century with 
vitalistic or religiously inspired philosophies. The Circle's ideas influenced many 
biologists from the 1930s to the 1970s. In their approach towards evolution, the 
members of the Circle were Neo-Lamarckians rather than Darwinists. In Jordan's 
view of physiology, not the mechanisms and actions of isolated organs were 
the aim of physiological research, but the understanding of the functioning of 
whole organisms. In line with this vision and with his Catholic convictions, Van 
Nieuwenhoven was a fervent adversary of a reductionist approach in biology. This 
approach to biology is clearly evident in his lecture “Biologie en Menselijk kennen” 
(Biology and Human Knowledge), delivered at his inauguration as professor 
in experimental zoology on 2 May, 1958, and the title of one of his readers: 
“Biologie: een wetenschap van analyse en synthese” (Biology: a science of analysis 
and synthesis). His strong interest in biology teaching is illustrated by his active
* The author is grateful for contributions by Eric Roubos and Gert Flik
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participation in the organisation of the OECD-Conference on the Reform of Biology 
Teaching in 1966, the results of which deeply influenced the teaching of biology in 
several European countries, including the Netherlands.
The Sixties and Seventies: Diversification and Expansion 
Van Nieuwenhoven's PhD research on the muscles of molluscs formed the basis 
of the physiological research of the group he established in Nijmegen. This is 
illustrated by the electrophysiological and biochemical studies carried out in his 
department during the 1960s by Nico Postma, Hans Leenders and Ad Beenakkers on 
the physiology of invertebrate muscles. However, the aim of the group was to focus 
on the understanding of the functioning of whole animals by studying metabolic 
processes and their regulation. This required a broader, multidisciplinary approach, 
including expertise in morphology, developmental biology, neurophysiology, 
behaviour and parasitology, in addition to classical physiology. A modern zoology 
curriculum also required these disciplines, and thus diversification of the staff was 
the first priority. To this end, Van Nieuwenhoven invited Hein Oomen to join his 
group. Oomen, who at that time lectured on animal morphology at the Medical 
Faculty in Nijmegen, stepped over to the Faculty of Science and with assistance of 
Hannie Geelen started a research line on the ecology of plankton in lakes and rivers. 
He subsequently founded the Department of Animal Ecology, with research on the 
ecology of amphibians and reptiles. Oomen and all of the people in his department 
were dedicated naturalists and nature conservationists. Following Oomen's 
retirement, research and teaching in animal ecology were continued by his fellow 
ecologists Jan van Gelder and Henk Strijbosch. Unfortunately, the vacant chair in 
animal ecology remained vacant for two decades (for developments in ecology at 
Nijmegen, see the respective chapter in this volume).
After Van Nieuwenhoven's untimely death in 1968, Hein Oomen became head 
of the Department of Zoology. Van Nieuwenhoven's chair in physiology was offered 
to Hans Berendes, who until then had been working at the Max Planck Institute 
for Biology in Tübingen. Berendes was a physiologist with a great interest in the 
genetic aspects of development. Thus, when the geneticist Professor Sipke Johannes 
Geerts accepted a chair at the Medical Faculty in 1970, it did not come as a complete 
surprise that Berendes accepted the genetics chair of the Biology Institute. This 
energetic, ambitious and talented man died within five years as head of the genetics 
department, at the age of 41 years. The animal physiology chair would thereupon 
remain vacant for more than three years.
At the end of the 1960s and as a result of the rapid growth in the number of 
biology students -  there were three times more students than had been expected 
when the Faculty had been set up -  biology was facing a very unfavourable staff/ 
student ratio in comparison with the other disciplines at Nijmegen. This would 
be a recurrent if not permanent problem for the upcoming 40  years, as student 
interest in biology remained high. Fortunately, a second physiology chair became 
available in 1967. This chair was offered to Manuel Denuce from Ghent, who at that 
time also had close research ties with Tulane University in New Orleans. Denuce's 
research on the developmental biology of invertebrates represented a most welcome 
strengthening of the biochemical approach in animal physiology in Nijmegen.
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Together with François van Herp, he managed the Department of Developmental 
Biology, with research lines on early development, in particular hatching and the 
endocrinology of invertebrates.
The chair in animal physiology left vacant by the death of Hans Berendes in 
1971 was offered to Bram van Overbeeke in 1974. Van Overbeeke had earned his 
PhD from the Free University in Amsterdam, and at the time of his appointment 
was professor in animal physiology at Simon Fraser University in Vancouver,
Canada, where he had built up a research group on the endocrinology of salmon. 
Accompanied by Robert Lock, a specialist on the toxicology of fishes, he came to 
Nijmegen and founded a research line on fish physiology. One year later, Bruce Jenks, 
who had recently obtained his PhD in amphibian endocrinology at Simon Fraser 
University, joined them  and started a second research line on the pituitary physiology 
of the amphibian Xenopus laevis. In 1976 Sjoerd Wendelaar joined the department to 
reinforce the research on fishes. He, too, had obtained his PhD at the Free University 
in Amsterdam and had subsequently spent five years working in the field of fish 
endocrinology at the University of Groningen.
Figure 9: Diagram o f  the background 
adaptation o f  Xenopus laevis.
The ratio o f  direct and reflected light 
perceived by the eyes is integrated by 
the central nervous system (CNS) 
into signals regulating the release o f  
the hormone MSH by the melanotrope 
cells. This hormone controls the 
distribution o f  black pigment in skin 
cells (melanophores). In this way the 
animal can adapt its skin colour to the 
background
The Eighties and Nineties: Focus on Adaptation Physiology 
In the 1980s, the Department of Physiology decided to concentrate its research on 
the neuro-endocrine control of adaptation processes. Growth was still possible. Gert 
Flik, after obtaining his PhD on membrane transport mechanisms in fish, joined 
the staff of the fish group in 1984. W ith his biochemical expertise he succeeded 
in effecting a breakthrough in our understanding of the mechanisms of uptake 
and metabolism of calcium, an essential mineral for growth and many intra- and 
extracellular physiological processes. Gerard Martens joined the ranks of the 
X enopus researchers and brought in his considerable neuro-endocrine and molecular 
biological expertise.
Unfortunately, in 1988 serious health problems forced Bram van Overbeeke to give 
up his position as full professor and head of the department. In 1989 Eric Roubos, 
who like Van Overbeeke and Wendelaar possessed a PhD from Amsterdam's Free
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University, was offered the chair, while Wendelaar became head of the department. 
Roubos had trained as a neurophysiologist both during his studies and as a staff 
member in Amsterdam. An important expansion was realized by the “Pionier” grant 
awarded by ZWO (now NW O) to Gerard Martens, then a postdoc working in the 
department. He and Ronald Plasterk, at that time a staff member of the Netherlands 
Cancer Institute, were the first biologists to receive this national top grant, which 
was intended to enable talented young researchers to start a research group. The fact 
that both were molecular biologists marks the importance of this new discipline in 
the 1980s. Martens and his “Pionier” grant facilitated the consolidation of molecular 
biology as a most welcome and innovative research tool in the department.
In 1993, after the retirement of Manuel Denuce, the physiology chair in 
developmental biology was transformed into one in molecular animal physiology 
and was offered to Martens. At that time, the staff of the physiology department 
had reached its maximum expansion, with three full and six associate and assistant 
professors, a considerable technical and secretarial staff, and many PhD students.
All research was focused on a central theme, called “zwaartepunt” in the political 
terminology of those years. The focal point of the department was Adaptation 
Physiology. Adaptation is the complex of physiological processes that enables all 
living organisms to survive in a continuously changing environment. In animals 
and humans, adaptation processes are controlled by the brain via the nervous, 
endocrine and immune systems, which enable the body to respond appropriately 
to environmental stimuli. These can be physical (e.g., light, temperature), 
chemical (pollutants) or biological (e.g., crowding, aggression, predation). Fish 
and amphibians were selected as relatively simply structured, well-defined research 
models with a direct evolutionary relationship with mammals and humans and, 
as far as fish are concerned, of considerable economic importance. Three research 
lines were defined on the basis of the level of organization of physiological processes, 
namely the molecular, cellular and organismal level.
The Molecular Animal Physiology Group focused on the molecular physiology 
of peptide hormone production. The goal of Martens and his collaborators was to 
understand the functioning of endocrine and nerve cells at the level of regulation of 
the secretory pathways in these cells, from membrane receptors and the production 
mechanisms of the hormones and neuropeptides at the DNA and RNA level, the 
storage of these products, and the regulation of their release from these cells. These 
molecules are the dominant messengers in the neural and endocrine control of the 
body. Their functioning was studied under resting conditions, during adaptation 
processes, and during development of the animals. A good understanding of these 
processes is the first step in understanding neurological disorders and developing 
effective treatments. Right from the beginning, the pituitary cells of Xenopus laevis 
provided the cell model of choice. This animal is very suitable for studying the 
neuroendocrine regulatory mechanisms of a physiological adaptation process, 
namely the adjustment of the skin colour to the light condition of the environment. 
As amply illustrated by Martens and his group, this model offers unique 
opportunities for the analysis of the secretory process of, and the experimental 
induction of changes in, the gene expression of neuropeptide-producing cells 
in the brain/pituitary axis. More recently the group also started research on the 
molecular cell pathology of aging, in particular Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease,
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and psychopathological disorders. Thus, research on the role of proteins in the 
functioning of neuroendocrine cells now covers the entire life cycle of these cells, 
from early development to aging of the organism, and including neurodegenerative 
disorders and disease.
Eric Roubos and his Cellular Animal Physiology group chose as their central 
theme the extracellular and intracellular communication between neural cells. The 
research model also was, and still is, the toad Xenopus laevis, since that animal's 
unique characteristics are also very suitable for research on signal transduction 
of neuroendocrine cells. Thus, the introduction of this experimental animal in 
Nijmegen by Bruce Jenks in the 1970s has had a very important and long-lasting 
influence on the research activities of the Nijmegen physiologists. W ithin this group, 
Jenks and his students concentrated their research on the pituitary melanotrope 
(the MSH-cell) as a neuroendocrine transducer cell and succeeded in characterizing 
the integrative properties and related intracellular signal transduction pathways.
This resulted in a detailed picture of the control of synthesis and secretion of the 
hormones produced by these cells. Roubos focused on input aspects (synaptic and 
neuroendocrine control) of the melanotrope cells. In an integrated approach, 
extended by the molecular biology experiments of Martens and his group, a research 
system was developed that, like no other, reveals how a physiological stimulus 
(light) activates, via various brain centres and neurotransmitters, a large number 
of intracellular signals in a an endocrine. This eventually leads to the release of an 
effector signal -  in this case, the hormone of the melanotrope cells. W ith Wim 
Scheenen, who succeeded Hans Leenders in 1999, the group gained expertise in 
electrophysiology. W ith Scheenen's patch clamping expertise, single-cell secretion 
studies became possible. Tamas Kozicz, a Hungarian researcher with a background 
in medicine as well as in fundamental neuroscience, joined the group in 2002, 
introducing stress physiology with his studies on urocortin in the midbrain area. The 
Cellular Animal Physiology group was now able to apply its fundamental knowledge 
obtained with the X enopus model to studies on adaptation and maladaptation in 
mammals, including man.
Fig. 10. Diagram illustrating the 
complexity o f  the transduction of 
various environmental stimuli from  
the brain to an endocrine cell (the 
melanotrope cell o f  Xenopus laevis 
controling the secretion o f  MSH). 
Terminals o f  many types o f  brain cells 
release their messenger molecules in two 
compartments (pars nervosa and pars 
intermedia) o f  the pituitary gland. All 
these messengers (AVT, GABA, 5HT 
etc.) bind to specific receptor molecules 
located in the outer membrane o f  the 
melanotrope cell (A, M, Ga, etc.). The 
result o f  integration o f  these signals 
in the melanotrope cell determines the 
intensity o f  the release o f  MSH
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Whereas the molecular and cellular physiology groups were focusing on the 
inter- and intra-cellular functioning of the brain and pituitary cells, the Organismal 
Animal Physiology group focused on the role of these neuroendocrine centres in 
the processes of adaptation to environmental changes. Many of these changes are 
called stressors, since they are threatening the health of animals and induce a stress 
response. Examples of stressors studied by this group are rapid temperature changes, 
chemical stressors, such as toxic metals and agrochemicals, and biological stressors, 
including crowding and infection by parasites. The stress response is a complex 
response and intended to compensate the damaging effects of stressors and, if the 
stressor is prolonged, to facilitate the physiological adaptation to the new situation. 
Prolonged stress is coordinated by the brain via the pituitary-adrenal axis, with 
many hormones involved and in close interaction with the immune system. It is 
associated with reduced growth, reproduction and disease resistance. Focal research 
areas of Wendelaar, Roubos and Lock and their students were the neuroendocrine 
mechanisms of stress adaptation, the interaction of the immune- and the endocrine 
system and the differences between individual animals in coping with stress. One 
of the striking results of these studies was the discovery that the toxic effects of 
chemicals in our environment are frequently if not always accompanied by a stress 
response of the animals concerned. This finding has greatly contributed to our 
understanding of the toxicity of pollutants. From an evolutionary point of view, the 
results of these studies have greatly emphasized the long evolutionary history of the 
stress response in the vertebrates. Gert Flik, who succeeded Sjoerd Wendelaar as head 
of the Organismal Physiology group in 2002, has concentrated on the interaction 
of the neuroendocrine system and the immune system during stress, in close 
collaboration with the Cell Biology group of the University of Wageningen. Another 
focal point became the relation of stress and feeding physiology, pain and the welfare 
of fish.
liver (hepatopancreas)
Fig. 11. Stress induces a reduction o f  food intake and growth in vertebrates. This diagram illustrates the main 
neural and endocrine pathways that control this process in carp. In the brain different areas (NPO, NLT, 
NRL, brainstem) and messengers (CRF, NPY, MSH), as well as the hormones insulin and leptin, produced 
in the pancreas and liver, are involved. Stimulatory (green) and inhibitory (red) actions are involved
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W ith the recruitment of Peter Klaren as a staff member, a thyroid specialist joined 
the group to reinforce the expertise on feeding and energy metabolism. Wendelaar 
took charge of the newly founded Animal Ecology and Ecophysiology group, with 
Gerard van der Velde, Ivan Nagelkerken and, with a part-time teaching appointment, 
Hans Esselink. This marked the recovery of the animal ecology chair after several 
decades of vacancy as well as the extension of animal physiology into the field of 
ecology. As director of the Bargerveen Foundation for applied ecological research, 
Hans Esselink had initiated projects involving collaboration with various ecological 
departments. He also used his persuasive powers to attract SOVON, RAVON and 
VZZ, organizations for nature conservation and research on vertebrates, to join 
the Bargerveen Foundation located on the premises of the Faculty of Science, 
thus becoming the initiator of what would in 2010 become the Natuurplaza. 
Unfortunately, his sudden death in 2008 prevented him from moving into the nicely 
renovated building, where over 100 naturalists now work together on projects on 
nature conservation and restoration.
Perspectives for Animal Physiology in the New Millennium  
The history of animal physiology at Nijmegen from the end of the 1950s to the 
end of the 1990s reflects developments in the international arena of the animal 
physiology. In the first half of the twentieth century, research on animal physiology 
had concentrated on the study of the functioning of tissues and organs. In the 
1960s and 1970s, the focus broadened to the functioning of whole organisms. This 
required the introduction of a multidisciplinary approach and multiple techniques 
within one laboratory, and, consequently, the collaboration of different physiological 
specialists within one team. The Dutch type of organization of the university staff, 
with several academics belonging to a single chair, turned out to be of advantage 
for such an approach. This circumstance strengthened the Dutch position in the 
international arena of animal physiologists, the more so as Dutch scientists were 
intensely collaborating in those years.
Nijmegen's animal physiologists were among the first to adopt this approach, 
at the end of the 1970s. They were also among the first to broaden their expertise 
by close collaboration between researchers of different disciplines and to 
concentrate the attention of their group on a limited number of model species. 
Initially beginning with research on a number of vertebrates and invertebrates, 
the Nijmegen physiologists ultimately concentrated on an amphibian and a fish, 
with endocrinology as the dominant discipline, and a combination of histology, 
electron microscopy, biochemistry and molecular biology as their technical approach. 
Whereas mechanisms of action of hormones and neurohormones were the primary 
research targets in the 1970s, during the 1980s and 1990s increasing attention 
was paid to the function of endocrine actions for the regulation of physiological 
adaptations to changes in the environment. This concentrated research effort has 
led to a long series of research papers and PhD theses, which have greatly extended 
our knowledge of the primary centres of physiological adaptation of aquatic 
vertebrates to their environment. The results have also contributed substantially to 
our understanding of the evolution of vertebrates, including mammals and humans, 
which started more than 450  million years ago in the water. As far as fish are 
concerned, these studies have had several applied aspects that have derived from the
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analysis of the impact of environmental pollutants and other disturbing factors and 
studies on the health and welfare of animals in natural and aquaculture conditions.
In the 1960s, government policy with respect to the universities was stimulating, 
especially from a financial point of view, and was focused on increasing the capacity 
of universities in terms of both teaching and research, without many regulations 
or restrictions in place with respect to the content of both. Science faculties 
were especially favoured, thanks to the political intention to support industrial 
development. Although several ministers of education produced guidelines asking, 
among other things, for a division of tasks ( ‘taakverdeling', that is, the allocation 
of specific research fields to the different science faculties), these guidelines were 
usually regarded as mere advice by the then still autonomous universities. In the 
1970s, the political influence on the research agenda increased, but since the 1980s, 
this policy has been accompanied -  or rather steered -  by a long series of budget cuts 
(usually described a means of ‘improving efficiency'). W hether this policy was called 
‘conditional financing' ( ‘voorwaardelijke financiering', 1979), ‘defining focal areas' 
( ‘zwaartepuntvorming', 1980), ‘division of tasks and concentration' ( ‘taakverdeling 
en concentratie', 1982) or ‘focus and mass' ( ‘focus en massa', more recently), did 
not really matter, since the intention was always the same -  namely, increasing both 
the political influence on the selection of research topics and the accountability of 
researchers for their activities. The effects were partly positive, at least during the 
first two decades. Negative effects, mainly as a result of the accompanying budget 
cuts, became apparent later, such as the disappearance of the Netherlands from the 
list of top ten countries in the ranking for quality of science and technology and 
the reduction of the relative numbers of scientists to the level o f Eastern European 
countries.
In the 1980s, the government introduced the policy of ‘defining focal areas' 
( ‘zwaartepuntvorming') as its next step in its goal of concentrating research 
activities. This paralleled the development of the Department of Experimental 
Zoology: the three chair-groups of Organismal, Cellular and Molecular Animal 
Physiology had already joined forces, and they could now present the ‘focal 
area' Adaptation Physiology of Animals. Its research was characterized by a 
multidisciplinary and integrative approach, concentrating on the mechanisms of 
adaptation of animals to the environment. This type of organization was optimal for 
studying the adaptations at the three levels of organization and with a broad array 
of techniques. However, in the 1990s, the government once again forced universities 
to make changes with its introduction of the concept of Research Schools. This 
caused the first cracks in the organization of the Biology Institute as well as the 
Department of Animal Physiology, since most Schools in the biological sciences were 
organized according to levels -  for instance, the molecular or population levels -  or 
to subdisciplines. This type of organization was less suitable for a department that 
focused on a modern type of integrative whole-animal physiology.
After the appearance and peaceful or stormy disappearance of many local and 
national Schools, the final result is that the four chair-groups are now participating 
in three different Research Schools: the Molecular Physiology group in the Nijmegen 
Centre for Molecular Life Sciences (NCMLS), the Cellular Physiology group in 
the Donder's Centre for Neurosciences, and the Organismal Physiology and 
Ecophysiology groups in the Institute for Water and Wetland Research (IW W R).
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These are all local Schools, and only three of the no fewer than 22 such Schools 
at Radboud University. Most of these Schools are smaller and more diverse than 
counterpart institutes abroad, which are leaders in their respective field and apply the 
‘focus and mass' strategy seriously. Given these circumstances, collaboration at the 
national level is therefore essential for Dutch biologists, the more so since the recent 
past has shown that collaboration at this level is beneficial to the training of PhD 
students and postdocs. However, in 1997 the administrators of several universities, 
including the university of Nijmegen, decided that profiling of their own institutions 
was more important than fostering collaboration between universities and the 
training of their PhD students and, therefore, disbanded the Research Schools 
operating at a national level. Hopefully, the recent report “Samen Slimmer” ( “More 
Clever together”) will in this respect represent a turning point that favours research 
and education over local agendas.2
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Part IV: Genetics
Lettie Lubsen and Jan Derksen*
The Early Years: Sipke Geerts
Genetics is at the core of biology. However, when the Faculty of Science was founded 
in 1957, it was decided not to start a completely new department at the Faculty of 
Science but to make use of the expertise in genetics available at the Medical Faculty. 
Sipke Geerts, professor of Genetics at the Medical Faculty, was appointed professor 
of Genetics at the Faculty of Science as well. The Department of Genetics was one 
of the original departments within the subfaculty of biology, and those departments 
were funded on a scale that would meet with disbelief today. Geerts thus had a 
large permanent staff. His own research programme focussed on biometrics, but he 
was mainly active in editorial work for numerous meetings and congresses. Geerts 
encouraged his staff to develop their own quite different programmes as he wished 
to cover all aspects of Genetics. Claudius Stumm, who came from the University of 
Cologne, for example, studied Allomyces arbuscula, Lee Douglas studied meiosis in 
various systems, Piet van der Kroon and Hans van Abeelen both worked with mice 
mutants, respectively, the obese and the so called “Nijmegen walzer” mutants.
Sipke Geerts was very much opposed to eugenetics and considered genetic 
counselling the prelude to the beginning of an active government policy in human 
reproduction1. He, like Darwin, strongly rejected Galton, the advocate of eugenetic 
policies. His ideas, wich accepted evolution as purely biological process without 
accepting extrapolations into human society, were applauded by the University 
administration, which feared the influence of Darwinism on the students' -Catholic- 
belief. In his approach to science, he remained rather conservative and, though being 
thoroughly impressed by the work of Watson and Crick, he stuck to his traditional, 
descriptive science.
Geerts left the teaching up to his staff, each of whom followed their own ideas 
in setting up a course. As a result, there was no coherent educational programme 
in Genetics. The only teacher to make an indelible impression on the students was 
Bertha Stumm with her practical course on Drosophila genetics in the first year.
Running a department at both the Medical Faculty and at the Science Faculty was 
no simple matter and, probably at the urging of his colleagues, Geerts relinquished 
his chair at the Science Faculty in 1971.
A New Promise Rapidly Broken: Hans Berendes
Geerts' withdrawal to the other side of the Heyendaalseweg left a vacancy in 
Biology. During the discussions about “who and what next,” it became clear that 
the consensus was that the Department of Genetics needed to be completely 
reorganised: the research lacked focus with many different lines of research each 
pursued by a dedicated but single individual. In addition, the infrastructure was too
* The authors are indebted to Dr Claudius Stumm and Dr Bertha Stumm-Tegethoff for information on the early Genetics
Department
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large and costly, with both mouse and plant breeding facilities. One member of the 
strategy committee, Hans Berendes, a young, ambitious professor of Zoology working 
with Drosophila, volunteered to take on that task and gave up his chair in Zoology 
to take the chair in Genetics. A turbulent period followed. Hans Berendes' vision 
was of a Genetics Department with an integrated research programme using two 
experimental systems, mice and Drosophila. His ideas met with violent opposition 
from at least some of the members of the Genetics Department, amongst them the 
mice geneticists, and he got little public support from many of his colleagues, who 
apparently thought it was possible to reorganize a department without hurt feelings. 
The end result was that the members of the Genetics Department were dispersed: 
some left, Claudius Stumm moved to the Department of Microbiology, while Piet 
van der Kroon, Hans van Abeelen and Lee Douglas were placed under the daily 
supervision of the chairholder of the Department of Zoology. Hans Berendes was left 
with a smaller but newly staffed Department of Genetics with Hans Leenders, Piet 
Helmsing, Jan Derksen and Bertha Stumm as permanent staff members, in 1973 
joined by Lettie Lubsen.
Hans Berendes was fascinated by the then emerging discipline of Molecular 
Biology and wanted to set up an institute for Molecular Biology at the Faculty of 
Science. This institute was to be housed in a new wing of the main building (which 
never got beyond the drawing board), and in anticipation of this development the 
Department moved out of the UL to the main building in 1973 forming a dispersed 
biology cluster with the Departments of Microbiology and Molecular Biology. The 
move away from the UL was also a symbolic end to all the troubles surrounding 
the founding of the new Department of Genetics. Hans Berendes embarked on 
an ambitious program studying the structure of polytene chromosomes of the 
Drosophila hydei salivary gland and the physical manifestation of induced gene 
expression visible in the polytene chromosomes as “puffs.” Initially, at the Zoology 
Department he focussed on gene induction and activity of the insect pupation 
hormone ecdysone, but later, at the Genetics Department, his attention shifted 
to the so-called heat shock puffs and proteins. The Department was young, highly 
motivated and dynamic. A coherent up-to-date teaching programme in Genetics 
was set up, with Bertha Stumm still running the Drosophila  genetics practical course 
in the first year. Genetics lost its lacklustre and started to attract bright students to 
work within the Department. In the meantime Hans Berendes was heavily involved 
in Faculty politics and was seen as one of its coming men. The Department of 
Genetics looked forward to a bright future with, its Institute of Molecular Biology 
possibly in the offing. All of this came to an abrupt end with the sudden death of 
Hans Berendes at the age of 41 in 1975.
The Demise: Wolfgang Hennig
The death of Hans Berendes left the Department and the Subfaculty of Biology in 
disarray. All plans were put on hold and all appointments of new personnel were 
cancelled. Hans Leenders, Jan Derksen, Lettie Lubsen and Bertha Stumm (Piet 
Helmsing soon left) carried on as best they could with Bram van Overbeeke as 
interim department chairman. Hans Leenders, Jan Derksen en Lettie Lubsen formed 
a closely knit team and both the teaching and research within the Department was 
going well. The Subfaculty started looking for someone to fill the vacant chair of
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Genetics. They finally selected Wolfgang Henning, a young German scientist in his 
late thirties, who also worked with Drosophila hydei. He addressed the same topics 
with the same approaches as the Nijmegen group, only the subject - the loops of 
Y chromosome in the testes versus the puffs in the polytene chromosomes in the 
salivary glands - differed. Hennig had studied with Wolfgang Beermann, head 
of the Max Planck Institute in Tübingen, where also Hans Berendes had worked 
before he came to Nijmegen. They had known each other, and Hennig was well 
acquainted with the research in Nijmegen. Hennig came to Nijmegen in 1978 and 
brought along two new permanent staff members, Johannes Hackstein and Peter 
Vogt. On paper it all looked fine; in practice it did not. It soon became apparent 
that the Dutch and the Germans had quite different expectations with respect 
to running a department. Wolfgang Hennig stood for a top-down management; 
the Dutch members were used to a consensus model. By the time it was clear that 
there was a large cultural gap between the Germans and the Dutch, it was also too 
late to bridge it. The Department became divided in two camps, with some people 
located very uncomfortably in between. Since first attempts to find a solution 
failed, the Faculty set up a committee of three wise men that reached, at least on 
paper, a compromise. W hat the committee, however, could not do was to restore 
trust. The cultural gap remained, and Hennig wanted to get rid of the Dutch staff 
members. Since firing staff members was out of the question, the Faculty decided to 
transfer the offending staff members to other departments. In 1981 Hans Leenders 
moved to the Department of Zoology (van Overbeeke), Jan Derksen joined the 
Department of André Sassen (Submicroscopic morphology). Lettie Lubsen stayed at 
the Department till 1983, when she moved to the Department of Molecular Biology 
(John Schoenmakers).
Unfortunately, this did not end the troubles. Hennig demanded that also Bertha 
Stumm be removed. She continued her work without being attached to a single 
Department. She worked with Linskens to demonstrate that fasciation in Lily was 
not genetically based, as proposed by the famous Dutch geneticist Hugo de Vries, 
but due to nematode infections. Finally she became a member of the Department 
of Zoology (Manuel Denucé). However, Bertha Stumm was a special case. She 
was of German origin, older than Hennig and educated in the traditional German 
university culture. She was of a generation not questioning the hierarchy, amiable, 
widely known and friendly with the established professors and staff. Unlike the 
Dutch staff members who were generally seen as belonging to a young and therefore 
wild generation, she was beyond suspicion. Thus, the opinion turned against Hennig. 
In addition, after the implementation of the University Reformation Bill (W UB) of 
1971, the old hierarchical structures eroded and the formerly sharp, black-and-white 
lines of authority were becoming grey and fuzzy. Hennig, who had isolated himself 
completely within the Faculty, accepted a position in Shanghai in 1985 and, without 
giving up his chair in Nijmegen, started spending most of his time in China.
Though this was accepted for a number of years, it could not continue indefinitely 
and eventually led to the end of the Department of Genetics. The actual motives 
for dismantling the Department were various. One was the dwindling supply of 
money, which led to a critical look at the departments' performances. A second 
was the change in attitude of the universities' governing boards that no longer 
considered professors to be untouchable. A third was a conflict between Hennig
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and his last remaining, German, permanent staff member, Johannes Hackstein; 
Hennig demanded that he be fired. This time, however, it was decided to get rid of 
Hennig instead. As the Faculty had tolerated the situation for a long time, there 
was no solid legal basis for his dismissal. The only way out was to close down the 
entire Department on formal grounds. Johannes Hackstein was transferred to the 
Department of Microbiology (Fried Vogels); Hennig was asked to leave with the 
regular unemployment pay in 1997. Sadly, the Department of Genetics no longer 
existed.
The Resurrection: Tom Gerats
Although the Subfaculty was happy to be rid of a problem, Genetics was still part of 
the core curriculum in biology and the unenviable task of teaching all the genetic 
courses now fell to one person, Johannes Hackstein. Clearly something needed to 
be done, if only to ensure continuity in and sufficient capacity for the teaching of 
genetics. The only way the Department of Genetics could be resurrected was by 
focussing on another model system, for example plants. There was a good reason 
for turning to plants. The Subfaculty had suffered several cut-backs, leading to a 
rather understaffed botany part. W ith a plant geneticist, plant molecular biological 
research would be strengthened. Logically the new Department of Genetics would 
be closely associated with the Department of Plant Cell Biology (Titti M ariani), 
together forming a strong core from which Nijmegen could meet the competition in 
plant science from Wageningen on a somewhat more equal footing. In 2001, Tom 
Gerats was appointed professor of Plant Genetics. He had studied Petunia genetics 
with Bianchi in Amsterdam, but his last position had been at the Department of 
Genetics at the University of Ghent. He chose Petunia as his main model system 
and works on two major topics. One relates to the identification and analysis of 
genes involved in floral morphogenesis, and in (male) meiosis, more specifically 
genes involved in recombination. In the second main topic of the group a physical 
Arabidopsis map plays a central role. It encompasses an analysis of recombination 
features on a genetic level: what causes the variation in recombination frequencies 
in different parts of a chromosome or between different varieties; and can mutants 
that cause enhanced or decreased recombination be identified? Since the creation of 
the IWWR and especially since the filling of the chair in Ecogenomics (Nicole van 
D am ), the Plant Genetics group is broadening its focus.
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Part V: Cell and Molecular Biology
Joop van Zoelen
From the beginning, the Department of Chemical Cytology had focused its research 
on biological processes at the cellular and subcellular level. Charles Kuyper himself 
worked on the isolation and characterisation of proteoglycans, Frits Wanka and 
Anneke Pieck studied the role of the nuclear matrix in cell division, while George 
Borst Pauwels and Lex Theuvenet analysed ion transport in yeast.
In 1971 the Department of Molecular Biology was founded with the appointment 
of John Schoenmakers as lector, and later professor in Molecular Biology. He had 
studied chemistry in Utrecht and did his PhD in Biochemistry with Fritz Zilliken 
in Nijmegen. Professor Zilliken was head of the Laboratory for Biochemistry of 
the Medical Faculty. In 1964 Zilliken became professor of Biochemistry at the 
Science Faculty as well. One year later Zilliken moved back to Germany and was 
succeeded by Hans Bloemendaal en Sjoerd Bonting. Schoenmakers stayed on to 
work with Hans Bloemendal in the Department of Biochemistry, before moving to 
Oxford to work with Fred Sanger. In Sanger's lab he became interested in nucleic 
acids and learned how to sequence RNA (at that time DNA sequencing was not 
yet possible). He brought this expertise to Nijmegen, where he started to unravel 
the sequence and regulation of expression of the M13 phage genome together with 
Ruud Konings, a former PhD student of Hans Bloemendal, and a personal friend 
of John Schoenmakers. Schoenmakers saw the great promise of the recombinant 
DNA technology and was instrumental in setting up one of the first recombinant 
DNA laboratories in the Netherlands. He joined forces with Hans Bloemendal in 
a cooperative project to look at genes encoding crystallins in man and rat. Lettie 
Lubsen joined the “crystallin group” in the early eighties.
The possibilities of the recombinant DNA technology resulted in many requests 
for cooperation from other groups. Two of these led to new research lines with the 
Department of Molecular Biology: the study of malaria antigens together with the 
Department of Medical Microbiology, and the application of recombinant DNA 
techniques to produce proteins for structure research together with the Department 
of Biophysics. The latter research line was integrated in the Biophysics Department 
with the appointment of Ruud Konings as part time professor in that Department. 
John Schoenmakers, Ruud Konings and Lettie Lubsen were originally all trained as 
chemists, and it is not surprising that they maintained close contacts with colleagues 
from the various chemistry departments, in contrast to most other biology groups. 
But molecular biology was still in its infancy, and in those days it was expected that 
all biological groups that were interested in studying molecular aspects of living 
organisms would do so in close collaboration with this group of “real” molecular 
biologists. Later on, when molecular biological approaches became more widespread, 
the molecular biologists always emphasized that while many scientists might be 
using molecular biological techniques, there was only one group at the Faculty that 
carried out real molecular biological research!
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After the premature death of Charles Kuyper in 1985, the Department of 
Chemical Cytology was dismantled. In 1988 Joop van Zoelen was appointed as the 
Faculty's first professor in Cell Biology. He was a biochemist by training, but had 
specialized in cell and developmental biology at the Hubrecht Laboratory in Utrecht. 
He incorporated in his group the remaining members of the former Department of 
Chemical Cytology, which included Lex Theuvenet, who was an expert in biophysical 
analysis of transport processes. Together they started a new research line on the role 
of polypeptide growth factors in mammalian cell proliferation and differentiation, 
which was later extended by the appointment of Jeroen van Leeuwen.
These developments coincided with the governmental policy to cluster university 
research in core programmes ( ‘zwaartepunt'). As a consequence the Departments 
of Molecular Biology and of Cell Biology were joined together into a “vakgroep” and 
started working on a common research theme, entitled “Genomic Responses on 
Extracellular Signals.” In order to facilitate this, the two Departments were housed 
close to each other in the basement of the N-building. This lifted to some extent the 
isolation of the molecular biologists, who in contrast to the other biology groups 
had to be located near the the isotope lab, a facility located in the N- building and 
originally designed for the use of physicists. In 1990 Wiebe Olijve joined them as a 
part-time professor in Applied Biology. In combination with his position at Organon 
in Oss, Olijve intended to bridge the gap between industry and university, by starting 
up a successful research line on the applications of bone morphogenetic proteins in 
disease.
Figure 12: From the left: geneticist Professor Wolfgang Hennig, John Schoenmakers and Ruud Konings in 1985 
(Source Faculty Photographic Services)
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Events took a dramatic turn with the premature deaths of John Schoenmakers 
(1994) and Ruud Konings (1997). In 1997, Henk Stunnenberg was appointed as the 
new professor in Molecular Biology. He initiated a new research line on hormonal 
receptors and epigenetics, but also continued Ruud Konings' work on malaria 
antigens. Lettie Lubsen moved to the Department of Biochemistry in 1999 to 
continue her research on crystallin genes and chaperone proteins. In 2008, she was 
appointed professor in Molecular Biology.
The ‘vakgroepen' were formally dismantled together with the subfaculties in 
2004, but the Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology had in practice already 
ceased to exist in 2000, when Henk Stunnenberg and his group moved to the 
research tower of the Medical Faculty. Both research groups now participate in the 
interfacultary Nijmegen Centre of Molecular Life Sciences.
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Microbiology: 
The Discovery of “ Impossible” Microbes 
with Global Implications
Mike Jetten
Microbiology is the scientific study of very small organisms, generally 0 .1 -1 0  pm in 
size and only visible when viewed under a microscope. Although small in size, these 
microorganisms are well represented in nature, and it is estimated that the Earth is 
inhabited by 1030 prokaryotes, constituting about half the biomass on our planet. 
Only about ten thousand different microbial species are maintained in culture at the 
present time. Molecular studies indicate that these cultured species only represent 
a tiny fraction of all microbes, and thus the biodiversity of micro-organisms is 
largely unexplored. Life on Earth as we know it would not be possible without these 
small organisms! They are the driving force of all biogeochemical cycles, produce a 
substantial amount of oxygen and fix about 70%  of all nitrogen.
Microbes are the world's best biochemists, possessing cellular systems that are 
capable of catalysing the most difficult reactions. They are able to inhabit the most 
extreme environments from pH 0 to 12 and from -2 to 120 °C. Many plants and 
animals live in symbiosis with microbes and, in contrast to common belief, only a 
small fraction of microbes are pathogenic. In actual fact, most bacteria are harmless, 
and many of them are beneficial in one way or another. Large-scale technological 
applications of microbes include wastewater treatment, alcoholic fermentation and 
antibiotic production. Most higher organisms need oxygen to survive, but many 
microbes can grow in the absence of oxygen. The latter are called anaerobes, and 
they utilize alternative electron acceptors, such as nitrate, sulfate or carbon dioxide. 
The microbial research carried out in the Science Faculty of Radboud University 
Nijmegen has focused on anaerobic microbes during the last 40 years.
History
The Department of Microbiology was founded in 1969 as part of the Science Faculty 
of Radboud University Nijmegen (at the time the Catholic University Nijmegen). 
Professor Godfried Vogels was appointed the first head of the department, retaining 
this position until his retirement in 1998 (see fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Staff members in Microbiology since the foundation o f  the Department
The two central research themes in this period were nitrogen metabolism and 
anaerobic degradation of organic compounds. For a long time, the main focus of 
the research on anaerobic microbiology was the physiology and biochemistry of 
methane production by Archaea. The biochemical pathways of the model organism 
M ethanotherm obacter them oautotrophicus were meticulously dissected, and many new 
enzymes, genes and cofactors were identified and published (see fig. 2 ). The whole 
microbial food chain of (hemi)cellulose degradation into methane and carbon 
dioxide was also studied. A major achievement in this field was the development 
of a cultivation system that mimicked the rumen of a cow and the subsequent 
use of this system for degrading solid waste. This work was awarded the prize for 
Environmental Technology sponsored by the Dutch State Mines (DSM ) in 1990. 
Anaerobic fungi are important inhabitants of the rumen ecosystem, and their
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cellulosomes, which are active in the hydrolysis of polymers, were studied using 
biochemical and molecular methods. This research ultimately resulted in a patent 
application for a technique that may enable the industrial production of bio-ethanol 
from agricultural waste to become economically more feasible.
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Figure 2: Publications and Citations o f  the Microbiology Department 1970-2009
The initial research on nitrogen metabolism addressed the conversion of uric acid 
and purine nucleotides by various bacteria (see highly cited papers), but it was later 
extended to the nitrogen assimilation and urea metabolism of the edible mushroom, 
Agaricus bisporus. This latter research was carried out in close collaboration with the 
Mushroom Experimental Station in Horst. The director of this station, Professor Leo 
van Griensven, was appointed as extraordinary professor in the Faculty from 1987 to 
2006. The study of the degradation of volatile organic sulfur compounds in compost 
filters was started as an offspring of this research line.
Highly cited papers from this period are:
• Vogels GD, and van der D rift C. 1976. Degradation of purines and pyrimidines 
by microorganisms. Bacteriological Reviews 40: 4 0 3 -468 . Cited 311 times.
• Doddema HJ, and Vogels GD. 1978. Improved identification of methanogenic 
bacteria by fluorescence microscopy. Applied and Environmental Microbiology 
36: 752-754 . Cited 190 times.
Current Research Themes
In December 2000, Mike Jetten was appointed the new Chair of the Microbiology 
Department. He brought several co-workers from the Delft University of Technology 
with him to Nijmegen. The complementary expertise of the Delft and Nijmegen 
groups was instrumental in continuing and expanding the research on the 
biogeochemical nitrogen, sulfur, and methane cycles along more ecological and 
genomic lines, which both matched and complemented the research direction of the 
Institute of Water and Wetland Research (IW W R). Microbes play an essential role in 
biogeochemical cycles, but the identity and properties of the major microbial players 
in these cycles are largely unexplored. We were especially interested to identify those
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microbes responsible for a number of processes that microbiologists believed were 
not possible. Two of these “impossible” processes are the nitrite-dependent anaerobic 
oxidation of methane by Methylomirabilis oxyfera and ammonium (anam m ox), 
respectively, which can be described by the following catabolic reactions:
3 C H 4 +  8 N O 2- +  8 H+ P  3 C O 2 +  4  N 2 +  10 H 2O  ( a G ; ' = -6 73 kJ m o l-1 C H 4) (Eq. 1)
N H 4+ +  N O 2- P  N 2 +  2 H 2O  ( a G ;  = -358 kJ m o l-1 N H 4+) (Eq. 2)
From the biochemical point of view, both ammonium and methane are relatively 
difficult to activate. Due to the many unsuccessful attempts to enrich or detect 
organisms capable of anaerobic growth on ammonium or methane (Strous and 
Jetten 2 0 0 4 ), many microbiologists assumed that ammonium and methane were 
inert under anoxic conditions. However, this view has now changed, and many 
research groups worldwide are currently studying these microbial processes. The 
microbes responsible for these processes grow very slowly; consequently, for 
research purposes, special continuous reactor systems with very efficient biomass 
retention have to be employed. The infrastructure of the new Huygens Building was 
instrumental in providing an excellent experimental environment in the form of 
our reactor laboratory (see fig. 3). This laboratory currently harbours more than 25 
continuous bioreactor systems that are home to several unique bacteria.
Figure 3: Example o f  a continuous reactor system used to cultivate the anammox bacteria in the Huygens 
Building
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In addition to these special reactor systems, the use of a medium sustaining 
autotrophic growth on carbon dioxide, ammonium (or methane in case of M . 
oxyfera bacteria) and nitrite are necessary for the successful enrichm ent of the 
anammox and M . oxyfera bacteria (Strous et al. 1999; Raghoebarsing et al. 2006).
Several different strains of anammox bacteria from various sources have been 
enriched and physically purified in Nijmegen. Once enrichment cultures and 
purified anammox cells became available, intensive research was carried out in a 
number of different directions. The assembly of the almost complete genome of 
the anammox bacterium Kuenenia stuttgartiensis has been completed (Strous et al. 
2 0 0 6 ). Studies on this organism have also revealed its molecular identity, provided 
insight in its physiology and unique cell biology and resulted in the identification of 
unique anam m ox ladderane lipids (Damste et al. 2 002 ) and the purification of key 
enzymes.
Using oligonucleotide probes based on anammox 16S ribosomal RNA gene 
sequences, very accurate nutrient profiles, ladderane biomarkers and 15N activity 
tests, researchers have detected anammox bacteria in various freshwater and marine 
ecosystems, such as the suboxic zone of the Black Sea (Kuypers et al. 2 0 0 3 ), the 
oxygen minimum zones off the coast in Namibia (Kuypers et al. 2 005) and Peru, 
lake Tanganyika and various anoxic sediments. Current estimates suggest that one 
out of two nitrogen molecules in our atmosphere has been produced by anammox 
bacteria.
In addition to being environmentally important, anammox bacteria represent a 
potentially valuable component of industrial scale bio-reactors for the efficient and 
cost-effective removal of ammonium from wastewater. The introduction of the 
anammox process to nitrogen removal would lead to a reduction in operational 
costs of up to 90%  and substantially reduce CO2 emission during wastewater 
treatment. Therefore it is not surprising that five full-scale anammox reactors were 
commissioned soon after the successful pilot plant studies (see fig. 4 ). In 2008, 
Professor Jetten was awarded the European Research Council's Advanced Grant, 
Europe's most prestigious prize for individual researchers, for his research on 
anammox.
The discovery of M . oxyfera is even more recent. In 2006, the enrichm ent of a 
microbial community dominated by bacteria belonging to the N C10 phylum was 
published (Raghoebarsing et al. 2 0 0 6 ). The identification of M . oxyfera received a lot 
of media attention, even earning mention on the 8 o'clock evening news programme 
on Dutch television.
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Figure 5: Marc Strous sampling the sediment of the Twente Canal
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The starting material of the culture was sediment obtained from the Twente Canal 
(see fig. 5). After 18 months of enrichment, bacteria isolated from this sediment 
were able to oxidize methane in the absence of oxygen, while nitrite and, to a lesser 
extent, nitrate were used as electron acceptors. A survey of related 16S ribosomal 
RNA gene sequences in the databases revealed that these NC10 bacteria are 
widespread in freshwater ecosystems containing elevated amounts of hydrocarbons.
Figure 6: Arjan 
Pol sampling the 
Solfatara in Italy
In addition to these studies on anaerobic methane oxidation, we also study bacteria 
that use oxygen to convert methane, focusing on two ecosystems: volcanic areas and 
peatlands. During our studies on acidophilic sulfur-oxidizing microbes, we often 
sample volcanic areas in Italy (Solfatara, Pozzuoli, see fig. 6), which are characterized 
by the emission of gas, water and/or semi-liquid mud matrices with significant 
methane fluxes to the atmosphere (10-1 to 103 tonnes per year). The environmental 
conditions in these volcanic areas can be very harsh, with temperatures of up to 
70°C  and pH values as low as 1.
Although researchers had found strong indications of biological methane 
consumption in these volcanic areas, prior to our work, no methanotrophic 
bacteria were known to thrive in the hostile conditions. After obtaining sufficient 
soil samples for our studies, we extracted DNA and used it to construct molecular 
libraries of the diagnostic methane monooxygenase gene pm oA. Subsequent analysis 
of these pmoA sequences showed clusters of novel and distant pm oA genes not 
related to any cultivated methane-oxidizing bacteria. Following methanotrophic 
enrichm ent at 50°C  and pH 2.0  using a liquid dilution series and the floating filter 
method (see fig. 7), the most distant cluster, which shared less than 50% identity 
with any other described pmoA gene, was isolated in the culture.
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Figure 7: The floating filter technique to isolate bacteria
We ultimately isolated an acidiphilic methanotrophic bacterium M ethylacidiphilum  
fum ariolicum  strain SolV belonging to the Verrucomicrobia, which falls “outside” the 
subphyla of the a  and y  Proteobacteria containing the established methanotrophs 
(Pol et al. 2 0 07). This bacterium grows under conditions of limited oxygen on 
methane as the sole energy source down to pH 0.8, which is far below that of any 
previously described methanotroph. Since PCR amplification of the pm oA genes 
with known primers was impossible, we used new 454  sequencing technology to 
elucidate the whole genome of Strain SolV and were able to show that SolV has three 
different pm oA genes, two of which have sequences that are very similar to those 
retrieved from the mud pot. A comparison of highly homologous environmental 
16S ribosomal RNA gene sequences from Yellowstone Park (USA), Hell's gate 
(New Zealand), and hotsprings in Kamchatka (Russia) revealed that these new 
type of methanotrophic bacteria may be common inhabitants of these extreme 
environments. This was the first report of a representative of the widely distributed 
Verrucom icrobia phylum , from which most members remain uncultivated, being 
coupled to a geochemically relevant reaction. The discovery of these new bacteria 
provided once again an example of the hidden biodiversity of microbes, and it 
received much attention in the media.
Natural wetlands are also an important ecosystem and constitute the largest natural 
source of atmospheric methane, which is the second most important greenhouse 
gas. M ethane flux to the atmosphere depends strongly on the climate; however, 
by far the largest part of the methane formed in wetland ecosystems is recycled 
and does not reach the atmosphere at all. The biogeochemical controls on the 
efficient oxidation of methane in freshwater wetlands are still poorly understood.
In collaboration with our colleagues from the Department of Aquatic Ecology, we 
have demonstrated that submerged Sphagnum  mosses, the dominant plants in some 
of these freshwater wetlands, consume methane through symbiosis with partly 
endophytic methanotrophic bacteria (see fig. 8), leading to highly effective in situ 
methane recycling (Raghoebarsing et al. 2005).
Single colonies pure culture
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Figure 8: Symbiosis o f  Sphagnum mosses with methanotrophic bacteria
Molecular probes based on 16S ribosomal RNA sequences were used to reveal 
the presence of the bacteria in the hyaline cells of the plant and on stem leaves. 
Incubation with 13C-methane showed rapid in situ oxidation by these bacteria to 
carbon dioxide, which was subsequently fixed by Sphagnum , as evidenced by the 
incorporation of 13C-methane into plant sterols. In this way, methane acts as a 
significant (10 -1 5 % ) carbon source for Sphagnum . The symbiosis explains both the 
efficient recycling of methane and the high organic carbon burial in these wetland 
ecosystems.
Conclusions
Our studies have shown that the microbial world still harbours many secrets 
and that its diversity to this day is still largely unexplored. New developments 
in sequencing technology will provide more powerful tools for the molecular 
surveys carried out within the framework of investigations on complex microbial 
ecosystems. This knowledge is urgently needed to understand the functioning of 
our planet's biogeochemical cycles and to predict how environmental change will 
influence climate change.*
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The Genesis and Evolution of the Discipline of 
Ecology at Radboud University
Jan M. van Groenendael, Hans de Kroon & Cornelis W.P.M. Blom*
Ecology is still a relatively young branch on the research tree of life. Although the 
term Ökologie was coined as long ago as 1866 by the eminent German biologist 
Ernst Haeckel, it was not until at least 50 years had passed before it was considered 
to be a serious discipline. This period marked the transformation from the study of 
natural history in the 19th century to the science of ecology in the 20th  century. 
The discipline itself is still characterised by the two 19th-century scientists of 
immeasurable importance: Alexander von Humboldt and Charles Darwin. These 
scientists, the former emphasising biogeography and the latter evolution, represent 
the two-sided nature of the discipline, i.e., the eternal dialectic of pattern and 
process. This dialectic continues to characterise the discipline, also at the Faculty of 
Science of Radboud University.
Incipient Species
The genesis of the brand new Faculty of Science at the then Catholic University 
of Nijmegen, now known as Radboud University Nijmegen, in 1957, saw the 
establishment of the discipline of Biology. Professor Leo M. van Nieuwenhoven, 
a Jesuit priest, and Professor Hans-Ferdinand Linskens, from the University of 
Cologne, were charged with establishing and pioneering animal and plant studies, 
respectively. A look back at the first biology curriculum in 1957 reveals that 
students were given 16 lectures a week in the first year and 19 hours a week in 
their second year. Linskens taught general and special botany in the first year (2 h / 
week each) and plant physiology and plant ecology, sociology and geography in the 
second year (2h  and 1h/week, respectively). Van Nieuwenhoven taught general 
zoology in the first year (2h/w eek) and animal physiology, invertebrate biology 
and ethology plus ecology in the second year (2h, 2h and 1h/week, respectively).
It is clear from this retrospective review that while ecology did form part of the 
curriculum, it received relatively little emphasis and was given as a subject within 
other subjects. Nevertheless, the nucleus of the discipline was there, and concern 
with the preservation of the world's natural heritage was already evident from the 
very beginning, as exemplified by the donation and planting of the faculty tree (see 
fig. 1). The tree in question, which now towers over our new Huygens building, is 
a M etasequoia glyptostroboides, known from the fossil record and considered to be 
extinct at one time. It was rediscovered purely by chance in low numbers in the
* We are grateful to Prof. Kees den Hartog, Dr. Maurice Martens, Dr. Gerard van der Velde and Gerard van der Weerden 
for information and comments. Dr. Liesbeth Pierson kindly provided the photos from the personal archive of Professor 
Linskens, and Dr. Gerard van der Velde provided the photo of Professor den Hartog
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interior of China just after the Second World War and rescued through a careful 
plant breeding programme to which the Biology section contributed by planting a 
descendant as a biological symbol of vigour in front of the Provisorium of the Faculty.
Figure 1: Foundation o f  the Science Faculty at the Catholic University o f  Nijmegen, at 26 September 1957. 
Professor Linskens plants the faculty tree with a spade. (Source: personal archive o f  Prof. Linskens)
From the very beginning, the tasks of teaching ecology were assigned to newly 
appointed staff members: Dr. A. (Ton) Stoffers for plant taxonomy and ecology, Dr. 
Hein C. Oomen for the anatomy, embryology and evolution of vertebrates as well 
as animal ecology and Dr. J. (Hannie) Geelen for the anatomy, embryology and 
evolution of invertebrates. Oomen, who was a fervent field ecologist, soon attracted 
large numbers of students for popular projects in the surroundings of Nijmegen; 
Geelen did the same with her research on aquatic systems. This orientation on field­
work was a general characteristic of the early biology sub-faculty. Completely in 
the von Humboldtian tradition, Professor Linskens had in 1959 already organised 
a flora excursion to the region around Serfaus (Austria) to demonstrate the effects 
of geology and altitude on the sorting of plant species along gradients, whereas Dr. 
Oomen and his collaborators, Dr. Henk Strijbosch and Dr. Jan van Gelder, organised 
field trips to the Camargue and Pyrenees for studying herpetofauna. Excursions 
soon became the very heart of ecology teaching at the Science Faculty (see fig. 2). 
Whereas other disciplines required and received research equipment, the financial 
needs of the ecology departments were rather modest, and these modest costs were
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compensated for by opportunities to participate in scientific excursions that would 
demonstrate ecological principles across climate zones and substrates and as well as 
the varying degrees of human impact.
Figure 2: Professor Hans-Ferdinand Linskens at a field excursion with students in the 1950's, exemplifying his 
interest in ecology. (Source: personal archive o f  Professor Linskens)
As early as 1958 Professor Linskens decided to pay special attention to the plant 
family of the Solanaceae, as a corollary of his work on Petunia, which is one of the 
best known genera of the Solanaceae. The Solanaceae collection is still maintained 
by the Botanical and Experimental Garden (since 1986 under the curation of Gerard 
M. van der Weerden). It represents one of the most important collections of this 
important plant family in the world and is a source of research material for botanists 
from all over the globe. The International Treaty on Plant Genetic Sources for Food 
and Agriculture established the Multilateral System of Access and Benefit-Sharing. 
The Solanaceae collection has been incorporated into this system.
Adaptive Radiation
The success of the ecological disciplines and research projects -  which paralleled 
an increase in ecological research among academics as well as an increased focus 
on the quality of our own environment by the general public -  and the departure 
of Professor Stoffers to the Agricultural Polytechnic (Landbouwhogeschool) at 
Wageningen, led Linskens in 1967 to dedicate the part of his chair entitled “Special
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Botany” to the discipline of geobotany. He convinced Dr. Victor Westhoff, one of 
the leading vegetation scientists in our country at the time, to fill this chair. In doing 
so he honoured the wish of the majority of the Biology staff and went against his 
own visionary opinion that the future of Biology was in fields of biochemistry and 
molecular biology.
Nevertheless, this proved to be an excellent choice (see fig. 3). Professor W esthoff 
can be considered to be the founder of the Department of Geobotany, later renamed 
the Department of Experimental Plant Ecology. At the time of his appointment 
in Nijmegen, in 1968, he was 52 years old and a well-known botanist who was 
especially interested in natural vegetations. He started his career at the Agricultural 
University of Wageningen and at the State Institute for the Investigation of Nature 
(RIVON). Once installed as a full professor in botany, he paid special attention to 
plant sociology, and his passion was nature conservation and nature management. 
His scientific specialisation was vegetation science. He developed a system of 
vegetation classification that is still is in use today. Together with Dr. Eddy van 
der Maarel he built a flourishing group with many Masters and PhD students. The 
field trips with those students were very memorable. In the Netherlands, he led 
his students on field excursions to Oostvoorne and Terschelling as well as to the 
“Stinse Flora” of the manors in Friesland and to the boreal elements of the old 
forests in Drenthe. Taking over Linskens' initiative, W esthoff led the yearly field trip 
to Serfaus with the aim of familiarising undergraduates with the flora vegetation 
of the Alps. Every year he also organised a field trip to one of the other climate 
zones of Europe for his Masters and PhD students, including the Atlantic fringe of 
Europe (Connemara, west coast o f Ireland), the Mediterranean (Corsica) and even 
the boreal region of Lapland, following in the footsteps of Linnaeus. He was an 
outstanding teacher, as exemplified by the fact that many of his former students are 
now researchers in a similar or related discipline. These include Dr. C.W.P.M. (Kees) 
Blom, his successor from 1985 onwards, Dr. Jan M. van Groenendael, appointed 
professor in Aquatic Ecology at Nijmegen, Dr. Marinus J.A. Werger, professor 
at Utrecht University, Dr. Eddy van der Maarel, Linneaus professor at Uppsala 
University, and Drs. M atthijs Schouten, Karle V. Sykora, and Joop Schaminee, all 
professors with special chairs at Wageningen University (Dr. Schaminee is also 
at the Radboud University Nijmegen). The scientific work of Professor W esthoff 
focussed mainly on the description of plant communities and the application of 
this research to the management and conservation of nature. W esthoff received 
many prizes, especially for his work on nature conservation. He wrote a number of 
well-recognised books -  mainly in Dutch -  on both vegetation science and nature 
conservation. He was a member of the Royal Academy of Science in the Netherlands 
and was honoured with a Knighthood in the Royal Order of the Dutch Lion. He 
retired in1983 and passed away in 2001.
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Figure 3: Professor Victor W esthoff in his office in Nijmegen, with students and group members. (Source: 
personal archive o f  Professor Linskens)
In 1971 Professor Linskens, then chair of the Department of Biology, expressed his 
opinion that, in addition to plant physiology and geobotany, there was a need for a 
more holistic, ecosystem-based view on Ecology. Although the focus on ecosystems 
was not embraced by the Faculty Board, in 1973 Dr. C. (Kees) den Hartog was 
appointed as the first chair of the broad field of hydrobiology. Professor den Hartog, 
then staff member at Leiden University and holder of a personal chair at the Free 
University of Bruxelles, soon changed the name of Hydrobiology into Aquatic 
Ecology to better fit the interests of himself and his staff, and the name remains 
to this day. His wide expertise in taxonomy and his interest in both littoral and 
freshwater ecosystems fit well with the existing expertise of the animal ecology 
research group where Dr. Oomen, then associate professor together with Dr.
Geelen, had developed a research line on the soft water lakes in the surroundings 
of Nijmegen (see fig. 4 ). Dr. Geelen and her research line on macrofauna was then 
incorporated into the department of Professor den Hartog, and Dr. Oomen together 
with his co-workers Dr. van Gelder and Dr. Strijbosch continued as a separate 
section of animal ecology. Den Hartog appointed Dr. Gerard van der Velde, an 
international expert in the biogeography of aquatic organisms, with emphasis on 
crustaceous species, as an associate professor. In addition, the small research group 
headed by Dr. Daan Teunissen, a lecturer since 1961 on the topic of Geology and 
Palynology for biologists, was also added to the research staff of Aquatic Ecology as 
an associate professor. Dr. Teunissen, due to the very nature of his expertise and 
by focussing on fen and bog ecosystems, also helped develop soil science as part of
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the research and the curriculum for biologists. This interest and the appointment 
of Jan Roelofs in 1974 as a chemistry technician provided the analytical apparatus 
necessary for the chemical characterisation of ecosystem properties and processes. 
These developments resulted in new research directions being established which 
ultimately would prove to be very important for the unique identity of ecology in 
Nijmegen.
*
Figure 4: Professor Kees den Hartog during 
an excursion at Roscoff (France), holding a 
specimen o f  the seaweed Laminaria saccharina 
in the air. (Photo: Gerard van der Velde)
In June 1969 Professor Linskens initiated the first steps for the realisation of a 
Botanical and Experimental Garden. The combined expertise of Linskens and 
W esthoff together with the support of the first horticulturists, Dr. Gerard. W.M. 
Barendse and Drs. Harry Helsper, resulted in various types of landscapes being 
developed adjacent to the buildings of the Faculty of Science (see fig. 5). The size of 
the garden today is 35 ,000  m2 ; contains a rock mound with alpine plants, a pond 
with aquatic plants, some natural grasslands and various types of woodland. Due to 
financial restrictions, since 1995 the Faculty has been unable to properly maintain 
that part of the Botanical Garden open to the public. Fortunately, Hortus Arcadie, 
a foundation in which the municipality of Nijmegen, the university and many 
volunteers cooperate, took over that responsibility, thereby rescuing a unique garden. 
In 2009, its 40-year anniversary was celebrated.
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Figure 5: Foundation o f  the Botanical Garden in 1972. Dr. Aarts (Director o f  the Faculty) tests the spade, 
assisted by Dr. Gerard Barendse, the first horticulturist in Nijmegen. Professor Victor W esthoff (at the very 
right) shows his approval. (Source: Archive Botanical Garden)
Further Divergence
During this period in which ecology at Nijmegen was expanding as a discipline, 
another development took place that was to become an essential aspect of the 
ecological research carried out by departments of the Biology section of the Faculty 
of Science. In 1975, the lectureship of Dr. Fried Vogels was upgraded to a full 
professorship in microbiology. During his long period as chair of the department, 
Vogels focussed on methane bacteria and, particularly during the latter phase of 
his academic career, he became acutely aware of the close and essential similarity 
of his research programme on methanogenesis and the ecological process-oriented 
research in plant and aquatic ecology. This shift from object- or habitat-oriented 
research towards a more process-oriented approach, as foreseen by Linskens in 
1971, would subsequently form the basis for the formation of an ecology-wide 
collaboration that would eventually take form as an Institute in the mid-1990s. 
However, before all of this ecological collaborative thinking took place, a number of 
steps first led to a wider divergence in the fields of both plant and animal ecology.
Dr. Hans Berendes, who succeeded Van Nieuwenhoven following the latter's 
untimely death in 1968, was a zoologist whose expertise mainly covered 
chromosomal structure and activity in Drosophila. As such, it was closely related to 
the field of genetics. Three years later his chair became vacant, and it took another 
3 years for a new chair, Dr. A. (Brahm) van Overbeeke, to be appointed (1974). Van
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Overbeeke was a specialist in hormonal regulation and ultrastructure of the pituary 
gland. He had to resign in 1985 due to ill health and was succeeded by Dr. Sjoerd 
E. Wendelaar Bonga, an animal physiologist who was also specialised in hormonal 
regulation. Wendelaar Bonga would hold the chair until 2008 and would come to 
play a decisive role in furthering the position of animal ecology.
All of these developments had a serious impact on the position and strength of 
the teaching and research in animal ecology. In 1979, Dr. Oomen retired, and 
his research group was then incorporated as a separate unit into the department 
of Professor J. M. (Emanuel) Denuce, a specialist in the role of enzymes on the 
hatching process of fish. The two remaining lecturers, van Gelder and Strijbosch, 
had their hands full with teaching obligations for the large number of students 
who wanted to do research projects in the field of animal ecology. Their success 
in teaching was to become their downfall when increasing financial pressure on 
universities led to academic evaluation schemes predominantly based on research 
output. Following the retirement of Denuce, the remaining members of the group 
were first attached to the chair of Aquatic Ecology and ultimately discontinued as 
a group in 1996 by the new chair, Professor van Groenendael, successor to Den 
Hartog, who had retired in 1994. Dr. Strijbosch stayed on with a part-time teaching 
appointment until the end of 1999 under the supervision of Professor Piet Nienhuis, 
who had been appointed head of the Department of Environmental Science in 1995.
Professor W esthoff retired in 1982 and was succeeded by Professor Blom, then 
head of the successful Royal Academy of Science research field station “Weevers' 
D uin” in Oostvoorne. He drastically changed the nature of the chair in Geobotany 
and renamed it Experimental Plant Ecology, which has remained the name of this 
research group to this day. This step proved to be a fundamental shift away from 
pattern-oriented research and towards process-oriented research. Blom also made 
the active choice to work on one particular ecosystem in order to obtain focus and 
depth in the research agenda of his department. The particular ecosystem chosen 
was that of large rivers. Apart from being convenient, with two rivers located close to 
the university and therefore providing easy access for field research, it was a system 
on which comparatively little ecological research had been done -  amazingly for 
a country located in a large river delta area. Emphasis was placed on flooding as a 
plant species-sorting mechanism, which subsequently proved to be a prolific choice.
Even the excursions were affected by this shift in research approach. Dr. Maurice 
J.M . Martens took over the Serfaus excursions from Professor W esthoff following the 
latter's retirement and introduced experimentation and quantitative measurements 
to the students' workload to underscore the orientation on processes. Blom and 
his group built on this shift when they started field excursions to the Alps and also 
when the field trip was shifted to Binntal in Switzerland in the late 1990s due to 
destruction of the ecosystem in Serfaus as a result of skiing. Dr. Martens later played 
a pivotal role in designing the successful biology curriculum of the Science faculty of 
the Radboud University Nijmegen as the first head of the biology teaching bureau.
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Up to this time, the greenhouses, which were situated just outside of the Botanical 
and Experimental Garden, had been the domain of the plant physiologists and 
the site of the taxonomic Solanaceae collections for research and teaching. These 
were adapted to house the ecological meso-scale experiments that were based on 
Blom's earlier experiences in Oostvoorne. He created basins in which water levels 
can be artificially fluctuated in order to study the effects of irregular flooding on the 
growth and survival of plants. These basins form an intrinsic part of the greenhouse 
equipment, and the facilities as a whole provide excellent conditions for carrying out 
ecological experiments to test hypotheses derived from field studies.
The New Synthesis
Blom's choice to focus his department on one particular ecosystem had far-reaching 
effects. His experience with the success of scientific collaboration in the first “focal 
area programme” ( “zwaartepuntprogramma”) -  started in 1977 as a new way of 
financing research by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NW O)
-  formed the basis for his choice. At that time scientific collaboration was not a 
predominant characteristic of academic research within universities. However, the 
“focal area programme” proved to be the forebode of a trend in which there was 
a demand for increasing political and societal control over the results of publicly 
financed universities, away from the dogma of academic freedom of thought.
Societal relevance became the buzz-word, and financing became dependent on 
academic programming by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research 
and through large research programs competed for by large groups of collaborating 
scientists. This also initiated a clustering of research within the Science Faculty in 
order to be better prepared for these political and financial developments. The choice 
of Kees Blom to work on river systems proved to be a natural condensation point for 
other ecologists to centre around, including Dr. van der Velde, whose group worked 
on invasions by alien Crustaceae, Professor Nienhuis, on river management, and Dr. 
J. Roelofs, who had received his PhD and become a member of the scientific staff 
and was developing an independent research line on the biogeochemical aspects of 
aquatic ecosystems. By 1994, this clustering of research had formally become the 
Nijmegen Institute for Microbiology, Ecology and Environmental Science (NIMEE), 
later to be re-named NIMEP after the Departments of Plant Biology had joined the 
Institute.
Some years after research on the effects of flooding on the growth and survival 
of plants had been initiated, it became clear that knowledge was lacking on the 
processes that occur in a waterlogged soil. A special chair in soil biology was 
therefore established from 1990 to 2005. Professor H.J. (Riks) Laanbroek from the 
Institute of Ecological Research in the Netherlands focussed his research on the 
interaction between the functioning of plants and nitrogen-processing microbes in 
their root zones along gradients in the river forelands. The collaboration between 
the Department of Experimental Plant Ecology and that Institute bridged the gap 
between plant ecology and soil biology, which resulted in 11 PhD theses and many 
papers in international journals. This approach has been incorporated into the 
Department of Microbiology headed by Professor Mike S.M. Jetten.
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At the end of the 1990s, these new research developments were further crystallised 
in a joint freshwater research program financed by the Board of the university, 
thereby uniting plant and animal ecologists as well as microbiologists, aquatic 
ecologists and environmental scientists. Research facilities around the greenhouse 
complex were expanded to included freshwater mesocosm facilities in order realize 
controlled garden experiments. At the same time (part of) the NIMEP took part 
in the Centre of Wetland Ecology (CW E), collaborating for 5 years (1 9 9 8 -2 0 0 3 ) 
on the same themes, and in an even larger research programme together with the 
University of Utrecht and the Netherlands Institute for Ecological Research of the 
Royal Dutch Academy of Science for another period of 5 years.
This period also marked a change in leadership, with Professor Jetten, who had 
succeeded Professor Vogels following the latter's retirement in 2000, as head of 
Environmental Microbiology. Jetten quickly built up a strong research programme 
on anaerobic micro-organisms. In that same year, Hans de Kroon became the new 
professor in Experimental Plant Ecology, after Blom accepted the position of Rector 
in 1999. De Kroon maintained a focus on river forelands and flooding adaptation, 
but at the same time, he adopted broader population and evolutionary themes in his 
research.
In 2005, the NIMEP became the Institute for Water and Wetland Research (IW W R), 
as one of the five thematic research institutes of the Faculty of Science. Professor 
Jetten accepted the position of director of the new institute. Not much later, the 
research groups of the IWWR were installed in the brand new Huygens building.
This stimulated further collaboration through a closer proximity and visibility of the 
groups. There was a top-down need for further coherence and collaboration within 
the IWWR, as a joint research programme was demanded by the Board of the Faculty 
to be evaluated and approved by the Faculty. However, new collaborations developed 
from the bottom upwards, with exciting joint work of IWWR microbiologists, 
aquatic ecologists and plant scientists discovering new mutualisms and new micro­
organisms in their scientific endeavours. New collaborative studies also emerged 
between the plant scientists and plant ecologists and between Aquatic Ecology and 
the Environmental Sciences, including those on the seagrasses, which had been 
introduced in prior years by Professor den Hartog. All o f these collaborations make 
excellent use of the complementary expertise present in the IWWR.
The joint research theme of the IWWR developed further over the years, with 
two main research programmes on ‘ecological research' and ‘gene-environment 
interactions'. Stress and adaptation were identified as common themes (processes) 
that were important to all research groups, including those with a molecular, 
cellular, organismal, community or ecosystem focus. W ith this programme, 
molecular approaches became a focal point in the ecological research carried out in 
Nijmegen as a whole. Molecular ecology had already been pioneered in Nijmegen by 
Dr. N. Joop Ouborg of the Aquatic Ecology group of Professor van Groenendael, with 
work on dispersal and genetic erosion in populations. This theme is important for 
conservation and will be further worked out by Dr. Nicole M. van Dam, who holds 
the new chair of Ecogenomics since 2009. Present-day microbiological research
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completely relies on the molecular characterisation of species and the molecular 
analysis of their metabolism, and other IWWR groups increasingly adopt molecular 
techniques. This development has occurred in parallel with an impressive collection 
of equipment that enables these analyses to be performed effectively. Other 
concom itant technical developments have been an array of microscopic techniques 
aimed at unravelling subcellular structures. De Kroon built the innovative Nijmegen 
Phytotron as an extension to the experimental greenhouse facilities so as to be able 
to scale up responses by individual plants (with particular emphasis on the roots 
underground) to communities under realistic ambient conditions (see fig. 6).
Figure 6: The Nijmegen Phytotron, built in 2006, is a modern research facility o f  the Institute for W ater and 
Wetland Ecology designed for studies on plant growth, soil ecology and ecosystem processes. (Photo: Dick van 
Aalst)
While the research focus of the IWWR is essentially fundamental, the novel 
discoveries and insights obtained have important consequences for managing 
ecosystems. For example, Professor Roelofs, Van Groenendael's successor since 
2009, initiated the spin-off company B-ware, where aquatic ecological research is 
directly applied to the management of water and wetlands in the Netherlands and 
beyond. In 2009, several Dutch N GO's (SOVON, RAVON, VZZ and their umbrella 
organisation VOFF) settled on the Nijmegen campus in a new building, together 
with the Bargerveen Foundation, to become the ‘Natuurplaza', with the purpose of 
intensifying existing collaboration(s) on ecological research being carried out by 
the IWWR. These organisations are specialised in (applied) field research and the 
collection of distributional data on plants, birds, amphibians, reptiles and mammals.
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The data they collect provide crucial information on the quality of nature in the 
Netherlands and will form the basis for future research projects within the IWWR. 
Many outreach projects have been carried out in collaboration with Professor 
Schaminee, since 2007  occupant of the ‘W esthoff chair' for vegetation science, both 
within the IWWR and with Wageningen, and these have been of great scientific 
value. As a true disciple of Westhoff, Schaminee maintains a large vegetation 
database and, working from pattern to process, is looking at important general 
principles using advanced statistical methodologies. He has disseminated his vast 
knowledge in a series of Dutch books written for a wide-ranging audience, placing 
the protection of nature at the top of his agenda. In Nijmegen, Schaminee organises 
the annual ‘W esthoff lecture' at which a prominent speaker from science or society 
shares his or her views on the challenges of contemporary nature management with 
a large public audience.
Concluding Remarks
W hen we look back at the genesis and evolution of the discipline of Ecology at 
the Faculty of Science, it is evident that there has been a distinct evolutionary 
pattern that began with small initial changes that were successful, leading to 
distinct pathways of development that are recognisable to this day. The dialectic 
between pattern and process is still there, but it is now on the level o f molecular 
biological research rather than on the community level of the early 1960s and 
1970s. It is actually quite amazing to realize that as early as 1966, only 8 years after 
the establishment of the Faculty of Science, Professor Linskens, as spokesperson 
for the Department of Biology, defended a future deterministic direction of 
modern molecular biological research as the way to acquire the first principles for 
understanding biological phenomena. Against the dominant holistic view of the 
period, he proposed breaking down the traditional barriers between botany and 
zoology research, which was then characterized by small research units headed by 
a professor or associate professor working in a network setting. Instead, biology 
students at Nijmegen were offered an integrated 3-year curriculum starting on the 
level of cells and molecules and gradually continuing to the level o f the individual 
and the ecosystem. In this integrated approach, all lecturers were expected to 
contribute to various topics in “Biology.” It is only appropriate that these ideas 
have developed into the current views on research and education. Let us hope that 
our new ideas will form the nucleus of developments and will evolve in the same 
successful way as those of our predecessors.
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History of the Department of 
Environmental Sciences
Piet H. Nienhuis and A. Jan Hendriks
Dennis Meadows' The Limits o f  Grow th  (1972), a Report for the Club of Rome, 
highlighted the alarming growth of the world's human population in relation to 
the exhaustion of irreplaceable natural resources. This report appeared in the early 
seventies within the framework of discussion on the limits to exponential economic 
growth. At this time, the Dutch rivers were open sewers, and acid deposition from 
sulphur dioxide emissions as well as the use of non-degradable pesticides were 
causing -  or had already caused -  serious problems to human health and negatively 
affecting the health of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. These developments 
triggered a change in the way people viewed the scale of im m inent environmental 
problems and focused attention on ways to prevent and to solve these problems.
1972-1977: Concerned Students, Demand for Education 
in Environmental Sciences
The birth of the Department of Environmental Sciences (ES) in 1972 was the 
result of a movement among committed students in biology and chemistry of 
the Catholic University Nijmegen (now Radboud University), who wanted to 
understand and mitigate -  or better, to solve -  environmental problems. Based on 
this concern, students argued that ES should become part o f the curriculum in the 
natural sciences. In this context, ES can therefore be defined as an interdisciplinary 
science that focuses on the relation between humans and their environment and on 
inherent potential and actual problems within the framework of this relation, with 
the aim of solving or preventing these problems.
1977- 1 9 9 4 : Development of the Educational Programme in ES 
and Foundation of the Department of ES (Dr. D.J.W. Schoof)
The Faculty Board reacted reluctantly to the students' request, and only in 1977 decided 
to start a course in ES for students in biology and chemistry (and later on physics) that 
was embedded in the educational system of the faculty. Dick Schoof was appointed 
part-time coordinator of this programme. Schoof, educated as a chemist, evolved 
into a broadly oriented environmental scientist and an advocate of the beta-gamma 
interaction as an approach for generating solutions to complicated environmental 
problems, However, Schoof was considered to be an ‘outlier' among the ‘hard' science 
advocates of the Faculty of Science: supported in his role as an environmental specialist 
who stimulated the interaction between biology, chemistry and physics, but considered 
as too ‘soft' and too far outside the core business of the faculty in his role as an 
environmental generalist when advocating the beta-gamma interaction.
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Consequently, it was only in 1990, when the ES educational programme had become 
more firmly embedded in the Faculty, that a number of temporary staff members were 
appointed. Schoof finally succeeded in founding a training college in ES that offered a 
tailor-made curriculum to interested students that could ultimately lead to a certificate 
of qualification at the MSc level. The school adopted the T-profile, namely, depth 
in the empirical natural science curriculum combined with breadth in theoretical 
and conceptual paradigms in ES. Education in natural science-oriented ES became 
complementary to the policy-oriented ES curricula of the Faculties of Policy and Social 
Sciences. A considerable advantage of this construction was the exchange of teachers 
between the two faculties. In hindsight, during the period 1972-1991, the decision­
making process concerning the establishment of a viable department of ES in the hard­
core Faculty of Science was slow. While other universities (Utrecht; Wageningen; VU 
Amsterdam; Leiden) gained momentum in applied research during the international 
environmental movement, Radboud University ignored the opportunity to found a 
solid centre for Environmental Sciences.
The small (ca. 3 full-time posts) Department of Environmental Studies, 
subsequently known as ES, was founded in 1991, with three objectives: (1) to co­
ordinate the undergraduate school of ES (MSc school); (2) to perform scientific 
research; (3) to provide services to society on environmental sciences. W ithin the 
framework, the members of the department spent most of their professional time 
during this period on the education of students, although a considerable effect 
was put into developing education-sustaining research that focused on generic 
topics, such as sustainability indicators and environmental quality standards. The 
professional competence and motivation of the staff of ES was appreciated by 
a considerable number of students. However, in order to become a fully fledged 
university department, the research efforts needed to be more focused and more in 
depth, which led to a profile for a full professor as head of the department.
1994-2003: Focus on Relevant Research Subjects, Anchoring in 
Scientific Networks (Professor P.H. Nienhuis)
Dick Schoof left the university in 1994, and in the same year, Piet Nienhuis was 
appointed to the newly established chair of professor of ES. From 1988 until 1994, 
he was part-time professor of Estuarine Ecology at the University of Nijmegen; in
1994, he became full professor, head of the Department of ES and chairman of 
the University Centre for Environmental Sciences and Sustainable Development 
(U CM -D O ). Before 1995, all of the efforts of the staff of the Department of ES 
were directed towards the development of a (successful) educational programme in 
the field of environmental sciences. It was only in 1995 that a research programme 
was started -  almost from scratch -  that focused right from the beginning on the 
ecological basis of sustainable river management. This research line owed a great deal 
of its momentum to the serious effects as well as the narrow escape of much of the 
area around the rivers Rhine and Meuse from the very high floods in 1993 and 1995. 
In 1995 there was a real danger that the river dykes along the large rivers would be 
overtopped or breached. The very real threat of floods triggered the development of a 
new water management strategy in the Netherlands (Water Management in the 21st
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century; Room for the River) and enhanced an academic focus on sustainable river 
basin management. From 1995 onwards, the research activities of Nienhuis and his 
co-workers concentrated on river basin-oriented research.
Very gradually, society-oriented projects and consultant-type reports were 
supplemented with scientific research and journal articles. Staff members originally 
appointed as teachers obtained their PhD degrees during 2 0 0 0 -2 0 0 3 , which 
steadily increased the academic reputation of the group. To extend and deepen the 
scope of research, Professor ir. D. van de M eent and Professor P.M.J. Herman were 
appointed as part-time professors. The research activities were merged into two main 
lines of research in accordance with the expertise of the appointed staff, namely, 
environmental chemistry and toxicology (Dr. A.M.J. Ragas, Dr. M.A.J. Huijbregts, 
Professor D. van de Meent) and river-estuarine ecology (Professor P.H. Nienhuis,
Dr. R.S.E.W. Leuven, Dr. H.J.R. Lenders, Dr. Marieke M. van Katwijk, Professor 
P.M.J. Herman). These two research lines corresponded well with the decision of the 
Board of Governors in 1998 to designate ‘Freshwater Biology' as one of the priority 
research disciplines of the Radboud University.
In 2001, the Department of ES satisfied the criteria to become a member of the 
SENSE research school. Despite serious budget cuts, Radboud University reconfirmed 
its com m itm ent to the department by continuing a chair in ES after the retirement 
of Professor Nienhuis in 2004. In 2004, the Department of ES joined the Institute 
for Water and Wetland Research (IW W R), thereby forming an active working 
relationship with several excellent research groups in plant and animal ecology and 
microbiology active in research on rivers and estuaries. This framework provided 
unlimited opportunities for joint research projects within the discipline.
The two lines of research adopted by the Department of ES in this period 
were the study of the ecological quality and ecological restoration of river basins 
and estuaries, mainly in Europe, but also in tropical countries (e.g. Indonesia,
West Indies). Input from theoretical and empirical research was mainly used 
for modelling purposes. Substantial work was carried out on ‘uncertainty' in 
environmental quality standards (EQSs). An EQS is a concentration level of a 
polluting substance that should not be exceeded in order to protect human health, 
ecosystems or environmental resources. The derivation and application of EQSs 
are subject to considerable uncertainty. Knowledge of this uncertainty can be used 
to design new research and to optimize management decisions. In this context, 
the uncertainty involved in, for example, the multimedia exchange of substances, 
acceptable daily intakes of toxicants and safe ecosystem exposure levels have been 
quantified.
Rehabilitation of any river ecosystem requires both a pre-disturbed reference 
image as well as a realistic target image, both to be defined in ecological terms.
On the one hand, irreversible habitat loss is a major drawback for the recovery 
of river flora and fauna, and biodiversity appears to be an unreliable indicator for 
sustainable river management. Heritages from the past, such as polluted sediments, 
civil engineering constructions brought about by urbanization and industrialization, 
technical flood defence systems, weirs and enclosure dams closing off the estuaries, 
prevent the ‘sustainable' management of many river basins. On the other hand, 
the improvement of water quality and the abandoning of agricultural land in
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favour of nature management are major steps toward the ecological rehabilitation 
of river basins. The methods used comprise scenario studies and the establishment 
of decision-support systems. Work has been carried out on a general assessment 
methodology for conservation and management strategies for rivers and estuaries 
in an international context. International rivers flow across fixed national policy 
borders. Neither unifying methodology nor proper indicators exist in Europe 
regarding the assessment of the ecological quality of river systems, which are 
obligatory in the future implementation of the European Water Framework 
Directive.
The study of heterogeneity in the distribution of environmental variables in river 
flood plains demand the coupling of hydrological, geomorphological and ecological 
data of specific habitats and the application of remote sensing. In these approaches, 
chemometric techniques have been applied for the identification of spatial and 
temporal patterns of pollutant concentrations (heavy metals) in the sediments 
deposited by the river. This approach has allowed the research group to include in 
the GIS-based model the likely risk of these pollutants being accumulated in the 
food chain of specific animals living in flood plain biotopes.
The scope of the research in the tropics is to apply the ‘lessons learnt' in European 
river catchments to the case studies in the tropics. However, the gap in knowledge 
and understanding between the top-down administrative programmes for 
‘sustainable' management and the bottom-up approach of the environmental 
scientist specialized in, for example, ecology is large. Sophisticated management 
expertise gained in European river basins is of restricted use as long as there is a 
lack of basic understanding of the structure and the functioning of tropical aquatic 
ecosystems. This is the primary reason why the work in the tropics has concentrated 
on understanding ecological key-processes. Current research projects are directed 
at gaining insight into the dominant functional relations between threatened 
ecosystems, such as mangroves and submersed aquatic vegetation.
Nienhuis also functioned as chairman of the University Centre for Environmental 
Sciences and Sustainable development (U CM -D O ). The UCM -DO was created 
as the linking pin between the natural (beta) sciences and the social (gamma) 
sciences, with the aim of promoting and stimulating interaction between the natural 
sciences ( ‘beta', in the Dutch jargon) and the social sciences ( ‘gamma') in both 
education and research. Over the years, the beta-beta, beta-gamm a and gamma­
gamma interaction in ES has resembled the movement of the pendulum of a clock.
In the 1970s and 1980s, ES was being internationally promoted as beta-gamma 
‘super science' with its own ‘body of knowledge' and methods, in order to investigate 
interdisciplinary concepts, such as ‘sustainable development'. The Department of ES 
considered this paradigm as a challenge in the dominantly knowledge-driven m ono- 
disciplinary research of the Faculty.
At the end of the 1990s, the pendulum swung back to beta-beta interaction. Until 
2004 , the UCM -DO fell within the administrative organization of the department of 
ES. W hen in that year the ES became part of the new research institute IWWR, the 
interdisciplinary UCM -DO was ‘unlinked' from the Department of ES to become 
part of the Institute for Science, Innovation and Society (ISIS), dealing with research 
into the role of natural sciences in society, as exemplified in the management of
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Figure 2: Applying the Map Table in the study o f  complex problems in river system management
science, communication and technology. This strategic decision narrowed the focus 
of ES and allowed it to concentrate on the interaction between different disciplines 
of the natural sciences (beta-beta interaction).
2004-P resent: Extension of Research and Concentration 
on the Beta Curriculum  (Professor ir. A.J. Hendriks)
Nienhuis was to retire at the age of 65 on October 31, 2003. However, the 
procedure for choosing his successor as head of department had already begun in 
2002, although it would take some considerable time before the chair would be 
occupied. From November 1, 2003 to August 1, 2004  the Department of ES was 
run by associate professor Rob S.E.W. Leuven. The appointment of Jan Hendriks 
as full professor of ES on August 1, 2004  was an expression of the ambition of the 
Department of ES to further strengthen its links between the chemical-toxicological 
and ecological lines of research. For both management and research, different 
environmental pressures are considerably separated in terms of the objectives 
formulated, the methods used and results obtained. For example, the effects of 
pollution are assessed with Species Sensitivity Distributions as endpoints, while the 
impact of physical reconstruction is usually assessed on the (dis-) appearance of 
specific species.
Concentrating on these two types of stressors had allowed the research 
group to look for common endpoints and to combine in-depth studies and the
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interdisciplinary assessment thereof. For example, floodplain species have been 
demonstrated to be affected by a subtle interaction of chemical and hydro- 
morphological variables. W hile the integrated assessment itself is of course not 
unique, concentrating on two dominant types of stressors instead of all possible 
factors provides the possibility to build models based on mechanisms derived from 
in-depth studies. This trend meets the need for multi-stress approaches that limit 
the number of expensive empirical studies while still yielding meaningful results.
The reputation of the Department of ES in this field is acknowledged.
The department of ES is structured around in-depth research topics which are 
linked to each other by a common body of knowledge and by joint education, in 
line with the T-metaphor presented to and adopted by the SENSE Midterm Review 
Committee. The research group concentrates on the impact of chemical pollution 
and physical reconstruction in river and estuary basins because of their large 
impact on human and ecosystem health. This focus allows us to take full advantage 
of the scientific and geographic infrastructure in Nijmegen. Over the centuries, 
Western Europe in general and the Rhine-M euse Delta in particular have changed 
dramatically. In the past, the Delta consisted of natural wetlands with rivers and 
estuaries that transported water freely from the land to the sea. Nowadays, land is 
intensively cultivated, heavily industrialized, densely populated and protected against 
flooding by dykes and dams. Due to land use changes and the threat of storm surges, 
likely to be intensified by climate change, the whole basin is under reconstruction. 
Dykes are being raised and moved, summer and winter beds are excavated, obstacles 
are removed and emergency spillways are created. Reconstruction subsequently 
alters the flow of water, the deposition of sediment and species composition and 
ecosystem functioning. Emissions of toxicants and nutrients from agriculture, 
industry and households cause pollution of water, sediment and air, leading to 
concentrations that affect plants, animals and man. Pollution is counteracted by 
prevention measures, i.e. reducing the manufacturing and application of chemicals, 
treating contaminated water and air, and by remediation of contaminated sites. 
Traditional pollutants have been banned but new, poorly studied chemicals are 
being used instead, demanding the continuous attention of those concerned with 
environmental management and research.
While some small-scale, short-term and relatively simple problems have been 
solved, large-scale, long-term and complex issues are dominating the agenda. 
Anticipating -  rather than reacting -  to these remaining environmental problems 
is important. This implies that the significance of models, such as those developed 
by the Department of ES, will increase. For example, the present generation of 
risk models cannot handle the emerging group of nano-materials that will be 
flooding the market in the nearby future. The research group of the Department 
of ES anticipates these developments by, for example, modelling their fate and 
accumulation with mechanistic details that allow the simulation of new generations 
of substances with completely different properties. Frontier research of ES in this 
area has been greatly supported by funding agencies, which is likely to increase the 
scientific impact even more.
Different scenarios of these models are used in various settings to obtain 
appropriate assessments. ES is working on the development of a common model 
framework to underpin Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) and Risk Assessment (RA).
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Figure 3 and 4: Presentation o f  the handbook Cyclic Regeneration o f  Floodplains. A new management strategy 
for river maintenance
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The total environmental impact of products and activities is evaluated and the 
contribution of individual stressors, such as emissions of substances or land use 
changes, is prioritized. For this purpose, we combine, compare, simplify and extend 
modelling tools, such as multi-media fate and exposure models, spatial-explicit 
atmospheric and soil models and species-sensitivity distributions. One of the key 
issues here is to combine the tools emerging from various scientific fields in a 
consistent, simple and scientifically meaningful way. Application of the new tools in 
actual LCA case studies and the adequate quantification of uncertainties involved are 
also key issues addressed in this line of research.
Q uality of Education and Research: An Overview 
Education
The MSc programme in ES at the Radboud University Nijmegen was started in the 
academic year 1990-1991 . The development of good quality modules and teaching 
facilities has always been the top priority of the small number of staff. The education 
programme in ES has undergone a series of rapid changes during the period 1998­
2006, i.e., the extension of the four-year programme to a five-year programme, the 
introduction of the Bachelor/M aster structure, the end of the BSc programme and 
the implementation of a new English-language MSc programme that includes a 
special them atic specialization, Trans-national ecosystem-based Water Management 
(TW M ), which was developed in cooperation with the University of Duisburg-Essen. 
The implementation of these changes was a tim e- and energy-consuming process for 
all those directly involved. The transition process, however, went relatively smoothly 
and did not noticeably affect the study progress of the students. The programme was 
rated ‘good' to ‘very good' in the periodic quality assessments of 1996, 2002 and 
2008. In the yearly survey guide for higher education, the programme consistently 
ranks among the best academic programmes in ES.
The new programme offers the MSc student a series of distinctive personal profiling 
opportunities in different them atic specialisations (W ater & Nature Management, 
Human & Ecological Risk Assessment and TWM) and professional profiles 
(Research, Management & Technology and Com m unication). It is strongly rooted 
in academic research and has close links with professional practice. Taken together, 
the content, components, intake requirements, didactic concept, working methods 
and the structure of the new programme constitute a consistent and transparent 
approach to the training and development of MSc students into environmental 
professionals.
The new MSc programme has the potential to attract more students, both from 
other Dutch universities and from abroad; the TWM track already appeals to an 
increasing number of students. The Faculty's brand-new Huygens Building provides 
modern research and study facilities in an open and stimulating environment. The 
Faculty of Science is thus ready to train and inspire the environmental professionals 
of the future.
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Figure 5: Prince Willem-Alexander honored the start o f  the Msc programme Transnational Water Management 
with his presence
Research
Beginning with a small group of dedicated teachers, the department has over 
the years found a good balance between education and research. The investment 
in a number of viable research and education networks both nationally and 
internationally has come to fruition.
The Department of ES succeeded in 2000  to gain the qualification ‘good' for 
research quality, productivity and viability, in the Assessment of Research Quality 
of university departments, as designed by the Association of the Universities in the 
Netherlands. In terms of relevance, the Department of ES scored ‘excellent', because 
the programme, oriented towards ecological quality and ecological restoration of 
river basins, has remained very relevant both for the theoretical advancement of 
science and for policy-making. The Department of ES continued to improve its 
scientific status and succeeded in maintaining the overall rating ‘good' during the 
Assessment of Research Quality in 2007. Now in 2008, the scientific output of ES is 
‘far above average', and the vital group of scientists has the ambition to become even 
stronger in science while still maintaining its tight links with the implementation of 
its finding in a societal context.
The funding for university-financed staff both for education and for research (2.5 
to 3 full-time posts) has not been increased over the past decades. Substantial energy 
was directed toward acquiring funding for contract research in the 1998-2 0 0 3  
period, which resulted in a doubling of the research input of the scientific staff and
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also increased the research output as well. The total input of all staff, education and 
research, namely seven full-time posts in 2001, rose from 10 ftp in 2003 to 17 ftp 
in 2006, as reflected in the number of peer-reviewed manuscripts in international 
journals. From 2004  onwards, a substantial increase of externally funded research 
has been realized. The department's projects are now largely funded by national and 
international science organizations, comprising explicit indicators for quality and 
usefulness. The increased pool of PhDs working on related subjects, from five in 
2003 to 13 in 2006, has promoted the scaling-up of research and education efforts.
The present focus of the Department of ES, of which the contours were set in
1995, is on the chemical pollution of plant, animal and human communities 
and the impact of physical reconstruction measures, including land use change 
and spatial planning, in rivers and estuaries, in particular in Europe, but also in 
tropical countries. To that end, conceptual and mathematical models have been and 
continue to be developed in collaboration with laboratory experiments and field 
surveys. The Department of ES evolved from a vulnerable fledgling in the early 1990s 
to a strong and vital partner in national and international networks.
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The Minds and Brains in the F.C. Donders Centre 
for Cognitive Neuroimaging
Peter Hagoort
Cognitive neuroscience is a relatively recent and very interdisciplinary field of 
science. Partly due to the development of a whole series of brain imaging techniques, 
it has become possible to investigate the human brain in vivo while it is engaged in 
different types of mental operations. In the eyes of many, these developments have 
made cognitive neuroscience one of the most exciting areas of research. According 
to Nobel laureate Eric Kandel, “cognitive neuroscience -  with its concern about 
perception, action, memory, language and selective attention -  will increasingly 
come to represent the central focus of all Neurosciences in the 21st century”.
These results have led to the establishment of new neuroimaging research centres 
worldwide.
The Netherlands was slow to enter this cutting-edge research area and initially lagged 
behind other world players in the field. This was signalled in an advisory report by 
the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW) to the Minister of 
Science and Education in 1997 ( “De kennisraffinaderij: cognitiewetenschappen 
in Nederland”). One of the recommendations of this report was that a national 
centre for neuroimaging be established. This recommendation was followed up 
by the Ministry and resulted in an invitation to all major Dutch universities to 
submit a “prospectus” containing detailed plans for such a centre. Two plans were 
submitted: a joint plan by the two universities in Amsterdam and one spearheaded 
by the Radboud University Nijmegen for the F.C. Donders Centre for Cognitive 
Neuroimaging (FCDC). The latter plan, a joint proposal by the Radboud University 
in Nijmegen, the University of Utrecht, the University of Maastricht, Tilburg 
University and the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, was 
submitted on March 10, 1999. The two competing bids were evaluated by an 
international panel of experts who concluded that the plan spearheaded by the 
Radboud University was the stronger of the two. Consequently, in September 1999, 
the president of Radboud University appointed a Board of Governors and a founding 
director, Peter Hagoort, who was given the task of carrying out the plans for the 
Donders Centre. Three faculties of Radboud University Nijmegen, namely, the 
Faculty of Social Sciences (FSW ), the Faculty of Science (FNWI) and the University 
Medical Centre Radboud (UMC-St. Radboud), were actively involved in the 
establishment of the Donders Centre right from the beginning and have remained 
active to this day.
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The history of the F.C. Donders Centre (FCDC) is thus a relatively short one 
relative to the history of the Faculty of Science of Radboud University. Although 
the decision to establish the FCDC dates back to 1999, it was the decision by the 
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (N W O) to support the Centre 
with a large-scale investment grant in May 2000  that provided the momentum to 
transform the ambitious plans into reality. In the beginning of 2000 , the founding 
director with a small technical and administrative staff (a total of 3 people) moved 
into the Trigon building to monitor the building reconstruction. During this same 
period, negotiations with vendors of imaging systems and ICT infrastructure were 
taking place, resulting in the purchase of two magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
scanners, a whole-head magnetoencephalography system, three fully equipped 
electroencephalography (EEG) laboratories and a network and storage infrastructure 
for the vast amount of data to be collected. Qualified researchers and a qualified 
technical staff had also to be recruited. By the fall of 2002, the FCDC had been 
outfitted with equipment and personnel and was ready to officially open its door. 
H.M. Queen Beatrix presided over the official opening ceremony on October 1, 2002 
(see fig. 1). In 2007, the fifth anniversary of the FCDC was celebrated with an open 
day for the general public. More than 2000 people visited the Donders Centre on 
that occasion.
Figure 1: Official opening o f  the F.C. Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging by H.M. Queen Beatrix, 
October 1, 2002
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Since its official opening, the FCDC has experienced rapid growth. O n December 1, 
2002 , the Centre employed a staff of 26 people; by 2004, this number had increased 
to 82, and by November 2007, it had grown to 115 people. In addition, in 2007, 14 
Research Fellows and 12 trainees were actively involved in research at the Centre. 
This increase in size is due to a successful funding strategy in which it has been the 
recipient of a substantial number of grants awarded by Dutch and international 
granting agencies. Represented among the permanent academic staff and research 
fellows and students are more than 25 different nationalities, clearly illustrating the 
Centre's highly international character. In addition, the leading role of the FCDC 
has acted as an incentive to other universities in the Netherlands for setting up their 
own neuroimaging facilities.
The mission of the FCDC is to conduct cutting-edge fundamental research in 
cognitive neuroscience (i.e. human and animal cognition, as viewed from the 
perspective of the brain). Much of the rapid progress in this field is being driven 
by the development of complex neuroimaging techniques for the in vivo scanning 
of activity in the human brain. The research themes of the FCDC cover central 
cognitive functions, such as perception, action, attention, memory, language, 
learning and plasticity, and cognitive control. As such, the Centre carries out 
multifaceted research. The core objective of the Centre is to unravel these complex 
cognitive functions and discover how they are represented in the brain through the 
identification of the networks of brain areas that are vital to each of these functions. 
The Centre also aims to establish how the different brain areas coordinate their 
activity with very high temporal precision (in the order of tenths of milliseconds) to 
enable human and animal cognition. A further aim is to understand how neurons 
make networks, and how networks carry out cognitive functions -  in other words, 
how we get from neurons to cognition. Another important aspect of the research 
line is to improve the imaging methods themselves, for example, by optimizing the 
combination of imaging techniques with high spatial (fMRI) and high temporal 
(MEG and EEG) resolution (i.e. multimodal imaging) and by developing advanced 
data analysis tools to extract the relevant information from the highly complex 
signals which these imaging systems provide.
Research
Once the building reconstruction and recruitment of staff was underway, the 
organization of the research itself became the major focus of attention. Progress 
in science is strongly driven by the fortuitous, often inadvertent exchange of ideas. 
Such exchanges require a policy that provides the framework for a high probability 
of informal interactions. For this reason, the director decided right from the very 
beginning that researchers from the different research groups should intermingle by 
sharing research and office space. Consequently, postdocs and PhD students of any 
one research team share office space with members of other research teams. Since 
many faculties and other research institutions participate in the FCDC, a Principal 
Investigator (PI) was appointed as the head of each separate research line. In this 
way, the research carried out at the FCDC has become organized into nine research
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groups. There is also a small permanent technical staff for the necessary hardware 
and software support, as well as an administrative staff that is partly shared with 
other university departments. The nine PI groups are as follows:
Neurocognition o f Language (Professor Peter Hagoort)
On behalf of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, this group studies the 
neural basis of reading, speaking and listening.
Language and Multilingualism  (Dr. Peter Indefrey)
On behalf of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, this group investigates 
the organization of the multilingual brain -  in particular, how learning a second 
language reorganizes language areas in the brain.
Learning and Plasticity (Dr. Miranda van Turennout)
On behalf of the Behavioral Science Institute (Faculty of Social Sciences of the RU), 
this group studies the principles of neural plasticity in relation to learning-induced 
changes in cognitive functions. Miranda van Turennout has since left, and her 
successor will start in 2009.
Intention and Action (Dr. Ivan Toni)
On behalf of the former Nijmegen Institute for Cognition and Information 
(Faculty of Social Sciences of the RU), this group explores ways in which perception 
translates into action and investigates the brain circuitry that makes human action 
possible.
Neuronal Coherence (Professor Pascal Fries)
On behalf of the Biophysics Department (Faculty of Science of the RU), this group 
investigates the basic principles of brain oscillations and neuronal synchrony and 
their role in perceptual Gestalt formation as well as cross-modal integration.
Cognitive Neurology and Memory (Professor Guillén Fernández)
On behalf of the Neurology Department of the Radboud University Medical Centre, 
this group studies the role of medial temporal lobe structures in memory formation 
and memory impairments as a result of brain disease (such as Alzheimer dementia, 
aphasia and Parkinson's).
MR methods fo r  Cognitive Neuroscience (Professor David Norris)
This group improves and develops methods for MR imaging, such as diffusion tensor 
imaging, and develops methods for multimodal imaging [e.g., EEG and functional 
(f)M RI].
Measuring and Modelling Electromagnetic Brain Activity (Dr. Ole Jensen)
This group develops advanced methods for EEG and magnetoencephalography 
(MEG) data analysis. In addition, it focuses on computational modelling.
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Cognitive Control (Dr. Roshan Cools)
O n behalf of the Psychiatry Department of the Radboud University Medical 
Centre, this group investigates the neurobiological, genetic and neurochemical 
basis of emotional and cognitive control processes relevant for a wide range of 
neuropsychiatric conditions. The group was established as of November 1, 2007.
Other universities (Tilburg, Maastricht, Utrecht, and later Leiden and Twente) are 
represented in one or more of the existing PI groups.
The two research groups most directly connected to the FNWI are those headed 
by Pascal Fries and David Norris, respectively. Pascal Fries arrived at the FCDC in 
October 2001, after a postdoc at the National Institutes of Health. The focus of 
his research is oscillatory neuronal activity and local and long-range oscillatory 
neuronal synchronization. Specifically, the challenge is to try to understand 
whether those phenomena have a functional role in cognitive functions and, 
if so, whether we can understand -  on a mechanistic level -  how oscillatory 
neuronal synchronization contributes to the respective cognitive function. The 
current understanding of neuronal synchronization is that rhythmic neuronal 
synchronization has important mechanistic consequences for neuronal processing 
and therefore influences cognitive processing. Fries hypothesizes that the rhythmic 
synchronization within groups of neurons produces rhythmically reoccurring 
temporal windows for neuronal communication. Neuronal groups can communicate 
efficiently only when their communication windows open in concert, i.e. when the 
rhythmic synchronization within the neuronal groups is also synchronized between 
the communicating groups. These hypotheses are being tested with two experimental 
approaches: MEG and EEG recordings in humans and large scale multi-site 
recordings in awake, trained monkeys. Both local and long-range oscillatory 
neuronal synchronizations are estimated in the human brain at the source 
level using spatial filtering methods. These methods have also been adopted for 
intracranial high-density local field potential (LFP) recordings in monkeys with the 
aim of achieving simultaneously high spatial and temporal resolution and coverage 
of large parts of the monkey brain. Publications based on the work carried out by the 
PI group of Pascal Fries have appeared in Nature and Science.
The research group headed by Professor David Norris focuses on both improving the 
existing MR methods for cognitive neuroscience and developing new methodologies. 
This group was established with the arrival of David Norris from the Max Planck 
Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig in July 2001. An 
example of the work of his group is the development of a method to eliminate the 
contribution of veins to the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal in 
fMRI. Large venous vessels are known to give rise to at least a significant portion of 
the observed BOLD activation in gradient-echo fMRI. The effects from larger venous 
vessels are unwanted and should be removed because they cause (intrinsic) blurring 
in fMRI, i.e. a degradation of the effective spatial resolution. In order to be able to 
identify the venous effects directly, David Norris and Markus Barth have developed 
a very high resolution method employing a three-dimensional (3D ) Flash sequence 
without distortion, similar to that present in echo planar imaging (EPI). This new
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method delivers distortion-free, very high spatial resolution isotropic 3D images that 
enable direct overlay onto anatomical images. Their results clearly show that large 
vein effects can be a major source of “activation”. While various indirect methods 
have been proposed to eliminate at least a part (e.g. intravascular effects by diffusion 
weighting) of these large vein effects, this new method shows that it is possible 
to directly identify and eliminate large veins, resulting in an enhancem ent of the 
specificity of the activated areas. Compared to multi-slice measurements, this true 
3D method facilitates motion correction as no spin history effects have to be taken 
into account. A potential application of this method would be the identification of 
small functional units, such as the ocular dominance columns, where a comparison 
with anatomical inform ation is necessary.
Research Infrastructure
One of the fundamental building blocks of the original plan for the FCDC was 
the proposal that all relevant neuroimaging facilities, together with an integrated 
infrastructure for data processing, be placed in one building. In achieving this, 
the FCDC is quite unique among neuroimaging centres throughout the world.
This centralization enables direct communication between experts of the different 
imaging and analysis methods that is a keystone in the overall research agenda in 
cognitive neuroscience. The following lab facilities have been established in the 
Trigon building:
• Two MRI scanners for research purposes (at 1.5 Tesla and 3 Tesla, respectively), 
such as for measuring structural anatomy and functional brain activity with 
high spatial resolution.
• A whole-head, 275-channel MEG system, for measuring neuronal activity with 
high temporal and good spatial resolution.
• Three EEG laboratories, with 128 channel recording possibilities, for measuring 
the synchronous electrical activity of large ensembles of neurons.
• A dedicated 32-channel EEG system for measuring EEG in the MR scanners.
• Eye-trackers for measuring eye movements in the MR scanners.
• A behavioural laboratory, for collecting behavioural data (e.g. reaction times), 
integrated stimulus presentation facilities for auditory and visual presentation, 
for somatosensory stimulation, etc.
• A MRI dummy scanner lab.
• A lab for electophysiological recordings in awake monkeys.
• A computer infrastructure that combines personal desktop PC computation 
with centralized storage management and a powerful grid for central 
computation.
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Figure 2a (top left): The MEG lab. Figure 2b (top right): The EEG lab. Figure 2c (bottom ): The MRI control 
room. Figure 2d (middle right): The Avanto MRI scanner
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The rapid developments in MR technology in recent years has resulted in a push 
towards imaging at higher magnetic fields, since the spatial resolutions positively 
scales with the strength of the magnetic field. The desire to obtain a leading position 
in high field imaging led to the decision to acquire high field imaging capacity in 
collaboration with the University of Duisburg-Essen. In 2007, the FCDC installed 
the first 7-Tesla MRI system in a Netherlands scientific institution, partly financed 
from a grant that was acquired within the framework of NW O-BIG. The Radboud 
University Nijmegen (FCDC) and the University of Duisburg-Essen together 
established the Erwin L. Hahn Institute for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, which was 
opened on August 29, 2007.
Fig. 3a: The installation o f  the 7  Tesla Scanner Fig. 3b: The first anatomical picture 
at 7  T o f  the human hippocampus
The Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour
The worldwide dynamics of cognitive neuroscience creates a landscape in which the 
fitness profile is constantly changing. In anticipation of these future changes, the 
FCDC took a step to guarantee its position as a top player in cognitive neuroscience 
research and joined forces with the Nijmegen Institute for Cognition and 
Information and the FNW I/UM CN Centre for Neuroscience, creating the Donders 
Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, with close connections to the Max 
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics and the Behavioural Science Institute. Harold 
Bekkering, Stan Gielen and Peter Hagoort currently form the Board of Directors of 
the Donders Institute. The unique feature of the FCDC is further strengthened in 
the Donders Institute, which has a truly campus-wide nature. No other research 
institute at the Radboud University crosses as many institutional boundaries 
with the participation of two faculties and the UMC StRadboud. Moreover, this 
partnership has resulted in the creation of the only campus-wide research Master 
programme to date -  the Master of Science in Cognitive Neuroscience.
This short history of the FCDC illustrates the dynamic aspect of science. Fifty years 
ago, when the Science Faculty saw the light of day, no one could have foreseen the 
possibilities for brain research that are at our disposal today. The path of science 
is inherently unpredictable, since we cannot anticipate today what we shall know
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only tomorrow (Karl Popper). Nevertheless, it is to be expected that we will be 
able to extend the boundaries of our understanding of the most complex organ of 
the human body further into as yet uncharted territories. May the wisdom of the 
decision-makers at the FNWI be with us in the coming years.
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Molecules of Life at the Department 
of Biochemistry 1965-2006
Walther J. van Venrooij & Wilfried W. de Jong
Although there are many biologically essential molecules, which are commonly 
referred to as the molecules of life, most people tend to think of the three best 
known of these -  DNA, RNA and protein. DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) contains 
our genetic material (our genes). It is transcribed into RNA (ribonucleic acid), of 
which there are many types, all with important regulatory functions at the cellular 
level. One type of RNA, messenger RNA (mRNA), is translated in the cytoplasm of 
the cell to yield a protein. Proteins carry out almost all of the tasks that are needed 
for the cell to function, survive, duplicate and die. The human cell contains about
23 .000  protein-coding genes, and roughly the same number of RNA copies can 
consequently be transcribed from these genes. The number of mRNAs, however, 
is multiplied via a complicated process that is called ‘splicing'. This leads to about
100.000  different mRNAs that can be translated into a protein. In turn, proteins 
can be altered by all sorts of chemical modifications in such a way that the number 
of different proteins active in an organism may easily exceed a total of 300 ,000 . In 
conclusion, one gene can lead to ten or more different proteins. As we shall explain 
below, the biochemical research carried out in the Department of Biochemistry of 
the Science Faculty has focused, and still focuses on these three molecules of life.
The Hans Bloemendal era (1965-1988)
Although the biosciences became an increasingly popular academic discipline among 
Dutch students in the post-war years, this was not the case in Nijmegen. The Science 
Faculty had only been established in 1957, and the Chemistry Subfaculty four years 
thereafter. Admittedly, some biochemical work was being carried out by individuals 
working in the Medical Faculty, but biochemistry did not constitute a major subject 
in the curriculum of students at either Faculty. It was Professor R. Nivard, an 
organic chemist, who first advocated, around 1962, a more important role for the 
biochemical sciences in research and teaching at our university. His proposal was 
to start a Department of Biochemistry, the research of which should focus on the 
isolation and analysis of proteins and on the relation between the chemical structure 
and biological activity of proteins. The staff of this department would, in accordance 
with this proposal, teach biochemistry at both faculties.
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After long discussions, a chair in biochemistry for the two Faculties was eventually 
established in 1965, with Hans Bloemendal being appointed as the first professor 
in this discipline.1 Oddly enough, however, the Medical Faculty appointed -  at the 
same time -  Sjoerd Bonting as their principal biochemist. Both professorships were 
installed simultaneously in both Faculties on August 15, 1965. Professor Bloemendal 
became responsible for the teaching of biochemistry in the Faculty of Science, while 
Professor Bonting would do the same at the Medical Faculty.
This resulted in the university having two professors of Biochemistry and two 
Departments of Biochemistry. The Bloemendal laboratory, which fell within the 
administrative framework of the Science Faculty, was interested in proteins and 
protein complexes of the eye lens, whereas the Bonting laboratory, which fell 
within the Medical Faculty, focused on the function of enzymes, such as ATPases. 
However, in order to stimulate collaboration between the two departments, they 
were located in the same building, referred to as the Pre-kliniek, on the campus 
of the Medical Faculty. Over the course of time, these two laboratories have had 
to move from one building to the other, going from the Pre-kliniek to the Trigon 
and from there to the NCMLS building, and successive professors have come and 
gone, but the two laboratories remained and still are more or less each other's 
neighbours. The location in the NCMLS building is a very fortunate situation for the 
Biochemistry Department of the Science Faculty because its research has always been 
intimately connected with human disease, ranging from cataracts (Bloemendal,
De Jong), virus research (Berns) and melanoma tumours (Bloemers and Swart) to 
autoimmune diseases (Van Venrooij and Pruijn). The proximity of the University 
Hospital and the presence there of collaborative clinicians turned out to be a critical 
factor contributing to the rapid expansion and success of the laboratory. An initial 
disadvantage was, in contrast, the rather primitive housing at the Pre-kliniek. Not 
only did offices have to be shared, but they lacked daylight, situated as they were 
in the corridors of the Pre-kliniek (see fig. 1). Due to the steady flow of grants and 
concom itant increase in the number of people working in the laboratory, it soon 
became dangerously overcrowded, a situation that continued until the move to the 
Trigon building in 1988.
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The Research
The type of biochemical practical work carried out by the Science Faculty's 
Department of Biochemistry was rather primitive during the first 10 years following 
its establishment. In order to obtain the enormous quantities of eye lens proteins 
needed for purification and analysis, hundreds of calf eyes from the slaughterhouse, 
stored on ice, were delivered to the department on an almost daily basis. In 
the evenings, the lenses would be removed from the eyes by students and then 
immediately frozen until they could be homogenized to retrieve the proteins. The 
superb organization of a continuous supply of eye lens proteins gave Bloemendal 
and his co-workers an enormous advantage over their competitors. Indeed, very 
soon after his appointment, Bloemendal established himself as the frontrunner 
of eye lens research and one of the world's leaders in protein research. An 
organizational change occurred in 1970/1971 , with John Schoenmakers and Ruud 
Konings, staff members during the initial period, founding a new Laboratory of 
Molecular Biology in the Science Faculty. The Biochemistry Department chaired by 
Bloemendal thereupon acquired three new tenured members, namely Peter Bloemers 
(tumour research), Wilfried de Jong (protein research) and W alther van Venrooij 
(RNA research). All three remained part of the Department until their respective 
retirements, having been each in turn Head of the Department of Biochemistry after 
the formal retirement of Hans Bloemendal in 1988.
Around 1970, the research focus of the Bloemendal group, until then mainly centred 
on protein research, moved to a rather new field, namely, the RNAs involved in 
the synthesis of eye lens proteins (Anton Berns, Ger Strous). The work coming 
out of this new research direction also became internationally recognized. The 
Bloemendal group was one of the first laboratories to succeed in the isolation and 
in vitro translation of a specific mRNA that coded for the major eye lens protein 
a-crystallin.2 Around the same time, De Jong and his students succeeded in 
sequencing a number of crystallin proteins.3 This was a remarkable achievement in 
these early days of sequencing when a PhD student had to work for 4 years to obtain 
the sequence of a single protein of around 200  amino acids. Nowadays, a similar 
project can be completed within a few weeks. The laboratory went on to successfully 
translate several crystallin proteins in oocytes of the frog Xenopus laevis and in the 
assembly of these proteins into larger aggregates, such as they exist in the eye lens.4
The face and impact of biochemistry as a discipline changed dramatically in the 
post-1975 years with the development of recombinant DNA techniques that enabled 
biochemists to change the genetic material (DNA) of bacteria. It soon became 
evident that similar techniques also enabled the genetic manipulation of higher 
organisms, including human genes. By 1980 it had become possible to synthesize 
human proteins in bacteria. However, recombinant DNA experiments were not 
allowed in the Netherlands until 1979 and after that only in specialized so-called 
C-laboratories. In other European countries, these new technique met with less 
resistance and so PhD students from the Bloemendal laboratory (and other Dutch 
groups) travelled to France and Belgium to carry out these “dangerous” experiments 
there. These novel technical improvements eliminated the necessity for vast amounts
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of starting material, but it proved to be difficult to detect the target using such 
minimal amounts. The solution turned out to be the incorporation of radioactive 
isotopes (for example radioactive amino acids for protein work and radioactive 
phosphorus for RNA and DNA) as the technique of choice.
Research Schools
Around 1992, politicians decided that it was time for a large nation-wide 
reorganization of research conducted at the Dutch universities. All successful 
research groups were to be bundled into research schools linked by a central research 
theme, while the research groups with a (supposedly) less solid reputation were 
allowed to slowly bleed to death. Following this reorganization, institutes that were 
not members of a research school approved by the Royal Netherlands Academy of 
Arts and Sciences (KNAW) found it virtually impossible to obtain grant money. As a 
result of this reorganization, the Science Faculty's Biochemistry Department became 
part o f the Research School ICS (Institute of Cellular Signalling). By the end of 
2000 , most of the ICS groups had moved into a new building, the “Research Tower” 
or NCMLS building.
In 2004, the ICS, which included primarily research groups in various fields of 
biochemistry, molecular biology and cell biology, merged into a new and larger 
research school, named the NCMLS (Nijmegen Centre for Molecular Life Sciences). 
The NCMLS now also comprised (pre)clinical research groups. This new research 
school focused on three research themes, namely (1) Infection, Immunity and 
Tissue Repair, (2 ) Metabolism, Transport and M otion and (3) Cell Growth and 
Differentiation.
The final development coincided with the appointment of Professor Ger Pruijn in 
2006, when the laboratory was renamed the Department of Biomolecular Chemistry 
and incorporated into the Research School IMM (Institute for Molecules and 
M aterials). It has nevertheless retained both its housing in the NCMLS building and 
its collaborative association with the Research School NCMLS.
The Hans Bloemendal Lecture Symposia 1988-1996
At the time of his formal retirement, as a tribute to his excellence and to illustrate 
the many research interests of the laboratory, the Department of Biochemistry 
initiated a series of symposia, called the Hans Bloemendal Lectures. The concept 
was that of a 1-day symposium with a central research theme which would be 
organized in alternate years, starting in 1988. Internationally renowned speakers 
in the Department's research areas were invited to these 1-day symposia. One of 
the speakers at each symposium, who was always selected to be the last speaker of 
the day and who was a well-known and leading research scientist, if not a future 
Nobel prize-winner, was awarded the Hans Bloemendal Lecture Award. A total of five 
symposia were organized:
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Table 1: Hans Bloemendal Lecture symposia and laureates 
of the Hans Bloemendal Lecture Award
Year Research Theme of the Symposium Laureate
1988 Evolution and differentiation o f lens crystallins J. Piatigorski
1990 In tracellu lar transport G. Blobel (1)
1992 Protein kinase C; a key enzym e in cellu lar signalling Y. Nishizuka
1994 Interm ediate filam ents W. Franke
1996 A poptosis; confrontation with the dying cell A. W yllie
(1) Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine 1999
The symposia series was discontinued after 1996 because similar symposia were 
being organized first by the Research School ICS and later by the NCMLS. The Hans 
Bloemendal Medal is now awarded to the selected scientist at the annual NCMLS 
symposium.
The post-Bloemendal Years: 1988-2006
Hans Bloemendal officially retired in 1988, and Peter Bloemers was appointed as 
Head of the Biochemistry Department. Staff members with their own research line 
were Peter Bloemers, Wilfried de Jong and W alther van Venrooij, although Hans 
Bloemendal himself remained active in research (see fig. 2).
The Department of Biochemistry had three major research groups during this 
period. The Bloemers group was active in cancer research. In the 1970s, the Rauscher 
murine leukaemia virus, an RNA virus that causes leukaemia in mice, was the 
model for studying the development of human cancer. At this time, almost nothing 
was known about the molecular biology of this group of viruses. While working in 
Bloemers' group, Dick van Zaane discovered that the viral proteins were formed 
through the proteolytic cleavage of so-called polyproteins. It later became clear that 
the cleavage of polyproteins is a general phenomenon in many viruses. Van Zaane 
also proved that the mRNA for the main envelope protein was shorter than the 
complete viral RNA, a finding that anticipated the discovery of gene splicing. In the 
1980s, work focused on the viral oncogenes present in many RNA tumour viruses, 
resulting in studies, carried out together with W im  van de Ven, on the presence and 
function of the human homologues of these genes in tumours as well as healthy 
tissues. Guido Swart and Peter Bloemers continued this work after the early 1990s 
(the latter until his retirement in 2 0 01), with an emphasis on human melanoma. 
The important role of adhesion proteins in the transition from the premalignant 
stage to melanoma metastasis was studied in reconstructed human skin in tissue 
culture.
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Figure 2: Saint Nicholas (Sinterklaas) celebration at the Trigon (1997). From left to right: Guido Swart, Wilfried de Jong 
(2005-2006), Peter Bloemers (1988-2001), Hans Bloemendal (1965-1988), Walther van Venrooij (2001-2005). The dates given 
in parentheses indicate the years in which these professors served as Head o f  the Biochemistry Department
Note that a single Saint Nicholas outfit was here being distributed among the five persons, so as to illustrate the unity and 
agreement o f  thought between the staff members as well as the Department’s habit o f  making economic use o f  its scarce 
financial resources
The De Jong group inherited the Bloemendal group's research on eye lens crystallins 
but also extended the research to the evolution of proteins. The group occupied a 
leading position in this latter field, using its vast knowledge of crystallin proteins 
from many sources. Hans Bloemendal continued his research into the structure, 
biosynthesis and gene regulation of intermediate filaments, which are proteins of the 
cellular skeleton that are abundant in the eye lens and several other cell types. This 
led to the elucidation of the first known structure of an intermediate filament gene, 
that of vimentin (W im  Quax). His students also generated and extensively studied 
transgenic mice expressing m utant genes for intermediate filaments and crystallins, 
and knock-out mice in which these genes were deleted. Research into various cell 
biological aspects of the eye lens and its membranes, in relation to cellular aging and 
cataract formation was also continued. Where crystallins were involved, the work 
was generally carried out in close collaboration with the group of De Jong.
The De Jong group developed its research around the eye lens protein a-crystallin 
still further, ultimately determining that this protein is an important representative 
of the family of so-called “small heat-shock proteins” (sHsps). Thus, rather than 
being solely an abundant structural protein confined to the eye lens, a-crystallin was 
shown to occur in considerable amounts in many cell types outside the lens. It was 
found to increase in quantity in various degenerative disorders, such as Alzheimer's 
and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, but also after ischemic insults of heart and brain as 
well as in a number of tumours. Most importantly, a-crystallin appeared to have 
the capacity -  typical of sHsps -  to protect cells against all sorts of stress, such 
as heat, radiation and anoxia. These discoveries led the group to focus on three 
aspects of a-crystallin and other sHsps: their protective properties with respect to 
transcriptional and translational processes in the cell (led by Nicolette Lubsen), their
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functional interactions and post-translational modifications in relation to human 
pathology (Wilbert Boelens) and the evolutionary variety of the sHsps (De Jong).
The latter type of research necessitates comparisons among the genes of sHsps 
from many different organisms. By also determining the sequences of other genes 
from these organisms, the researchers were able to use the data to simultaneously 
reconstruct the genealogical relationships between the species studied. This 
excursion into the field of molecular phylogeny led, via effective international 
collaborations, to a thorough revision of previously assumed relationships between 
the orders of mammals (see fig. 3).
Figure 3: DNA revises the mammalian tree. Left, relationships between mammalian orders based on morphology; 
right, as deduced from  multiple gene sequences. The major advance is the recognition o f  four ancient groups 
o f  orders, corresponding with their origin on different continents, around 90 million years ago, as indicated 
by different colours: red, Africa; green, South America; blue and orange, North Hemisphere (courtesy o f  Ole 
M adsen). (Murphy et al., 2001; Appendix, no. 1)
The Van Venrooij group also continued working on eye lens proteins, initially 
focusing on the RNA work mentioned above but soon becoming interested in 
proteins of the so-called nuclear skeleton. Preliminary studies indicated that this 
enigmatic structure appeared to be composed of RNA and RNA-binding proteins 
(Chris van Eekelen). As the conservative nature of the latter precluded the 
generation of animal antibodies against them, the group turned to patients with 
rheumatic autoimmune diseases as the latter are characterized by the production 
of so-called auto-antibodies towards nuclear proteins. It soon became apparent 
that some of these human auto-antibodies were also directed against proteins of 
the nuclear skeleton. The group was subsequently able to clone cDNAs coding 
for some of these proteins (Peter Sillekens, W inand Habets) and to elucidate the
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cellular functions of these proteins (Ger Pruijn). It also became internationally 
recognized for its specialism in the analysis and discovery of new auto-antibodies 
that could be used as early markers of autoimmune diseases. Its major achievement 
occurred in 1998 with the discovery that patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) 
produce antibodies directed against citrulline, a modified form of the amino acid 
arginine (Schellekens). This finding ultimately developed into a novel test, the 
CCP test, which is currently gaining major importance as a diagnostic tool for the 
early detection of RA. Early detection of RA improves the prognosis for the patient 
as it allows for an early treatm ent of the disease which, in turn, achieves better 
results than treatment at a later stage. In the period following this discovery, the 
group focused increasingly on the analysis, function and immunological aspects of 
post-translational modifications of proteins. In 2004, the group founded a small 
biotechnology company (ModiQuest, director Jos Raats) that specializes in antibody 
technologies.
Research Tower (NCMLS building): 
Novem ber 2 00 0  >
The Research Buildings
In 1988, the biochemistry laboratories of the Medical Faculty and of the Science 
Faculty moved to a new building named the “Trigon” because of its distinct 
triangular structure (see fig. 4 ) . Two other laboratories of the Medical Faculty (Cell 
Biology, and Histology and Cell Physiology) were also moved into the Trigon. After 
all these years, there finally appeared to be enough laboratory space and equipment 
for the top research that was being done. However, the 12 years in the Trigon were 
overshadowed by budget cuts and novel bureaucratic measures that particularly 
affected work with recombinant DNA, radioactivity and laboratory animals. 
Research also became increasingly dependent on external funding (e.g. grant 
money), which turned out to be rather difficult to obtain as the competition from 
other groups was severe. Another aspect troubling the laboratory was the decreasing 
number of students that chose chemistry as their specialty. This downward trend 
continued until around 2002, when the introduction of a novel Bachelor-M aster 
programme with a more biochemically oriented content (Molecular Life Sciences), 
coupled with an effective advertising campaign, resulted in an increase in the 
number of interested students.
Trigon: 1988 -  2000 
Figure 4: Research buildings
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In November 2000, both Departments of Biochemistry moved again, this time to 
the newly built Research Tower (NCMLS building; see fig. 4) where most of the 
other members of the ICS Research School were already situated. Bloemers and 
De Jong moved to the third floor of the building together with the group of Henk 
Stunnenberg (Molecular Biology). The group of Van Venrooij was situated on the 
second floor, sharing this floor with the Experimental Rheumatology group (headed 
by W im van den Berg), a proximity that immediately led to fruitful collaborations.
Q uality of Research
Quality of research can be measured in several ways, with each method of 
quantifying output and impact having its particular advantages and disadvantages. 
For the analyses mentioned below, the Web of Science was screened using the names 
of the laboratory's group leaders.
Figure 5 shows the number of articles published annually by the laboratory in 
international journals, as cited in PubMed. Figure 6 indicates the number of 
citations of the laboratory's publications in other publications. The ten most cited 
articles are given in the Appendix.
Another, more recent method of measurement involves the calculation of the 
so-called Hirsch-index. The h-index is a simple numerical number indicating the 
scientific impact of a (group of) scientist(s) based on their publications. An h-index 
of 15 means that a scientist published at least 15 articles and that each article 
was cited at least 15 times. The h-index is thus a reflection of the quantity and 
the quality of the scientific work. The h-index of the laboratory (selected based on 
the names of Bloemendal, Bloemers, De Jong, Van Venrooij, Berns and Pruijn for 
the years that they were active in the Department of Biochemistry) was calculated 
to be 8 9 .5 W hen in 2006 , the h-indexes of the top 40  Dutch scientists active in 
molecular science were published, the list contained only three scientists working 
at the Radboud University Nijmegen. These three were, or still are, all working in 
the NCMLS Research School, and two of them were researchers in the Department 
of Biochemistry of the Science Faculty, namely Hans Bloemendal (place 20, index 
58), W alther van Venrooij (place 24/27 , index 54) and Carl Figdor (Departm ent of 
Tumor Immunology, place 24/27 , index 5 4 ).6
The quality and reputation of scientists can also be assessed by the prizes they receive 
in honour of their research achievements (Table 2).
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Table 2: Prizes won by members of the Department of Biochemistry 
of the Faculty of Science
Year Prize Winner Title of the Award
1984 H ans Bloem endal Endre Balazs Prize o f the International Society o f Eye Research
1986 H ans Bloem endal Alcon Research Institute Aw ard fo r eye lens research
1989 W ilfried de Jong Alcon Research Institute Aw ard fo r eye lens research
1990 H ans Bloem endal Proctor M edal from the Am erican A ssociation o f Research in 
V ision and O phthalm ology
1999 H ans Bloem endal Alcon Research Institute Aw ard fo r eye lens research 
(second tim e)
2002 W alther van Venrooij Carol Nachm ann Prize fo r Rheum atology Research
2002 Peter Bloem ers H onorary m em ber o f the Netherlands Society fo r Biochem istry 
and M olecular Biology
2005 W alther van Venrooij Rheum atology M edal from the N etherlands Society for 
Rheum atology
However, in bringing this history of the Department of Biochemistry of the Science 
Faculty to a close, based on all these different measurement and assessment 
methods, the only conclusion that can be drawn is that the research carried out by 
this department has, in general, been of excellent quality.
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Figure 5: Publications per year from  1965-2007. The total o f  publications is 897, which gives an average o f  21 
publications a year5
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Figure 6: Citations in each year from  1966-2007. There is a total o f  33,975 citations, which gives an average o f  
37.8 for each publication5
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Appendix: The ten most cited publications 1965-20075
No. Publication Total
citations
until
2007
Avarage 
citations 
per year
1 Murphy, W.J., O'Brien, E.E.S.J., Madsen, O., Scally, M., Douady, C.J., 
Teeling, E., Ryder, O.A., Stanhope, M.J., de Jong, W.W. & Springer, M.S. 
(2001) Resolution of the early placental mammal radiation using 
Bayesian phylogenetics. Science 294 (5550): 2348-2351.
405 57.86
2 Bloemendal, H. (1977), The vertebrate eye lens. Science 197 (4299): 
127-138.
405 13.06
3 Cuypers, H.T., Selten, G., Quint, W., Zijlstra, M., Robanus Maandag, E., 
Boelens, W., van Wezenbeek, P., Melief, C. &  Berns, A. (1984), M urine 
leukemia virus-induced T-cell lymphomagenesis: Integration of 
proviruses in a distinct chrom osom al region. Cell 37 (1): 141-150.
398 16.58
4 Schellekens, G.A., de Jong, B.A., van den Hoogen, F.H., van de Putte, 
L.B. & van Venrooij, W.J. (1998) C itrulline is an essential constituent of 
antigenic determ inants recognized by rheumatoid arthritis-specific 
autoantibodies. Journal of Clinical Investigation 101 (1): 273-281.
347 34.70
5 Schellekens, G.A., Visser, H., de Jong, B.A.W., van den Hoogen, F.H.J., 
Hazes, J.M.W., Breedveld, F.C. & van Venrooij, W.J. (200 0) The 
diagnostic properties of rheumatoid arthritis antibodies recognizing 
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Chemistry, Paving its Way to the Future
Ton van Helvoort & Binne Zwanenburg*
W hen the chemistry programme at Nijmegen University celebrated its silver jubilee 
in 1987, the organisers asked themselves: C hem istry’s silver jubilee: how can we make 
sure w e’ll survive to celebrate its golden jubilee?1 (see fig. 1) Now that the Faculty of 
Science is celebrating its fiftieth anniversary, we can answer this pressing question, 
since it is with some satisfaction that we can now say that the ‘conversion' of Ag to 
Au is nearly successfully complete.
Going for Gold
Chemistry teaching and research at Nijmegen University have both witnessed 
dramatic changes in recent decades. The nature of the programme is now very 
different from when it started in 1962. There have of course been quantitative 
changes -  at the start there were only three professors -  but above all there were 
major positive developments in the quality of teaching and research. A turning 
point in this respect was the 1986 vision statement on the future of chemistry 
at Nijmegen University. Before this time, the teaching and research programmes
Archival work and the writing of this chapter by Ton van Helvoort were financially supported by a grant from the 
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences to Roeland Nolte. The authors owe many thanks to Roeland Nolte 
and Kees Hilbers for providing crucial and valuable inside information. The historians of science Ernst Homburg 
(University of Maastricht) has provided useful comments to the first draft of this chapter.
*
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mainly centred on individual basic disciplines. Since 1986, there has been a more 
integrated approach, which is beneficial to new students as well as researchers.
In the 1970s, there existed a huge gap between academic chemistry and the 
chemical industry, which was attributed to the unfavourable image that chemistry 
had among the public at large. In addition, universities were regarded by many as 
ivory towers, remote from everyday society. The 1980s saw the first cautious attempts 
to bridge this gap, which eventually resulted in a wide spectrum of contacts between 
university-based and industrial chemistry. Particularly drastic changes occurred in 
research, where shrinking budgets necessitated the concentration and division of 
tasks among universities. This meant that research had to be assessed, evaluated 
and compared, to allow government to earmark funds for research it regarded as 
relevant. In response to this, the Nijmegen Subfaculty of Chemistry reorganised itself 
into institutes, whereby research groups intensified their collaboration by jointly 
addressing wider themes. In turn, these institutes developed into crystallisation 
points for research schools, which offered PhD positions. Structural collaboration 
with the Subfaculty of Physics was established in 1998 when the Nijmegen SON 
Research Centre for Molecular Design, Synthesis and Analysis (NSR) merged with 
the Research Institute for Materials (RIM) to form the NSR-RIM institute. In 2005 
this developed into the present Institute for Molecules and Materials (IM M ), which 
has earned Radboud University Nijmegen considerable international reputation, 
profile and recognition.
In the early 1990s, the numbers of new chemistry students fell dramatically, 
a phenomenon that occurred at all university science faculties, not only in the 
Netherlands but in the entire Western world. In response to this challenge, the 
entire curriculum was revised, with Nijmegen taking the lead by bridging the gap 
between secondary education and university programmes. The traditional chemistry 
degree programme was considerably modernised, resulting in the alternative options 
of studying general natural science, molecular science or molecular life science. The 
chapter by Jan van Groenendael in this book argues that the traditional curriculum 
lacked training in management and communication skills, which are valuable assets 
for future employers as well as employees. The Faculty of Science therefore adjusted 
its programme to fit current societal requirements for academic professionals. This 
eventually resulted in the present structure of the Master's programme, with its 
four options, one to train researchers, one to train managers and applied scientists, 
one to train science communicators and one to train teachers. All four programmes 
involve practical training as a major component, which also allows students to 
acquaint themselves with private and public sector institutions or with teaching.
This interface between university and employers has helped both sides to overcome 
the imaginary barriers that used to separate them. Currently, graduates have no 
trouble finding jobs, and enrolment is rising again. The Nijmegen approach has 
attracted considerable attention and has become a model for other universities.
All in all, chemistry teaching and research at Radboud University has gone 
through huge changes, partly in response to new government policies, but mostly 
based on our own vision for the future. These upheavals could not have come about, 
however, without the dedication of the many people who have contributed to the 
present golden outcome. This chapter outlines the efforts of the people who have 
brought about these developments.
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The Early Years
The start and early years of the Nijmegen chemistry programme were already 
described by W im Thijssen in his 1985 book Genesis van een faculteit (Genesis o f a 
Faculty) and in his introductory chapter to the present book. In addition, there is a 
valuable source offering detailed information on the first 25 years of the programme 
in the collection of papers entitled Chem ie in het zilver 1 9 6 2 - 1 9 8 7  (Chemistry's silver 
jubilee). The founding fathers of the ‘kandidaats' (bachelor-level) programme for 
chemistry in 1962 were Rutger Nivard, who had been a lector of Organic Chemistry 
at the Medical Faculty of the then Catholic University of Nijmegen since 1951, 
and became a professor at the Faculty of Mathematics & Natural Sciences (W &N) 
in 19622; Gerard van Os, who was appointed to the Chair of Physical Chemistry 
in 1960; and Jan Steggerda -  formerly of Staatsmijnen, Dutch State Mines, now 
DSM -  who taught general and inorganic chemistry (brief CV's of the professors 
are included as an appendix). Nivard's and van Os's staff at the Medical Faculty 
were all transferred to the Science Faculty. These pioneers included Jan A.F. Baak, 
Bernard W.J. Ellenbroek, W im H. Laarhoven, Frits I. Tesser and W im J.E. Voet at 
the Department of Organic Chemistry, and Ben J.M. Harmsen, Ad G.W.J. Lansink, 
Piet F.M. Luykx and André M. Willemsen at the Department of Physical Chemistry. 
Steggerda also recruited Hans G.M. van der Linden to join the team.
The programme was designed as a five-year degree course, consisting of a three- 
year ‘kandidaats'-programme (roughly equivalent to a bachelor's degree) and 
a two-year programme for the degree of ‘doctorandus' (roughly equivalent to a 
master's degree). The choice of subjects to be taught in the basic programme was 
limited, as this was largely prescribed by national legislation. At nearly all Dutch 
universities, the time that students actually took to get their degree was much 
longer than the nominal duration of the programme, so the Nijmegen staff decided 
to try and reduce the effective duration of studies. In the early years, much work 
went into designing lecture series and practical training. Since the ‘doctorandus' 
degree programme was to involve students doing practical research projects at the 
Subfaculty, new professors had to be appointed in order to offer an attractive array 
of research topics.
Policy on Chairs in the Early Years
In view of the above, the programme designers could not afford to postpone 
developing the ‘doctorandus' degree programme. Having consulted researchers 
from industry and academia -  especially those at Dutch State Mines, Shell and 
Leiden University -  they decided that physical chemistry in particular needed 
reinforcement.3 The new professor was Bert de Boer, who was to work on 
magnetic resonance methods, i.e., molecular spectroscopy. One reason to add this 
particular topic to the physical chemistry programme in 1965 was the spectacular 
developments in modern spectroscopy methods at that time. In that same year,
Hans Bloemendal, who was working at the Anthonie van Leeuwenhoek Hospital 
in Amsterdam, was appointed Professor of Biochemistry, an upcoming and 
highly promising discipline. At the same time, Sjoerd Bonting, then working at 
the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda (Washington, DC), was appointed 
to the Chair of Biochemistry at the Medical Faculty and simultaneously at the 
Science Faculty, while Bloemendal was also appointed at the Medical Faculty. The
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creation of an Institute of Biochemistry meant that the Science Faculty, and hence 
also the Subfaculty of Chemistry were moving towards life sciences.4 Recognition 
of the importance of catalysis in chemical industry led to Jacques Coenen being 
made a professor by special appointment (buitengew oon hoogleraar) for Kinetics 
and Catalysis in 1966, while continuing in his main job at the Unilever Research 
Laboratory in Vlaardingen. Although the Faculty Board made several attempts to 
convert this appointment to a full professorship, the Ministry of Education refused 
to give its permission. In those days, each proposal for a new chair was evaluated in 
detail by the Ministry, a laborious and rather opaque process. The young scientist Ad 
van der Avoird was contracted for the Chair of Theoretical Chemistry, first as a lector 
by special appointment (buitengew oon lector) in 1968, and shortly afterwards as a 
full professor (1971).
Figure 2: At a ‘Burgerdag’, here in 1967, the chemistry laboratories are open to the public: Nuclear Magnetic 
Resonance (NMR) is shown
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The list of chairs was further completed in the early 1970s. The magnetic resonance 
group was reinforced as early as 1971, when Kees Hilbers was appointed lector of 
NMR Research of Biomolecular Systems. This meant that the Faculty was taking a 
risk, as at that time hardly anything was known about NMR studies of proteins and 
nucleic acids, and there was no clear prospect that the high-quality NMR equipment 
that would be required for such studies would soon become available. Shortly after 
being appointed in Nijmegen, Hilbers worked for some time at the famous Bell 
Laboratories in Murray Hill (N .J.) to gain experience with this new field of research, 
after which he was able to outline his plans in Nijmegen. The second Chair of 
Organic Chemistry was established in 1971, after considerable debate with the 
Ministry, and Binne Zwanenburg, then lector in Groningen, was appointed.5 Some 
years earlier (1969), W im Laarhoven had been appointed lector for this subject. In 
1969, Paul Beurskens, then working at the Department of Inorganic Chemistry, 
was appointed lector o f Crystallography. The Chair of Analytical Chemistry was 
not devoted to the traditional subjects of chromatography or analytical techniques, 
but to what is now known as chemometrics, a real novelty in the Netherlands. In 
1972, Gerrit Kateman, then working at DSM, accepted the challenge to set up this 
discipline at Nijmegen. Cor van Heerden, then also working at DSM, accepted the 
position of professor by special appointment to the Chair of Chemical Technology, 
which was intended to familiarise students with the chemical industry. The position 
of lector o f Biochemistry was given to Peter Bloemers in 1972, who at the time was 
lector at the Van 't  Hoff Laboratories in Utrecht. Jan Trooster, who was already 
working at the Department of Molecular Spectroscopy, was appointed lector of 
Optical Spectroscopy in 1973. The final lector chair to be created in this early phase 
of chair expansion was that of Solid State Chemistry, for which permission to look 
for a candidate was not granted until 1976. The position went to Piet Bennema, at 
the time lector at Delft University of Technology, who was studying crystal growth. 
This completed the process of setting up chairs, which had given the Nijmegen 
chemistry programme its own identity.
The big question was now whether this newly created scientific profile would 
be sufficient to put chemical research at Nijmegen on the map. The above outline 
shows that the upper staff echelons had rapidly expanded. The newly appointed 
lectors and professors hardly knew each other, if at all, although all were highly 
motivated to make the new programme work, creating a kind of implicit sense 
of solidarity. If the Nijmegen research groups were to develop a clear profile, they 
had to become members of one of the study teams of the Netherlands Foundation 
for Chemical Research (Stichting Scheikundig Onderzoek in Nederland, SON), 
which was the chemistry division of the Netherlands Organisation for the 
Advancement of Pure Science (ZW O ), the predecessor of the current Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientific Research (N W O ). SON allocated grants for high-quality 
chemical research, promoted contacts between researchers and played a major 
role in coordinating chemical research in the Netherlands. Nearly all Nijmegen 
research teams managed to be accepted into the SON structure and, even more 
importantly, to obtain substantial research grants. Nijmegen researchers were also 
actively involved in the executive committees of the study teams. At the same time, 
they worked hard to create an international profile for the Nijmegen chemistry 
programme, although this was not immediately visible. High-quality publications,
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invitations for conference presentations and active attempts to establish 
international collaboration quickly resulted in a considerable reputation.
At the same time, close ties were forged with industry, partly through grants from 
the STW Technology Foundation (founded in 1981), which exclusively offers grants 
for projects set up jointly with industry.
Research in the Early Years
An outline of the research in the early years of the Nijmegen Subfaculty of 
Chemistry reveals some interesting contrasts with the type of research themes that 
are being explored at present, almost 50 years later. Researchers at the Laboratory for 
Organic Chemistry, led by Nivard, were investigating the photochemistry of stilbenes 
(Laarhoven), methodical studies of the synthesis of small peptides and ACTH 
analogues (Tesser) and cycloaddition reactions of electron-poor olefins (Hans W. 
Scheeren).6 The equipment available at this lab was modest, but up to standards, and 
included a Beckmann IR-4 double-beam spectrophotometer, a Varian MAT SM2B 
mass spectrometer and a Varian HA-100 H1-NMR spectrometer. The main research 
theme at the Laboratory for General and Inorganic Chemistry was coordination 
chemistry. Steggerda and his co-workers were studying the redox behaviour of 
complexes of transition metals, especially Ni, Cu, Ag and Au, using dithiocarbamato 
and biuretato ligands. Physico-chemical research in the group led by van Os focused 
on electrochemical characteristics and conformational behaviour of biological 
polymers in solution, using not only natural polymers but also synthetic polymers as 
model compounds. The Department of Molecular Spectroscopy, led by de Boer, was 
investigating the physico-chemical characteristics of paramagnetic molecules, using 
modern magnetic resonance apparatus, like nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
and especially electron spin resonance (ESR). In addition, considerable effort was 
invested in Mossbauer spectroscopy to measure the magnetic characteristics of 
molecules and determine their electron structure (Trooster). Although several 
staff members attempted to sow the seeds for new research in this early phase, 
these attempts met with little success. It was only with the series of appointments 
described above that chemical research in Nijmegen really started to take shape.
Teaching
The ‘Kandidaats’-Programme
The Nijmegen professors were of the opinion that the nominal duration of the 
chemistry curriculum they were designing should be five years.7 They were faced 
with the persistent problem that -  compared to students in other countries -  
Dutch chemistry students at universities took a long time to graduate: seven to 
eight years was no exception.8 Reducing this time could help make it easier for 
students to proceed to further training in industry or the public sector. The design 
for the Nijmegen curriculum involved a three-year programme to prepare for the 
‘kandidaats'-examination (roughly equivalent to a bachelor's degree), with lectures 
concentrated in the first four semesters. Nearly all lecture series were complemented 
by seminars. The fifth semester consisted only of eight weeks of practical training, 
after which the students could use the remaining part of the third year to complete
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or repeat various components of the programme. This system should enable students 
to obtain their ‘kandidaats'-degree within three years, and at least theoretically, 
some even in two-and-a-half years.
Students were able to choose one of three variants: a double major of chemistry 
and physics, with mathematics as a minor; a chemistry major with physics, 
mathematics and mineralogy as minors; and a chemistry major with physics, botany 
and mineralogy as minors. The second variant proved very popular with students. A 
comparison with the current curriculum shows that the programme then included 
a great deal of mathematics and physics, and that much time was spent on practical 
training. A characteristic feature for Nijmegen was the obligatory lectures on the 
philosophy of nature.9
After the national Academic Statute was revised in 1965, universities had to 
adapt their programmes to the new legislative framework, i.e., implementing 
four variants of the ‘kandidaats' (S1-S4).10 Nijmegen University did not need to 
implement many changes. Just as at other general Dutch universities, students 
working for the ‘doctorandus' degree (roughly corresponding to a master's degree) 
were able to choose a major topic that matched their abilities and interests. Students 
usually chose a major, with its corresponding practical research training, on a 
chemistry subject, including biochemistry. They could also work at the Department 
of Pharmacology (Jacques M. van Rossum). The programme for the ‘doctorandus' 
degree consisted of a chemistry major and two minors, which could be combined 
to form a second major. Research projects for the major subject nominally took 
10 months, though students tended to stay at the department for much longer. In 
addition, the ‘doctorandus' degree programme included lectures and exams, as well 
as writing an essay based on a literature subject.
An interesting feature was the set-up of the ‘doctorandus' degree programme 
in organic chemistry, which copied the system used at Groningen University. This 
involved students taking a written test each month, with questions on the subject 
matter discussed in the lectures, as well as on recent literature and their general 
understanding of the subject. These ten tests replaced the traditional final exam of 
the ‘doctorandus' degree programme. Although Laarhoven had already explored 
the Groningen system, it was not introduced in Nijmegen until after the arrival 
of Binne Zwanenburg at the end of 1971. These tests were initially perceived to be 
very demanding, but appreciation for the system gradually increased. In addition to 
their ‘doctorandus' degree, students could also obtain a teaching qualification that 
allowed them to teach chemistry at secondary schools. The programme included 
general educational theory and didactics, a lecture series on chemistry teaching 
methodology and about 60 hours of teaching practice.11 Around 1970/72 , the 
chemistry degree programme had assumed its final shape. At the end of the 1960s, 
the annual number of chemistry graduates in Nijmegen was still very limited; it 
was only later that numbers started to grow rapidly. The numbers of new students 
enrolling in 1969, 1970 and 1971 were 110, 119 and 120, respectively.12 These 
substantial numbers could be accommodated thanks to the new teaching staff 
recruited in the period 1965 to 1973.
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Shortening the Programme
Unfortunately, this curricular set-up, which was brought about with considerable 
effort and which worked well, was not in line with the government's intention to 
greatly reduce the time Dutch students spent at university. The government forced 
all universities to restructure their programmes so as to allow students to obtain 
their ‘doctorandus' degree within four years. The chemistry programme in Nijmegen 
also had to be reduced to four years. A committee with members representing all 
relevant parties, chaired by Zwanenburg, therefore started by formulating exit 
qualifications for university-educated chemists, something which had hardly ever 
been done. The requirements that were proposed were rather abstract and general. 
The committee was clearly thinking of chemists who were able to think and work 
independently, who had a thorough knowledge of their subject and who would be 
able to exercise their profession responsibly and be held accountable to society.
These exit qualifications were discussed at a national level with other universities in 
the chemistry division of the Council of Universities (Academische Raad), which 
established the final version.
Much effort was invested in outlining the syllabi for all subjects that were being 
taught in the existing programme and those subjects that needed to be included in 
the new curriculum. The time that an average student would need to master the 
subject matter was estimated, though it proved hard to compare these times for 
the various programme components. The basic curriculum, the programme that 
all students had to take, included new subjects like biochemistry and spectroscopy. 
Individual universities were allowed to create a local profile by offering optional 
courses. Since practical research training was considered essential, a minimum of 
ten months were assigned to this component.
For some time, students had been pressing for subjects from the humanities and 
social sciences to be included in the curriculum, partly to foster societal awareness 
among chemists, and partly to broaden the scope of their knowledge. There were no 
clear ideas how this could be implemented in practice. One option was to include 
these subjects in the optional programme, provided a number of preconditions 
were met, basically that enough time should be left for chemistry. One aspect of the 
debate that attracted a great deal of attention was the introduction of a programme 
called Chemistry and Society (C&S).
At the time, chemistry had gained a rather unfavourable reputation among 
the public, especially due to a number of environmental scandals, such as the 
Love Canal disaster in the United States, the Volgermeerpolder problem in the 
Netherlands and wastewater discharges in our rivers. Chemical industry had become 
highly unpopular in society. Opinions about the content of the new Chemistry 
and Society course were highly divided: should it be based on topics addressed 
by environmental pressure groups or should the approach be chemistry-based? 
Nevertheless, C&S was eventually allocated a slot in the programme. Philosophy 
was retained, but was to focus more on scientists' societal responsibilities. During 
the process of restructuring the programme, it soon became clear that it would 
be impossible to design a four-year programme that would ensure university-level 
education. Although a design for a four-year programme had been written in 1973, 
no-one was happy with it, so it was shelved.
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Figure 3: The chemistry laboratories were open to the public at the 'Open Day' o f  1974
After extensive national discussions, universities unanimously decided to opt for 
a five-year programme. The proposed new programme was a very solid design, 
involving a two-and-a-half year uniform basic programme, a six-month slot for 
optional courses and a two-year ‘doctorandus' degree programme including a major 
and two minors, which could be combined into two majors. This plan for a five-year 
programme was jointly submitted to the Ministry by all universities in the autumn 
of 1976 and was strongly recommended by the Chemistry Section of the Council of 
Universities. W ith hindsight, this was a bold course of action, in direct opposition 
to the ministerial guidelines. The Minister's answer was eagerly awaited. Against all 
expectations, the proposal was rejected; it had to be four years.
In 1979, after years of debate about what was called the Posthumus restructuring 
programme (after Professor Kornelis Posthumus, the government commissioner for 
university education, who proposed the four-year programme in a memorandum) 
and about the contents of a four-year programme, the Minister for Education and 
Science confronted the universities with a fait accompli. His memorandum called 
Tw ee-fasenstructuur W etenschappelijk Onderwijs (A two-tier structure for university 
education) presented a series of proposals for restructuring higher education. These 
basically corresponded to the proposals made earlier by Posthumus, now renamed 
Two-Tier Structure. The plans were intended to increase efficiency by reducing 
nominal programme duration to four years and introducing a selection mechanism 
after one year in the form of a so-called ‘propaedeutic' exam. The minister had thus
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decided to impose the two-tier structure by law, including a ‘propaedeutic' exam at 
the end of the first year, followed by a three-year ‘doctorandus' degree programme. 
This meant the study programme was returned to the drawing board of the 
Nijmegen curriculum committee, now chaired by Ad van der Avoird. In 1981/82 , 
all subjects were reviewed once more. There were strong disagreements on the 
balance between physico-chemical subjects and more descriptive subjects like organic 
chemistry and biochemistry. Major cuts were made in the time allocated to practical 
training and to mathematics and physics. In the end all agreed, though with 
some reluctance, on a design involving a two-year core programme, a six-month 
differentiation phase with pre-structured course packages preparing for the majors, a 
six-month programme of optional courses and a one-year graduation programme.
Thanks to preparatory consultations with the other universities, the Nijmegen 
programme fitted in well with what was proposed elsewhere. The new programme 
was started in the academic year 1 9 8 2 /8 3 , including the Chemistry and Society 
course, which had been designed by a special committee. The big question was now 
of course whether the new programme with its nominal four-year duration would 
indeed result in students effectively taking only four years to graduate. W ith some 
exceptions, however, this soon proved not to be the case. After strong protests to the 
government by industry, the Royal Netherlands Chemical Society (KNCV) and other 
organisations, the government finally decided to allow five-year programmes for 
science degrees.
Student Enrolment
Ever since the start of the chemistry programme at Nijmegen University, it had been 
difficult to estimate in advance how many students would be interested in studying 
chemistry. One of the factors affecting students' demand was of course that of 
career prospects, which were dealt a severe blow by the 1973 oil crisis. Even worse, at 
that time, the image of chemistry was seriously damaged by international disasters 
like those at Seveso in Italy and Bhopal in India, as well as by polluted rivers and 
by claims that certain products were unhealthy, which resulted in chemistry being 
associated with danger and pollution. Not surprisingly, enrolment in the chemistry 
programme declined in that period. As described above, growing awareness of 
the role of chemistry in society resulted in environmental science being allocated 
a place in the curriculum. There was also an attempt to create a major entitled 
M aatschappelijke Variant (society-oriented variant), though this initiative eventually 
floundered. More successful was the introduction of a socially relevant research 
project on the history of the chemistry and industrial production of dyestuffs and 
pigments, developed by a team led by Dr W im  Hornix in 1978. One of its products 
was the 1993 PhD thesis entitled Van beroep ‘C hem iker’ (Profession: chemist) by 
Ernst Homburg. Paul Klep, Professor of Economic History at Nijmegen University, 
was the main PhD supervisor, while Binne Zwanenburg was the co-supervisor.13
The persistent problem of decreasing interest in university science degree 
programmes was a source of considerable worry to the Faculty of Science, and from 
1987 onwards, falling enrolment also started to severely affect the Subfaculty of 
Chemistry, with numbers of new first-year students -  assessed on 1 December of 
each year -  falling from 51 in 1994 to 47  in 1995 and to 30 in 1996. It was obvious 
that the Nijmegen chemistry programme had lost much of its appeal. Also the way
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the programme was presented received some criticism. A peer review in 1994 bluntly 
stated that the percentage of students successfully completing the programme was 
very low: of the students enrolling from 1992 onwards, only a quarter had passed 
their ‘propaedeutic' exam after one year, and only half after two years. Success rates 
for the ‘doctorandus' degree programme were equally low. The average time students 
took to graduate was almost five years, which was also the maximum period for 
government grants. In response to this review, the Subfaculty management decided 
to increase the number of resits allowed for first- and second-year exams and to 
conclude formal agreements with students for their graduation projects. Students 
were increasingly consulted through questionnaires to evaluate the teaching 
methods (lectures, practical training, exams and graduation projects), but this failed 
to make a real difference. Staff started to ask themselves whether and how university 
science programmes could be improved. In 1992, the Board of the Science Faculty 
commissioned a study of the feasibility of a degree programme on General Natural 
Sciences.14 This could then include three variants: a physics-chemistry variant, a 
physics-biology variant and a chemistry-biology variant. Although the debate about 
this option was useful, the plan was never realised.
Ideas about ways to improve the Nijmegen science programme were constantly 
being discussed in the latter half of the 1990s. It was proposed that graduates had 
to be more flexible in terms of employment options, that the integrative skills of 
science students had to be improved, and that the programme had to put greater 
emphasis on analysing and solving problems. This whole debate went on against 
the background of poor career prospects for chemists, as was reported time and 
again.15 The only ‘consolation' was that fewer and fewer graduates were entering 
this shrinking job market. In 1997, Dutch universities produced 802 graduates of 
chemistry or chemical technology, against 968 in 1996. In order to try and turn 
the tide, the universities, the government and the industry concluded a ‘Science 
Covenant' in 1998, which stipulated that the universities would create new 
graduation profiles that would prepare students either directly for the job market 
or for further research training. The industry promised to make career prospects 
for science graduates more attractive and to explicitly publicise the demand for 
scientists. In addition, employers would collaborate with the universities to ensure 
that graduates were better prepared for jobs in industry, for instance by providing 
more trainee posts and more programmes combining paid work and further studies.
Based on this ‘Science Covenant', the Chemistry Subfaculty introduced four 
graduation variants: research; management & applied science; communicating 
science; and teaching. But the crucial question was still how to attract students to 
the chemistry programme and get them to graduate. It was difficult to tackle the 
problem of falling and highly variable student numbers. The Faculty Board, then 
consisting of Fried D. Vogels (D ean), Binne Zwanenburg (Vice-Dean) and Piet J.M. 
Timmermans (Operational Manager) decided that a complete change of direction 
was called for. This resulted in a new model for the programme being designed at 
the end of the 1990s, now known as the Nijmegen model. In this model, prospective 
students were much better informed about what to expect from the programme, 
which was also made much more compatible with secondary school curricula.
New students could choose between three molecular programmes: molecular life 
sciences, natural sciences and chemistry. The first year of each programme explicitly
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addressed career prospects, in order to motivate students. A novel element was that 
secondary school teachers were employed as tutors for first-year students, a scheme 
which turned out to be an enormous success. A team led by the Director of Studies, 
Arno Kentgens, developed a new, modern and attractive teaching programme. Under 
the inspiring leadership of organic chemist Ton J.H. Klunder, who coordinated the 
practical training courses from 1999 to 2008, all of these courses were completely 
modernised, for instance by introducing a project-based structure. The new 
programme structure was implemented at the threshold of the new century and was 
an immediate success.
Enrolment has now (2010) been rising again for several years, partly stimulated of 
course by the attractive new Huygens Building in which the chemistry departments 
have been housed since 2 0 0 6 /7 . The new programme was converted without 
too many problems to the Bachelor-Master format introduced by the Ministry 
of Education in 2002, and the above-mentioned graduation variants were easily 
incorporated in this new format.
Housing Issues
W hen the Science Faculty in Nijmegen was founded, its then Managing Director,
Dr. Christ J.M . Aarts, energetically set about securing suitable accommodation for 
it, having designed a grand structure plan for the new faculty. Initially, all research 
and teaching activities would take place in a temporary building called the Universal 
Laboratory (see fig. 4 ). No-one could have expected then that this transitional 
accommodation would have to remain in use for much longer than anticipated. The 
chemistry wing of the Universal Lab (on the right) was completed in April 1963, and 
was taken into use by the three newly established chemistry departments that same 
m onth. The basement of the building was used to house the service departments; 
there were spacious laboratories for practical training on the ground floor and first 
floor, and the Departments of Physical, Organic and Inorganic Chemistry occupied 
the second, third and fourth floor, respectively.
Figure 4: The Universal Laboratory, seen from  the back. Chemistry was located in the wing on the right-hand 
side o f  this photograph. (See also pp. 105-106 o f  this book)
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The implementation of Aarts' structure plan proceeded at an agonisingly slow pace. 
There was a lot of interference by the authorities in The Hague, who according to 
Dr. Aarts wanted to have their say about each and every nail that went into the 
building. The A-wing of the main faculty building was completed in the early 1970s, 
and housed the administrative services and the restaurant. The N-wings, designed 
to accommodate the lecture theatres and the Subfaculty of Physics, were completed 
soon after. By contrast, no progress at all was being made on the chemistry wing. 
Not only was it obstructed by The Hague, but the chemistry staff were also deeply 
divided among themselves, as well as disagreeing profoundly with the Managing 
Director. The desperate shortage of space at the Universal Lab forced the Subfaculty 
to transfer some of the more physics-oriented departments to the new N 2- 
wing, which m eant that the Departments of Molecular Spectroscopy, Chemical 
Crystallography, Theoretical Chemistry and Teaching Methodology, and later 
also Solid State Chemistry, were given modern new accommodation amongst the 
physicists. However, the fact that the Chemistry Subfaculty was now housed at three 
different locations -  the Universal Lab, the N2-wing and the preclinical institute of 
the Medical Faculty -  did little to promote its coherence.
The situation started to change in the autumn of 1971, with the arrival of Binne 
Zwanenburg. He had gained a good deal of experience supervising the construction 
of chemical laboratories at the University of Groningen. The chemistry staff 
were happy to leave the coordination of the building activities to this skilled new 
arrival. Aarts accepted him as a fellow supervisor for the design and construction 
of the science buildings. A plan for the new chemistry wing was completed in a 
very short time and was presented to the ministerial authorities in February 1972. 
Unfortunately, the Minister then announced a freeze on all university building 
activities, which meant that the plan was shelved. Even worse, the Minister was of 
the opinion that there was now an overcapacity of chemistry programmes in the 
Netherlands: his view was that students and researchers should go to the Twente 
University of Technology, where there was more than enough lab and teaching 
space. It appeared that attempts to get permission to build a new chemistry 
wing stood no chance for the time being. In 1977, serious safety problems were 
identified at the Universal Lab, and the Nijmegen municipal authorities even 
threatened to close down the building. Urgent action was required. Therefore, Aarts 
and Zwanenburg wrote a thorough and well-documented application for a new 
chemistry laboratory. But the Ministry was totally uninterested in the safety issues.
Is chemistry dangerous? Not if you stick to water-based chemistry! Nevertheless, the 
Ministry was prepared to fund a temporary solution, a provisional building, but for 
a maximum of fifteen million guilders. Aarts was disturbed, as in his view at least 23 
million was needed, and he wanted to reject the Minister's proposal, though he gave 
Zwanenburg the freedom to accept it.
Since the situation at the Universal Lab had become intolerable, and since half 
a loaf was better than none at all, the Faculty decided to accept the offer in 1979.
In record time, Zwanenburg produced a design for a temporary building to house 
laboratories for practical training, which was worked out by a young architect, 
resulting in rapid construction of the ‘Provisorium Chemie' in less than one year. 
Fast realization was possible because the design was highly systematic and much of 
the construction was based on prefab materials. Fortunately, the Faculty managed
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to obtain some extra funding to build a small extension to the Universal Lab for 
chemicals storage, known informally as the ‘pukkel' (the satchel), and to redesign 
part o f the Universal Lab to house a chemistry and biology library. The three 45 
metre blue chimneys that are still a prominent feature of the Toernooiveld complex 
were paid for from a special safety budget available at the Ministry. W hen the 
Provisorium was ceremoniously opened in August 1982, the newspaper headlines 
read KU zet de chemici op veilig (Nijmegen University ensures chemists' safety).
The building remained in service for much longer than the ten years envisaged by 
the Ministry: it was not until 24 years later that the practical training labs were 
transferred to the new Huygens Building. The three chimneys of the Provisorium 
were torn down in mid June 2010. Although the Provisorium proved suitable for 
its intended purpose, a major drawback was that there had been no budget for an 
effective air conditioning system, so for many years, the inside were freezing cold in 
winter and intolerably hot on summer days.
New attempts to realize the much-needed chemistry wing, formed the core of 
the revised structure plan for the entire Science Faculty, proposed in 1992. The idea 
was still to attach this chemistry wing to one end of the existing faculty building, 
where a huge blank wall had been waiting in vain for that wing to arrive. A design 
for a handsome chemistry wing was produced in 1993, with Binne Zwanenburg 
once more playing a dominant role in the process. But there were further delays.
In 1995, the then Minister of Education, Jo Ritzen, transferred ownership of all 
existing university buildings to the universities, after which they had to provide 
funding for new buildings themselves. As a result, it took several years before new 
construction activities could be started. In February 1997, the University announced 
that the Universal Lab was definitely to be vacated in 2002. In 1998, the well-known 
Rotterdam architect Balothra designed a new structure plan, in which all existing 
buildings of the Science Faculty would be demolished and replaced by a magnificent 
new complex with impressive wings for physics, biology, chemistry and the service 
departments, at a total budget of 220 million guilders.
There was, however, one major problem: how to build an entirely new faculty 
complex on the same site where the old one was still in use? Opinions in the 
building committee were divided. The Dean of the Faculty, Sjoerd Wendelaar 
Bonga, asked Zwanenburg to study the options, which he did in July 1999. Having 
consulted various experts, he concluded that the construction work could be done 
in two stages, allowing the Faculty to continue its work during the building of the 
new faculty. The University Executive Board was pleased with the idea, and gave the 
Faculty permission to develop this option. The Faculty Board then commissioned 
Zwanenburg to work out a plan of action with a small team of architects and 
advisors and to specify the stages. The revised structure plan, nicknamed the Tuning 
Fork Plan (Plan Stem vork), was accepted by the Faculty Board in October 1999, after 
which the University Executive Board initiated the procedure to engage an architect, 
in accordance with EU guidelines. This procedure resulted in a eye catching, daring 
and superb design by architect Jan Decker of the AGS group from Heerlen.
In the spring of 2000, Decker was commissioned to build the new Science 
Faculty buildings, in two stages. The first construction stage was to take place on 
the large square in front of the existing buildings, which included an ornamental 
pond and was only just big enough for the new building to be fitted in. The Dean
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of the Faculty asked Zwanenburg to remain actively involved in the design and 
construction process, representing the Dean in the design team and the construction 
management team. This finally enabled him to put his building experience to good 
use. The first picket was driven into the ground on 4 December 2002, and the 
construction work could finally commence. A unique feature of the project was that 
all future users would be closely consulted about their preferences regarding the 
design of laboratories and offices.
The construction of the new Faculty building involved many people, too many 
to mention here. An exception should be made, however, for Eize Boonstra, the 
fabulously skilful project leader, and for Piet Timmermans, who played an important 
part as chairman of the Faculty's housing committee. The first building to be 
constructed was the logistics centre, followed by the NMR pavilion, which was a 
beautiful and highly unusual design, in the shape of a lotus flower set in a pond. The 
first building stage was completed in the summer of 2004 , after which the Universal 
Lab could be demolished, having served the Faculty faithfully for almost 40  years.
The second stage of the building now known as the Huygens Building was completed 
in July of 2006, after which the remaining old Faculty buildings could be torn down, 
marking the end of a troubled but ultimately successful 35-year process to achieve 
suitable accommodation for the Subfaculty of Chemistry.
The M inistry Tightens its Grip on Research
At the time when the Minister introduced the two-tier structure, he also decided 
to tighten his grip on the research carried out at institutes of higher education, 
by introducing a system called Conditional Funding (Voorwaardelijke Financiering  
or VF). In October 1979, the Minister announced a much closer involvement in 
university-based research. He felt that the prevailing funding model for higher 
education, with its automatic link between teaching and research tasks, was not 
specific enough for a sound research policy. And he was unable to force universities 
to introduce a system of task division and more efficient use of research potential, as 
he did not have enough control over university-based research. The VF system meant 
that funding for scientific research would be allocated in advance, but that the 
research work that was done with it would be evaluated after five years to separate 
the chaff from the wheat and terminate any research programmes of insufficient 
quality. The introduction of the VF system was prompted by cuts in the University 
budget, forcing it to develop a system to safeguard high-quality research by allocating 
guaranteed budgets. The institutes of higher education had to include part of their 
research effort in the VF system, making their own choices based on quality and 
priorities.
In the spring of 1983 it became clear that the Minister intended to have the 
research programmes that were submitted for VF vetted by external committees 
for each discipline, and Dutch chemists decided to join forces to meet the 
challenge. In March 1983, a meeting was held between two committees of the 
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), that for chemistry 
(Akademie Commissie voor de Chemie, ACC) and that for biochemistry and 
biophysics (Akademie Commissie voor Biochemie en Biofysica, CBB), as well as the 
Netherlands Foundation for Chemical Research (SON ) and the chemistry division 
of the Council of Universities (SSAR). The outcome of this meeting was that the
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national external assessment of university-based chemistry research would become 
the joint responsibility of ACC, CBB and SON. Ten of the eleven chemistry research 
programmes at Nijmegen University were given a favourable assessment.
The Minister, however, not only wanted to get more control over research 
at individual universities and institutions of higher professional education 
(polytechnics), but also wanted to introduce a national coordination system for 
all universities. In the late 1970s, this led to the creation of so-called ‘foresight 
committees', the first of which was that for chemistry, the Netherlands Foresight 
Committee on Chemistry (Verkenningscommissie Chemisch Onderzoek), soon 
followed by a corresponding committee for biochemistry (Verkenningscommissie 
Biochem ie).16
The Dutch academic chemists thus showed their willingness to evaluate their 
own activities, as indeed they had already been accustomed to doing in the system 
of peer review that was used to allocate SON funding. W hen budget cuts started 
to hit university education in the early 1980s, the Ministry agreed to have the 
retrenchment operation, called Taakverdeling en Concentratie (TVC; Division of Tasks 
and Concentration), implemented for chemistry by the ACC.
The TVC report on chemistry was incorporated in a 1982 government 
memorandum entitled Taakverdeling en concentratie in het W O (Division of Tasks 
and Concentration in University Education), followed six months later by the final 
report of the TVC committee. At national level, the chemistry discipline would have 
to cut its expenditure by 11 million guilders.17 In June 1983, the measures to be 
taken to achieve this were discussed at a joint meeting of the executive committees 
of SON and ACC. The proposed cuts at Nijmegen University were limited. Only one 
research group (that for photochemistry) was to be phased out when the professor 
retired. Other universities were faced with more rigorous cut-backs. Nevertheless, 
this intervention from the government had set the Nijmegen chemistry staff 
thinking. As will be discussed below, this eventually led to the creation of an 
institute for molecular chemistry. The SON executive committee, which Binne 
Zwanenburg had joined in 1982, also held extensive discussions about the future of 
university-based chemistry in the Netherlands, resulting in a major modernisation 
of chemical research equipment and a consistent policy of setting up national 
facilities and institutes.18
A Coherent Appointm ent Policy
It is often claimed that policies on professorial appointments are decisive for the 
success of research efforts. It was therefore crucially important to find the best 
candidates to appoint to chairs that fell vacant as their holders retired: it was time 
for the first generation of chemistry professors to be replaced! W hen Gerard van 
Os retired in 1978, his successor was already waiting in the wings, as Kees Hilbers 
had been appointed lector in 1971. He had already proved his value by starting up 
the programme of NMR studies on biological systems, and had thereby secured 
the position as full professor, which he was given in 1979. In 1980, the Minister 
decided to abolish the position of lector, and all of these lectors were made full 
professors. Although this did not appear to entail major changes in practice, 
the measure did have important consequences for policies on appointing chair 
holders. The disappearance of the position of lector made it impossible to recruit
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young scientists and give them time to prove their abilities. One of the lectors, Jan 
Trooster, passed away at all too young an age, and was succeeded in 1983 by John 
C. Fuggle, a physico-chemical spectroscopist with a rising international reputation. 
Unfortunately, he too passed away before he was able to realise his brilliant plans.
A major vacancy arose in 1985, when Rutger Nivard, the second professor to be 
appointed at the start of the Subfaculty, retired. Since this happened at a time of 
serious financial tensions, it was very uncertain whether the chair could actually 
be retained. After thorough internal discussions and a well-argued request to the 
University Executive Board -  which had by then been made responsible for the 
appointment of new professors -  the Subfaculty was finally given permission to 
look for a successor to Nivard's chair, whose professional profile had to include 
bio-organic and/or physical organic chemistry. After one potential candidate had 
decided to accept a position in industry, the committee approached Roeland Nolte, 
who at the time was working at the University of Utrecht. He had already done very 
valuable work on polyisocyanides, and was regarded as a man who could develop the 
field of supramolecular chemistry at Nijmegen, an innovative addition to the organic 
chemistry programme. He was appointed professor in the summer of 1987, and 
proved an excellent choice. Nolte's research has gained a high reputation all over the 
world, and his contributions have greatly helped put Nijmegen on the international 
research map.19
In the late 1980s, a number of personal chairs were created. Wiebren Veeman, 
who had already worked as a senior lecturer at the Department of Molecular 
Spectroscopy, was made a full professor of solid state NMR studies in 1986. He left 
Nijmegen in 1991 to take up a position at the University of Duisburg (Germany), 
and was succeeded in 1994 by Beat H. Meier of the ETH Zurich. W hen Meier was 
given the opportunity to become the successor to Nobel laureate Richard Ernst, he 
returned to the ETH in 1998 and was succeeded in 2000 by Arno Kentgens, who 
had already done significant work in solid-state NMR spectroscopy as supervisor of 
the Solid State NMR Facility at the Nijmegen SON Research Centre. Frits Tesser was 
appointed to a personal chair in 1982 in recognition of his great expertise in peptide 
chemistry.
The early 1990s saw a large number of new professors being appointed. In 
1995, Gerrit Kateman was succeeded by Lutgarde Buydens, who, like Kateman, 
is an expert in the field of chemometrics. Piet Bennema retired in 1998 and was 
succeeded by Elias Vlieg, who had made a name for himself as an expert on crystal 
growth at AMOLF (Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics). In 1994, Jan 
Steggerda was succeeded by Ton Gal, a renowned organo-metal chemist at Shell and 
Billiton. The chair left by Bert de Boer in 1995 was allocated to Fred Hagen, who 
already held a part-time position at Wageningen University. Although this seemed 
to secure the continuity of electron spin resonance (ESR) research in Nijmegen, 
Hagen unfortunately left for Delft University of Technology after just a few years 
(2 0 0 0 ). Due partly to budget problems, it took a long time to appoint a successor 
for Hans Bloemendal, who retired in 1988. It was not until 1994 that the most 
logical candidate, Walter van Venrooij, who had made a great name for himself 
in rheumatism research, could finally be appointed. A few years after van Venrooij 
retired in 2003 , he was in turn succeeded by Ger Pruijn, who had already been 
working for some time as a senior lecturer in Biochemistry at Nijmegen.
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The Nijmegen Subfaculty of Chemistry had just a few ‘extraordinary professors': 
only Cor van Heerden and Jacques Coenen held such positions. W hen van Heerden 
retired, it was not easy to find a suitable replacement to teach industrial chemistry.
In the end, he was succeeded by Alle Bruggink, who was working at DSM. His 
part-time appointment was effected in 1988. An added bonus was that Bruggink 
also took part in research by joining Zwanenburg's group at the Laboratory for 
Organic Chemistry. He specialised in racemate resolution, a topic of great interest to 
industry. In addition, he made good use of his position as a professor at Nijmegen 
University to take part in various national projects, for instance on the development 
of sustainable chemistry. After a successful career at DSM and Nijmegen University 
(which by now was called Radboud University), he retired in 2008. He was succeeded 
in 2009  by Pedro Hermkens, whose main job is at Schering Plough (formerly 
Organon). An important appointment for chemistry was that of a successor for 
Binne Zwanenburg. Zwanenburg had earned for Nijmegen University a solid 
reputation in organic synthesis, and the Subfaculty very much wanted to consolidate 
this reputation. Very soon after his m id-1999 retirement, two young successors were 
appointed: Floris Rutjes, who had made a name for him self as a synthetic chemist 
at the University of Amsterdam, and Jan van Hest, who had worked as a researcher 
at DSM. The 2005 appointment of Alan Rowan to succeed Ton Gal, who had had to 
resign for personal reasons in 2003 , meant that the Organic Chemistry Department 
once again had a highly competent and coherent team of professors.
W hen Roeland Nolte retired in December 2009 , he was very smoothly succeeded 
by W ilhelm Huck, already professor at Cambridge (UK), where he led (and still 
leads) an excellent research group. This recent appointment has safeguarded the 
unique position of the team housed on the third floor of the Huygens Building 
for many years to come. Kees Hilbers retired shortly after the start of the new 
millennium, and was succeeded in 2002 by Siebren Wijmenga, who was then 
professor at Umea (Sweden), but had previously worked as a supervisor of the Hf- 
NMR facility at Nijmegen. Theoretician Ad van der Avoird retired in 2008, after a 
long career at Nijmegen University. He is expected to be succeeded in 2010 /11  by a 
candidate who will fit in well with the work at IMM.
At the time this chapter is being conceived, in the early months of 2010, it seems 
unlikely that there will be many personnel changes in the next few years. The quality 
of the team of professors who are currently responsible for teaching and research 
inspires great confidence for the future, as they are well qualified to further reinforce 
the chemistry programmes at Radboud University.
Reconsidering the Research Structure
Two decades after the founding of the Subfaculty of Chemistry, the structure of 
scientific research had changed completely. Where Nivard, van Os and Steggerda 
had been able to set their own course in virtually complete freedom, by the 1980s 
research funding had become dependent on assessments by external committees 
(as a result of the introduction of Conditional Funding), on reports by ‘foresight 
committees' and on assessments by national and international cooperative bodies.
It became absolutely clear that restructuring was necessary, and key phrases 
like concentration, interdisciplinary  and coordination dominated the discussion.
In February 1986, Zwanenburg and Hilbers initiated the debate by setting up
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a Nijmegen Institute of Molecular Chemistry, which could address all o f these 
aspects.20 The reasons for setting up such an institute included the following aspects:
• Selecting preferential areas of high-quality research would create excellent 
opportunities to train PhD students.
• The University Executive Board wanted high-quality research to be concentrated 
in preparation for a new round of Conditional Funding.
• The Subfaculty wanted to respond to the SON policy of expanding national 
facilities, including those in Nijmegen, and establishing national centres of 
expertise.
• There was a need to combine high-quality programmes.
• Interdisciplinary contacts could be stimulated.
• The national and, especially, international profile of the Nijmegen chemistry 
programmes could be improved.
• An institute for materials research had already been established at Nijmegen in 
1976, so molecular chemistry had to follow suit.
The general research topics of the new institute were set out in a blueprint, the main 
components being molecular structure research using sophisticated spectroscopic 
techniques; chemical reactivity in relation to molecular structure; new methods of 
synthesis and molecular design; and analytical techniques. The institute would be 
composed of the research groups led by Hilbers, Zwanenburg, Nivard, Ottenheijm, 
Tesser, Scheeren, Laarhoven, Beurskens, Steggerda, de Boer, Veeman and Kateman. 
The preparations for the Institute for Molecular Chemistry would later prove to be a 
valuable rehearsal for the efforts to establish the Nijmegen SON Research Centre for 
Molecular Design, Synthesis and Analysis (NSR).
The intended Institute for Molecular Chemistry was to form a complement to 
the Research Institute for Materials (RIM ), in which fourteen Nijmegen research 
groups on materials research were closely collaborating and making efficient use 
of expensive equipment. RIM had already proved to offer valuable opportunities 
for raising the profile of Nijmegen research and for international collaboration, 
and it was also a national focal point for research. One interesting feature of RIM 
was that it had managed to get physicists and chemists to engage in constructive 
collaboration.21
Updating the Equipment
In 1985, the Foundation for Chemical Research (SON) and the chemistry 
committee (ACC) of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences decided 
to jointly analyse the state of the equipment available at Dutch universities. The 
task force appointed to carry out this analysis, which included Bert de Boer from 
Nijmegen, produced a very thorough report called Nijpende situatie apparatuur in 
chemisch W O  (Acute shortage of chemical equipment at universities) in 1986.
It concluded that the situation was disastrous: equipment at all universities was 
seriously out of date, and at least 70 million guilders would be needed to bring it 
up to date. Action was thus urgently required! The report resulted in a joint action 
plan by SON, ACC and the STW Technology Foundation, codenamed SASCA. After 
constructive discussions with the Ministry of Education & Science, 25.9 million 
guilders were made available, as confirmed in the 1988 Hoger Onderwijs Onderzoek
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Plan (Higher Education and Research Plan), provided th at the universities 
themselves would also contribute. Although some of the institutes interpreted this 
dual com m itm ent as an empty gesture, all universities eventually agreed to the plan. 
Over the 1 9 8 9 -1 9 9 1  period, the SASCA com m ittee, led by Binne Zwanenburg (then  
chairm an of SO N ), distributed the supplementary budget in two rounds, based on 
the strength of proposals submitted. Researchers were highly pleased with the SASCA 
operation, regarding it as a tremendous impulse for their research. The Nijmegen 
chem istry departm ents also received substantial sums. O ne of the favourable effects 
of SASCA was th at chem istry equipment became a topic of concern at the Ministry 
(as reflected by its 1991 research budget).
Nijmegen Chem istry Research and SON
SON, the Foundation for Chemical Research, was the m ost prom inent player 
in university-based research, ensuring the recognition and acknowledgement of 
high-quality chemical research projects. All universities therefore strove to secure a 
strong position within SON, and the Nijmegen researchers managed to achieve this 
remarkably well.
National SON-NMR Facility in Nijmegen
The appointm ent of Kees Hilbers in 1971 had laid the foundation of NMR research  
on biomolecular systems, and it was clear from  the outset that the sophisticated 
equipment needed for this research would require huge investments, far exceeding 
the Faculty's resources. SON had already taken the initiative to make this equipment 
available as a national facility. In 1975 , it had purchased a 3 6 0  MHz NMR machine, 
which had been installed at the chemistry departm ent of Groningen University, 
and this first national NMR facility was also being used by chemical researchers 
from  Nijmegen. Since developments in NMR equipment went faster than had 
been anticipated, the tim e was right for a new generation of NMR m achines to 
be acquired. Nijmegen cam e out on top in the com petition for the location of the 
new NMR facility, and state-of-the-art 6 0 0  MHz equipment was installed at the 
Universal Lab building in 1981. The facility was further expanded in 1986 , to serve 
the new research project on solid state NMR set up by W iebren Veeman (who 
had been appointed professor in 1 9 8 6 ), which was the first such project in the 
Netherlands.
The CAOS/CAMM Centre
O ne of the projects that would help Nijmegen University stand out from  the 
rest of the D utch universities was the C A O S /C A M M  (com puter assisted organic 
synthesis /  com puter assisted m olecular modelling) centre. In the m id-1980s, the 
D utch government was highly interested in computerisation, especially in view of 
its expected favourable effects in terms of employment. Chemical researchers also 
became increasingly convinced th at computers would add a whole new dimension  
to the discipline. During a postdoctoral stay in the USA, H arry J.C. Ottenheijm, a 
senior lecturer at the Departm ent of Organic Chemistry, had become acquainted 
with inform ation retrieval by com puter and the options for using computers to 
design organic syntheses (for which the foundations had been laid by Elias J. Corey, 
who was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1 9 9 0 ). After returning to Nijmegen in 1984 , he
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collaborated with Jan H. Noordik, Bernard Vanderginste and Binne Zwanenburg 
to start the CAOS/CAMM Centre, with wholehearted support from the Faculty's 
Director, Christ Aarts. In a unique collaborative effort by SON, STW and the 
coordinating Ministry of Science, a substantial grant was made available, and the 
project was started towards the end of 1984. The establishment of the CAOS/ 
CAMM centre meant that the Nijmegen chemists were becoming involved in major 
international developments, and the project also received a good deal of publicity 
in the Netherlands. A special feature of the project was that a national computer 
network for inform ation retrieval and the use of computational programs was set up. 
SON was formally accountable for the implementation of the project.
The CAOS/CAMM centre operated successfully for over 10 years, until 
inform ation retrieval and electronic databases were taken over by commercial 
firms,22 which meant that the services offered by the Centre were now also available 
from other sources, which were often cheaper. An evaluative report by SON in 
1995 concluded that it was time to set out a new course. After some discussions 
between chemical researchers and the NSR Centre (discussed below), it was decided 
to concentrate on bioinformatics. The centre was therefore renamed Centre for 
Molecular and Biomolecular Informatics (CM BI) in 1996. Gert Vriend, who 
had worked at the famous European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) in 
Heidelberg, was appointed Professor of Bioinformatics. Although the new approach 
had a promising start, it was concluded after a few years that Vriend's research 
fitted in better with the work done at the Medical Faculty, especially the NCMLS 
(Nijmegen Centre for Molecular Life Sciences). The transfer was completed in 2007.
The Nijmegen SON Research (NSR) Centre
Unlike other disciplines of the natural sciences like physics, biology and medicine, 
chemistry did not have any ‘para-university institutes', that is, institutes linked 
to a university but with a special, mainly financial, relationship with the Royal 
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), or with the Netherlands 
Organisation for the Advancement of Pure Science (ZWO, later N W O ), or 
sometimes with the Ministry. In the m id-1980s, SON decided to try and change 
this situation, in anticipation of the expected availability of financial resources 
from the Ministry's Intentioneel A pparatuur Schema (intentional equipment scheme, 
IAS). After tenacious negotiations by the SON executive committee, chaired by 
Binne Zwanenburg, Groningen University got the first para-university institute for 
chemistry, named BIOSON, in 1986. This meant the consolidation of 25 years of 
collaboration on research into biomacromolecular structures between SON and 
Groningen University. The next para-university institute to be created, in 1988, was 
the Bijvoet Centre at Utrecht University, which included the national centre for 
X-ray crystallography and an in vivo NMR facility. And Nijmegen had the honour of 
becoming the location for the third and final para-university institute for chemistry 
in 1990. The SON Research Centre for Molecular Design, Synthesis and Analysis 
(NSR Centre) included the national Hf-NMR facility and the CAOS-CAMM Centre. 
The accreditation of the NSR Centre as a para-university institute enabled it to 
compete for funding under the 1992-96  IAS scheme. Kees Hilbers was appointed 
director of the centre, with Ben Harmsen as its coordinator. This was the third time 
that Nijmegen had managed to play a major role in SON.
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Research Schools
Having introduced the system of Conditional Funding (VF), the Dutch government 
took further steps in the process of restructuring university-based research, an 
important element of which was the creation of well-balanced organisations offering 
PhD positions and training. These ‘research schools', as they came to be known, had 
to be accredited by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW).
It was an obvious choice for the NSR Centre to apply for the research school status, 
and the NSR Research School for Molecular Structure, Design and Synthesis was 
accredited by KNAW in 1992. This meant that the NSR was among the very first 
accredited research schools. The school involved the following research groups: 
Theoretical Chemistry (Ad van der Avoird), Molecular Spectroscopy (Bert de Boer, 
Beat Meier), Biophysical Chemistry (Kees Hilbers), Organic Chemistry (Roeland 
Nolte, Binne Zwanenburg), Molecular and Laser Physics (David H. Parker, Gerard 
Meijer) and Inorganic Chemistry (Ton Gal), as well as two national research 
facilities, the National SON Hf-NMR Facility and the CAOS/CAMM Centre of 
Expertise.
The Research Institute for Materials (RIM) provided the basis for the RIM 
Research School for Materials Research and was accredited as such by KNAW in 
1994. The main component of the RIM research school (70% ) consisted of the 
High-Field Magnet Laboratory and a number of other research groups from the 
Subfaculty of Physics, while the Subfaculty of Chemistry contributed about 30%, 
involving the following research groups: Solid State Chemistry (Piet Bennema), 
Crystallography (Paul Beurskens), Inorganic Chemistry (Ton Gal), Theoretical 
Chemistry (Ad van der Avoird) and Spectroscopy of Solids and Surfaces (John E. 
Inglesfield).
The third research school to be accredited by KNAW, in 1995, was that of Cellular 
Signalling, which had its roots in biochemistry, and involved the Department of 
Biochemistry of the Subfaculty of Chemistry, the Department of Biochemistry of the 
Medical Faculty and some departments of the Subfaculty of Biology.
This meant that the Nijmegen research programmes went through a process of 
concentration by a ‘natural' division into three areas. All three involved only local 
research groups, unlike some other research schools in the Netherlands, which 
included research groups from more than one university. The chemistry-based 
research schools in Nijmegen were reaccredited by KNAW in 1997 (NSR), 1999 
(NSR/RIM ) and 2000  (Cellular Signalling).
Ties with the Industry
For many years, there were no systematic contacts between the university and 
industry. Around 1980, however, there were various signals indicating that it was 
time to change this situation. The Royal Netherlands Chemical Society (KNCV) 
and the Netherlands Chemical Industry Association (VNCI) emphatically 
recommended such contacts in their 1979 report entitled Tien Researchdoelen (Ten 
research objectives), and the K N C V  reports Toekomstig Chem isch O nderzoek (Future 
of chemical research) in 1984 and Keuze en Kansen (Choices and opportunities) 
in 1987. In its 1987 report entitled Scheikundig O nderzoek: Hoeksteen van onze
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Sam enleving (chemical research, cornerstone of society), the chemistry committee of 
the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences recommended breaking down 
the barriers between university and industry. An important change in this respect 
was the conversion of the Netherlands Organisation for the Advancement of Pure 
Science (ZW O) into the current Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research 
(N W O ), which made it legal to use funds from sources like NWO and KNAW 
for applied research. This new trend led to the founding of the STW Technology 
Foundation, a foundation for technological and applied research which received part 
of its funding from the Ministry of Economic Affairs. In addition, SON started a 
programme for applied chemical research, based on a very successful collaboration 
with STW. The committees of users, which were a precondition for obtaining an 
STW grant, stimulated contacts between researchers based at universities and in 
industry. Hence, views on the relations between university and industry had changed 
completely within a very short period of time, and close ties with industry had 
become indispensable. W hen the Nijmegen Science Faculty formulated its strategic 
policies in 1998, it explicitly mentioned the objective of strengthening its position 
as a science expertise centre for the entire region and of achieving synergy and 
collaboration with centres of expertise and companies in the southern and eastern 
parts of the Netherlands. Chemical researchers at Nijmegen University responded to 
these interesting developments in various ways.
Contract Research
The Subfaculty entered into contracts with many commercial companies for 
research projects. The Faculty Director Lou Wachters even drew up regulations for 
the content of such contracts. This so-called ‘third flow of funds' (after direct and 
indirect government funding, known as first and second flow) provided a welcome 
addition to the tight university budgets, even to the point where this might endanger 
the critical balance between fundamental and applied research. The government 
also responded to the trend, by using budgets from the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs to set up so-called IOPs (innovatie onderzoek p ro gra m m es  or innovative 
research programmes), for instance on catalysis, carbohydrates and proteins. These 
projects were also supervised by advisory committees composed of representatives of 
universities and industry, and Nijmegen University chemistry staff participated in 
several of these IOPs. Some examples of major contract research projects include the 
subtilisin project jointly undertaken by Hilbers and Unilever, the large cluster project 
on fine-chemical industry (1 997-2002) undertaken together with DSM, Chemferm 
and Gistbrocades (with Alle Bruggink of Nijmegen University acting as project 
leader), which also involved the group led by Zwanenburg, and the long-term project 
jointly initiated by Hans Scheeren and PharmaChemie.
There was also increasing interest in opportunities to patent new inventions, an 
example being the patent on chemoluminescent compounds obtained by the organic 
chemists Laarhoven and Scheeren. The Cluster project also yielded a number of 
patents. Another aspect that deserves to be mentioned is that Nijmegen chemistry 
researchers successfully took part in several European (EEG) projects, which also 
frequently resulted in inventions with practical applications.
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The Laboratory fo r  Large Scale and Service Synthesis (LGSS)
In 1983, the Faculty Director Christ Aarts and Binne Zwanenburg took the 
initiative of founding the LGSS, which was to produce highly valued compounds 
that were not available elsewhere, for industry-based clients. The new laboratory 
was accommodated in the ‘Provisorium Chemie' building. In the early days, the 
LGSS collaborated with the Gastroenterology Department of the Medical Faculty 
to produce a drug against chronic intestinal diseases (Bis-5 ASA, now produced by 
ASTRA under the name ‘pentasa'). The laboratory also worked on a new cytostatic, 
sparsomycin, which unfortunately proved insufficiently effective in clinical practice, 
but led to many scientific publications. In addition, the LGSS entered into research 
contracts with five m ultinational companies, including some long-term contracts 
(with a total value of about 300 ,000  guilders in 1987). In the early 1990s, however, 
some regular clients withdrew and some highly capable employees accepted positions 
in industry. Government regulations imposed severe restrictions on the Faculty, 
which precluded flexible operational management. As a result, the LGSS was forced 
to close down after ten years (1994). Staff, laboratory equipment and goodwill were 
taken over by the recently founded spin-off company Synthon (discussed below).
Spin-offs
Around 1990, chemists who had recently obtained their PhD became interested in 
setting up their own companies, in order to market the high-quality knowledge they 
had acquired. Jacques M. Lemmens, one of Binne Zwanenburg's PhD students, was 
the first to take the plunge, setting up shop in a remote part o f the ‘Provisorium 
Chemie' building. Over the past 15 years, his company Synthon has expanded into 
a flourishing pharmaceutical company with over 1000 employees and production 
facilities in the Czech Republic, Spain, Argentina, the US, and of course in Nijmegen. 
Many Nijmegen graduates and PhDs have found employment at Synthon.
The second initiative for a chemical spin-off company was born during a 
symposium to celebrate Binne Zwanenburg's silver jubilee as a professor, in 1996. 
After having consulted their PhD supervisor, Eelco Ebbers and Frank Leemhuis 
started a company called MercaChem in 1997, which was also housed in the 
‘Provisorium Chemie' building. This company, which specialises in custom synthesis, 
currently has over 100 employees. Its main production facility is in the Nijmegen 
Industrial Park, with a branch in the new Mercator 3 Building at Toernooiveld, 
the site of the Science Faculty. This successful product of the Nijmegen Science-to- 
Business campaign was followed by many other chemical spin-off companies, such as 
Syntarga, Chiralix, Encapson, Future Chemistry, Modiquest and Spinnovation. All of 
these commercial enterprises offer considerable employment for chemists trained at 
Nijmegen. The Faculty stimulates the establishment of such new spin-offs by making 
accommodation available at the Innovation Lab in the Huygens Building. In 2010, 
after completion of the renovation of the Faculty's former A2 Building (renamed 
Mercator 3 Building), a number of these spin-off companies will be housed there, 
as part of the Mercator Science Park. More companies with their origin in the 
Nijmegen Science Faculty are expected to follow in the coming years.
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The University of Dar es Salaam (UDSM) in Tanzania
In 1979, Professor A. Hassanali, Dean of the Science Faculty of the University of Dar 
es Salaam, visited Nijmegen's Science Faculty to discuss options for collaboration 
on teaching and research. UDSM already had close ties with the Nijmegen Medical 
Faculty, and was hoping to add the Science Faculty to these. Collaboration was 
established with a wide variety of groups in the Faculty, in the context of the 
Programma Universitaire Ontwikkelingssamenwerking (University Programme for 
Development Cooperation). Participants representing the Subfaculty of Chemistry 
were Kees Hilbers and Binne Zwanenburg. After a start-up phase lasting a few years, 
the Faculty was requested by the Ministry and NUFFIC (the Netherlands Organisation 
for International Cooperation in Higher Education) to select a number of projects 
that could be continued, viz. the Central Science Workshop (CSW ), Organic 
Chemistry and Applied Microbiology. The 25 th anniversary of the establishment of the 
collaboration was lavishly celebrated at UDSM in 2004. It was on this occasion that 
Professor Mayunga Nkunya of UDSM, the first Tanzanian supervised by Zwanenburg 
to receive a PhD, gave his inaugural lecture, a most festive occasion indeed and a clear 
confirmation of the success of the collaboration. Zwanenburg estimates that over 40 
Tanzanian staff members have been trained at the Nijmegen Science Faculty, while 
over 15 staff members of the UDSM Faculty of Science worked on PhD projects in 
Nijmegen, a very high success rate for the combined teaching facilities.23
The NSR Centre Merges with RIM
A new policy announced by the Ministry of Education and Science in 1998 aimed 
to identify a limited number of top-level research institutes in the Netherlands, 
which would receive ample funds. The Board of the Nijmegen Science Faculty feared 
that its own centres of expertise, though of excellent quality, would probably be 
too small to compete for these attractive grants. At the initiative of the Vice-Dean 
of the Faculty, Binne Zwanenburg, it was decided to examine whether a merger 
between NSR and RIM would offer good prospects for achieving the required size 
and to formulate an innovative research mission statement. The directors of the 
two institutes, Kees Hilbers of NSR and Theo Rasing of RIM, would have to agree 
about this mission. Since the two institutes/research schools had originated in very 
different research cultures, the two directors were rather reticent, and in fact vetoed 
the proposal. After some insistence by the Faculty Board, they became convinced 
of the potential benefits of a merger and the new dimensions it might create. The 
research groups that became involved in the merger were those led by van der Avoird; 
Meijer /  Parker; van Kempen /  Rasing /  Maan; Hagen; Bennema /  Vlieg /  Larsen; 
Zwanenburg /  Gal /  Nolte and Meier /  Hilbers.24
Although at first glance, this might seem a fairly heterogeneous collection of people, 
further discussions revealed some very interesting options. The merger was intended 
to provide coordinated research into the characteristics and structure of matter at 
dimensions of the order of nanometres, the scale level between large bulk materials 
and small molecules. In other words, this was the domain of nanostructures, 
supramolecular chemistry and molecular biology. The use of the latest spectroscopy 
methods enabled new experimental studies in this domain, which could result in 
new practical applications. Relevant applications that were envisaged included three­
dimensional memory storage, storage of chemical information or optical storage
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in biological molecules, while potential applications in materials science included 
solar cells, special multilayer sensors and superconductors. Biochemical options 
that might be realised included biosensor technology, catalysis, synthesis of custom- 
designed molecules and biocompatible materials, while potential medical technology 
applications included nanometre capillaries for microdosing equipment, as well 
as chemical technology methods to encapsulate catalysts at nanomolecular scale, 
functional polymers and catalysts with built-in binding sites (enzyme mimetics).
In short, the merger offered a plethora of opportunities. Themes that were 
worked out in more detail included Design, Synthesis and Growth, Characterisation 
and Exploration and Theory and Computational Science. The NSR-RIM institute 
incorporated the national SON Hf-NMR facility, the European Facility Laboratory 
for High Magnetic Fields, the national expertise centre for computer aided chemistry 
and bioinformatics (CM BI) and the national FOM Facility for the Electronic 
Structure of Materials (ESM ). It was estimated that a five-year NSR-RIM research 
programme would require 5.3 million guilders a year in personnel costs and 4.2 
million a year in investments. The national facilities CMBI, Hf-NMR and Laboratory 
for High Magnetic Fields were already linked to NSR and RIM, and there was 
a strong com m itm ent on the part of NWO, via SON and FOM, for which the 
Faculty was highly praised by the University Executive Board. Over the 1996 /9 7  
period, the Board allocated innovation grants to NSR and RIM of 650 ,000  and
4 0 0 ,0 0 0  guilders, respectively. In 1997, the NSR-RIM institute that had resulted 
from the merger applied for the status of top-level institute, stating as its research 
theme ‘Architecture and function of structured matter'. Despite highly favourable 
evaluation reports, however, the institute narrowly missed being granted the top- 
level status. Nevertheless, the NSR-RIM merger was a highly successful development.
Three years after the merger, the NSR-RIM institute published a very attractive 
brochure From molecules to materials — Design, grow th, synthesis and characterization 
o f  novel functional m aterials, presenting results of the coordinated research 
programme of the Nijmegen SON Research Centre and the Institute for Materials. 
This comprehensive survey included the following highlights: ‘light harvesting' 
molecular structures with exciting applications in electronics, information storage, 
energy conversion and catalysis; novel magnetic materials which will revolutionise 
the electronics of the 21st century; laser-based diagnostic tools for medical 
applications; diamond-coated steel to reduce the ‘down time' in industrial processes; 
computer aided design of molecules and crystals with specific properties; and high­
efficiency solar cells.
The overall conclusion from this is clear: chemists and physicists had found 
each other, and all agreed about the huge added value provided by the merger of 
the two institutes. The first tangible result was the accreditation of NSR-RIM as 
a KNAW research school in 1999. It was now a matter of further integration to 
develop one comprehensive policy. Roeland Nolte, who was appointed scientific 
director of the NSR-RIM Institute, was given the challenging task of completing the 
merger process. The contours of the new institute were clearly defined in the first 
few years of the new century. The explicit decision to use the institute structure to 
implement the internal research policy was actually a novelty, and it is interesting to 
note that in 2004, the Executive Board of Radboud University decided to change the 
organisational structure of the University by establishing institutes in all faculties.
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Grand Finale: the Institute for M olecules and Materials
The Executive Board's 2004  decision resulted in the transformation of the structure 
of the Faculty of Science from five subfaculties to five research institutes and five 
education institutes as of 1 January 2005 . It seemed an obvious choice to convert 
the NSR-RIM research school, which combined elements of the former Subfaculties 
of Chemistry and Physics, into a research institute. The new entity was given a new 
name, ‘Institute for Molecules and Materials' (IM M ), as well as a corresponding 
new mission. IMM was responsible for the research strategy and had the authority 
to decide on matters of financial and human resource management. All chemistry 
research groups and five of the physics groups were incorporated in IMM.
IMM is a member of NanoNed, a consortium formed by Dutch universities, the 
TNO research institute and the Philips electronics company. IMM also participates 
in the Top Research School on Catalysis (NRSCC), the leading technological 
institute (LTI) called Dutch Polymer Institute and the Netherlands Institute for 
Catalysis Research (NIOK). IMM has entered into a covenant with Eindhoven 
University of Technology to jointly offer a master's degree programme called 
‘Molecules and Materials,' which includes the Ameland PhD Summer School.
The 2005 decision to abolish the faculty/subfaculty structure at Radboud 
University can be regarded as the culmination of a process of change in scientific 
research: it showed that old boundaries between disciplines were disappearing, that 
research was concentrating on themes, and that researchers themselves were given 
greater responsibility for managing their own research projects and ensuring their 
completion. This was in fact the operational result of the ever-closer ties between 
universities and the rest of society that had started to develop in the 1970s and were 
consolidated in the 1980s. The research themes could be derived from problems 
experienced in society, such as environmental and sustainability concerns. Solving 
such problems required the combined efforts of many research disciplines, in other 
words, interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches. But researchers who 
were engaged in more fundamental research -  that is research without immediate 
relevance to society -  now also had to justify their work, through evaluative reviews 
by their peers from the scientific community.
The international discipline of chemistry had been at the forefront of the 
development of research evaluations and research policy since the 1960s, and 
chemistry and physics remained trendsetters in this respect in the 21st century. IMM 
was a clear example of this phenomenon within the Radboud University. Together 
with the Executive Board of IMM, its first scientific director Roeland Nolte, and its 
first managing director, Deniz van Heijningen, managed to transform IMM into a 
new type of research institute, a process that was not without its ups and downs.
In the ‘old' situation, NSR-RIM had a structure consisting of three methodological 
domains: Design & Synthesis, Physical Properties and Theory, or in simple terms 
Making, Measuring and Understanding. The first of these domains included 
crystallography, molecular, supramolecular and biomolecular systems, while the 
second included spectroscopic and microscopic studies of molecules (including 
biomolecules) and materials at nanometre scale. Theory was in fact not a separate 
domain but provided the links between the other two.
A 2004  self-evaluation report by NSR-RIM had concluded that the institute 
had to define more focused research themes, which would guide the process of
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amalgamating researchers into a truly ‘integrated' institute. Eventually, IMM 
decided to adopt as its themes the chemistry and physics of (i) electron-correlated 
systems, (ii) self-organising systems and (iii) biomolecular systems, with 7 of the 19 
research groups covering more than one research theme. By focusing on these three 
themes, IMM cut across the barriers separating individual programmes, creating 
instead a shared resource base of skills and expertise that ‘automatically' resulted in 
multidisciplinary approaches.
The transformation of NSR-RIM to IMM demanded bold changes,25 as the 
following list clearly shows.
• In 2005 the Inorganic Chemistry group was transformed into a research group 
for Molecular Materials, headed by Alan Rowan, thus creating more focus on 
the design of self-organising functional molecules and materials.
• The Theory department was strengthened by the appointment of a part-time 
professor (0.2 fte) of theoretical physics (Jeroen van den Brink, 2005) and the 
appointment of Annalisa Fasolino on a personal chair (2008).
• IM M 's NMR facilities were concentrated in the Goudsmit pavilion, which is a 
beautifully designed building, a lotus in the pond. This pavilion was officially 
opened in the autumn of 2005.
• In the early months of 2006, the former Experimental Solid State Physics II 
department was split into two groups: Spectroscopy of Solids and Interfaces 
(Rasing) and Scanning Probe Microscopy (Sylvia Speller). The Nijmegen 
NanoLab was opened in the spring of 2006 . This is a facility dedicated to 
making new developments in nano-science accessible to small and medium­
sized enterprises (SMEs) and to facilitating knowledge transfer between 
university and industry.
• In August 2006 , Ger Pruijn was appointed to the chair of bio-molecular 
chemistry. This chair will increase the interaction with the Nijmegen Centre for 
Molecular Life Sciences and will stimulate research on biology-driven issues.
• Most importantly, IMM received 33 million Euros of funding from the 
N W O-BIG programme in 2006  to create the Nijmegen Centre of Advanced 
Spectroscopy, a major step towards meeting its ambition of developing an 
international centre of excellence in spectroscopy. An important part o f this 
new centre will be a unique Free Electron Laser, which is currently being built 
under the supervision of W im  van der Zande.
Research at IMM is currently concentrating on the intersection between two 
approaches. The first of these starts from the smallest molecular building blocks and 
uses them to construct and examine large systems (bottom-up approach), whereas 
the second starts from large, familiar macroscopic systems, which are then reduced 
in scale and investigated (top-down approach). The intersection between the two is 
the domain of nanoscience, which is currently attracting a great deal of international 
attention from both researchers and the wider public. IMM research is characterised 
on the one hand by excellent and unique spectroscopic facilities (solid-state NMR 
and high resolution NMR for the liquid phase, a ‘Scanning Probe' laboratory, 
molecular and laser spectroscopy and the High Field Magnet Laboratory) and on the 
other by high-level expertise in organic, bio-organic and supramolecular chemistry. 
And, last but not least, it benefits from a remarkably close interaction between
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chemists and physicists and between theoretical and experimental groups. There is a 
climate of extensive collaboration, internally as well as with institutes abroad.
In addition to its top-level research efforts, IMM is also responsible for providing 
a teaching programme for its PhD students. This programme comprises several 
components. One is a general component that deals with various aspects of 
scientific research, such as scientific integrity, writing and presentation skills and 
didactic skills. The second component aims at expanding the students' knowledge, 
and includes their compulsory participation in the Annual IMM Symposium, the 
Ameland Summer School, them atic meetings and the IMM colloquium. More 
detailed in-depth knowledge is offered in seminars on selected topics, while the PhD 
students are also given opportunities to take courses offered outside the Institute. 
Finally, there is a limited budget to enable students to attend conferences and to visit 
laboratories in other countries.
As was mentioned earlier, the transformation from NSR-RIM to IMM was 
effected in a political context that attached great value to the relevance of university 
research to society, a phenomenon which is known as valorisation of scientific 
knowledge. In order to facilitate this, IMM and the Faculty of Science have jointly 
established the Innovation Lab, which offers young scientists who want to start 
a spin-off company the necessary laboratory space and technical assistance, and 
also trains them in the skills they need to become successful company managers. A 
second form of valorisation is offered through the NanoLab, an EU-funded facility 
that enables small- and medium-sized enterprises to utilise available expertise on 
nanotechnology. As was explained above, the Subfaculty of Chemistry had already 
been actively involved in the establishment of spin-off companies since the 1990s, 
and IMM is dedicated to continuing this policy.
It seems relevant and interesting to end this chapter with a few comments on the 
international position of IMM and hence that of chemistry research and teaching at 
Nijmegen. An independent international evaluation in 2008  concluded that IMM 
was a highly productive research facility, producing many high-quality publications 
in leading journals like N ature, Science, PNAS, Physical Review Letters, Journal o f  
the A m erican Chem ical Society and Angew andte Chem ie. The assessment committee 
reported that IMM possessed a unique infrastructure which forms a solid basis for 
“a strong and growing interaction between physics and (bio)chem istry and 
interaction to some extent between theoretical and experimental research.”26
Conclusion
This chapter has illustrated the fascinating development of chemistry teaching 
and research at what is now Radboud University Nijmegen. The university's 
original intention was to establish a chemistry department to match that at other 
universities. Fortunately, the founders managed to pave their own way into the 
future, in an evolutionary process that has led to a unique result, with chemistry 
incorporated in one of the finest multidisciplinary institutes in the country, an 
institute of considerable international repute, which can rightly be called a jewel in 
the crown of Radboud University.
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1987 PhD University Nijmegen, Philips Research Labs Eindhoven, 1988-2000 Supervisor Solid-State NMR National 
Hf-NMR facility University Nijmegen, 2000-present, Professor Solid State NMR spectroscopy Radboud University 
Nijmegen.
• S.S. Wijmenga
1982 PhD University Leiden, postdoc NIH Bethesda (USA), Supervisor Hf-NMR facility University Nijmegen, 1987 
-2002, Professor Biophysical Chemistry University Umea, Sweden, 2002-present, Professor Biophysical Chemistry, 
University Nijmegen.
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1991 PhD University Utrecht, postdoc NIH Bethesda (USA), 1994-1997 Lecturer Biophysical Chemistry University 
Utrecht, idem, University Nijmegen, 2008-present professor of Protein Biophysics Radboud University Nijmegen.
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• H. Bloemendal
1957 PhD University of Amsterdam, 1957-1965 Netherlands Cancer Institute, 1965-1988 Professor of Biochemistry, 
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• S.L. Bonting
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and UK, 1965-1986, Professor of Biochemistry University Nijmegen, 1964 Arthur Flemming Award, 1964 Heinz Karger 
Prize.
• W.J.W. van Venrooij
1968 PhD University Utrecht, postdoc Harvard Medical School (USA), 1971-1972 Lecturer Biochemistry University 
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1986 PhD Free University Brussels, postdoc University of Illinois (USA), 1989-1995 Lecturer, 1995-present Professor of 
Analytical Chemistry University Nijmegen.
6. Solid State Chemistry
• P. Bennema
1965 PhD Technical University Delft, postdoc University Groningen and University North Carolina Chapel Hill (USA), 
1969-1977 Lector of Crystallography, Technical University Delft, 1977-1980 idem University Nijmegen, 1980-1997 
Professor of Crystallography University Nijmegen, 1995 Frank Award ICCGXI.
• E. Vlieg
1988 PhD University Leiden, postdoc Bell labs USA, AMOLF Amsterdam, 1998-present, Professor of Solid State 
Chemistry University Nijmegen, 2009-present Director IMM.
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• A. van der Avoird
PhD 1968 Technical University Eindhoven, 1968-1971 Unilever Research Laboratory Vlaardingen, 1971-2008 Professor 
of Theoretical Chemistry University Nijmegen, Various visiting professorships in the USA and Europe, 1979 Member 
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8. Professors, part-time
• C. van Heerden
DSM Geleen, 1972-1984 part time professor Chemical Technology University Nijmegen.
• A. Bruggink
DSM Geleen, 1988-2008 part time professor of Industrial Chemistry University Nijmegen.
• J.W.E. Coenen
Unilever Research Vlaardingen, 1965-1988 part time professor of Catalysis University Nijmegen.
• P.H.H. Hermkens
Organon/Merck-Sharp & Dome, 2008-present part time professor of Medicinal Chemistry University Nijmegen.
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Biophysics: Neuronal Information Processing
Stan Gielen
The m ain research them e of the Biophysics D epartm ent is the study of neuronal 
inform ation processing in the brain. Since the establishm ent of the Biophysics 
Group in 1957, various aspects of this field of research have been explored using 
a wide range of experimental and theoretical approaches, and many innovative 
breakthroughs have been booked. Nevertheless, the brain, which in terms of 
complexity is by far the m ost complex organ of the hum an body, remains a 
great scientific challenge, and brain functions are still far from  being completely 
understood. It is evident th at the results of research activities in this dom ain will 
have a large societal im pact because they have the potential to result in improved 
diagnoses and therapeutic interventions for neurological and psychiatric disorders. 
Moreover, the hum an brain continues to function as a source of inspiration for 
applications in the dom ain of Artificial Intelligence.
How it All Began
W hen the original building of w hat is currently known as the Faculty of Science, 
M athem atics and Com puter Science (FN W I) was near completion, research in 
the D epartm ent of Biophysics was already in full swing. The m ain reason for 
the successful jum p-start of the Biophysics Group was the prior existence of the 
D epartm ent of Medical Physics in the Medical Faculty of the University (known 
then as the Catholic University of Nijmegen). The Medical Faculty was first set up 
in 1951, and by 19 5 4  its first buildings were in use. The head of the Departm ent 
of Medical Physics was Professor Ton Vendrik, who was later to become one of 
the founders of the Faculty of Science. W hen the decision was taken that the sub­
faculty of Physics would focus on four m ajor areas of research and th at biophysics 
would be one of these, the com plem entary nature of the research carried out in the 
Departm ents of Medical Physics and of Biophysics, respectively, led to the decision 
to locate the Biophysics Group together with the D epartm ent of Medical Physics, in 
the buildings of the Medical Faculty. These two units have continued and expanded 
their close collaboration since these early days.
In 1951, Ton Vendrik, a Utrecht-trained physicist, was appointed reader (lector) 
in the Medical Faculty, and in 19 5 4  he was prom oted to full professor. In those 
early days, m ost of the research in medical physics and biophysics focused on the 
development and design of equipment and methodology for measuring signals in 
the hum an body, which were subsequently used to infer the functionality of various 
organs. The basic methods for measuring and interpreting electro-cardiograms 
(ECG ) date from  this period. Upon his arrival at our University, Professor Vendrik 
chose inform ation processing in the nervous system as the m ajor research theme 
for the Nijmegen group. At that time, research on the nervous system focused
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mainly on input into the nervous system (the cochlea, retina, skin) an d /o r output 
(m uscles) because the central nervous system was far too complex to be assessed 
in any other way given the relatively crude instrum entation available at the time. 
M ethods for obtaining signals from  the central nervous system were still in their 
infancy. W ith the start of the Biophysics Group within the framework of the new 
Faculty of Science, Professor Vendrik also received an appointm ent as full professor 
of this group. The group expanded in 1974, when Egbert Eijkman became reader in 
the Science Faculty, and merely two years later, he was also appointed full professor 
in the Medical Faculty.
Figure 1: Professor Ton Vendrik in 1980 accepting the position o f  Rector Magnificus o f  the 
Catholic University o f  Nijmegen
In 1980 , Professor Vendrik became Rector Magnificus of the University (see fig. 1). 
Although this was the second time th at he assumed th at position, the expansion 
of the University now made it impossible for him to combine his duties as Rector 
with his obligations as head of a large departm ent. He therefore decided to step 
down as head of the Medical Physics and Biophysics groups, which paved the way 
for the appointm ent of Jos Eggermont, who was appointed by the Faculty of Science 
as lecturer in 1978  and as full professor and head of the Biophysics Group in 1980  
(see fig. 2 ) . Chairm anship of the Medical Physics Group was offered to Adriaan 
van O osterom  in 1982 . In 1986 , Jos Eggermont was offered -  and accepted -  a 
prestigious position at the University of Calgary (C anada), where he has held 
the Campbell M cLaurin Chair for Hearing Deficiencies ever since. Following his 
departure, Stan Gielen was appointed full professor of Biophysics in 1988 .
In 2 0 0 8  the Biophysics Group became part of the Donders Centre for Neuroscience, 
which includes all research groups from  the Faculty of Science and the University
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Medical Centre Nijmegen St. Radboud that are involved in Neuroscience research. 
Stan Gielen was appointed the first D irector of this Centre. The start of the Donders 
Centre for Neuroscience created the opportunity to bring all research activities in 
Cognitive Neuroscience on the Radboud University campus under one umbrella, 
the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour. In addition to the 
Donders Centre for Neuroscience, the Donders Institute also includes the Donders 
Centre for Cognition (form erly known as the Nijmegen Institute for Cognition and 
Inform ation, NICI) and the Donders Centre for Cognitive NeuroImaging (formerly 
known as the F.C. Donders Centre for Cognitive NeuroImaging).
Figure 2: Professor Jos Eggermont in 1985
A Short History of the First Steps in Neuronal Modeling 
In the early 1950s, conceptual ideas on brain function were heavily influenced by 
recent developments in electronics. In December 1947, W illiam  Shockley, John  
Bardeen and W alter Brattain had succeeded in building the first point-contact 
transistor at the Bell Labs -  a success that subsequently yielded them  a Nobel 
prize. The first public dem onstration of this p oint-contact transistor took place on 
December 23 , 1947, a date that is often identified as the birthday of the transistor. 
The transistor turned out to be the ideal device for making logical operators, like 
the “AN D” and “OR” operators, which is why it became the basic building block of 
m odern computers. The relevance of this discovery for brain research lay in the fact 
that John von N eum ann had demonstrated that the digital com puter -  which at 
that time was just a conceptual idea and far from  physical im plem entation -  was a 
universal approximator. This implied that for any process, however complex, there 
existed an equivalent architecture of logical “AN D ” and “OR” operations that had 
the same functionality as the complex system. W arren M cCulloch and W alter Pitts 
realized in 1943 th at this reasoning might also be applied to the hum an brain.
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After all, the hum an brain has the ability to store a large am ount of inform ation  
and to use that inform ation for complex decision-making processes in a wide range 
of circum stances. These ideas were further strengthened by new insights into the 
function of neurons, which suggested that neurons possess a functionality that is 
quite similar to that of transistors. Taken together, all of this led to the idea that 
the transistor may be the tool in hand with which to build an artificial brain. To 
translate this idea into practice was quite a challenge in those days -  and remains 
so! The consequence of these developments was the beginning of a long-lasting 
interaction between research on the natural intelligence of the brain, on the one 
hand, and artificial intelligence, on the other.
The research efforts of the Biophysics Group focused on both theoretical research 
and on practical experiments in order to test various theoretical concepts. Before 
these specific research topics and the m ajor results of the research are described 
in detail, however, it is im portant that the role of the com puter in simulating the 
brain and in analysing experimental data be described. Central to the theoretical 
and experimental approaches employed at Nijmegen was -  and still is -  the use of 
advanced electronics and com puter facilities in generating stimuli and collecting and 
analysing data. As such, the infrastructure of the Biophysics Group has always relied 
on avantguarde electronic hardware and com puter facilities (see fig. 3).
Computer simulation and data analysis were the core business of the Department 
of Medical Physics and Biophysics. In the period from 1965 to 1968, the group used 
the IB M -360 /40  computer of the “Universitair RekenCentrum” (URC). All data were 
stored on-line on a punch-papertape and fed off-line into the computer for further 
analysis. In 1968, the group received a grant from the Dutch Science Foundation (then  
ZWO, now N W O ) for the purchase of a PDP-9 computer from the Digital Equipment 
Corporation (D EC). This computer possessed a then unprecedented random-access 
memory of 16 kilobytes, and it contained a hard disc of 262  kilobytes, a paper-tape 
reader, a console, A /D  and D /A  converters, a graphical display and a plotter. All of this 
cost the amazing am ount of 4 67 ,500  Dutch Guilders (approximately equivalent to 
2 1 2 ,5 0 0 .0 0 , or about 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0  if corrected for inflation!).
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The influence of the com puter on neuroscientific research was m atched by new 
developments within the field of neuroscience itself. The brain being an entity m uch  
more powerful than computers in solving complex problems has often been a source 
of inspiration for applications in artificial intelligence. Although the com puter is 
m uch faster than the brain in making straightforward com putations, the latter 
outperforms computers in m any other tasks. Many found it both extremely 
surprising as well as worrying when, in 1997, the com puter Deep Blue 2 very 
convincingly defeated the then chess world cham pion, Gary Kasparov. However, a 
closer inspection of the com puter programmes used by Deep Blue 2 were reassuring: 
Deep Blue 2 was only able to beat Gary Kasparov because it could carry out a fast 
search into all possible moves based on similar constellations in previous games. 
Moreover, although chess is a complex game, it is m uch simpler than many other 
daily life activities, as is evident when a game of soccer is analysed. In the on-going  
world-wide robo-soccer com petition, where robot team s compete in soccer m atches 
(see http ://w w w .robosoccer.n l/), a com bination of visual and m otor skills and of 
strategic cooperation are required to beat the opponent. Anyone who has witnessed a 
m atch in this com petition will realise that the everyday behaviour of hum an subjects 
is really quite complex and that there is still a long way to go before computers and 
robots obtain that level of complexity.
Interestingly, however, the relationship between neuroscience and artificial 
intelligence (AI) has been quite ambivalent, and the collective research field has 
at the end of the day always consisted of two different research com m unities that 
operate, on occasion, without m uch interaction. This tentative relationship can  
be explained in term s of the different aims pursued respectively by researchers in 
neuroscience and those in artificial intelligence. O n the one hand, the flexibility, 
creativity and complexity of the hum an brain have been m ajor determ inants of 
the AI field ever since the fabrication of the first computer. However, due to the 
enorm ous complexity of the brain, successful applications in AI have often been 
achieved using algorithms that are clearly different from  the basic principles 
th at underlie biological neural networks. Successful AI applications require the 
best possible solution, irrespective of w hether that particular algorithm has been 
instantiated in the brain. One typical but very successful example of this approach  
has been the so-called multi-layer perceptron (M LP), which followed a learning rule 
called “backpropagation” (see, for example, Hertz et al., 1 9 9 1 ). The MLP consists of 
a hierarchy of feedforward networks of neurons, whereby the interactions between 
neurons are modified until the network renders the desired perform ance. The 
MLP was inspired by the architecture of the brain in term s of its several layers of 
feedforward-connected neurons. The learning rule used to modify the connections 
between the neurons so as to obtain the desired functionality of the network was 
based on a standard steepest-descent method, which worked remarkably well, 
although it did not resemble the brain's actual learning m echanism s. In sum, the 
aim of this approach was to develop successful applications, not to learn more about 
the brain. A second approach involved trying to develop realistic biological neurons, 
with all its complex non-linear properties, in order to understand how they might 
explain the complex functions of the brain. This approach often required com puter 
simulations, as the complexity of the neurons did not allow for an analytical 
approach.
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Research at the Department of Biophysics
The research activities carried out in the D epartm ent of Biophysics have focussed 
on the processing of multi-sensorial neuronal signals for the identification and 
localization of objects as well as on the coordination of movements with the 
intention of interacting with these objects in the environm ent. The m ain results of 
these research activities are presented in the following sections.
The Auditory System
Experimental and theoretical work on the auditory system in the Biophysics 
D epartm ent started in the 1970s when Jan van Gisbergen and Jan Grashuis, both 
PhD students under the supervision of Peter Johannesm a, started carrying out 
neurophysiological experiments on the cochlear nucleus of anesthetized cats. A few 
years later, Ad Aertsen and Dik Hermes began to use the central auditory system of 
the frog as the experimental basis of the auditory research group, and the frog would 
remain the anim al of choice for the following 15 years. These experiments laid the 
foundations for a novel theoretical framework in which the responses of single 
neurons were analysed and characterized by a solid systems-theoretical approach, 
which was quite unique at th at time. Trains of action potentials (the brain's neural 
code) recorded from  a single neuron were cross-correlated with the ensemble of 
auditory stimuli th at caused the responses, yielding a quantitative description of how 
an auditory neuron ‘perceives' and filters the sensory environm ent. Experimental 
and theoretical work went hand in hand -  a procedure th at was further extended 
when Jos Eggermont joined the Biophysics D epartm ent. During their PhD research, 
W illem Epping, W illem Melssen and Ivo van Stokkum applied nonlinear systems 
analysis (the W iener and Volterra paradigm) to characterize and model neural 
response patterns with greater accuracy. For the first time, simultaneous recordings 
of multiple neurons were possible thanks to unique custom -built electronic data- 
acquisition hardware (designed by Hans Krijt and his group) th at separated neural 
spike trains from  up to six cells near a single electrode in real time. The use of 
advanced cross-correlation modeling techniques in these experiments enabled small 
neural circuits to be identified. In addition, sophisticated data analysis software 
was developed by Jan Bruyns and his group, which enabled the research groups in 
the D epartm ent to obtain a leading position in the field of systems neuroscience.
For example, the predecessor of the current Matlab programming environm ent 
was being used in our D epartm ent as early as the 1980s, running on P D P 11/44  
hardware.
W hen Jos Eggermont left the Department in 1986, research into the central auditory 
system temporarily halted, but was revived in 1989  when John van Opstal joined the 
department upon completing his postdoctoral research at the University of Zürich. 
John van Opstal decided to combine his research expertise in the gaze-orienting system 
on the oculom otor system (this will be described in more detail in the following 
section) with the study of sound-localization mechanisms in humans and macaque 
monkeys. Eliciting and measuring fast eye-head orienting responses in the direction of 
sound sources in the free field initiated a new and, as it turned out, unique approach 
in the field, as studies on sound localization had hitherto typically been confined to 
perceptual judgments by hum an observers, often based on the use of ear phones.
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The problem of sound localization is interesting for several reasons. First, the 
cochlea performs a Fourier analysis of the incom ing sound waves, thereby providing 
detailed dynamic inform ation about the spectral content of the sound, but no 
representation of the sound's location. In order to extract the latter inform ation, the 
brain uses implicit acoustic cues, such as systematic differences between the two ears 
in term s of the sound's arrival time and intensity, as well as direction-dependent 
spectral filtering by the pinna aperture. The brain has somehow learned to correlate 
and calibrate these cues to the correct locations in external space. In a series of 
experiments, Van Opstal and his group were able to dem onstrate the plasticity of 
these calibration m echanism s (H ofm an et al., 1998 ; Van W anrooij and Van Opstal, 
2 0 0 5 )  and also reveal the role of active vision in this process (Zwiers et al., 2 0 0 3 ) .
A second factor which makes sound localization interesting is th at the typical 
natural sound field consists of a superposition of a priori unknown sound sources.
As such, the brain m ust face an enorm ous challenge in separating, identifying and 
locating the different sound sources. This problem is known as “auditory scene 
analysis” and is of great im portance for applications in AI and robotic systems.
Thirdly, whenever the eyes and head move with respect to the environm ent, the 
coordinates of a given sound source undergo a change with respect to the retina. 
During so-called saccadic gaze movements, these changes are extremely fast, up to 
8 0 0 -1 0 0 0  degrees per second. John van Opstal has demonstrated that the auditory 
system keeps track of these rapid changes on a millisecond time scale, such that 
fast intervening movements of eyes and head are accounted for during a planned 
orienting response to a sound (Vliegen et al., 2 0 0 4 ) .
John van Opstal's achievements were recognized by N W O  in 2 0 0 5  when this 
organization awarded him a prestigious VICI-grant. He was promoted to full 
professor th at same year. His future work will concentrate on the neural basis of 
eye-head orientation, sound-localization plasticity and sound-source segregation in 
more complex sound fields.
The Oculomotor System and Other Motor Systems
The eye may be considered as a ball with inertia I in all directions, with some friction  
ft and with a spring-like com ponent due to tissue stretch. This implies that the 
relation between eye position and torque , generated by the muscles, is given by
r  = I9  + pÓ + k ( d - 6 0)
where 9  is the joint excursion from  the rest position d0. The inertia of the eye is so 
small th at it can be ignored (it would have to be increased hundredfold before the 
inertial acceleration com ponent would be comparable in size to th at of the viscous 
torque com ponent). It was therefore quite remarkable when van Gisbergen et al. 
(1 9 8 1 ) were able to dem onstrate that the neural com m ands to the eye muscles 
actually do obey this equation. Their research showed th at the brain generates a 
velocity com m and proportional to 0(A 0), where A0 is the difference between the 
desired, final eye position and the actual eye position, and where the dot indicates
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differentiation with respect to time. The position-related torque com ponent & (0 -0 o) 
is obtained by integration of the neural signal representing 0(A 0). This model, 
which was proposed by David Robinson (1 9 7 5 ), provided the first good theoretical 
framework for the analysis of saccadic eye movements.
This model made some strong predictions about internal feedback loops for 
neural control, the existence and nature of which rem ain at the centre of a heated 
debate in the research field of oculom otor control. The m ain reason for this debate 
is that initially it was thought that internal feedback loops implied subtraction of 
neuronal signals representing desired and actual eye position in order to calculate 
the difference 0 - 0O between the desired eye position and the actual eye position. 
However, since rotations in three dimensions do not com m ute, the linear addition 
or subtraction of position-related neuronal signals is not allowed. The brain's 
solution to this problem consists in part of allowing only eye positions that are 
described by single-axis rotations relative to a particular (prim ary) position. This 
single-axis rotation implies that although the eye has three rotational degrees of 
freedom, only two degrees of freedom are used to describe eye positions. Subsequent 
electrophysiological recordings in the brain have in fact been able to demonstrate 
that the neuronal com m ands for saccadic eye movements are two-dimensional 
rather than three-dim ensional (van Opstal et al., 1 9 9 1 ).
Two-dimensionality turned out not only to be true for the eye but also for other 
joints with three degrees of freedom, such as the shoulder and head, as was proven 
by later studies (see, for example, Miller et al. 1992 ; Henriques et al., 2 0 0 3 ) ,  
confirming the theoretical predictions. All of the differences between eye and arm  
movements are due to the fact that the inertia tensor is not a diagonal m atrix, as in 
the case of the eye. M ovement trajectories for the arm  are therefore not single-axis, 
unlike the eye (see Gielen et al., 1 9 9 7 ). However, once the different inertia is taken 
into account, the basic principles for eye and arm  movements are very similar.
Computational Neuroscience
The theoretical approach to understanding neuronal inform ation processing has 
always been a unique feature of the Biophysics Group, and its theoretical concepts 
have been seminal in the field. The foundations of this approach were laid by Peter 
Johannesm a, who pointed out that the aim of m ost neurophysiological research 
was to try to understand the nature of the neural responses to various stimuli -  i.e. 
to predict the probability p (r|s) of a neural response r given a stimulus s. If we can  
correctly predict the neural response given a certain stimulus, we can rightly claim  
that we understand the transform ation from  a sensory stimulus (i.e. light quanta on 
the retina or air vibrations close to the ear) into neuronal activity. However, the task 
of the brain is to achieve an inverse mapping, namely from  the neuronal activity 
to the sensory activity that may have elicited that activity. In other words, the task 
of the brain is to find the best estimate of the stimulus th at optimizes p (s|r). The 
relation between p (s|r) and p (r|s) is given by Bayes' law
p(slr),p(LliMfl
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Here, p (s) and p (r) represent the prior probabilities for stimuli s and neural 
response r, respectively. In 1988 , Johannesm a and his colleagues (Gielen et al.,
1 9 8 8 ) showed that this was a very good approach for interpreting neuronal activity 
in the auditory nerve. In the past decades, the so-called Bayesian approach to an 
understanding of neuronal inform ation processing has in fact been one of the 
preferred methods.
The activity of neurons is reflected in short-lasting changes in the membrane 
potential of the cell, which changes from  about -6 0  mV to + 5 5  mV and back to -7 0  
mV within about one millisecond. This rapid change in the m em brane potential 
is called the ‘action potential'. M ost interneuronal com m unication is achieved by 
action potentials. These convey inform ation and thereby tell other cells what to do. 
For example, a neuron, via the action potential, may tell a cell to start the process 
of cell division, or it may trigger the production of a horm one by gene-expression. 
Unlike a linear system, where the output changes according to changes in the input, 
a neuron need not always change its state in response to changes in the input. W hen  
it is, for example, synthesizing a protein, it should first finish this process before 
switching to another state. This implies some hysteresis. A cell might also be involved 
in several processes simultaneosuly, which requires multi-stability.
The inform ation contained in the series of action potentials near the cell membrane  
has to be transferred to the cell nucleus in an intracellular transport of inform ation  
th at is achieved by oscillating calcium  waves. The inform ation is thought to be 
encoded in the frequency and in the deterministic (rather than stochastic) nature of 
the calcium  oscillations. Research in our D epartm ent has shown that the interaction  
between the nonlinear processes of action potential firing, on the one hand, and 
calcium  oscillations, on the other, gives rise to multi-stability and hysteresis (Kusters 
et al., 2 0 0 7 ) . Both features are thought to be highly functional, as they allow for the 
completion of processes such as meiosis (cell division) and protein synthesis by gene 
expression, once they have been initiated.
Spatial Orientation and Spatial Vision
How the brain detects self-m otion and which inform ation it actually uses to 
m aintain a stable perception of external space are m ajor research questions in 
the field of spatial orientation. Both topics have been studied in the Biophysics 
D epartm ent, which has access to a sophisticated vestibular stim ulator built by 
workshop technicians at our Faculty. This stim ulator allows hum an subjects to be 
rotated around any axis in space (see fig. 4 ).
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Figure 4: Experimental set-up for 
rotating subjects around any arbitrary 
axis relative to gravity, used to 
investigate the role o f  the vestibular 
system in the perception o f  verticality
In the absence of visual cues, the brain depends strongly on vestibular inform ation  
to reconstruct head rotation and head position in space. However, our vestibular 
sensors have certain limitations. The sem icircular canals, which signal head rotation, 
can only detect angular acceleration, so that they fail to send signals when rotation  
continues at a constant velocity. In contrast, the otoliths detect linear acceleration  
forces, but they cannot distinguish between the pull of gravity and the effects of 
translation. Studies using current models have led to the proposal that interpretation  
of the ambiguous otolith signal requires the integration of available rotation  
signals by an internal model in the brain. These models assume that the brain uses 
knowledge of its sensors to perform  the com putations that are essential to the 
reconstruction of such physical events (rotation, translation, tilt relative to gravity) 
as the best fit to the total set of actual vestibular signals.
In order to test the validity of this basic concept, subjects are rotated in total 
darkness about a tilted axis, and their perception of rotation, body tilt and 
translation is investigated on a m om ent-to-m om ent basis using psychophysical 
techniques. For the brain to compute line orientation in space, retinal line 
orientation m ust be combined with head-in-space orientation inform ation from  
the otoliths. For tilts up to about 60  degrees, this transform ation is alm ost flawless. 
At larger body tilts, tilt com pensation is too small, and large systematic errors 
emerge. The m ost intriguing question arising from  these systematic errors in spatial 
orientation perception is why they occur at all. W hen subjects are asked to estimate 
their body tilt in space, their perform ance tends to be very good, revealing that 
systematic errors in the vestibular tilt signal are unlikely. A more likely explanation  
seems to be that the systematic errors reflect a precision-accuracy trade-off in the 
central com putations that are carried out when the highly precise visual signal is 
combined with the presumably more noisy vestibular tilt signal. Model simulations 
have shown that these findings can be explained quite well by an optimal observer 
model based on Bayesian statistics (De Vrijer et al. 2 0 0 8 ) . The basic concept is that
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the system has to deal with noisy otolith signals, making the estimate of body tilt 
uncertain. If one takes into account that body orientation in space is unlikely to 
be strongly off-vertical in daily life (with a prior distribution centered around zero 
tilt), it is totally comprehensible why the brain displays a better perform ance for the 
com m only encountered small tilts and com m its large errors at uncom m only large 
tilts.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Neuroscience, being an experimental discipline, practises a bottom -up approach 
in its search for experimental results that will provide an understanding of the 
functioning of the brain through the unravelling the neural circuit. In contrast,
AI relies on a top-dow n approach in which attempts are made to build computer 
implementations for specific intelligent functions, such as vision, pattern  
recognition and m otor control. W hile the aim of neuroscience is to understand  
(biological) intelligence, the aim of AI is to build intelligence.
As mentioned earlier, an obvious difference between AI research and neuroscience 
is that the AI solution does not have to rely on biological hardware or neurons but, 
rather, it can make use of artificial devices and abstract m athem atical algorithms. 
Still, the basic functional building blocks that are required to realize intelligence 
artificially are very similar to those that have been realized in the biological domain  
during the course of evolution. Researchers active in neuroscience and AI therefore 
face similar questions when studying these functional aspects. Take the example of 
learning: a large part of our biological behaviour is not hardwired but is acquired in 
a learning process during the course of the individual's life; it is therefore adaptive. 
An example of this is the reconstruction of three-dim ensional internal models of 
the outside world from  the images that fall on our two retinas -  a procedure that 
is learned after birth. The same holds for m ost m otor tasks, including walking or 
playing tennis, or cognitive tasks, such as playing chess or planning a journey.
The world in which biological organisms or artificial creatures must operate is, 
from  the point of view of the individual creature, unpredictable, noisy and only 
partly observable. For this reason, deterministic models are inadequate and, in fact, 
internal representations are m ost often described by probability models that define 
learning, reasoning and planning as com putations. These com putations tend to be 
intractable, which means that the tim e and m em ory required to compute the result 
scale exponentially with the size of the model (the number of variables).
Research on AI and m achine learning carried out at the D epartm ent of Biophysics 
addresses these complexity issues and develops efficient approxim ation methods, 
which can also be put to use in large applications. These methods are subsequently 
used to dem onstrate their strength in the domains of learning, reasoning and 
planning. In term s of the learning process, a neural network model has been built 
that predicts the sales of newspapers on a daily basis at each individual vending 
point. W ith respect to the process of reasoning, a medical diagnostic expert system  
for internal medicine has been developed that helps doctors to diagnose complex 
patient cases. This system has been implemented in hospital environm ents where it
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is used a tool for reducing diagnostic errors. Finally, with regards to the process of 
planning, control methods that allow robots to plan their future actions optimally in 
a world of obstacles and moving fellow robots are currently being designed.
For his work in this field, Bert Kappen received a prestigious PIONIER-award (later 
to be called a VICI-grant) by N W O  in 1998  and was appointed full professor in 
2 0 0 3 .
Contribution to Training and Education
The Biophysics Group has actively participated in carrying out its m any teaching 
obligations, both within the Science Faculty and in other training programs. 
Biophysicists have contributed both to regular physics courses in the Bachelor 
program m e as well as to specialized courses in the M aster's phase of the physics and 
astronom y program m e and in the programmes of Biology, M olecular Life Science, 
Com puter Science, and N atural Science. The group also participates in the Research 
M aster of Cognitive Science, which selects the best students available globally for 
advanced research training.
The Biophysics Group has also been very successful in attracting external funding. 
This has enabled the form ation of a large and active PhD programme. Between 
19 6 0  and the present, m ore than 120  PhD students have defended theses th at had 
been supervised by staff members of the Biophysics Group, with more than  70 PhD 
defenses taking place over the past 25  years.
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From Experimental Solid State Physics 
to Nano-Physics
Theo Rasing*
In the past 50 years, experimental solid state physics has developed from  the study 
of equilibrium steady state bulk phenom ena to the exploration of the properties 
and dynamics of nanostructured matter. W hereas solids in the past were mostly 
described as infinitely large pieces of crystalline m atter in which atom s were 
regularly organized in a periodic fashion, the solid materials of interest nowadays 
are artificially constructed, often non-equilibrium materials with morphological 
features on the nanoscale, whose properties are strongly determined by their 
surfaces and interfaces. The im portance of surfaces and interfaces in nanom aterials 
becomes immediately obvious when one considers th at 1 cm 3 of m atter contains 
approximately 10 24 atom s and a cubic nanom eter contains only 100 0 . This vastly 
increased ratio of surface area to volume in nanom aterial enables m any physical 
effects to be studied that are not as apparent in the bulk material. Consequently, the 
relation between structure and physical properties is an essential ingredient of all 
studies on both bulk and nanom aterials. Recurrent aspects in these developments 
are th at solid state physicists tend to create their own subjects of research, 
continuously develop new experimental tools for exploring new areas and mostly 
work in small groups.
As will become apparent in this article, m agnetism  has always played an im portant 
role in the research carried out by the experimental solid state physics group in 
Nijmegen. This association began with the early de H aas-van Alphen era and 
superconductivity experiments and has actively continued with the creation of the 
M agnet Laboratory and the use of continuously stronger m agnetic fields and the 
ultrafast magnetization dynamic studies on nanostructured materials. The present 
endeavor to build the strongest m agnet in the world will be yet another crowning 
achievem ent of this successful research field.
1967-1987: The First 20 Years of Exp.Nat.4 (Experimental Physics 4)
In 1967, there were three experimental physics groups in the Science Faculty, namely, 
those headed by Toni Dymanus (Atom  and M olecular Physics), Remi van der Walle 
(High Energy Physics) and Ton de Vroomen (Solid State Physics). That same year, 
the newly appointed Professor Peter Wyder started the fourth experimental physics 
research group in Nijmegen, which focused on solid state physics. Strongly interested 
in superconductivity, he started setting up the necessary cryogenic facilities to 
conduct experiments at low temperatures. Peter Wyder obtained his PhD at the ETH
* The author would like to thank Peter Wyder, Herman van Kempen and Albert van Etteger for their critical reading and 
additions to the manuscript as well as Herman de Lang, whose “Action Book" was a great source of inspiration.
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Zurich in the laboratory of Professor Jorgen Lykke Olsen and subsequently spent 
several years with Professor Michael Tinkham as a postdoc at both Berkeley and 
Harvard. During these postdoc years, he developed a strong interest and expertise 
in the field of superconductivity. He had also the good fortune to attract Herman  
van Kempen, a low tem perature physicist as well as an electronic wizard, as a 
staff member, the technician Toine Dorscheidt and the theorist Arie van Gelder 
(better known by his initials AP). This rather unique situation of a theorist in an 
experimental group rapidly proved to be very fruitful with the first discovery of 
this new group: the fourth critical field in a superconductor H c4 (A.P. van Gelder, 
1 9 6 8 ), which was experimentally observed by one of the first students in the 
group, Jan Hendriks. O ther students of the first generation included Jos Bakker 
and H erm an de Lang, both of whom  would also study superconductivity. Through 
the years, “AP” proved not only instrum ental in predicting new effects but also in 
explaining the m any new phenom ena being discovered. W ith the attraction of the 
fourth staff member, Hans Stoelinga, in the second year of the group's existence, 
the experimental tools were extended from  transport type of experiments to far 
infrared spectroscopy, which allowed the study of the low energy excitations in 
superconductors and, not m uch later, in other materials as well. However, the 
detection of such excitations needed very sensitive bolometers, as was discovered by 
Kees de Kort and Tiny Huiben, two of the first students involved in these studies.
The low temperature research profited greatly through the years from  the H e3-H e4  
dilution refrigerators designed by H erm an van Kempen and built by the workshop 
of the Faculty of Science. As these refrigerators regularly had the annoying tendency  
to start leaking only near the lowest temperatures, i.e., under the full working 
condition, when it is very hard to detect if and where there are possible leaks, they 
quickly were given friendly nick names, such as the “blue m onster.” This may be 
what drove H erm an de Lang, who spent the better part of his thesis research work 
finding and fixing the leaks in the “blue m onster,” into science journalism, a skill he 
was already developing during his studies. In particular, his cartoons, which he made 
during the long waiting sessions th at were part of his experiments, have become 
world-famous am ong physicists (see fig. 1 ).
The im portance of developing new experimental techniques and instruments 
is typical of experimental solid state physics in general, but it was of particular 
im portance for the group Exp.N at.4. In addition to the cryogenic and spectroscopic 
tools already mentioned, the group developed other spectrometers as well as new 
therm om etry approaches, which occasionally led to im portant new research lines. 
For example, the ultra sensitive current com parator built by H erm an van Kempen 
enabled ultra high precision conductivity experiments to be conducted th at would 
shed light on an ongoing dispute about the m echanism s of resistivity at very low 
temperatures. Although phonons (lattice vibrations) could no longer play any role 
under these conditions, there appeared to be a tem perature-dependent contribution  
that could not be due to impurities. This kind of experim ent required not only the 
com bination of high accuracy in both resistance and tem perature measurements 
but also a lot of patience to achieve the necessary stability for reliable experiments. 
M any long night sessions eventually led to the discovery of the electron-electron
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Figure 1: One o f  Herman de Lang's famous cartoons, 
depicting his frustrating and never ending struggle 
with his cryostat “the blue monster."
scattering contribution to the resistivity and thus to the thesis of Jan Hein Ribot 
and of subsequent PhD students (H. van Kempen et al, 197 6 ). It also led to a very 
long friendly com petition and collaboration with Professor Jack Bass from  Michigan 
State University (East Lansing), who was to become a frequent visitor to the lab. Jack 
Bass was a real goal-getter who never wasted any time: he would com e straight to 
the lab on arrival and relentlessly push forward with the planned experiments (and  
Jan Hein). However, he also introduced the group to American brownies! O ne of 
the m ost spectacular and influential instrum ental developments would turn out to 
be the setting up of the Laboratory of High M agnetic Fields. This laboratory was an 
example of the “big toys” th at every science faculty in the Netherlands had tried to 
create. And where others had opted for accelerators or synchrotrons, in Nijmegen, 
Ton De Vroom en, with his interest in Shubnikov-de Haas and the de H aas-van  
Alphen effects, wanted a strong magnet. This choice received the approval of Christ 
Aarts, then D irector of the Faculty of Science, which in those days was enough to 
realize the project. However, de Vroomen, great experimentalist that he was, was not 
a particularly good organizer, and it was left to the newly appointed Wyder to take 
over responsibility for the M agnet Lab (see fig. 2; for further inform ation regarding 
the M agnet Lab, see the chapter by Jan Kees M aan).
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Figure 2: The Magnet Lab was not only a great inspiration for science! (Another Herman de Lang cartoon)
O ther im portant aspects of the group were its international character and the 
friendly but competitive atmosphere th at was created right from  the start. Both 
were clearly connected with the young and energetic staff: Wyder invited his former 
colleagues and friends from  abroad to spend time in Nijmegen or to com e over and 
give a colloquium. It was evident th at both he and van Kempen had spent several 
years in the United States in a clim ate that combined hard work with a very informal 
atmosphere (fig. 3 ).
Figure 3: Portrait o f  an era: group seminar o f  Exp.Nat.4 sometime in the late 1970s, with Wyder inquiring 
whether there were any new results. (Note that the device above Wyder’s head is not a beamer, but a slide 
projector!). Three o f  the people depicted now have a position at the Faculty. But who are they?
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Research on small particles and related quantum  effects effectively started in 
Nijmegen alm ost 4 0  years ago with the arrival of the first PhD student, Felix Meier, 
from  the ETH Zurich, (although nobody called it nanoscience in those days). The 
transition between atoms and (crystalline) solids had always fascinated Wyder, and  
in m any aspects, the research of Meier was a continuation of Wyder's own earlier 
studies on quantum  size effects in superconductors. This new research line also led 
to another im portant development, namely the collaboration with other groups 
within the Faculty of Science, in particular with the chemists. Because the early 
results on small gold particles could not easily be reproduced, new methods were 
sought for the synthesis of large quantities of small particles with a well-defined 
size distribution. Chemical methods turned out to be very suitable for this, marking 
the start of a fruitful collaboration with the group of Professor Jan Steggerda. 
Unfortunately, after the successful completion of Meier's thesis, it took his successor 
Jos Perenboom many years to dem onstrate th at m ost of the effects observed 
previously were due to artifacts and the m atrix material th at was used to hold the 
small particles. However, their joint review paper is still one of the best cited papers 
of the group (J.A.A.J. Perenboom et al, 1 9 8 1 ).
Another im portant development was the interaction with Hans Bluyssen, a 
form er PhD student of Toni Dymanus, and Albert van Etteger. Together they were 
responsible for the graduate research projects, part of the curriculum  for third-year 
physics students. However, they did this so well th at there was ample time and 
interest to set up their own research line. Wyder suggested building a far-infrared  
laser that could com plem ent ongoing research with the far-infrared spectrometers 
th at used black-body radiation as a (very weak) source. This would become a very 
productive research collaboration th at was to lead to the study of sem iconductor 
quantum  structures in high m agnetic fields. The arrival of Jan Kees M aan in 1975  
marked the true beginning of this new research line. M aan, who had done his 
undergraduate work in Delft, was the first PhD student to work in the newly finished 
Nijmegen M agnet Laboratory (or M agnet Lab). Using the far-infrared laser built 
by Bluyssen and van Etteger and samples from  Philips Research Lab in Eindhoven, 
M aan started a new research line on III-V sem iconductor quantum  structures. This 
work brought world-renowned scientists to Nijmegen, including Leo Esaki (Nobel 
Prize 1 9 7 3 ), who had pioneered the growth of sem iconductor super lattices by 
molecular beam epitaxy (M BE). W ith MBE, artificial materials can be grown layer 
by layer with near atom ic precision, resulting in quantum  well structures and super 
lattices (a  whole series of quantum  well structures on top of each other) whose 
properties can be tuned at will. The MBE technique not only marked the advent of a 
new research line in Nijmegen but also the start of a new development in terms of 
the kind of samples that could be used for research. Prior to the development of the 
MBE technique, m ost samples had been pure metals, in particular superconductors, 
which were studied in the form  of com m ercially available thin wires of very high 
purity or in the form  of thin films for which a thin film deposition apparatus 
had been bought. Using the MBE technique and based on results from  studies on 
sem iconductor quantum  structures, researchers in Nijmegen were able to construct 
artificial, m an-m ade super lattices and other quantum  structures th at turned out to 
be crucial for the development of this exciting new field. As the production of these
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structures required a very specialized, extensive and expensive infrastructure, these 
studies were conducted from  the very beginning as collaborations with other groups, 
such as those of Lo van Ruyven (Philips), Leo Esaki (IBM ) and, m uch later, Klaus 
Ploog (M PI). The latter researcher became one of the best quantum  well sample 
producers worldwide. The M agnet Lab became an increasingly im portant aspect 
of the research in the group and attracted a continuous stream of international 
visitors to Nijmegen for shorter or longer periods, m ost of whom  brought their own 
interesting samples. Soon the two 15Tesla magnets would be joined by the then  
strongest m agnet in the world, the 25Tesla Hybrid M agnet, developed at MIT in 
Boston with financial support from  Nijmegen. The m agnetic fields also attracted  
the second Swiss PhD student to Nijmegen, again from  the Olsen group: Hans Sigg. 
Hans, who cam e down to the flat country from  the Swiss Alps, turned into a fanatic 
water surfer and ice skater whenever he was not in the lab fighting for signals or 
cooking some Swiss specialities.
Meanwhile, developments in science and laser technology had inspired a new 
research line in the group: the investigation of the very fast dynamics of optically 
excited charge carriers in bulk and quantum  well sem iconductor structures. This 
was again made possible through the “golden hands” of Albert van Etteger, who 
set up the necessary picoseconds laser system and subsequently built him self the 
first femtosecond laser in Nijmegen. Thanks to him and Hans Bluyssen, a new 
generation of students could start in this new and exciting field, beginning with 
Rob Hollering in 1983 and soon followed by Tos Berenschot, Henk Reinen and Peter 
Christianen. Hollering's first results were very exciting but contrary to w hat was 
generally accepted. Being new in this field, Peter Wyder was first reluctant to publish 
these results, and it took Hollering quite some effort to convince him that his results 
were indeed correct. This was a great start for this new research line, which was 
subsequently mostly carried out in the high m agnetic fields to study the effects of 
quantum  confinem ent on the carrier dynamics.
Another new research line started in the 1970s was point-contact spectroscopy. This 
new experimental tool was both elegant and simple and, in many aspects, completely 
the opposite of the “Big Science” with high magnetic fields. Its basis was the creation  
of a very small, nano-size con tact between two metal electrodes. This was originally 
accomplished by its inventor, Professor Yanson, by applying a high voltage over 
the two electrodes that caused a nanom eter size short in the thin oxide film that 
separated them . Wyder's idea was to achieve this by simply etching a sharp point 
on a metal wire and gently pushing this against another metallic electrode. The very 
nonlinear resistance th at was the result of this p oint-contact allowed researchers 
to investigate directly the phonon density of states and the electron-phonon  
interaction of the electrode materials, the results of which were proudly presented by 
Peter Wyder in his characteristic and charm ing way: “any questions?” (see fig. 4 ) .
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Figure 4: Overhead slide in which 
Wyder presented the first direct 
measurement o f  the electron-phonon 
interaction in cupper by point-contact 
spectroscopy
Again the presence of the “house theorist” A.P. van Gelder proved invaluable for the 
interpretation and further development of this simple but very powerful technique. 
Experimentally, this new field was able to profit from  the instrum ental developments 
and expertise in tunneling spectroscopy on super conductors, for which sensitive 
in-house electronics had been built and used. At the same time, the field offered 
new opportunities to Henk Jongbloets and Louis Janssen, who were trying, quite 
unsuccessfully, to generate tunable far-infrared radiation with point-contacts on 
superconductors. This p oint-contact approach subsequently stimulated similar 
research in several other D utch universities and led to a further refinement at 
Leiden (Jan van Ruitenbeek, a Nijmegen PhD) thanks to the development of “break- 
junctions” th at allowed the fine tuning of the p oint-contact with sub-nanom eter 
precision. The first review paper on this topic still receives a lot of peer attention  
(A.G.M . Jansen et al, 1 9 8 0 ).
The last of the im portant new experimental directions th at were started during 
this period was scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). This new experimental 
technique, which later turned out to be the m ajor breakthrough in nano-science, 
was introduced in Nijmegen in the early 1980s by one of Peter Wyder's former 
fellow students at the ETH, Heinrich Rohrer. Together with his colleagues at Zurich's 
IBM Laboratory, Rohrer had developed a new type of microscope th at was based on 
the quantum  m echanical tunnel effect, which is the small but finite probability of 
electrons to tunnel through a barrier where no norm al conduction is possible. In 
STM, this barrier is formed by placing a sharp tip very close to, but not in contact 
with, a conducting surface. By scanning the tip over the surface, a map of the 
tunnel conductivity can be registered. As this map is closely related to the surface 
topography, it is possible to “visualize” this surface at atom ic scale resolution. 
Following a group seminar during which the future Nobel laureate Rohrer showed 
the first results of this instrum ent, the decision was taken that this kind of research  
would also be conducted at Nijmegen. Given our experience in point-contact 
and superconducting tunneling spectroscopy, we had indeed a large part of the 
necessary expertise already at our disposal. The fact th at one also needed to control
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the distance between tip and surface on at least the same or rather smaller level 
than the required atom ic resolution was viewed as a m inor difficulty -  which would 
soon com e to haunt the group. Indeed, despite the immense efforts of H erm an van 
Kempen, together with the technicians Jan Gerritsen, Jan Hermsen and Cees Beers 
and the first PhD student in this field, G ert-Jan van der Walle, the development 
of such an ultra sensitive instrum ent on the fourth floor initially appeared to be 
impossible. It was only after moving down to the basement into the form er “bomb 
shelter,” subsequently designated the “wine cellar” by the Faculty's director Christ 
Aarts, th at real atom ic resolution could be achieved (see figs. 5a, 5b). Fortunately, 
by designing clever experimental conditions, van Kempen and his group were still 
able to study im portant surface and interface effects in alternative ways, such as 
by looking at the internal scattering of electrons at an interface. This led to the 
groundbreaking discovery of boundary resistance at a m agnetic-nonm agnetic  
interface (P. C. van Son et al, 1 9 8 7 ).
Fig. 5b: Picture o f  1K STM 
(bottom right) together with 
the cryogenic “dip stick" on 
which it was attached. The 
whole system included a 
crystal cleaving device and 
had a diameter o f  less than 
2 cm!
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W ith this development, the story of the first 20-year period of the Exp.N at.4  
(Experim ental Physics 4 ) draws to a close. It also marks the end of the period 
of Peter Wyder, who accepted the position of D irector of the High Field M agnet 
Laboratory of the M ax Planck Institute in Grenoble in 1986.
The Second Twenty Years: 1987-2007
H erm an van Kempen was appointed as the successor to Peter Wyder. He was 
successful in convincing Theo Rasing to return to Nijmegen from  Berkeley, 
California, as an associate professor in his group. Rasing had worked with Professor 
Y. Ron Shen, who had been the first PhD student of Nicolaas Bloembergen and one 
of the pioneers in nonlinear optics. W ith van Kempen focussing on the further 
development of STM, Rasing started to develop a new line of surface second 
harm onic generation. This nonlinear optical technique enabled the probing of not 
only surfaces but also buried interfaces and, as such, would turn out to become a 
strong and versatile tool th at complemented the STM. In the years to follow, these 
two research groups worked towards combining the two techniques, for example, 
by developing a near field m agneto-optical detector th at was originally m eant to 
become an optically pumped spin-polarized STM tip. They would also successfully 
strengthen the financial basis of the group by attracting sufficient external funding. 
The acquisition of sufficient external funding was of increasing im portance for 
two reasons. First, the golden years of “Aarts' paradise,” when a brief encounter 
with the director in the cafeteria would suffice to secure a new position or piece of 
equipment, had disappeared. Secondly, the group's research was developing from  
being small-scale, which relied mostly on hom e-built equipment, to medium scale, 
which required relatively large investments in scanning probe electronics, pulsed 
lasers, photon counting systems, sample preparations techniques, am ong others. 
Direct funding, however, did not keep pace with the group's growth in scientific 
success and the number of collaborators. Fortunately, the group was quite successful 
in attracting funding from  two national foundations, the D utch Foundation of 
Fundamental Research FOM (Stichting Fundamenteel Onderzoek der M aterie) and 
the D utch Technology Foundation STW (Stichting Technische W etenschappen), 
and, increasingly, from  Brussels through a variety of European projects. The 
European-scale projects, through the guidelines of the EU proposals, increased the 
international character of the group even more.
But w hat were the scientific achievements of those years? The STM, with the help 
of the a new PhD student, Bart van de Leemput, developed to its full potential in 
the new low vibration laboratory. The focus was initially on the traditional field 
of solid state physics. A number of breakthroughs were obtained, such as single 
electron tunneling into small metallic clusters (P.J. van Bentum  et al, 1 9 8 8 ). These 
results showed how strongly science had developed since the first attempts to study 
size effects in small particles, both with respect to the experimental capabilities 
of the scanning probes as well as the synthesis of the nanoparticles themselves. 
These clusters were often constructed by colleagues from  the chem istry department, 
such as the Steggerda group. O ther m ajor achievements were the capacity to study 
single dopants in cleaved III-V sem iconductors, which resulted in the first real space 
observations of Friedel oscillations (M arnix van der W ielen, Randy de Kort), and,
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after a long and intense effort, spin selective STM, which enabled the observation 
of magnetism down to the atom ic level in thin layers and nanostructures (PhD  
students M aarten Bischoff, Toyo Yamada and visiting professor Amadeo Vázquez de 
Parga). Perhaps the m ost intriguing observation was the observation of the exotic 
surface orbital Kondo lattice resonance on an ultra pure chrom ium  surface by the 
PhD student Alexey Kolesnychenko; this was a completely unexpected phenom enon, 
never observed before in real space. The interpretation of the complex data could 
only be realized in close collaboration with the Theoretical Solid State Physics group 
(Alexander Lichtenstein and M ichael Katsnelson) and led to a joint publication in 
Nature (O.Y. Kolesnychenko et al, 2 0 0 2 ) . This experim ent provides an interesting 
example of how different sub-lines of a research group can suddenly com e together 
to give rise to unexpected new results. Point-contact experiments by the “mechanical 
break-junction” technique (our frequent guest Oleg Shklyarevskii has been the 
m otor for the point-contact work for more than 20 years) revealed that chrom ium  
single crystals are cleavable. This was a surprise, because until then tungsten had 
been thought to be the only cleavable metal. It was immediately recognized that 
this discovery provided the possibility to study clean atomically perfect chrom ium  
surfaces, something which had not been possible to date, even after many m onths 
of surface cleaning. The 1K STM, the development of which was mostly due to the 
efforts of a new young technician, Andre van Roy, was already operational, and the 
first experiments immediately were characterized by very peculiar effects. W ith help 
of the theoreticians, these effects were ultimately ascribed to the above-mentioned  
Kondo effect. Figure 6 shows the very first 1K STM together with the experimental 
results on chromium.
Fig. 6: 10nm x 10nm STM image showing a cross-like 
depression around an impurity and artist visualization o f  
the orbital Kondo resonance on Cr(001)
During this same period, the scanning probe m ethod was expanded into many 
different probe techniques, including those for measuring forces and optical 
properties. Using these techniques, a multitude of characteristics of specific samples 
could be determined on a sub-nanom eter scale, including the spectroscopic 
properties of the electronic structure of metals and sem iconductors, surface
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structure of non-conducting materials, elastic properties, electro-lum inescence of 
m olecular aggregates, NMR, inter- and intra-m olecular forces, and m any more. In 
particular, the ability to use these methods in liquid media opened up the possibility 
of studying chemical, biological, and medical systems in their natural environment. 
This led to a large number of collaborations with other groups in the Faculty of 
Science, notably those of Physical Chemistry and Solid State NMR (Cees Hilbers, 
Arno Kentgens), Organic Chemistry (Roeland N olte), Biophysical Chemistry (Hans 
Heus), Microbiology and Evolution Biology (Fried Vogels) and Solid State Chemistry 
(Piet Bennem a and Elias Vlieg).
A beautiful recent example of these collaborations is the study of a catalytic reaction  
at a liquid-solid interface, which was followed step by step at a single m olecular level 
(B. Hulsken et al, 2 0 0 7 ) . All of these cooperative efforts in the field of nanoscience 
between m any different groups paved the way for a strong push within the Faculty 
of Science towards nanoscience and nanotechnology. This push was ultimately 
formalized in January 2 0 0 4  with the form ation of the Institute for Molecules and 
M aterials (IM M ).
H erm an van Kempen retired in 2 0 0 2  and was, with a small overlap, succeeded by 
Sylvia Speller, thereby securing further development of the two research branches. 
M any new developments have already taken form. O ne of these is the foundation of 
the “N anolab,” a laboratory dedicated to nanotechnology, which has the additional 
task of supporting local enterprises in this promising new field.
W hat had happened meanwhile in the other half of the group? Theo Rasing's first 
goal was to set up a laboratory for nonlinear optical investigations of surfaces and 
interfaces. In Berkeley, he had pioneered the nonlinear optical second harm onic 
generation (SHG) technique for the study of m olecular monolayers on water as 
well as on clean metallic surfaces. This research required not only the availability 
of powerful pulsed lasers but also rather extensive surface science equipment, 
such as an ultra-high vacuum  (UHV) system with the necessary cleaning and 
characterization tools. The latter requirement was m et with the help of Professor 
Ton de Vroomen, whose laboratory for photo-electron spectroscopy he ultimately 
inherited. Because the refurbishing of existing equipment took m uch longer than  
planned -  or hoped -  research started in parallel on silicon wafers th at were 
protected by a native oxide. These studies, although initiated out of sheer necessity, 
showed the extreme sensitivity of the SHG technique for symmetry breaking: not 
only could one detect the crystalline symmetry of the surfaces, but also the tiny 
m iscut angles under which these surfaces were cut relative to the crystal axes (C.W . 
van Hasselt et al, 1 9 9 0 ). As an optical technique, SHG could even be used for in 
situ studies of the etching of these silicon wafers, which is very im portant for the 
applications of these technologically im portant wafers. As a pioneer involved in 
both the development of the SHG technique as well as its numeral applications for 
the study of silicon wafers, the first student of Rasing's group, Kees van Hasselt, 
later wrote a thesis of alm ost biblical proportions. This of course took a little longer 
than  officially planned, so that Kees also managed to be the first student officially 
receiving his PhD from  Rasing, who was himself promoted to full professor in 1997.
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In the intervening period, Theo Rasing's first PhD student, Harald Wierenga, 
together with van Hasselt and the assistance of all technicians had finished the 
UHV system so that work on clean surfaces could be started. The idea was to study 
m agnetic surfaces, which had become the focus of attention of a lot of research  
groups, because of the exciting new results that had been obtained, such as the giant 
magneto resistance effect in nanom eter multilayers of magnetic films separated by 
an equally thin nonm agnetic layer (this would eventually lead to the Nobel price 
in Physics for the discoverers Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg in 2 0 0 7 ) . As it had 
theoretically been shown that the SHG technique would be sensitive to (changes 
in) m agnetic order as well, the first study in the new UHV system was that of 
a magnetic surface of nickel. Unfortunately, as was later shown by Wierenga's 
successor, Klaas Jelle Veenstra, using an excitation wavelength of 532 nanom eter 
and the energy levels of the N i(1 1 0 ) surface turned out to be the worst possible 
com bination in which the theoretically strong effect went through a zero in its 
dispersion. Earlier, and in collaboration with M enno Prins and Daniel Abraham, 
who helped develop a spin-polarized STM with H erm an van Kempen, Wierenga 
showed the possibility of the SHG technique to probe even buried m agnetic surfaces, 
using thin cobalt films covered by equally thin gold layers. This m agnetization- 
induced SHG (M SHG) turned out to be the beginning of the development of the 
field of nonlinear m agneto-optics, which included the discovery of giant effects, 
which were up to three orders of magnitude larger than their linear equivalents (B. 
Koopmans et al, 1 9 9 5 ). These first results also triggered a new collaboration with 
the group of Professor Jürgen Kirschner, director of the new M ax Planck Institute of 
M icrostructure Physics in Halle/Saale. Following an approach of “think big and act 
big,” Kirschner sent his m agnetic UHV system on a truck to Nijmegen, where, within 
24  hours of arrival, the joint experiments started. This was for a large part due to 
the excellent crew that accom panied the system, which included Andrei Kirilyuk. 
These experiments turned out to be the start of a very fruitful collaboration, which 
ultimately also resulted in Kirilyuk coming to Nijmegen on a postdoc position. After 
this initial postdoc stay and an excursion to the FOM Institute at Rijnhuizen with 
then director Professor Gerard Meijer, Andrei Kirilyuk fortunately could be attracted  
back to Nijmegen, where he is now an associate professor focusing on even smaller, 
picometer, m agnetic materials.
It is extremely fortuitous that the technical developments in solid-state lasers also 
underwent a tremendous advance in these years. W ith the introduction of mode- 
locked solid-state lasers that delivered a train of stable femtosecond pulses with a 
repetition rate of about a 100  MHz, the MSHG experiments on thin magnetic films 
moved into an accelerated state. Because of the tunability of these systems as well 
as the fact th at the small energy per pulse was more than  compensated for by the 
tremendous increase in repetition rate (from  2 0  Hz to 100  M Hz), the experimental 
possibilities enormously increased and new results soon poured in. The femtosecond  
pulses opened the door to a whole new field, namely th at of the dynamics of the 
ordered spins in m agnetic media. In 1996 , the Strasbourg group of Eric Beaurepaire 
and Jean-Yves Bigot showed th at the excitation of a m agnetic nickel film by a 60-fs 
laser pulse leads to changes in the m agnetic response on a timescale of less than a 
picosecond. These results were initially extremely puzzling and controversial, as this
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kind of response was some two orders of magnitude faster than the theoretically 
expected one. The results triggered a surge of experimental and theoretical research 
th at is still expanding. In Nijmegen, an alternative approach was decided upon: 
instead of direct excitation of a magnetic film by a femtosecond laser pulse, which 
leads to an extremely non-equilibrium situation, we used the short optical pulses to 
trigger an opto-electronic switch. In this way a short current and thus m agnetic field 
pulse could be generated th at subsequently was used to excite a magnetically ordered 
film. The resulting magnetization dynamics was then probed by a time-delayed 
probe pulse, utilizing either linear or nonlinear m agneto-optical effects, to follow 
the time dependence of the magnetization vector. By using a clever design of two 
combined, but individually addressable optical switches, Thomas Gerrits managed to 
dem onstrate the possibility of switching a magnetic dom ain at the record breaking 
speed of 2 0 0  picoseconds (T. Gerrits et al, 2 0 0 2 ) . Meanwhile, the work on MSHG 
had triggered a new collaboration with the group of Professor Roman Pisarev from  
the famous Ioffe Institute in St. Petersburg. This not only led to the joint discovery 
of new nonlinear m agneto-optical phenom ena in the beautiful m agnetic garnet 
crystals of Pisarev but also to a new influx of students from  his laboratory who came 
for shorter or longer internships as part of their M aster or PhD studies. O ne of 
these, Alexey Kimel, subsequently became a postdoc in Nijmegen and was eventually 
able to dem onstrate that circularly polarized femtosecond laser pulses could act as 
equally short and very strong (several Teslas) m agnetic field pulses (A. Kimel et al, 
2 0 0 5 ) . This opened up a completely new field of so-called opto-m agnetism  -  the 
m anipulation of m agnetic order by ultra short optical light pulses -  culm inating very 
recently in the dem onstration of all optical magnetic switching, i.e., the reversal of 
a magnetic dom ain by a 40-fs laser pulse (C. D. Stanciu et al, 2 0 0 7 ) , leading to the 
all-optical recording of m agnetic bits (see fig. 7).
Figure 7: Demonstration o f  compact all-optical recording o f  magnetic bits by femtosecond laser pulses that act 
as equally short magnetic field pulses. This was achieved by scanning a circularly polarized laser beam across the 
sample and simultaneously modulating the polarization o f  the beam between left and right circular. W hite and 
black areas correspond to ‘up’ and 'down' magnetic domains, respectively
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The recent granting of a VENI and VIDI to Alexey Kimel and the Spinoza Prize to 
Theo Rasing demonstrates the appreciation of the outside world for this exciting 
work.
Outlook
As should be clear from  the text above, “experimental (solid state) physics 4 ” is still 
alive and certainly kicking as strongly as ever after 4 0  years. Although the name has 
changed (m ore than once) and the group has been split into two m ain research  
groups, the original spirit of a curiosity-driven research group doing cutting-edge 
research while keeping an open attitude for possible applications has remained. One 
explanation for this has been the ability of the group to keep attracting enthusiastic 
young students and collaborators from  all over the world, while continuing to renew 
and redefine its goals and approaches with advances in knowledge and technology. 
Some things have not changed, however, including the overwhelming interest in 
m agnetism  and the effects of small dimensions on physical properties and the 
inform al yet competitive atmosphere. Forty years of active research and teaching has 
produced 89  PhD theses and over a 1 0 0 0  publications, of which 631 have appeared 
in the Web of Science. These 631 publications have received nearly 9 0 0 0  citations 
or an average of 15 citations per publication, clearly demonstrating the im pact of 
the group on the development of science. O f the 89 graduates, six are currently full 
professors. W ith the firm embedding within the IMM and the new development of 
the Nijmegen Centre for Advanced Spectroscopy (NCAS), which was initiated jointly 
by Jan Kees M aan and Theo Rasing, the future of solid state and nanophysics in 
Nijmegen is very bright indeed. NCAS will combine the highest available magnetic 
field with a new Free Electron Laser that will deliver powerful Far Infrared Radiation: 
a culm ination of the activities started 4 0  years ago. W hile it is usually impossible 
to predict future developments, a number of general trends may be mentioned. In 
the past, solid state physics has been tremendously successful in understanding 
the properties of bulk simple materials, with the predicate “simple” in this context 
primarily indicating single element materials. Future research will be increasingly 
focussed on more complex materials, such as transition metal oxides, molecular 
materials and hybrid systems of organic and inorganic materials. The development 
and understanding of new materials will be of vital im portance if society is to 
successfully m eet the enorm ous challenges th at are confronting it in the areas of 
energy, climate and health. Science can and should play an im portant role in all 
three aspects, and Nijmegen has the perfect setting to do so. Finally, one of the most 
challenging and complex problems is life itself. Biological systems are self-organized 
complex systems full of nanoscale objects, m otors, sensors, actuators and control 
systems, the complexity of which we have only started to get the slightest impression 
of. Future interactions with other Nijmegen top institutes, such as the NCMLS 
and the F.C. Donders Centre, may provide tremendous research opportunities for 
studying such systems. The future will tell.
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Overview o f output and citation profile from  the Web o f Science
• 613 publications in Web of Science, with a total of 8 8 8 2  citations
• Top 10 publications have been cited 17 7 7  times or, stated otherwise, each 
publication has been cited an average of 178  times
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Hidden Symmetries in Condensed Matter
Ted Janssen & Aloysio Janner
Activities in the dom ain of theoretical physics initiated five years after the founding 
of the Faculty. At the start, it was decided to concentrate on two modern fields, 
namely on statistical physics (including the theory of solid state) and on elementary  
particles. The latter is concerned with the fundam ental constituents and interactions 
of m atter and represents a reductionist approach to physics. The form er studies the 
collective behaviour of large numbers of particles. It studies the synthesis aspects of 
physics.
The Early History
Three chairs were set up and three chair holders appointed: Johan de Swart for the 
theory of elem entary particles, Eddy Verboven for statistical physics, and Aloysio 
Janner for the theory of the solid state. The three professors continued their research 
in fields in which they had previously obtained their expertise. Flanking de Swart, 
Cees Dullemond was appointed as lector (associate professor), and the two men 
concentrated on the interaction of baryons (elem entary particles like protons and 
neutrons). Eddy Verboven, in turn, started in a promising new direction in statistical 
physics, a m athem atical approach called C * (C -star) algebra, while Aloysio Janner 
continued in his m athem atical approach to crystallography, in collaboration with 
Edgar Ascher from  Geneva. The second line, that of the C* algebra, ended rather 
soon, because the chair-holder died at a very young age. The statistical physics 
group then got Ger Vertogen as their head, who changed the direction towards the 
technologically im portant topic of liquid crystals. The elementary particles group 
broadened its scope when Roger van Roijen was appointed, who was an expert 
in field theory. Unfortunately, this line also cam e to an abrupt end when van 
Roijen died suddenly, also at a very young age. The research lines of de Swart and 
Janner thus cam e to constitute the bases for very long-lasting and fruitful research  
programmes. Research in condensed m atter physics obtained strong support when, 
with the help of the D utch organisation called ‘Fundam ental Research of M atter' 
(FO M ), a group started for developing num erical methods for the study of electrons 
in condensed m atter (solid state and liquids). The first head of the group was Fred 
Mueller. The group itself underwent several changes in its status, its role within 
D utch solid state research and with respect to the persons in charge. After Mueller, 
the group was in turn by John Inglesfield, Alexander Lichtenstein and Rob de Groot.
The other groups saw a change in their leaders in the 1990s. Aloysio Janner was 
succeeded by Ted Janssen (1 9 9 3 ) , who later gave the rudder to Mikhael Katsnelson. 
W ith the latter, the direction of the group changed considerably. In 2 0 0 8  Annalisa 
Fasolino was appointed on a chair of com putational condensed m atter physics. In 
the elementary particle physics group, Johan de Swart and Cees Dullemond were 
succeeded by Roland Kleiss. The statistical physics group did, unfortunately, not 
survive the rough times of budget cuts in the nineties.
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The scope of the theory groups was broadened through the work of senior 
scientists in the groups: W im  Beenakker (field theory), Michael Boon (group 
theory of m agnetic fields, Hall effect), Rob de G root (com putation of electron  
band structure, for example for spin-dependent conductivity connected to G iant 
M agnetoresistance), Ted Janssen (sym m etry and dynamics of aperiodic crystals), 
Hubert Knops (conform al invariance and exactly solvable models in phase 
transitions), and Tom Rijken (interactions between baryons).
We shall in this chapter concentrate on developments in the field of theoretical 
condensed m atter physics. This term  originated when many techniques used for 
the study of solid state (crystals and glasses) could be extended to related domains, 
like liquid crystals, liquids and soft matter, such as polymers. In the world at 
large, condensed m atter physics flourished, and the list of achievements in this 
dom ain over the past fifty years is long: think of superconductivity, the vanishing 
of resistance of conductors below a certain temperature, discovered by Kamerlingh 
Onnes, which was explained by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) in 1957, 
aperiodic crystals as discovered in the sixties, the Q uantum  Hall effect in 1980, 
quasicrystals in 1982 , superconductors at relatively high temperatures (3 8  degrees 
Kelvin) in 1986 , G iant M agnetoresistance, which is very im portant for the hard 
disks used nowadays and discovered in 1988 , to m ention just a few. M ost of these 
discoveries were awarded a Nobel Prize. In this environm ent, the Nijmegen group 
contributed especially to developments in the understanding of structure and 
dynamics of aperiodic crystals, a notion we shall explain in a m om ent.
The emphasis in research was on the relation between symmetry and physical 
properties, first, in the dom ain of electrom agnetic fields, and later, after 1972 , in 
particular for crystal structures th at are perfectly ordered but distinguish themselves 
by their lack of periodicity. ’N orm al’ crystals have a unit cell th at is repeated in all 
three directions, and are periodic for this reason. Pim de W olff at Delft University 
and his group discovered ’incom m ensurate’ crystals, which are not periodic in 
three dimensions and, years later, have been recognised to constitute an example 
of ’aperiodic’ crystals. De W olff described these crystals by adding an additional 
coordinate to the physical three-dim ensional space. During a discussion that took 
place during an accidental encounter, it turned out that the symmetries in space 
and tim e investigated for electrom agnetic fields have a direct m athem atical relation  
to the symmetries of modulated incom m ensurate crystals. Since then, many more 
aperiodic systems have been discovered to which these views could be applied. The 
group-theoretical characterisation and the study of their properties formed the 
subject of a fruitful collaboration between the Universities of Nijmegen and Delft, 
and within Nijmegen between theoretical and experimental groups, for which an 
im portant support was ensured by FOM.
Twenty-five years after the foundation of our Faculty, in 1982 , a strong new 
impulse was given to the field of aperiodic crystals by the discovery of quasicrystals 
by Dan Shechtman of the Technion at Haifa. The crystallography of aperiodic 
crystals became a separate chapter in crystallography, to which the group in 
Nijmegen could make im portant contributions. W e shall in the following try to give 
an impression of this research area.
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Periodicity and Aperiodicity in Crystals
In order as to see the difference between periodic and aperiodic crystals, let us first 
take a look at conventional crystals. These are built of identical unit cells, assemblies 
of atoms that are repeated in all three directions in space. These unit cells may 
contain a single atom, or also thousands of atoms. Starting from an atom in a 
given unit cell, one may jump to an atom of the same kind with exactly the same 
surroundings in another unit cell. The crystal is invariant under such a translation. 
All these translations belong to a three-dimensional lattice and are symmetry 
transformations of the crystal. Other possible symmetry operations are rotations, 
reflections on a plane and combinations of these with some appropriate translation. 
The set of all these symmetry operations, which leave the crystal invariant, is the 
space group of the crystal (see fig. 1). Because the position of any unit cell can 
be given by n 1 times a distance along one axis, which correspond to a first period, 
n2 times another period, and n3 times a third period, along the corresponding 
directions, the position of a unit cell is fixed by a set o f three integers. By a lattice 
translation or by an appropriate rotation, such a position goes into another position, 
which is equally labelled by three integers. This demonstrates the importance of 
integer numbers in crystallography.
Figure 1: A two-dimensional periodic crystal with its symmetry lines. The box is the unit cell, the lines indicate 
glide transformations, which leave the crystal invariant: a reflection on the line combined with a translation o f  
h alf a unit cell along the line
A real crystal is not exactly invariant under the symmetry operations of its space 
group. Since every crystal is finite, a lattice translation will shift the surface to a 
position beyond the real crystal. Moreover, there is always some disorder to be 
found, and if the absolute temperature is non-zero, the atoms themselves move and 
therefore do not remain in fixed positions. Therefore, only an ideal, infinite and 
static crystal is left invariant under the operations of a space group. This, however,
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will be a well-ordered structure: given the contents of the unit cell, and the space 
group, the position of each atom  in the crystal will be known.
However, periodic structures are not unique in possessing this property. Let us 
illustrate this by means of a simple m athem atical model. In this model a couple of 
rabbits, a female and a male, generate each m onth a new couple, the time needed 
for the young pair to become adult. The rabbits themselves never die. This model 
was conceived by the tw elfth-century m athem atician Leonardo Fibonacci da Pisa, 
who formulated the question: How many couples (N n) of rabbits are there after n 
m onths? At the beginning, there is one young (S) couple (N 0 =  1 ), after one m onth  
one adult (L) couple and one S couple (N 1 =  2 ) , after two m onths there are N 2 =  2 
couples L and N 1 =  1 couple S (N 2 =  3 ), after 3 m onths N 2 =  3 couples L and N 2 =
2 couples S (N 3 =  5 ), etc. After n m onths, there are N n-1 adult and N n-2 new-born  
couples. These Fibonacci numbers satisfy the simple equation: N n+1 =  N n +  N n-1, 
with starting values N 0 =  1 and N 1 =  2. Plotting the time evolution of the rabbit 
population along a line: S ^  L ^  LS ^  LSL ^  LSLLS ^  ... , on gets the Fibonacci 
sequence: LSLLSLSLLSLLS . . .. Finally, the real line is covered from  a given origin 
with intervals of length 1 and (V 5 -1 ) /2 ,  respectively, w ithout overlaps and gaps in 
the same order as the letters L and S of the Fibonacci sequence. The end points of the 
intervals are completely determined by this algorithm; but the pattern is not periodic 
and invariant with respect to the substitution: L ^  LS and S ^  L. The positions of 
these points form  the model of a one-dim ensional aperiodic crystal, well-ordered but 
w ithout periodicity. A similar example in two dimensions is given by the so-called 
Penrose tiling, which consists of two types of tile (coloured and a white ones) in the 
form  of rhombi; one with angle 3 6 o, the other with angle 7 2 o, each tile playing the 
role of a unit cell. Combining these tiles according to the so called ‘m atching rules' 
formulated by Penrose, one obtains a non-periodic arrangem ent, which covers the 
whole plane in a well-defined order w ithout gaps or overlaps (see fig. 2 ).
Figure 2: Penrose tiling: a  type o f  two-dimensional aperiodic tiling 
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These m athem atical constructs form  models for the quasicrystals, discovered by 
D an Shechtman, which are alloys forming a filling of three-dim ensional space with 
perfect atom ic order, but without periodicity. There exists, however, a m ethod for 
obtaining such structures from  periodic structures in a higher dimensional space. To 
see how this works, consider an orchard with trees on a square grid. A straight line 
from  the centre of a tree in a well-chosen direction will cut through other trees, but 
never through another tree-centre. The intersection of this line with the trees is not 
periodic, because it hits every tree in another position (see fig. 3 ). If one knows that 
the intersections arise from  a square array of equal circles, one can reconstruct this 
array from  the intersections. This is a m athem atical problem that is solvable. Then 
the aperiodic one-dim ensional sequence of intersections is obtained from  a periodic 
arrangem ent in the plane.
Figure 3: Cross-section through the periodic arrangement o f  trees in an orchard, with a line having an irrational 
direction with respect to the square lattice. The dashed line plotted above the top, which represents this cross­
section, defines a one-dimensional aperiodic pattern. The grey square is a unit cell o f  the orchard
Such an approach is possible in the case of aperiodic crystals as well. For example, 
the Fibonacci chain (one-dim ensional) may be obtained by intersecting a line 
with a two-dimensional periodic array of objects (see fig. 4 ) .  The vertical intervals 
represent the trees. The horizontal line is the viewing direction, and corresponds 
to the physical space, which hits the vertical intervals always in different points. In 
the physical space these points form  a Fibonacci chain, which is aperiodic, as has 
already been pointed out. In a similar way, the vertices of the Penrose tiling can be 
obtained as the intersection of a four-dimensional periodic structure with the two­
dimensional physical space. The icosahedral quasicrystals found by Shechtm an can  
be obtained by intersecting a six-dimensional periodic crystal.
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Figure 4: The Fibonacci chain appears as the intersection o f  a two-dimensional periodic pattern o f  equal vertical 
segments with a one-dimensional space. The intervals along the 'physical' space form  the aperiodic Fibonacci 
sequence, here appearing as ...SLLSLLS...
The symmetry groups of crystals are called space groups, and they consist of a 
com bination of rotations, reflections and translations. A simple argum ent shows 
th at in three-dim ensional space-groups the possible rotations are limited to 1-, 2-,
3-, 4 -  and 6-fold transform ations (rotations over 3 6 0 /n  degrees). It was a great 
surprise when it was found th at quasicrystals with 5-fold symmetry existed in 
nature. However, knowing that quasicrystals correspond to five-or six-dimensional 
periodic structures, and that in space groups of these dimensions five-fold rotations 
are possible, the occurrence of five-fold symmetries could be admitted from  a 
crystallographic point of view also. Group theory tells us furtherm ore th at in four 
and five dimensions 8-, 10- and 12-fold crystallographic rotations may also appear, 
next to those permitted in three dimensions. And indeed, quasicrystals have been 
observed in nature possessing just these symmetry rotations. However, quasicrystals 
with other types of rotations, which are possible in space-groups of these or higher 
dimensions, like the 7-fold rotation in six dimensions, have not yet been observed to 
occur. It is nevertheless essential to know (at least in principle) w hat is geometrically 
possible in the crystallography of an arbitrarily chosen dimension.
X-ray Scattering: The Order Becomes Apparent
The structure of a crystal on a m icroscopic scale can be determined by means of 
X-ray, electron or neutron diffraction. The techniques required have been developed 
since Rontgen’s discovery of X-rays and their use in crystallography introduced by 
the Braggs, father and son. The idea is the following. A crystal may be seen as a 
stacking of equidistant parallel atom ic planes, from  which the rays are reflected. The 
rays reflected from  two parallel planes have constructive or destructive interference, 
depending on the different paths of the rays (see fig. 5). Many parallel planes imply 
that a ray may only be reflected into a discrete set of directions. A vector along the 
ray with a length equal to the inverse of the wavelength is the wave vector. The 
preceding situation is therefore characterised by the requirement that the wave 
vectors of incom ing and outgoing rays differ by a so-called reciprocal lattice vector 
k, a vector th at has an integer scalar product with all the lattice translations of the 
crystal. This is the Bragg reflection condition: k.a =(kout -kin).a =  integer for all lattice 
translation vectors a. This condition implies that the vector k is an element of the
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reciprocal lattice and can, therefore, be expressed as an integral linear com bination  
of three basis vectors: k=h,a'+ha'2+h3a'v with integer coefficients h,. These same wave 
vectors occur in the Fourier transform  of the electron density of the crystal.
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Figure 5: X-rays scatter constructively from  crystal planes at special angles only, satisfying the Bragg condition
In an aperiodic crystal, stacking of parallel atom ic planes also occurs, but in this 
case they are not equidistant. Nevertheless, the diffraction of X-rays is again 
discrete. A simple explanation follows from  the m athem atical property th at the 
Fourier transform  of the intersection of a plane with a crystal is the projection of 
the Fourier transform  of th at crystal on this plane. Because an aperiodic crystal is 
the intersection of the physical three-dim ensional space with a periodic structure 
in m ore than three dimensions, the wave vectors of the Fourier transform  of the 
three-dim ensional aperiodic crystal are the projections of Fourier wave vectors of the 
higher-dimensional periodic structure. This is also the case for the corresponding 
Bragg spots. An example of a diffraction pattern of an aperiodic crystal is given in 
figure 6. It consists of sharp peaks, which are just as sharp as those of a periodic 
crystal. Therefore, the scattering vectors (the difference between out and in) are 
integral linear com binations of n basis vectors, where n is larger than three. If one 
allowed non-integer values for h,, all vectors would be expressible in at m ost three 
basis vectors only. The fact th at the crystal is aperiodic comes from  the fact that at 
least one of the three coefficients is irrational. This means that at least one of the 
n vectors is ‘incom m ensurate' with respect to the others. The special properties of 
aperiodic crystals have their origin in the existence of these irrational components.
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Figure 6: Diffraction pattern o f  a quasicrystal with ten-fold rotation symmetry
Structure Determination: Where Are the Atoms?
The intensity of the diffraction spots is the square of the corresponding Fourier 
com ponent. If one knew the com ponents themselves, the structure would simply be 
given by an integral over these com ponents. However, the Fourier com ponents are 
complex numbers, and we observe only their absolute values. Therefore, in order to 
obtain the structure, one has to find also the corresponding phases. This is a general 
problem in crystallography. For conventional crystals, the structure is solved once 
the positions of the atom s in the unit cell are known. Each atom  contributes to the 
diffraction pattern with a certain scattering power, and knowing its position one can  
compute the intensity of each Bragg spot and compare it with the observation.
For aperiodic crystals the crystallographic problem is also to find the positions 
of the atoms. The usual crystallographic techniques can be applied to the higher­
dimensional periodic description of the aperiodic crystal. But the problem is more 
complicated than for conventional crystals, because the atoms, even in a point­
like approximation, are not given just by their positions, but by their shapes in the 
higher-dimensional space, which have the dimension of the additional space.
The positions and the shapes of the objects representing the atom s in the higher­
dimensional space lead to a periodic structure, which has as its symmetry a space 
group of same dimension. In three dimensions there are 219  different space groups. 
In Nijmegen, the 775 four-dimensional space groups needed for aperiodic crystals 
have been derived, in a collaborative effort involving Pim de W olff in Delft and 
Akiji Yam am oto in Tsukuba, Japan. These results have been published in the widely 
used International Tables o f Crystallography, Volume C. Later, also families of five- 
and six-dimensional space groups, which are particularly useful for quasicrystals, 
have been determined. The number of space groups increases rapidly with each 
dimension, and it is not practical to try to tabulate all these groups the way in which 
the three-dim ensional groups have been tabulated. A short version of additional 
tables has been published. For higher dimensions, by extending the algorithms
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used by Schoenflies and Fedorow in the nineteenth century in their derivation of 
the three-dim ensional space groups and using a software developed together with 
Ad Thiers and Michiel Ephraïm and subsidized by the Netherlands Technology 
Foundation (STW ), one obtains the groups needed to interpret experiments. The 
results are available at the web site of the crystallography departm ent of the Ecole 
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Switzerland).
Based on the concepts of the higher-dimensional space, called superspace, 
crystallographic com puter programs for determining the structure of aperiodic 
crystals have been developed by Akiji Yam am oto and by Vaclav Petricek. These 
programs are now routinely used for two classes of aperiodic crystals, the 
modulated phases and the incom m ensurate composites. For quasicrystals the 
problem turned out to be m uch harder. Only recently the group of An-Pang Tsai 
has found an icosahedral quasicrystal with only two chemical species: cadmium  
and ytterbium; until their discovery, all good icosahedral quasicrystals required at 
least three different atom  types. For the new material, one could solve the problem. 
This structure determ ination was also based on the superspace approach. W hen  
quasicrystals were discovered, tiling models were soon proposed. But these models 
were not very successful. As a consequence, the late Per Bak asked the question: 
“W here are the atom s?” This question has now been answered.
Unexpected Symmetry
If one multiplies all distances from  the origin of a lattice by an integer factor, each 
lattice point is mapped onto another lattice point. This is trivial. Less trivial is the 
situation in aperiodic space-filling structures, like the Penrose tiling. Let us take an 
octagonal tiling as our example, a tiling with an eight-fold rotational symmetry.
In this case one may show that the multiplication of all distances by the irrational 
factor 1+ V2 maps vertices on vertices. For other types of tiling, other irrational 
factors may be needed, possibly in com bination with a rotation. For example, for a 
dodecagonal tiling (with 12-fold rotation symmetry) the com bination of a rotation  
over 15 degrees with a stretching by a factor V2 +  V3 maps vertices on vertices (see 
fig. 7 ). These operations are called scale and roto-scale symmetries of the tiling.
Figure 7: A tiling with twelve-fold rotation symmetry and roto-scale transformation
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The scale symmetries are also visible in the diffraction pattern. For quasicrystals 
having the rotation symmetry of a regular icosahedron, multiplying the distance 
from  the origin to a Bragg spot by a power of ( )3 gives the position of another 
diffraction spot.
Scale symmetries are also observed in conventional crystals, in particular in the 
morphology of snow crystals, where the patterns formed during crystal growth 
show an unexpected m acroscopic hexagonal lattice structure. In the growth process 
from  a central seed one observes an increase of the hexagon by an integer factor.
In addition, one also recognises scale-rotations associated with the growth. Typical 
is a scaling by a factor V3 combined with a rotation over 30  degrees leading to a 
star-hexagonal (hexagram m al) relation (see fig. 8 ). The figure shows an example 
of a dendritic snow flake, where the afore-m entioned structural peculiarities 
appear particularly at points where new branches arise. Similar properties are also 
observed in facet-like snow crystals where the scaling relations are associated with 
the complex patterns developed during the growth process. Note that neither 
the m acroscopic growth lattice nor these scaling relations are explained by the 
underlying hexagonal space group of ice.
Figure 8: A snow crystal with a macroscopic hexagonal growth lattice and hexagrammal symmetry. One may 
observe a scaling by a factor V3, combined with a 30° rotation (Courtesy IUCr and Dover)
How Does a Crystal Grow?
Because a conventional crystal is a packing of unit cells, a crystal growth model is 
easy to construct. One simply places a copy of the unit cell next to, or on top of, the 
already present unit cells. In reality, the growth process is more complicated. Atoms 
of a growing crystal preferably attach themselves to the surface near a step on the 
surface, or near a structural defect. Only the planes having a high atom ic density 
give rise to stable facets. Therefore, a small number of directions are preferred, which
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are perpendicular to the characteristic flat faces of a crystal growth form, which 
are oriented in such a way that the rotational symmetries of the crystal become 
apparent.
The growth of quasicrystals is more complicated, as one easily gathers from  
simple models. Taking for example the Penrose tiling, the two types of tiles have 
to be placed next to each other according to certain rules, called the ‘m atching 
rules'. However, starting to build a tiling th at obeys these rules alm ost always leads 
to a situation where the rules have to be violated, which stops the growth process. 
Nevertheless, in the laboratory, perfect quasicrystals of considerable size (up to 10 
cm  in length) have been obtained. How nature succeeds to realise such a growth 
is still unclear. The arguments explaining the appearance of the stable facets in 
crystal growth forms can be generalised to aperiodic crystals by using the superspace 
form ulation. Piet Bennem a from  Nijmegen's Chemistry D epartm ent and Sander van 
Smaalen from  Bayreuth have formulated the generalisation. A facet is characterised  
by a reciprocal lattice vector, which is also a Fourier wave vector and appears in the 
cyrstal's diffraction. Such a vector is accordingly perpendicular to parallel atom ic 
planes and has as length the inverse of the distance between these planes. For 
example, a simple facet of a cubic crystal characterised as 100 , the first reciprocal 
basis vector a*, has the orientation of the face in a cube. Stable facets correspond to 
short Fourier vectors.
Aperiodic crystals growth forms show nice flat facets as periodic crystals. As in the 
case of the latter, the facets may be characterised by wave vectors of the diffraction  
pattern. By applying this property, Janner, D am  and Donnay have been able to solve 
a problem th at was alm ost one century old, namely th at of the characterisation  
of the facets of the mineral calaverite. In 1903 , Herbert Smith concluded 
th at according to the known morphological laws, this was impossible. His 
conclusion was confirmed in 1931 on the basis of very accurate goniometric 
m easurements of an internationally selected set of calaverite crystals, which are 
now held at the British M useum in London. Only in 1989 , by extending the 
classical laws to the four-dimensional description of the calaverite structure, 
could it be shown that the labelling of the facets followed directly from  the 
m easurements made in 1931 (see fig. 9).
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Figure 9: Only 86 years after its first observations in 1903, the puzzle o f  the calaverite growth forms could be 
solved by a four-dimensional labelling o f  the facets as described in the 1931 morphological measurements
Mathematics is Essential for Physics
As Galileo had rightly remarked, “m athem atics is the language of nature.” In 
fact, there exists an intim ate symbiosis between m athem atics and physics. Many 
m athem atical problems originate from  physics. Think of the infinitesimal calculus 
or of partial differential equations. O n the other hand, many physical theories 
formulated at first in a heuristic way were in due course rendered rigorous through  
the use of m athem atics. Evidently, there rem ain many open questions (as, for 
example, in quantum  field theory and in string theory).
In condensed m atter physics, too, the interaction with m athem atics is strong. The 
theory of aperiodic crystals is based, in particular, on the theory of integer matrices, 
number theory, group theory and representation theory, spectral theory, and the 
theory of chaotic systems. Again, the questions raised in the study of aperiodic 
crystals have stimulated new developments in m athem atics. The question, “which 
functions have a Fourier transform  consisting of delta peaks only?” or, w hat is 
equivalent to this, “which m atter distributions diffract with a point spectrum ?” still 
wait for an answer.
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Physical Properties: Do the New Crystals Have Some Practical Use?
Although the structure and symmetry of crystals are im portant issues in themselves, 
for condensed m atter physics, the relation between symmetry and physical properties 
is the central problem. In this respect, aperiodic crystals pose new challenges. For 
conventional crystals, physical properties are described in terms of wave vectors 
belonging to the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice, the so called Brillouin zone.
For example, the problem of atom ic oscillations around equilibrium positions in 
a crystal is a problem with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. However, 
for each wave vector in the Brillouin zone the problem becomes finite, and its 
dimension is thrice the number of particles in the unit cell. For aperiodic crystals, 
by contrast, there is no Brillouin zone. Sure, there is a Brillouin zone in a higher­
dimensional space if one considers the superspace form ulation, but that does not 
help, because the objects which describe the atom s in the higher-dimensional unit 
cell are extended. Therefore, the number of degrees of freedom for each wave vector 
remains infinite.
The problem of the behaviour of electrons and phonons in aperiodic crystals is 
still not fully solved, but at least in principle, the special properties are nowadays 
understood. To start with, the origin of an aperiodic structure could be explained for 
the first class of aperiodic crystals, the incom m ensurately modulated phases. Simple 
models show that a vibration mode of a periodic structure may become unstable 
at a given temperature, leading to a phase transition. Because the wave vector of 
the instability is in general not com m ensurate with the periodic structure of the 
crystal, a new aperiodic ground state appears, th at of an incom m ensurate modulated 
crystal. For quasicrystals, the problem is still partly unresolved. The form ation can 
be explained by a process th at is well known in metallurgy, the Hume-Rothery  
m echanism . The metallic liquid solidifies in a structure such th at the electronic 
energy becomes minimal. There is a long-standing controversy over w hether this 
energy argum ent is sufficient for quasicrystals, where the ground state has about 
the same total energy as a large number of other alm ost degenerate structures. A 
distribution over these low-energy states creates a disorder, which therm odynam ics 
describes as entropy. W here this contribution is im portant enough, the quasicrystal 
will be stabilised by entropy at higher temperatures, whereas at a low temperature 
the ground state will be th at of a periodic crystal. It is difficult to verify this property 
experimentally, because at low temperatures the approach to equilibrium can be 
extremely slow. After all, m ost of w hat we see around us is in no therm odynam ical 
equilibrium, and may rem ain in this condition for centuries.
Aperiodic crystals also display behaviour that allows for the possibility of 
describing them  in a higher-dimensional space as a periodic structure. The physical 
structure is then the intersection of the physical space with th at structure. Arbitrarily 
small shifts along the additional dimensions of the intersection give rise to a new 
structure, but with exactly the same distances between the atoms. All atom s are 
displaced, but the total energy remains unchanged. If the shift of the intersection  
is associated with a wave characterized by a long wavelength, the local energy of 
each atom  changes only very little, as in a low frequency sound wave. The new 
type of m otion is called a phason. For modulated phases, this type of excitation  
can be calculated for simple models and has been observed experimentally. For 
quasicrystals, however, the dynamics is different. Let us take another look at the
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superspace picture of the Fibonacci chain (fig. 4 , above). Even an infinitesimally 
small shift of the physical space along the vertical direction, which corresponds 
to the additional dimension, leads to jumps of atom s between positions at a finite 
distance, the so-called phason flips. After the shift, the new configuration has the 
same total energy, but locally, the atom s now have to climb over an energy barrier. 
This implies dissipation of energy, which is the reason why such a phason excitation  
is damped, as has been shown experimentally at Grenoble's Institute Laue-Langevin 
as well as in Japan. In these cases the role of the Nijmegen scientists was the 
theoretical prediction of the phenom ena and the interpretation of the results.
The simple models studied in our Nijmegen group managed to give a qualitative 
explanation of the measured effects. Quantitatively, more sophisticated calculations 
were needed. In Nijmegen, the Electron Structure of M atter group possesses the 
required know-how, but in fact other groups, in particular the groups of M arian  
Krajci and Jürgen Hafner in Vienna and of Marek Mihalkovic and Mike W idom  in 
Pittsburgh, have performed the detailed and complex realistic calculations required 
to address these problems.
The character of vibrational modes and the behaviour of electrons in aperiodic 
crystals also differ from  those in periodic crystals. For the latter, the electron  
density in each unit cell is the same. Bloch's theorem  tells us th at the electronic 
wave functions in different unit cells differ by a phase only, and these phases drop 
out in the corresponding density. Therefore, the electron wave functions are called 
‘extended'. To aperiodic crystals, one may apply a generalisation of Bloch's theorem, 
but it does not imply extended states. The states may be ‘localised', which means 
that they fall off exponentially from  a centre, or they may possess a fractal structure, 
and in this last case, the wave function is called ‘critical'. The existence of these 
different types of electron states leads to quite peculiar behaviour of the electric 
conductivity in quasicrystals. An effect related to the H um e-Rothery rule, mentioned  
earlier, is the appearance of a pseudo-gap: the density of states becomes low near the 
highest occupied electron energy, the Fermi level. Consequences of this situation are 
low friction and non-wetting of quasicrystal surfaces, properties that can be used in 
applications such as those requiring special coatings. Further possible applications 
are strengthening of m etal alloys and hydrogen storage. In all the cases, where 
technological investigations are required, a theory group can only act as advisor. The 
Nijmegen have played this role in a number of international networks.
Looking back and ahead
In the course of its existence, the Nijmegen group has witnessed a continuous 
development, while the basis has remained the same. In m odern technology, 
condensed m atter plays a crucial role, related to the search for new materials, 
which requires both a deep understanding of the m ain properties and a theoretical 
approach investigating the limits of existing theories. In order to get a firm basis, a 
rigorous approach is needed, and the language of such an approach is m athem atics.
The m ain achievements of the Nijmegen group lie in the development of new 
methods for investigating and characterising new materials, notably aperiodic 
crystals. The methods developed at Nijmegen have become the world standard. For 
this success, Pim de Wolff, Aloysio Janner and Ted Janssen have received, from  the 
hands of the King of Sweden, the Am inoff Prize of the Swedish Academy of Science.
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The group has also played an im portant role in the understanding of the physical 
properties of aperiodic crystals. For their study, a new paradigm had to be found. 
Research conducted at Nijmegen was thus im portant for the fundamentals of 
crystallography and the theory of the solid state. From the practical point of view, 
with new applications being sought the world over, the role of Nijmegen is evident 
from  the numerous com m ittees on crystallography, ferroelectrics, quasicrystals and 
complex metallic alloys to which members of the group have contributed.
Nijmegen has become known in the world as a centre of crystallography and 
the physics of aperiodic crystals. This achievem ent is due also to the contribution  
of many PhD students, postdocs and guest scientists. Some 25 young scientists 
obtained their degree in the group of theoretical solids state physics. From the 
seventies onwards, FOM, STW and European organisations have provided external 
financial support to the group. Besides the supervision of PhD students, the 
group has been very active in lecturing at all levels (the theoretical physicists did 
m uch of the teaching inside the sub-faculty), and supervising M aster's theses on 
various topics in condensed m atter and m athem atical physics. PhD students had 
the pleasant opportunity to conduct experimental work (Ram an and infrared 
spectroscopy, and optical activity) in collaboration with the Experimental Solid State 
Physics group of Peter Wyder and H erm an van Kempen and with Piet Bennema's 
Solid State Chemistry group.
O ther activities concerned the organisation of meetings. The group has twice 
organized the Conference on Group-Theoretical M ethods in Physics, and further 
the conference Dynamical Properties of Solids, the 8th European Meeting on 
Ferroelectricity and the meeting Aperiodic 2 0 0 0  for the International Union of 
Crystallography.
Science proceeds in small steps, but in the period covered in this chapter, physics, 
and in particular condensed m atter physics, has witnessed a huge improvement in 
theoretical understanding. In this process, Nijmegen has certainly played a non- 
negligible role in the development.
In the new century, the activity of the theoretical condensed m atter group began 
to move into new directions such as quantum  properties of m atter and development 
of new com putational schemes. The challenging properties of graphene have opened 
a new field th at is expected to lead to new im portant physical insights and to which 
Nijmegen has already made relevant contributions.
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Experimental Particle Physics
Sijbrand de Jong & Adriaan König
1963 was a very good year for many reasons. One of these reasons was the 
establishm ent of an experimental high-energy physics group at Nijmegen University. 
That group was started as the modern, third research branch of the Physics 
D epartm ent. The other two branches were the atom  and molecular physics group, 
and the solid-state physics group, both of which had started in 1960.
In the Beginning: QCD and Bubble Chambers
The first professor of the newly founded group, Remy Van de Walle, was handpicked 
by Christ Aarts, the Director of the new Faculty of Science (see fig. 1 ). Aarts on 
subsequent occasions explained th at he was impressed by Van de Walle not last 
because of his Flemish accent and habits. Despite these rather tangent qualities 
playing a role in the selection, Van de Walle turned out to be a good choice as 
professor of a new research group, and his qualities as a researcher and m anager of 
researchers proved to be highly valued. He was appointed professor on December 3, 
1 963 , which also marked the official start of the experimental high-energy physics 
group.
Figure 1: Professor Remy Van de Walle (l) with 
the Faculty's Director, Christ Aarts (r), during the 
celebration o f  25 th anniversary o f  Exp.HEF in 1988
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W hether accidentally or otherwise, at the time of the start of Nijmegen high- 
energy physics, M urray Gell-M ann and independently Yuval N e'em an proposed 
the quark model to explain the plethora of strongly interacting particles th at were 
being discovered at th at time. O f course, it was far from  clear w hether this model, 
which would ultimately lead to the now well-established theory of Q uantum  
Chrom oDynam ics, was just another attem pt, or a winner.
In 1963 , the experimental weapon of choice in the field of high-energy physics was 
the bubble chamber. This cham ber was used to register the interaction products of 
accelerated particle beams that were shot into a fixed target, where the content of 
the bubble cham ber often served as the fixed target. Bubble chambers are a marvel 
of technology, where the theory of thermodynamics, the interaction of radiation  
with matter, electrodynamics and experimental techniques involving hydraulics, 
cryogenics, optics and magnets com e together as integrated pieces of art th at are 
constructed with fantastic m echanical precision.
In term s of the spatial precision of tracing charged particles, bubble chambers can  
still be considered to be the equal of present-day electronic counter techniques. 
However, bubble chambers do have their downside, which eventually led to their 
demise: a vast number of photographic pictures have to be scanned and precisely 
measured in a very laborious process.
The first trial measurements of charged tracks were made on photographs obtained 
in a 3 0 -cm  hydrogen bubble cham ber in Saclay, France, wich was injected with 
a 720-M eV  pion beam. This first test involved the scanning of some 1 0 ,0 0 0  
photographs of a vessel containing liquid hydrogen just after a piston had been 
pulled up, which resulted in the cham ber volume expanding slightly, thereby 
enabling some of the hydrogen to evaporate. In bubble chambers, this evaporation 
event may take place in the entire volume, just as when water boils, but in practice 
it will first occur where “agitated,” at sharp corners but also along the trace of a 
charged particle flying through the liquid. A stream of “boiling bubbles” forms along 
such a trace and, on photographs, which are taken with a flash, these bubbles show 
up as light spots on the dark background of the vessel and liquid. Such pictures are 
inspected for interesting interactions. They are examined using scanning tables in 
which the greatly enlarged negative pictures are projected on a large table in order 
to be able to see the fine details. The vast number of pictures imposes a need for 
m any people to be working in parallel in order to obtain a m easurem ent within  
a reasonable period of time. From 19 6 4  onwards, a large number of ’’scanning 
ladies” was employed by Van de Walle for this purpose (see fig. 2 ) . After thorough  
training by the m aster himself, these ladies initially scanned through thousands -  
and later even millions -  of bubble cham ber pictures, all collected in various bubble 
chambers th at were in use at the CERN (European Organization for Particle Physics) 
laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland. The fact that the real work happened in the 
dark (for better visibility of the projections) led not only to a sometimes mystical 
atmosphere but, in com bination with the m andatory pauses during which the ladies 
had to find entertainm ent, also to a number of marriages.
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Figure 2: A “scanning lady" 
concentrating on her work. 
(Source: Faculty Photographic 
Services)
From Handcraft to Automation
The first scanning apparatus used in Nijmegen was the ENEDEP, which was 
imported from  France. This was succeeded by the ENETRA, which semi- 
autom atically scanned the pictures and measured the traces. Meanwhile, the group 
had developed the ambition to construct its own scanning device, which cam e into 
existence as the NIJDAS (NIJmegen D ata Analysis System). In the latter system, the 
measured traces were stored on punch cards or tapes and needed to be reconstructed  
as particle tracks. In turn, sets of particle tracks needed to be analysed in order to 
classify interactions and determine their properties. These processing steps required 
the use of large-scale computing facilities -  or w hat counted as “large-scale” in 
those days. Given th at this type of computing power was not available in Nijmegen 
at th at time, the group played a m ajor role in introducing “large” computers to the 
University of Nijmegen. O ne of the first IBM 3 6 0 /4 0  machines in Europe, with a 
then impressive 128  kilobytes of memory, arrived in Nijmegen in 1965.
Unfortunately, this “large” com puter turned out to be too small for some of the 
com puter programmes needed for analysing bubble cham ber data. Consequently, 
the programmes had to be broken down into smaller sub-programmes th at were run  
one after the other. Some rem nants of the close ties to the faculty and university 
com puter centres of our group still exist. The np trials eventually led to a publication
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in Nuovo Cimento in 1968 , which served to establish the group in the experimental 
high-energy physics community.
In 1965 , the group started to analyse 5-GeV pion collisions with protons in a 
150-cm  heavy liquid freon bubble cham ber at CERN in a collaboration with eight 
other groups -  the so-called CAPTENBOB (CERN, Aachen, Padua, Turin, Ecole 
Polytechnique Paris, Nijmegen, Bergen, Oslo, Bari) collaboration. A total of 135 ,106  
pictures were analysed for this experiment. The measurements led to the first 
publication of the group in Physical Review, a study of 6-pronged n+p interactions 
at 5 GeV. A total of some 2 0  publications originated from  this experiment. A 
retrospective review of these publications provides some insight into the confusion  
th at then existed about the strong interactions.
The next project was to analyse the pictures of the interactions of a 4.2-G eV  kaon 
(K-) beam in the CERN 2-m  hydrogen bubble chamber. This experiment was jointly 
proposed in 1966  by the two D utch groups active in experimental high-energy 
physics, the Universities of Amsterdam and Nijmegen. In 1970 , a CERN group and 
the University of Oxford joined the already up-and-running experiment. D ata were 
collected between 1967  and 1974 at CERN, and approximately 3 million images were 
subsequently analysed.
The vast numbers of images to be scanned and measured necessitated a new  
approach; thus the PEPR was acquired. This apparatus was an imported copy of an 
MIT (Boston) original, but it was nevertheless so unique th at a special International 
PEPR Colloquium was organized in honour of its arrival in Nijmegen in June 
1968 . In 1 971 -1974 , a second PEPR was built in Nijmegen. The PEPR automatically  
measured the bubble cham ber pictures, after being put on the right track by input 
from  the scanning tables. M anual intervention was often still needed, as this 
apparatus often got confused when confronted with the more complicated options. 
The PEPR was directly connected to a PDP-9 computer, and the entire set-up was 
quite unique in those days (see figs. 3 and 4 ) .
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Figure 4: Schematic 
description o f  the set­
up o f  PEPR. (Source: 
Faculty Photographic 
Services)
In the m id-1970s, it was realized th at the autom atic pattern recognition capacity 
of the PEPR could also be used for screening for cancer in tissue smears. This led to 
the BioPEPR project, which, at least initially, obtained m uch praise and can still be 
viewed as a contribution to industrial innovation avant la lettre. Unfortunately, the 
project did not result in a widely applied scanning device for tissue pathologies.
National Embedding: The Founding of N ikhef
The group was expanded in 1974 with the appointm ent of a second professor, 
W olfram  Kittel. W hile the group of Van de Walle joined in a collaboration to 
investigate kaon proton interactions at the tenfold higher energy level of 70 GeV 
using the Big European Bubble Cham ber (BEBC) at CERN, Kittel developed a 
separate “hybrid” experim ent which combined the use of a smaller bubble chamber 
followed by electronic particle counters. This experiment was aptly dubbed the 
European Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS). This research effort com m enced more or 
less at the same time that Nikhef (N ational Institute for N uclear Physics and High 
Energy Physics) was set up, with Nijmegen being one of the founding institutions 
(together with the Foundation on the Research of M atter (FO M ), the University of 
Amsterdam and the Free University Am sterdam ). This led to Nikhef being charged 
with the production of large wire chambers (4 .2  x 2.1 m 2) at a time when its own 
workshop still had to be built.
In addition to contributing “large-scale equipment” to a large experim ent to be 
carried out by Nikhef, the Nijmegen group was also to be a m ajor player in analysing 
the bubble cham ber pictures of EHS. For this analysis, improved incarnations of the 
PEPR, the so-called PEPR-II and PEPR-IV, and the NIJDAS tables were used.
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A small holographic bubble chamber, denoted HOLEBC, was considered for use in 
the EHS apparatus. The Nijmegen group made an effort to analyse the holographic 
bubble cham ber pictures by measuring three-dim ensional traces directly instead of 
combining several two-dimensional projections. However, the HOLMES device that 
resulted from  this work has never been used in the field because the holographic 
bubble cham ber project at CERN was abandoned. The Nijmegen group also took part 
in a different set of experiments, called NA16, NA22 and N A23, all of which used 
the EHS facility. The NA22 project (study of 2 5 0  G eV /c n+p and K+p interactions) 
turned out to be a particularly long-lasting effort th at continues -  to a m inor 
extent -  to this day (AD 2 0 1 0 ) . The NA22 collaboration, with groups from  Aachen, 
Antwerp, Brussels, Berlin, Helsinki, Krakow, Moscow, Nijmegen, Rio de Janeiro, 
Serpukhov, Protvino, W arsaw and Yerevan, still produce a paper every now and then, 
with W olfram  Kittel as spokesman, although data collecting ceased in 1983 . W ith  
the scanning and measuring of the last NA22 pictures, there was no longer any 
need of scanning ladies and their function disappeared with the dismantling of the 
measuring devices. The atmosphere in the departm ent changed forever.
The second half of the 1970s saw short flirts with the 30-in ch  FNAL hybrid 
spectrometer at Fermilab near Chicago, USA, and the NA5 streamer chamber 
experiments at CERN -  in both cases with mixed success. Meanwhile, it had become 
evident th at strongly interacting particles are comprised of smaller constituents, 
called quarks or partons. In fact, at th at time it had just become clear th at the 
quarks of the spectroscopic models and the partons of the dynamic models are one 
and the same thing. (Later this picture was blurred again when gluons, which were 
not playing a role in the spectroscopic view, were recognized as partons.)
Protons, pions, kaons and the like all turned out to be buzzing hives of quarks and 
gluons, while no one at this tim e had ever seen an isolated quark or gluon. Today 
it is known that there are six different species (flavours) of quarks, each in three 
different charges of the strong interactions (colours), and eight different gluons, 
the latter being the force particles of the strong force. This does not include the 
fact th at quarks also have anti-quarks as their anti-particles (gluons each have 
another gluon as their anti-particle.) Central to the strong force is its charge, also 
named colour, and the theory of strong interactions is hence known as Q uantum  
Chrom oD ynam ics (Q C D ). In QCD, it is only possible to have stable combinations 
of quarks and gluons if their total colour-charge is neutral. Neutrality can be 
obtained by either having all three colours (analogous to red, green and blue light 
forming white) or by combining a colour and its corresponding anti-colour.
This situation is reflected in nature, where two kinds of strongly interacting particles 
are seen, the baryons, such as the proton and neutron, consisting of three quarks, 
and the mesons, such as the pion and kaon, consisting of a quark and an anti-quark. 
W hen these strongly interacting particles collide, their interaction can consist of 
the reshuffling of quarks or even the creation of more strongly interacting particles 
through the creation of quark-anti-quark pairs from  the available collision energy 
through the famous E=mc2 m echanism . M uch of the study of the EHS data has 
concentrated on the creation of (new) particles through the interaction processes
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of colliding particles. This has led to a detailed understanding of the fragmentation  
(creation of extra-quarks and anti-quarks) and hadronization (com bination of 
quarks to colour-neutral strongly interacting particle). In the last 25  years, this 
understanding has been going hand in hand with a theoretical model that views the 
strong interaction as forming force tubes, or strings. The com bination of this model 
and the experimental input that has resulted from  using it have produced a very 
powerful tool and key ingredient for use in all subsequent experiments, continuing  
even today in experiments which have not yet produced data for analysis.
Moving to Electron-Positron Colliders
Also during the late-1970s, preparation had began at the CERN in Geneva, 
Switzerland, for the construction of the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider. 
Anticipating future experimental possibilities with the LEP, Van de Walle decided to 
join the existing LeNa collaboration at the DORIS-II electron-positron collider of 
the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg. This turned out to be a 
very fortunate choice, as the LaNa detector was soon to be replaced by the superior 
Crystal Ball detector, which was transported from  the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Centre (SLAC) in California to the DESY in Hamburg (see figs. 5 and 6).
Figures 5 and 6: Arrival o f  the 
Crystal Ball at Frankfurt Airport 
(left). Equipping the Crystal Ball 
with Photomultipliers (right)
As no com m ercial firm dared to transport this fragile device, the US Air Force helped 
out with a spectacular airlift operation th at included in-flight refuelling to minimize 
the number of take-offs and landings. After producing 26  scientific papers, the 
Crystal Ball experiment drew to a close by the end of the 1980s. By that time the L3 
collaboration, one of the four LEP experiments, was already underway, with a m uch  
greater energy reach.
The L3 detector was a fully electronic counter experiment, and bubble chamber 
photographs became “passé.” O ne of the flagship elements of the L3 collaboration  
was a very precise electrom agnetic calorim eter, consisting of 1 2 ,0 0 0  Bism uth- 
G erm anium -O xide (BG O ) crystals. These crystals generate light during the passage 
of electrons, positrons and photons, while at the same time, being transparent to 
this light and also very heavy, creating many interactions between the particles
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passing through the crystals and the materials of the crystals. These interactions 
result in a distribution of energy onto several reaction products, which in turn  
undergo the same process. Very quickly, m any particles with a small energy arise. 
W hen the energy per particle drops under a threshold, no more new particles can  
be formed and the process stops. Since the energy of the particle originally entering 
is proportional to the number of particles in the shower it causes and the light 
production in the BGO is proportional to the number of particles th at traverse it, 
measuring the am ount of light gives the energy of the original particle.
Figure 7: Frank Smet measures the optical qualities o f  self-grown Bismuth-Germanium-Oxide (BGO) crystals. 
(Source: Faculty Photographic Services)
High-quality BGO crystals are difficult to m anufacture. Van de Walle, in 
collaboration with the RIM Laboratory of Solid State Chemistry of Professor P. 
Bennem a in Nijmegen, made a serious attem pt and produced a number of excellent 
BGO crystals, which are to this day still in the possession of our department. 
However, the large-scale production of such crystals (thousands were needed) was 
difficult, and Chinese companies ultimately were able to provide both the numbers 
and quality needed m uch m ore cheaply and faster. Therefore, Nijmegen concentrated  
on the design of fast-readout electronics.
The know-how in both analogue and digital electronics was already well advanced 
because of the production of the bubble cham ber picture scanning and measuring 
devices. This technology was nicely teamed up with the Nikhef production of
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the huge wire chambers for the m uon detection system in L3. This resulted in 
the development of the electronics for those m uon chambers, making it an  
internationally recognized D utch piece of ingenuity.
The LEP era, 1 9 8 9 -2 0 0 0 , provided a wealth of details on the Standard Model 
of particle physics. This model, which unifies the electrom agnetic and weak 
interactions and also incorporates the strong interactions, has turned out to be 
correct in term s of quantitative detail. The LEP electron-positron interactions also 
provided wonderfully clean data on the strong interactions and led to the natural 
continuation of the EHS analyses on the creation of strongly interacting particles. 
During this period, new techniques were employed by the Nijmegen group that 
even enabled researchers to make an ultra-short movie of particle form ation during 
electron-positron collisions, with spatial precision of tens of attometers (about 10-17 m) 
and a tim e precision of the order of 10-25 seconds.
This work also elucidated the best possible limits on potential errors associated with 
the m easurem ent of the weak W  boson mass due to strong interaction effects. The 
latter effects have been revealed to be the largest possible systematic uncertainty on 
the precision of the W  mass m easurem ent at LEP.
The LEP results were so precise that, using the Standard Model theory, very accurate  
predictions can be made on the last Standard Model particle th at has not yet been 
discovered, the Higgs boson. The existence of the Higgs boson is the consequence of 
the Higgs m echanism , which is theoretically needed to give mass to particles. If the 
Higgs boson does not exist, the Standard Model has a real problem! If it does exist, 
th at same theory predicts its properties, with the mass of the Higgs boson itself as 
the least precise parameter, but being somewhere between 1 2 0  and 170  times the 
proton mass.
The Start of Astroparticle Physics
The LEP detectors, also L3, were large detectors, positioned in underground caverns 
on the accelerator ring. This made them  excellent detectors of high energy cosm ic 
muons. These muons, which are mostly produced during the interactions of 
extremely high energy cosm ic rays in the atmosphere, penetrate through thick  
layers of m aterial — in this case, some tens of meters of soil. No other particle has 
such penetrating skills, with the exception of neutrinos, but these usually remain  
altogether invisible. Cosmic m uons are routinely used for calibrating the muon  
chambers of the L3 experiment, but are also interesting in their own right, notably 
for their cosm ic ray origin.
In a collaborative effort with the astronom y group of Jan Kuijpers, our group played 
a prom inent role in adapting the L3 detector as a suitable instrum ent for collecting 
serious data on cosm ic muons. This required the splitting of the data stream of the 
detector close to the detector and developing an alternative trigger th at was not 
synchronized to the beam crossing frequency, as is required in the other part of the 
experiment.
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This work not only resulted in a precise m easurem ent of the power spectrum of 
the cosm ic muons, but also in an award-winning high school project on detecting 
cosm ic m uons using detectors placed on the roofs of local high schools. This project, 
first named NAHSA and later HiSPARC, had the desirable result of evoking the 
prolonged interest of some of the high school members of the group in cosm ic ray 
physics and astronomy.
Moving to Hadron-Hadron Colliders
During the L3 participation, the Nijmegen group, as part of Nikhef, also joined 
in the ATLAS experim ent at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The LHC 
will be able to collide protons with protons at a 14-TeV centre-of-m ass energy, 
which is sevenfold higher than th at attainable with the Tevatron. It has been under 
construction since 2 0 0 0  at CERN and started colliding protons in 2 0 0 9 . The ATLAS 
experiment is one of the two large multi-purpose experiments th at are primarily 
aimed at finding the Higgs boson and searching for signals of new physics beyond 
the Standard Model -  for example, by discovering new types of particles.
The work on the m uon cham ber electronics for L3 was naturally continued in a 
similar effort for ATLAS. However, it has become m uch m ore high-tech with the 
participation in ATLAS and with Nikhef becoming responsible for the construction  
of the largest m uon chambers of the ATLAS experiment.
Remy Van de Walle retired in 1997, and his successor, Sijbrand de Jong, was 
appointed as professor in experimental physics in 1998 . W ith de Jong's arrival, the 
Nijmegen group, as part of the larger Nikhef group, joined in the D 0  experiment 
being carried out at the Tevatron located at the Fermilab near Chicago in the USA.
As one of the initiators of D utch participation in D 0 , De Jong became the Dutch  
project leader and still continues in this role. The Tevatron collides protons on anti­
protons at a centre-of-m ass energy of nearly 2 TeV, the highest energy reached by 
m an-m ade accelerators at that time.
A m ajor discovery of the D 0  experim ent in 2 0 0 6 , in which the Nijmegen group 
was also involved to some extent, was the oscillation of B into anti-B mesons,’ s s ’
thereby completing the measurements of all parameters of the unitarity triangle. The 
properties of the unitarity triangle determine the am ount of asymmetry that can be 
expected between m atter and anti-m atter in the universe, an asymmetry by the grace 
of which our world exists. Clear evidence of this m atter-anti-m atter asymmetry  
param eter precisely reveals that it can certainly not explain the observed asymmetry 
in the universe, leaving physicists with an as yet unexplainable big puzzle.
Based on current developments and results, the D 0  experiment, together with the 
CDF experiment at the same proton-anti-proton collider, may be able to discover a 
hint of the existence of the Higgs boson before the LHC experiments do. This is an 
exciting neck-to-neck race with a predicted finish probably some time in 20 1 3  or 
2014 .
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W olfram  Kittel retired in July 2 0 0 3  and was succeeded by Nicolo de G root, who 
was appointed professor in experimental high energy physics in August 2 0 0 4 . De 
G root plunged straight into leading the ATLAS effort in Nijmegen and was appointed 
adjunct-program m e leader of the D utch ATLAS programme. He quickly transform ed  
the group from  one technically dominated with the design, production and testing 
of electronics for the ATLAS m uon chambers into one geared towards the analysis of 
the data that is imminent.
In 2 0 0 5 , the Nijmegen group began collaborating with the Pierre Auger Observatory, 
which is the world's largest observatory of cosm ic rays. Located on the Pampa 
Amarilla in Argentina, this observatory covers a 3000 -k m 2 detection plane at an 
altitude of 14 0 0  m  above sea level, which is close to the m axim um  particle activity 
in cosm ic air showers. Cosmic particles at the highest observed energy can only 
travel a relatively short distance through the universe before they collide with the 
om nipresent 2 .7-K  cosm ic photon background radiation. These ultra-high energy 
cosm ic particles are also bent by the small (inter-)galactic m agnetic fields. Therefore, 
based on the arrival direction, it is possible to determine the source of these 
particles, and these sources should be relatively close to our own Milky W ay Galaxy. 
Consequently, the sources of these ultra high energy cosm ic rays may already be 
in an astronom ical catalogue of objects th at may be the source of highly energetic 
particles.
In November 2 0 0 7  the large-scale effort of the Auger collaboration paid off, and a 
clear correlation of the provenance of the highest energy-charged cosm ic particles 
with active galactic nuclei was demonstrated. This observation opens the era of 
charged particle astronomy, where charged cosm ic rays can be linked to precise 
astronom ical objects and their properties related to one another.
Charting Unknown Territory
Despite the successes of the Standard Model of elementary particle physics, many 
issues rem ain open in our knowledge of elem entary particles. It is clear that 
particle-anti-particle decay asymmetries for particles with quarks cannot explain 
m atter dom inance in the universe. Finding the Higgs particle will reveal an elegant 
approach for particles to obtain a mass, but it will not be able to explain the pattern  
of masses of the elem entary particles.
The specific sources of the highest energy cosm ic rays hitting the Earth may now  
be known to some extent, but our knowledge still falls short of elucidating the 
m echanism s that accelerate these particles to such high energies, thereby hinting at 
deficiencies in our understanding of im portant processes in the universe. However, 
probably the largest remaining puzzle is the recent observation that only 4%  of 
the universe is filled with “stuff” th at we know about and that about 21%  is filled 
with “massive stuff” of which we have little or no clue of w hat it is. This leaves a 
whopping 75%  of the universe th at is made up by the cosmological constant, the 
introduction of which Einstein called his biggest blunder, but which has now been 
measured and is known to exist and definitely not to be equal to zero. This means
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96%  of all “things” out there in the universe are waiting to be discovered. The 
Nijmegen experimental high energy physics group is active in both astroparticle 
physics and accelerator physics to chase this “non-standard stuff.”
The Standard Model of elementary particle physics
T h e r e  a re  m a t t e r  p a r t ic le s ,  w h i c h  a re  a ll  s p in  %  f e r m io n s ,  a n d  c a n  b e  s u b - d iv id e d  in t o  
q u a r k s  a n d  le p t o n s .  Q u a r k s  t a k e  p a r t  i n  t h e  s t r o n g  in t e r a c t io n  a n d  h a v e  a  c o lo u r  c h a rg e  
f o r  t h e  s t r o n g  in t e r a c t io n .  L e p t o n s  d o  n o t  t a k e  p a r t  i n  t h e  s t r o n g  in t e r a c t io n .  Q u a r k s  
a n d  le p t o n s  o c c u r  i n  t h r e e  f a m ilie s ,  e a c h  w it h  a  q u a r k  d o u b le t  a n d  a le p t o n  d o u b le t .
T h e  p a r t ic le s  t h a t  a re  c lo s e s t  t o  d a ily  l i f e  a re  t h o s e  o f  t h e  f ir s t  g e n e r a t io n .  T h e  u  a n d  d 
q u a r k s  m a k e  u p  t h e  p r o t o n  ( u u d )  a n d  n e u t r o n  ( u d d ) ,  w h i c h  i n  t u r n  f o r m  t h e  n u c le i  o f  
t h e  c h e m ic a l e le m e n t s . T h e  e le c t r o n , p a r t  o f  t h e  le p t o n  f a m i ly  o f  f u n d a m e n t a l  p a r t ic le s ,  
is  p r o b a b ly  t h e  m o s t  f a m i l ia r  e le m e n t a r y  p a r t ic le .  T h e  d o u b le t  le p t o n  p a r t n e r  o f  t h e  
e le c t r o n  is  t h e  n e u t r i n o  a n d  p la y s  a  r o le  i n  w e a k  r a d io a c t iv e  (b e t a )  d e ca y s. T h e  m a t t e r  
p a r t ic le s  c a n  b e  d e p ic te d  i n  a  s c h e m e  a s  f o llo w s :
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T h e  c  a n d  t  q u a r k s  a re  h e a v y  c o p ie s  o f  t h e  u  q u a r k ,  w h i le  t h e  b  a n d  s q u a r k s  a re  h e a v y  
c o p ie s  o f  t h e  d  q u a r k .  I n  t h e  s a m e  w a y  m  a n d  t  a re  h e a v y  c o p ie s  o f  t h e  e le c t r o n  ( e ) ,  a n d  
e a c h  o f  t h e  le p t o n s  h a s  it s  o w n  a s s o c ia t e d  n e u t r in o .  T h e  in d ic e s  r, g a n d  b  in d ic a t e  t h e  
t h r e e  c o lo u r  c h a rg e s .
I n  t h e  S t a n d a r d  M o d e l,  f o r c e s  a re  t r a n s m it t e d  b y  t h e  e x c h a n g e  o f  s p in  1 m e s s e n g e r  
p a r t ic le s ,  a ls o  c a lle d  g a u g e  b o s o n s .  T h e  e le c t r o - m a g n e t ic  f o r c e  h a s  t h e  p h o t o n  ( g )  
a s  t h e  g a u g e  b o s o n , t h e  s tr o n g , c o lo u r  in t e r a c t io n  h a s  e ig h t  ty p e s  o f  g lu o n s  ( g a) as 
g a u g e  b o s o n s  a n d  t h e  w e a k  in t e r a c t io n ,  r e s p o n s ib le  f o r  t h e  r a d io a c t iv e  d e ca y, h a s  t h e  
g a u g e  b o s o n s  W ±  a n d  Z 0. T h e  g lu o n s  a n d  W  a n d  Z  p a r t ic le s  c a r r y  t h e  c h a rg e  o f  t h e ir  
in t e r a c t io n ,  w h i le  t h e  p h o t o n ,  w h i c h  is  e le c t r ic a l ly  n e u t r a l,  d o e s  n o t .  F o r  t h e  s t r o n g  
in t e r a c t io n ,  t h i s  c o m p lic a t io n  c a u s e s  t h e  q u a r k s  to  b e  c o n f in e d ,  i.e . q u a r k s  c a n  o n ly  
o c c u r  i n  g r o u p s  o f  t h r e e  q u a r k s  o r  i n  a g r o u p  o f  a  q u a r k  a n d  a n t i- q u a r k ,  a n d  a  s in g le  
q u a r k  h a s  n e v e r  b e e n  o b s e r v e d  a s a f re e  p a r t ic le .
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Astrophysics 
‘Shooting Stars in the Science Faculty’
Paul Groot & Jan Kuijpers
Have you ever looked up at the young crescent moon on a clear winter night in 
the Netherlands, when the lunar disk is softly illuminated by earthlight from the 
Antarctic, and is set out sharply against the dark sky? Then you m ust have been 
struck by the vision of the lunar globe sailing in a vast universe surrounded by 
countless stars. From the resulting sense of marvel, for some of us, it is only a small 
step to be driven towards a university career in astronomy, where we can enthuse 
young people with the marvels of our universe, become absorbed by the riddles of 
stars and galaxies, their birth and death, and take small steps along the winding path 
of discovery, so as to find out about m an's place in the universe.
Astronomy in Nijmegen, the Initial Experiment
Astronomy has been part of science education at Nijmegen right from the start. 
Professor Pieter Oosterhoff from Leiden Observatory taught astronomy during the 
academic year 1960-61 as an extraordinarius ( “buitengewoon hoogleraar” ), and he 
was succeeded by the inspiring Dr. Jules de Kort, S.J., who was lector from 1961 until 
his retirement (see fig. 1). Since Nijmegen's Faculty had no intention to establish an 
astronomical institute, the astronomy chair had a primarily educational function, 
and de Kort was allowed to spend a large part of his time abroad at an astronomical 
centre of his choice, among others at the Vatican Observatory in Rome.
Nonetheless, in the 1970s and later under Professor Whitney Shane, the Faculty did 
host a small Astronomical Institute. Although Shane's research on our neighbouring 
galaxy M31 was highly valued, the Faculty eventually chose for a rejuvenation 
of the Institute, deciding to send Shane's collaborators into early retirement and 
appointing, in the early 1980s, Dr. Nico Roos, a young staff member who researched 
in a modern field of astrophysics, namely black holes in Active Galactic Nuclei. 
Unfortunately, unexpected and severe ministerial budget cuts soon forced the 
Faculty to reconsider its decision and close down the Institute again—a course of 
events that was accelerated by the 1982 parliamentary discussions concerning the 
augmentation of scale, the division of tasks and the national bundling of research 
( “ schaalvergroting, taakverdeling en concentratie” ) and the decision by the Minister 
of Education to discontinue astronomy in Nijmegen as a separate educational 
discipline.
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Astrophysics in Nijmegen, an Educational Enterprise
After the closure of the Astronomical Institute, Nico Roos, who also held a part­
time appointment at the Sterrewacht Leiden, continued to teach astronomy with 
great dedication as a track in the “physics & astronomy” programme. During 
a crucial visit by Professor Ed van den Heuvel (University of Amsterdam, and 
chairman of NCA, the Netherlands Committee for Astronomy) and Professor Max 
Kuperus (Utrecht University, and chairman of the NWO foundation for radio 
astronomy, ASTRON) -  who thus together represented Dutch astronomy -  to the 
University president, Ir. Willy van Lieshout, the astronomers made a strong plea 
for the societal impact of astronomy and the strategic importance of teaching 
astronomy at all of the Netherlands' six general universities. Shortly afterwards, 
Nijmegen University re-established a professorship in astronomy, albeit merely on 
a 30% basis and with a purely educational objective. In 1991, the choice fell on 
Dr. Jan Kuijpers from Utrecht University, a theoretical astrophysicist in plasma- 
and high-energy astrophysics, who started his appointment with an inaugural 
lecture entitled “Fireworks from Stars” ( “Vuurwerk van Sterren” ). In the following 
decade, astronomy courses became firmly embedded in the curriculum of the 
“physics & astronomy” programme as elective subjects both at the introductory
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Figure 2 : Dr. Ivan Atanasijevic (1 9 1 9 -1 9 9 8 ), 
here with a  student, w as from  1960 to 1984 the 
driving force behind the astronom ical exercises in 
Nijmegen across m any 'wavelength regions'.
A great teacher, he personally designed the 
original coelostat
and advanced levels, where the advanced courses dealt mainly with high-energy 
astrophysics (plasm a astrophysics & radio pulsars). The optical telescopes and the 
radio-interferometer, already present since the days of the first Institute, came 
to play an important role in teaching and attracted a number of enthusiastic 
students. Surprisingly enough, the optical telescopes were still in an excellent 
state of maintenance, thanks to the dedicated efforts of the “Astronomische Kring 
Nijmegen” (AKN), which was composed of some dozen staff and support staff 
members, science students as well as amateur astronomers from the University's 
various faculties, under the stimulating leadership of Ir. Harry Balster of the High 
Field Magnetic Laboratory (see fig. 3). This group, which organized numerous 
telescope excursions for the general public and for high-school students and 
their parents, managed to attract between 500 and 1500 visitors annually to the 
telescopes. In the 1990s, the 20 cm-refractor was equipped with a CCD-camera, 
which allowed students and AKN members to make ‘modern' observations, which 
could be stored and processed digitally. In addition, the radio interferometer, 
installed on the instigation of the Faculty's Director, Dr. Christ Aarts, underwent 
various modernizations thanks to the dedicated help of the Technical Department.
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Figure 3: H arry Balster a t the 2 0  cm-refractor, which has been in use since 1964 both to train students and for 
the general public to observe at night. Here the telescope has been prepared for solar observing to measure solar 
activity. Altogether, on a  daily basis and since 1980, more than 60 0 0  observations have been collected and sent 
to the Solar Influences D ata  Analysis Centre in Brussels, most o f these carried out by H arry Balster himself, who 
has been an active am ateur astronomer since 1974
Although the prime task o f the new astronomy chair was educational, the 
following decade witnessed the development of a research collaboration with the 
energetic high-energy particle physicist Professor Wolfram Kittel and his group 
in the field of high-energy particle astrophysics. In a combined enterprise, the 
Nijmegen group joined a project at CERN (Geneva), directed by Dr. Pierre Lecoultre, 
which employed the world's best muon detector -  at the time in the L3-pit of the 
electron-positron collider at CERN. At times that no collider experiments were 
carried out, the experiment was used to search for muon particles from the universe, 
and in particular for high-energy gamma ray bursts. This cooperation did not only 
result in three PhD theses, but also in an accurate determination of the spectrum 
of (secondary) cosmic muons at sea level. This initial collaboration also laid the 
foundation for the intensive cooperation between astronomers and physicists, in the 
years to come, in the new field of astroparticle physics.
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Astrophysics in Nijmegen, Growth to Maturity
In the 1990s, the annual intake o f science students was dwindling in a dramatic 
way nation-wide, a phenomenon that also plagued Nijmegen. The Faculty Board 
under the leadership of its Dean, Professor Sjoerd Wendelaar Bonga, and its 
Administrative Vice-dean, Drs. Piet Timmermans, took a series o f measures that 
aimed to systematically improve the university's connection with high schools on 
the one hand, and with society and companies on the other. These measures were 
destined to lead to a near tripling o f the annual intake by 2008. This achievement 
was unique, and the approach, which became eventually known as the “Nijmegen 
model,” became a model for the other Dutch science faculties.
However, back in 1999, less than 15 students had inscribed in physics, despite the 
high quality o f Nijmegen's research in physics, which was attested to in external 
reviews and mirrored in the acquisition of research money -- indeed, the average 
external funding obtained per scientist in Nijmegen was the highest in the country. 
As a measure for securing a minimum annual intake of 20 students in physics (and 
astronomy), and considering the success of astronomy electives in the previous 
decade, Jan Kuijpers was invited to join the Faculty on a full-time basis. Additionally, 
a new position was created for an assistant professor. The Faculty's objective was to 
establish a complete astronomy programme both at the bachelor's and the master's 
level. This led to the establishment of the new Department o f Astrophysics. In early 
2002, Dr. Paul Groot, who had graduated in Amsterdam with Professor Jan van 
Paradijs on gamma-ray bursts and white dwarf binaries, and had thereafter left for 
Harvard, took up the assistant professorship in astronomy. The agreement with the 
Sub-faculty of physics and the Dean was that in five years the experiment would 
be reviewed, and, if the outcome should be negative, it would be discontinued. The 
Dean specifically hoped for an increase o f 10 students per year for astronomy and 
physics alone -- a hope that was, in due time, amply satisfied.
Astronomy: Nijmegen’s Place in the Netherlands
In 1999, the Minister o f Education had selected astronomy as the Netherland's first 
Top Research School, on the basis o f its internationally outstanding achievements.
As a consequence of that distinction, extra funding became available, in the order 
of 20 M€ over a five-year period, to be renewed for another five-year period in case 
of a favourable review. The Research School, which had Professor Ed van den Heuvel 
(Amsterdam) as its chair and Professor Tim de Zeeuw (Leiden) as its director, was 
named NOVA, the Netherlands Research School for Astronomy ( “Nederlandse 
Onderzoekschool voor Astronomie” ). It was obvious that Nijmegen's astronomical 
research programme would only have a future if two conditions were met: first, 
it had to be intrinsically sound, and secondly, it had to enjoy the whole-hearted 
support of the large sister institutes (Amsterdam, Groningen, Leiden, and Utrecht), 
which at the time made up NOVA. There were several reasons why Professor Kuijpers 
faced that challenge with the necessary self-confidence: there was the alarming 
prospect of an imminent lack of high-school teachers in physics; there was the 
visible overall popularity of astronomy among high-school students; and there was
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the lack of an astronomy programme at any other university in the south-eastern 
part o f the Netherlands. And so, when both Ed van den Heuvel and Tim de Zeeuw 
stated NOVA's unconditional support for Nijmegen, astronomy entered a new phase 
here.
Research in Astrophysics: Adornment or Core Business
The obvious choice for a field in astronomical research at Nijmegen was high-energy 
astrophysics, to be conducted in cooperation with the high-energy physicist Professor 
Sijbrand de Jong, Wolfram Kittel's successor. This theme - the (theoretical) study of 
compact and magnetized objects and their environs - did not only fill a nationally 
still unoccupied niche, but a collaboration with the colleagues in high-energy 
physics could put Nijmegen in an avant-garde position, given that astroparticle 
physics was at the time an underdeveloped subject elsewhere in the Netherlands.
The arrival of Dr. Groot was therefore highly advantageous: his research focused on 
extreme white dwarf binaries, a theme of great interest for high-energy astrophysics, 
while neglected elsewhere in the country; his observational expertise with the 
world's largest optical telescopes moreover complemented the existing know-how 
and benefited both research and education. What was still lacking in Nijmegen in 
astroparticle physics was participation in a big cosmic-ray experiment that would 
ensure a healthy inflow of PhD and postdoc funds.
At the time, however, national plans for a revolutionary low-frequency radio 
telescope array (LOFAR) were taking shape at ASTRON in Dwingeloo -  the 
national institute for the development of astronomical instrumentation -  under 
the leadership of Professor George Miley (Leiden University) and Professor Harvey 
Butcher (ASTRON's general director). Furthermore, Dr. Heino Falcke, then at 
Bonn's Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie (MPIfR), had recently revived 
the idea that high energy cosmic rays can be detected using radio telescopes.
As the charged particles enter the Earth's atmosphere they are slightly deflected 
by the Earth's magnetic field. This ‘bending' of their paths leads to a very short 
(nanoseconds), but very intense burst of radiation at low frequencies in the radio 
band (10s of MHz).
Kuijpers joined the Astronomical Research Committee that prepared the specs for 
LOFAR, and eventually LOFAR/Cosmic Rays was to become the fourth key project of 
the young telescope, with Kuijpers as Principal Investigator and Falcke -  by then at 
ASTRON (Dwingeloo) -  as International Project Scientist during the first five-year 
period. LOFAR would be the prime detector for detecting high-energy particles from 
the cosmos. And it was agreed that Nijmegen would host the LOFAR expertise centre 
for Cosmic Rays.
The telescope is largely the effort of astronomers and therefore parallels the ongoing 
efforts of Dutch physicists to contribute to the ANTARES (and the future KM3NET) 
neutrino telescope. In the wake of this project, a strong national cooperation 
between physicists and astronomers developed in the newly emerging field of 
astroparticle physics.
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A Fresh Start, New Faces
Today, nine years later, the Nijmegen experiment in astronomy is flourishing. 
Membership in the Research School NOVA, recognized by the Royal Netherlands 
Academy of Sciences, was granted to the Nijmegen astronomy group in 2002. This 
was followed by Nijmegen's election into the Top Research School one year later, this 
being the only Top Research School in which the Radboud University participated at 
the time. Paul Groot received a VIDI-grant in 2002 with which he could set up his 
research on the Galactic population of white dwarf binaries. This led, among other 
things, to a massive observational effort to map, for the first time ever, the Milky 
Way in exquisite detail. This enormous project will catalogue more than one billion 
stars in our Galaxy, which still amounts to only about 1% of all stars in the Milky 
Way. The Nijmegen effort in this project concentrates on finding a few hundred of 
the m ost extreme binaries that exist in nature. These are systems as small as our 
own Earth-Moon system, but with orbital periods as short as 5 minutes - imagine 
the Moon coming overhead every five minutes! Research in high-energy astrophysics 
in Nijmegen has moreover come to fruition with work on radio pulsars (work that 
is carried out on a theoretical as well as observational level with the Westerbork 
Synthesis Radio Telescope and the PuMa backend) and on general-relativistic 
coupling between gravitational waves and magetohydrodynamic waves.
Paul Groot, together with Lex Kaper from the University of Amsterdam, has 
successfully led Dutch efforts in designing, building and testing the X-Shooter 
spectrograph for the Very Large Telescope located on the Paranal mountain in Chile, 
which is part of the European Southern Observatory (see fig. 4). The Very Large 
Telescope is the world's premier observational facility in optical/infrared astronomy, 
while the X-Shooter instrument is the world's m ost sensitive spectrograph. The 
Dutch efforts have concentrated on the near-infrared part of the X-Shooter, which 
is by far the most complicated. The cryostat surrounding the infrared spectrograph 
was designed, built and tested at the TechnoCenter of Radboud's Faculty of Sciences, 
for which this project constituted a novel and challenging step into astronomical 
instrumentation. The X-Shooter has been installed at the VLT and has started 
full operation in 2009. Not wasting any time, the X-Shooter consortium, which 
includes Nijmegen's Department of Astrophysics, has initiated the design phase for 
an optical-near infrared spectrograph, OPTIMOS-EVE, on the European Extremely 
Large Telescope: this is a 42 meter mirror optical/infrared telescope that should start 
operations in 2018. Big science often requires long-term planning, but luckily the 
Nijmegen staff is still rather young.
During the last eight years, financial support from NOVA and NWO has been 
generous, benefitting the construction of the X-Shooter spectrograph, theoretical 
research, white dwarf binary research as well as the commissioning of LOFAR/
CR. In recognition of the heavy teaching load on the astronomers' shoulders, 
the Faculty (with additional support from NOVA) allocated to the Department 
a further assistant professorship. Gijs Nelemans -  who wrote his PhD thesis in 
Amsterdam under Ed van den Heuvel and later worked as a postdoctoral researcher 
at the Institute of Astronomy at Cambridge University -  took up this position,
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Figure 4 : Paul Groot and Lex Kaper 
(UvA) in front o f  the finished and 
installed X-Shooter spectrograph 
underneath the immense Very Large 
Telescope on the m ountain Paranal in 
Chile. The silvery cylinder is the 
near-infrared cryostat made in 
Nijmegen
joining forces with Groot on white dwarfs. Nelemans' widely known expertise on 
gravitational waves is m ost welcome to the Department, while his research has 
received support from NWO, with a VENI and a VIDI grant. Recently, the FOM 
foundation ( “Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie” ) has given 
financial backing to the nation-wide efforts in gravitational wave (astro)physics 
which are co-led by Gijs Nelemans.
When Jan Kuijpers stepped down to become Dean of the Faculty, Paul Groot was 
elected to the chair of astronomy, Heino Falcke was appointed full professor in radio 
astronomy and astroparticle physics with continuing support from ASTRON, and 
Jörg Hörandel -  formerly in Karlsruhe and a world-leading specialist in astroparticle 
physics -  was appointed assistant professor. Together with Falcke, Hörandel leads 
the research group on astroparticle physics. The Department of Astrophysics, in 
turn, is now part of the Nijmegen Institute for Mathematics, Astrophysics and 
Particle Physics, IMAPP -  an institutional embedding that was logical given the long­
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standing collaboration between astronomers and high-energy physicists at Nijmegen. 
In a recent evaluation of the NOVA/Astronomy International Review Board, 
Nijmegen's Department of Astrophysics was assessed to belong to the top 10% of the 
world's astronomy institutes, which constitutes a remarkable achievement given that 
it had been founded merely eight years before!
The fruitful collaboration with high-energy physicists at a local, national and 
international level is financially backed by NOVA, ASTRON and FOM /NW O. The 
LOFAR/Cosmic-Ray efforts and the prototyping with the LOPES experiment in 
Karlsruhe have drawn international attention to the method of detecting cosmic 
rays with radio telescopes. In collaboration with Charles Timmermans and Sijbrand 
de Jong, Heino Falcke and Jörg Hörandel are currently implementing the radio 
technique at the Pierre Auger particle detector in Argentina. Auger is the world's 
leading cosmic ray experiment, and the addition of the radio technique to this 
facility turned out to be an excellent eye-catcher for both the Department of 
Astrophysics, the IMAPP Institute, and the entire (astro)particle physics community. 
A small scintillator array will moreover be installed at the LOFAR site, such that both 
LOFAR and Auger will be equipped with a hybrid radio/scintillator array. Thus, a 
coordinated hunt for the origin of the ultra-high energy cosmic rays has initiated.
Research in Numbers
Since the start of the Department of Astrophysics, nine PhD diplomas have 
been awarded, among which one cum laude to Haili Hu for her research on 
asteroseismology o f subdwarf B-stars (with Gijs Nelemans and Conny Aerts as 
supervisors).
These days, research increasingly depends on outside funding. The current staff has 
managed to attract no less than 10.4 M€ from NOVA, NWO, FOM and the ERC for 
research.
As a consequence, the number of PhD student and postdocs is burgeoning. Figure 5 
shows the number of researchers in Nijmegen and the total research funding. The 
number of papers is also growing rapidly (see fig. 6). All in all, the Department has 
ceased to be a small institute.
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The members of the Department have received a number of honours and awards:
• ERC Advanced Grants to Heino Falcke and Conny Aerts (both 2008)
• NWO-VIDI grants for Paul Groot (2002) and Gijs Nelemans (2008)
• NWO-VENI grant to Gijs Nelemans (2004)
• EU Descartes Prize for Paul Groot (2002)
• Academy Prize from the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der W issenschaften 
to Falcke (2005)
• Membership, Young Academy of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and 
Sciences to Paul Groot (2009)
• Royal Knighthood in the Order of the Dutch Lion for Kuijpers (2009)
Education
In order for just two astronomers to establish and keep running a complete 
astronomy programme at both the bachelor's and master's levels, it is necessary, 
but by no means sufficient, to spend more than the customary 40% of their time 
on education. For that reason, three extraordinary professors were called in from 
the very start, to enrich Nijmegen's astronomy programme with their own, unique 
expertise. These were Pascale Ehrenfreund (Leiden, and NASA) on Astrobiology, 
who after four years was succeeded by Carsten Dominik (Amsterdam) on Extrasolar 
Planets, Heino Falcke (then in Dwingeloo) on Black Holes, and Conny Aerts 
(Leuven) on Asteroseismology. As guest professors, Professors Henny Lamers 
(Utrecht University) and Huib Henrichs (University of Amsterdam) came to teach 
inspiring courses. Furthermore, the teaching and outreach efforts o f a large number 
of PhD-students, postdocs, master and even bachelor students continue to be 
essential. Finally, such practical measures as planning biannual master courses, 
scheduling relatively few formal contact hours for students in combination with an 
informal open-door policy, assigning desks to students early in their careers, and 
sending half o f the astronomy students abroad on research for their master's thesis 
has turned out to increase efficiency significantly.
In 2001, innovative teaching methods were introduced with an eye on increasing 
the influx of students. They involved, among other things, the engagement of 
students in projects early on in the curriculum. Early exposure of the students to 
this new teaching method was brought about by astronomy taking care of the first­
semester courses in optics, reshaping the lecture courses into “integrated” classes 
where theory, lab assignments, telescope training, and different projects with 
telescope+CCD-camera (with written and oral reports at the end) were carried out 
by small groups of 4-6 students under the supervision by staff members. Needless to 
say, such classes could only be given with the assistance of enthusiastic colleagues 
in physics. A detailed guide and time-table ( “blokboek” ) were set up with the 
university's educational consultants (from IOWO), so as to provide the students 
with the necessary structure. Appreciation of this method differed greatly amongst 
students, while the staff efforts were considerable given the many choices the 
students were supposed to make. However, from the written evaluations it became 
clear that the students worked harder for this course than formally required, which 
in itself may certainly be considered a success!
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Figure 7: The new domes o f the observatory on the Huygens building. In the background, the old dome o f  the 
‘UL’, now demolished, is still visible
Apart from theoretical training on classical astronomical subjects, the students 
receive thorough training in general relativity, the early universe, supermassive 
black holes, cosmic magnetohydrodynamics, radio pulsars, compact binaries, and 
astroparticle physics. On the observational side, they become well-versed in handling 
real data -  often obtained by the student and/or lecturer her/him self -  with modern 
software programmes. During the master programme, a week-long observational 
programme, which implies accompanying staff members abroad to a large telescope, 
forms an obligatory and much appreciated part of the Nijmegen curriculum.
The Department houses a number of telescopes on the new Huygens Building.
In fact the suite of telescopes available to Nijmegen students is unique in the 
Netherlands. The move to the new Huygens Building turned out to be an excellent 
opportunity to renew and refurbish the instruments. Not only is the new 
observatory equipped with two brand-new 6.5 meter diameter domes (see fig. 7), but 
even before the move to the new location, the decision had been taken to replace 
the old 40-cm reflector telescope with a modern, computer-controlled 35-cm 
telescope. Despite the decrease in mirror size, it is a much more powerful telescope, 
in particular thanks to its much-improved optics. New CCD cameras were also 
purchased, which were matched to the telescope's plate scale. The combination of 
the 35-cm telescope with the new domes has proven exceptionally powerful, with 
image sizes often less than two arcseconds: a quality close to that of professional
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Figure 8: The authors o f this chapter in 
front o f  the refurbished and painted radio­
interferometer, as it is being installed on 
the roof o f  the Huygens Building
observatories on prime observing sites. The 20-cm refractor, originating from 
1905, was completely refurbished by Harry Balster and the TechnoCenter, and has 
entered its second youth in the highest dome of the Huygens Building. The radio­
interferometer was the Faculty's last item to move from the old to the new building. 
It was removed from the old building in November 2006, completely refurbished 
off-site, painted Radboud-red and placed on the Huygens Building, where it now 
stands out as a landmark announcing from afar the astronomical activities that 
take place in the building (see fig. 8). The electronics of the telescopes has been 
completely renewed and new read-out software has been installed. With the 
introduction of an observational astronomy-and-radioastronomy course, the radio­
interferometer will become an integral part of the astronomy curriculum thanks 
to the expert and dedicated efforts o f the Technocenter (Ir. Peter Dolron) and the 
retired astronomer Dr. Ulrich Schwarz.
In 2002, the QANU visiting committee on teaching in physics and astronomy 
highly praised the integrated course in optics and telescope but were rather 
pessimistic regarding the possibility o f setting up a successful master programme 
with such small staff. The subsequent visiting committee, in 2007, was however
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absolutely positive on the results achieved. This success has become possible thanks 
to the growth in tenured staff, though it continues to be modest, but primarily 
thanks to the large number of PhD-students and postdocs who together form 
a group of 15 or more enthusiastic teachers. Finally, the master programme in 
astrophysics has a strong component on astroparticle physics in which astronomers 
and high-energy physicists all take part.
Outreach
Astronomy is a scientific flagship and important for the ability o f science to reach 
out to the public. M ost people are fascinated by the stars, the universe and the 
possibility of extraterrestrial life. The Department of Astrophysics plays a central 
role in educating the public about stars, galaxies and the beautiful phenomena 
that occur in the sky. When the Department was inaugurated, an open day was 
organised for the general public, which resulted in more than 300 people visiting 
the Faculty. During the following years a number of celestial events, often helped 
by good weather, have provided excellent opportunities for public outreach: there 
were the transits of Mercury and Venus as well as partial solar eclipses. Moreover, 
the AKN has for decades now been giving tours to the general public. In the fall of
2007, the Department and the AKN have combined forces to start up a monthly 
public observing night: every last Friday of the month, the observatory is open to 
the general public, where lectures, tours, explanation and of course stargazing are 
offered to all. The dark months of the academic year 2007/2008 attracted about 60 
people on each of these evenings, which resulted in a few hundred in total over the 
complete season.
Astronomy is moreover cultivated within a network of amateur observatories, which 
are combined in the Royal Society for Astronomy and Meteorology (KNVWS). Staff 
members of the Department of Astrophysics provide regular lectures at one of the 
KNVWS observatories throughout the country. Astronomical education is not only 
possible for the young. From the start o f the Department, staff members, assisted 
by Simon Portegies Zwart (then University of Amsterdam, now Leiden University), 
have been teaching astronomy courses in the framework of the programme Higher 
Education for the Elderly (HOVO). Between 30 and 60 students tend to enrol in 
these courses. Finally, so as to educate also the general student population, Jan 
Kuijpers and Paul Groot have been teaching from the very start in the University's 
Honours Programme.
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The Future
The future is thus looking bright. The number o f students in the physics & 
astronomy programme has risen from an all-time annual low of 15 to 50. On 
average, seven students a year choose the Master track in astronomy, which we 
expect to increase with the introduction of the IMAPP combined master track.
Thanks to the immense influx o f funds, the Department will in the years to come be 
the scientific home for over 40 researchers (staff, postdocs, PhDs and technicians) 
as well as for numerous Master and Bachelor students. LOFAR/CR has in 2010 just 
become operational (see fig. 9) , the radio array is being installed at the Pierre Auger 
Observatory, the X-Shooter is operational on the VLT, the VLT Survey Telescope 
will start its survey observing in 2011, and design studies have started for a radio 
telescope on the Moon as well as a multi-fibre spectrograph on the Extremely Large 
Telescope. Nobody knows where all o f these initiatives will lead to and what else will 
come our way, but prospects are definitely bright. More parts of the starry sky are 
waiting to be explored!
Figure 9: The central part o f  the new LOFAR telescope on its so-called ‘superterp’ in the Drente landscape near 
Exloo
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The Vicissitudinous Life of the 
Nijmegen Mathematics Department
Part I: Glimpses of the History of Education 
and Research in Mathematics, 1960 - 2003
Wim Veldman
It is no easy task to describe the history of mathematics at Nijmegen University 
during the last fifty years. The following pages represent the result of an attempt to 
collect some of the numerous facts and to put them into perspective. They do not, of 
course, offer a complete or definitive picture. However that be, let us start with the 
arrival of the first students of mathematics at what was then the Catholic University 
Nijmegen, in 1960. The task of setting up the department had been entrusted to J.J. 
(Johan) de Iongh, a man of great learning, who possessed an erudition that ranged 
from mathematics and physics to Greek, medieval and analytic philosophy and 
classical literature.
Figure 1: White chalk on a  black board: this remains to this day the m athem aticians' favourite teaching tool
The Early Years
As a student at the University of Amsterdam, de Iongh had been an admiring but 
not uncritical friend of L.E.J. (Luitzen/Bertus) Brouwer, the world-famous Dutch 
mathematician who, by his proof of the dimension theorem and the fixed-point- 
theorem and by his thorough examination of the foundations of analysis, founded 
the two subjects of algebraic topology and intuitionistic mathematics. De Iongh 
was also inspired by Brouwer's older colleague Gerrit Mannoury, the founder of the 
Signific Movement, who, like Brouwer, and perhaps to an even stronger degree, both 
felt and explored the precariousness of human communication, even in the field of 
mathematics, and dared to hope for social progress as a result of his research on the 
boundary of philosophy and linguistics.
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Before coming to Nijmegen, de Iongh had been employed at the Department of 
Mathematics at the Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht. He had seen how Hans Freudenthal, 
who was famous both for his mathematics and for his thought on the use of 
mathematics and the right educational methods in mathematics, had taken some 
important steps towards the improvement of the quality o f mathematical teaching in 
Utrecht, for instance by introducing so-called practica, special hours in which there 
would be no one lecturing before the blackboard, but during which the students 
themselves could try their forces on exercises and, if needed, call in the help of 
some knowledgeable assistant. In his educational methods, De Iongh followed 
Freudenthal's example. Indeed, in his passionate desire to realize something of the 
idea o f a university, and understanding the formative importance of the years spent 
by students at a university for their future life and character, De Iongh considered 
it his first and foremost task to provide a good education, in the broad sense, to the 
new generations of students.
In those years, the Utrecht department o f mathematics offered generous assistance: 
some courses were given, for example, by the Utrecht mathematician Fred van der 
Blij. The freshman course in mathematical analysis given by de Iongh was famous 
for its careful description of the axioms and their interdependence. He wanted every 
course in mathematics to be given with the utmost precision, because of his earnest 
conviction that clarity of thought and expression was one of the main benefits one 
may hope to reap from the study of mathematics.
In his master courses, de Iongh covered the whole field of the foundations of 
mathematics: intuitionistic mathematics, axiomatic set theory, the theory of 
computable functions and the philosophy of mathematics. He tried to transmit 
the true spirit of Brouwer's revolutionary thinking to his students. He furthermore 
invited several foreign logicians, in particular from Poland, to visit Nijmegen, for 
shorter or longer periods, and he educated a number of PhD students.
Three dissertations were completed under his direction. H.C.M. (Harrie) de Swart 
wrote on the problem of the completeness of intuitionistic predicate logic, G.A.M. 
(Guus) Broesterhuizen, who had a Polish co-promotor, treated the technique of 
indiscernibles in model theory, and W.H.M. (Wim) Veldman studied questions 
in intuitionistic descriptive set theory. De Swart, who later went to Tilburg as a 
professor o f logic and the philosophy of language and was to develop a strong 
interest in the theory of social choice, also lectured on logic for students of 
philosophy. In this role, he figures under the name of ‘de Wit' in one of A.F.Th. van 
der Heijden's autobiographical novels.
De Iongh's PhD student W.J.J. (Wim) Gielen studied the possible meaning of the 
continuum hypothesis in an intuitionistic context and made attempts to develop 
intuitionistic set theory. After some time, Gielen -  who often wore socks that did 
not belong to the same pair, possibly in order to tease Bertrand Russell, who liked to 
refer to socks and shoes when explaining the problem of the axiom of choice, but 
obtained even larger fame as a lover of cats, volleyball, chess, and bridge -  decided
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to concentrate his activities on teaching, for which he had a special gift. Some of 
his students remember him coming to their homes in order to take an examination. 
For many years, Gielen gave a number of almost legendary courses, mainly for 
students who did not have mathematics as their main subject. The organization of 
these superbly clear lectures was perfect: students were strictly monitored, and it was 
difficult for them to avoid actually learning the subject. Gielen's favourite subject in 
mathematics became discrete mathematics, rather than foundations.
After the retirement of de Iongh, in 1984, his chair went to the Department 
of Computer Science, one of the reasons being that the number of professors 
in Computer Science, in comparison to that in Mathematics, seemed to be too 
small, H.P. (Henk) Barendregt being appointed as his successor. When arriving 
in Nijmegen, Barendregt was already famous as the writer of an important book 
on Lambda Calculus. Lambda Calculus, invented by the American logician A.
Church in the 1930s as a means of describing computable functions, later became 
the inspiration for so-called functional programming languages. Barendregt also 
recognized the importance of the somewhat neglected and underestimated project 
AUTOMATH, which had been started by N.G. (Dick) de Bruijn at the Eindhoven 
University o f Technology in the 1960s. The aim of this project was to write 
mathematical proofs with such formal precision that a machine might check their 
correctness. Barendregt built a strong group around the themes of type theory, 
proof-checking, and formalizing the mathematical vernacular. He became a Fellow 
of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW) and was awarded 
the prestigious Spinoza Prize in 2002. Among the first students who chose to write 
a Master's thesis under his direction were B.P.F. (Bart) Jacobs and H. (Herman) 
Geuvers, both of whom now hold chairs at the Institute for Computing and 
Information Science (ICIS) at Radboud University Nijmegen. Barendregt also took a 
strong interest in the workings of the mind, and he now collaborates with experts in 
the field of artificial intelligence and psychiatry, seeing connections, not only with 
his expertise in logic, but also with the Buddhist philosophy he embraces.
At the Department of Mathematics, Veldman continued to teach the main subjects 
in the foundations of mathematics, with a relatively large number of students 
choosing foundations as the main subject of their Master's study. Three PhD theses 
were completed under his guidance. A.J.C. (Tonny) Hurkens wrote a dissertation 
on the axiom of determinacy of infinite games in set theory, having visited the 
University o f California at Los Angeles (UCLA), one of the few places in the world 
where infinite games are played seriously. Hurkens is famous as the provider of 
smart answers to difficult questions, including a simplification of Girard's paradox, 
which is itself a type-theoretical version of an old paradox in set theory. The artist 
Frank Waaldijk studied intuitionistic topology and B.A.W. (Bas) Spitters, who now 
holds a position at the Institute for Computing and Information Science (ICIS), 
treated a number of topics in intuitionistic and constructive functional analysis 
and measure theory. Spitters has established a strong collaboration with the famous 
computer scientist Thierry Coquand in Gothenburg, Sweden.
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A simple case of Dickson’s Lemma is the following statement:
For any two infinite sequences a = a(o), a(i), a (2), ... and p = p(o), p(i), p(2), ... o f natural 
numbers there exist i, j, such that i < j  and, simultaneously, a (i) < a(j) and p(i) < p (j).
This lemma plays an important role in Computer Algebra, for instance, in the proof of the 
termination of the Buchberger algorithm.
The usual argument is by contradiction. There must (!) exist an infinite strictly increasing 
sequence of natural numbers such that, for each i, a(y(i)) < a(y(i+i)), for, if  not, then...
Now find k such that p(y(k)) < p(y(k+i)) and take i = y(k) and j  = y(k+i).
Fortunately, there is also a constructive argument. Define, for all natural numbers m, n, the 
statement P(m,n) as follows:
For any two infinite sequences a, p of such natural numbers satisfying a(o) = m and p(o) = n, 
there exist i, j  such that i < j  and, simultaneously, a(i) < a(j) and p(i) < p(j).
One may prove: for all m, n, P(m, n) by a double induction on the natural numbers.
Following the line of this constructive argument, one may develop an intuitionistic proof of the 
famous Tree Theorem by J.B. (Joseph) Kruskal.
Another of Nijmegen's first professors in mathematics was A.H.M. (Ton) Levelt. 
Although he has retired some time ago, he still comes regularly to the new Huygens 
Building to work, attend a seminar, or discuss new developments with his younger 
colleagues. He did important work in the field of linear differential equations such as 
this one: y ” (x )+ y ’ (x )/x + y (x )  = 0. The study of this subject started in the nineteenth 
century, but in the 1960s a new approach was initiated by A. Grothendieck and P. 
Deligne, which was more abstract than the previous one, and seemed to be useful. 
Levelt, together with R. Gérard, participated in this development. Beyond cultivating 
his own research, he also had a number o f outstanding PhD students, including 
A.R.P. (Arno) van den Essen, M.G.M. (Rini) van Doorn, Ron Sommeling and 
Mark van Hoeij. The theses of van Doorn and van den Essen represent substantial 
contributions to the theory o f the modules over the ring of differential operators one 
obtains from a given linear differential equation.
Van den Essen, a compelling and ardent lecturer known for his famous dictum: “Als 
n=2 dan is alles OK, als n=3 dan nie!," has for 25 years been working on the Jacobian 
Conjecture. This famous conjecture, formulated by O.H. Keller in 1939, asserts 
that a polynomial mapping from C n to C n has a polynomial inverse if its so-called 
Jacobian determinant equals 1. Cooperating with a number of foreign colleagues 
and also with some of his own students who were captivated by his enthusiasm 
and decided to join forces with him -- Engelbert Hubbers, Stefan Maubach, Joost 
Berson and M.C. (Michiel) de Bondt, and others -- van den Essen was able to find 
important partial solutions. He wrote an authoritative monograph on the subject.
He also discovered some intriguing connections of the conjecture with certain 
problems in theoretical physics. Van den Essen is the world's leading researcher
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in the field to which the conjecture belongs, namely Affine Algebraic Geometry. 
Maubach, who completed his PhD in 2003, continues to work in this fruitful area, 
sharing the impetuous passion of his teacher, although he considers the Jacobian 
Conjecture as only one out of a whole variety of inspiring questions. Unfortunately, 
in 2010, he left the Department for the Jacobs University in Bremen.
An earlier and very distinguished student of van den Essen's is Harm Derksen. He 
wrote his Master's thesis, entitled Locally Finite Derivations and Algebraic Group 
Actions, in 1993. Having received from the University o f Basel (Switzerland) his PhD 
summa cum laude for his thesis on Constructive Invariant Theory and the Linearization 
Problem (1997), which was supervised by Hanspeter Kraft, he is now employed at 
Michigan State University, Ann Arbor. Together with Gregor Kemper, he has written 
a book on Computational Invariant Theory, and has a strong interest in all kinds of 
algorithms.
Levelt gradually became a champion of Computer Algebra. Being curious about 
algorithmic solutions for the problems he studied, he got involved in the 
predominantly French project CATHODE (Computer Algebra Tools for Handling 
Ordinary Differential Equations) and was one of the founders of Computer 
Algebra Nederland (CAN) in 1988. In Computer Algebra, one tries to develop so- 
called symbolic algorithms (such as finding the derivative polynomial of a given 
polynomial), whereas in numerical analysis, one seeks numerical algorithms, 
designed in order to approximate the numerical value o f a given outcome. The 
algorithms studied in Computer Algebra are very useful in many applications of 
mathematics. Levelt himself obtained a nice method for finding the Jordan normal 
form of a square matrix, a method that now forms part of the Computer Algebra 
system Maple. His master student Peter Nacken studied an algorithm for the 
computation of the monodromy of the solutions of linear differential equations, 
and, in a more developed form, this algorithm now belongs to the Computer Algebra 
system Singular.
Mark van Hoeij, who is now at Florida State University, has described, how he learnt 
about the Risch algorithm (an algorithm that finds out which elementary functions 
have elementary primitive functions) in a course given by Levelt and subsequently 
came to share the latter's fascination with differential equations and the algorithmic 
questions they lead to. Inspired by J.H.M. (Joseph) Steenbrink, he also studied 
algebraic curves and completed his PhD with Levelt in 1996.
Nowadays, Wieb Bosma, who took part in the development of the Computer Algebra 
system Magma, and Bernd Souvignier, whose main interests are algorithmic group 
theory and crystallography, and who, like Bosma, for some time worked ‘down- 
under', with the Magma group in Sydney, are active researchers in Computer 
Algebra at the Nijmegen Department of Mathematics. Souvignier, who also sings 
and plays the organ, gave a very successful course on Mathematics and Music in the 
University's Honours Programme, which is intended for talented students from all 
faculties.
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Bosma also teaches the important subjects of Graph Theory and Coding Theory.
R.H. (Ruud) Jeurissen, a member of the group of Utrecht mathematicians that 
have chosen the Nijmegen department as their colony, took care of these subjects 
before Bosma, collaborating with Thom Bezembinder, professor of mathematical 
psychology. For a long time, Jeurissen belonged to the fairly constant group of 
mathematicians that during the lunch-break would go to the Brakkenstein Park and 
the University's botanical garden, discussing mathematics and life and throwing 
chestnuts at hollow trees. This tradition has been kept alive for half a century, 
A.C.M. (Arnoud) van Rooij being its staunchest supporter. Apart from the starting 
point, which has changed, as the Department moved several times, buildings came 
and went, and trees made room for others or underwent surgery, the pattern of the 
walk has remained unaltered.
Figure 2: Due to a serious delay in the realization o f the Faculty’s building programme, the Department o f Mathematics 
was housed in a provisional building (called Transitorium), next to the power station, from 1967 until 1990
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Philosophically minded Jeurissen, who likes solving problems, has written several 
small books, after retirement, on amusing mathematical subjects, some of them 
together with L.J.M. (Leon) van den Broek, one of van Rooij's early PhD students. 
Jeurissen, a careful reader, supported van den Essen's cum laude PhD student de 
Bondt, when the latter obtained some nice results concerning the famous camel- 
banana problem.
A camel can carry at most one banana at a time on its back. It is also on a diet and can therefore 
have at most one banana in its stomach at any one time. As soon as it has eaten a banana, it can 
walk for a mile and then has to be at a place where it finds a new banana (in order to be able to 
continue its itinerary).
Let there be a stock of N bananas at a point at the border of the desert.
How far can the camel penetrate into the desert, starting from that point?
(The camel is smart and will think of forming heaps of bananas at some other place than the 
starting point).
D.C. (Dick) van Leijenhorst lectured on Discrete Mathematics, but subsequently 
moved to the Computer Science Department, where his main concern became the 
complexity of algorithms. He admires the romantic painter Alma Tadema and the 
opera composer Bellini, and he plays the clarinet, forming a duo with B.N.P. (Ernic) 
Kamerich. Sometimes, he was also found playing pétanque, jeu de boules in the park.
One of the first student advisors was A.J.Th. (Louis) Maassen. It was he and De 
Jongh who established the tradition of paying personal attention to every student.
It has always been thought to be important to give the task o f student advisor to 
someone who also knows the students from class meetings.
As a teacher at a secondary school in Arnhem, M aassen was asked to take care of the 
education of future teachers of mathematics. Encouraged by J.H. (Jan) de Boer, he 
gave thorough lectures in his beloved field of classical geometry, drawing nice and 
extremely precise pictures on the blackboard. Together with his wife, M.M. (Mia) 
Schrievers, he may be held responsible for the relatively large place that geometry 
takes even today in the Nijmegen undergraduate curriculum. Later on, he shared 
the task of training future teachers with Jan Cuijpers, Kamerich and Lodewijk 
van Schalkwijk. Maassen, who organized inspiring lectures on “Secondary school 
mathematics from an advanced point of view,” in which many members of the 
Department participated, always strongly defended the view that the education of 
teachers of mathematics is a responsibility of the Department o f M athematics and 
that for that reason, the proper place for those who have to carry out this task must 
be the Department itself. This view was shared by members of the Department of 
Physics, but eventually, the administrators decided otherwise.
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As for Kamerich, a PhD student of Henry Oedayrajsingh Varma's, he also likes 
computer algebra. His Guide to Maple has been translated into Chinese. He plays a 
large number of musical instruments, including clavichord, traverso, bass recorder 
and bassoon.
De Boer, in turn, was a very modest person, so much so that he seemed to be afraid 
of his good students. His twinkling eyes and the subdued pleasure he felt when 
giving his lectures are not forgotten. His field was algebraic geometry. Steenbrink, 
who, after appointments in Amsterdam and Leiden, returned to the Department 
in 1988 as the successor in the chair formerly held by E.J.M. (Eduard) Looijenga, 
is one of his students. De Boer, an admirer of the well-known Utrecht astronomer 
M.G.J. (Marcel) Minnaert's famous De natuurkunde v a n ’t vrije veld (vol. 1-3, 1937­
1942) and Light and Color in the Outdoors (translation of vol. 1, 1954), lectured on 
the theory of the rainbow and, together with a meteorologist, wrote a paper on this 
subject. After retirement, he returned to his native Groningen.
Henk de Vries, a lover of nature and bird-watcher, also did not like to put himself 
centre-stage. He taught several carefully crafted courses in algebra, group theory 
for physicists and foundations of geometry. Together with Freudenthal, he wrote a 
textbook on Linear Lie Groups, which constitutes the first book-length introduction 
to Hermann Weyl's character formula for compact Lie groups. One of his PhD 
students was A.H.M. (Dolf) van den Hombergh, who, as a teacher in Boxmeer, 
would keep in touch with the Department over the years, taking part in various 
projects aimed at improving the teaching of mathematics at secondary schools.
The 1974 Hiatus and the Subsequent Years
In the dramatic and sad year 1974, the Nijmegen students o f mathematics, following 
rather belatedly the example of their 1968 Paris colleagues, decided to occupy 
the Department. They demanded that every course be given in such a way that 
all students could take it without additional effort and that the difficult courses, 
reserved for more gifted students, be suppressed. This proposition was judged 
unacceptable by van Rooij, de Vries and Maassen, who at that time were in charge 
of the Department. The students were helped by the fact that the Department had 
a building of its own and that the University Board advocated a soft treatment of 
the rebels. Nobody was allowed to enter or to leave the mathematics building except 
by permission of the occupying students. The occupation lasted for three months 
and was accompanied by an endless palaver between staff and students. When it 
eventually ended, the building was in a very filthy state.
The whole event led to divisions within the staff, as opinions differed on how to 
respond to the situation. In retrospect, one may wonder why the problem remained 
unsolved for so long, but at the time, neither students nor staff members saw any 
other way of addressing the issues at stake. Some of the wounds inflicted then never 
healed. In particular, de Iongh never regained the enthusiasm and the team spirit of 
the early years.
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Two of the leaders in the 1974 student uprising were P.P. (Paulus) Gerdes and A.L. 
(Arie) Rijkeboer. Their idealism subsequently took them to Mozambique, where they 
have been teaching mathematics ever since. Gerdes has written several books on the 
geometrical and architectural ideas that have developed in African culture.
Looijenga became professor of geometry in 1975. The year before, he had completed 
his thesis at the University of Amsterdam under the guidance of N.H. (Nico) Kuiper, 
actually one month before Dirk Siersma and one month after Steenbrink, whose 
advisor had been Frans Oort, defended their own theses. In 1978, the three of 
them started the project “Singularity Theory.” This project was sponsored by NWO, 
the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research. It was the largest mathematical 
project NWO had until then sponsored, and it involved six PhD positions and 
several postdocs. It brought many foreigners to the Netherlands and, in particular, 
to Nijmegen. Looijenga had a number of PhD students, including W.A.M. (Wil) 
Janssen, Harm van der Lek, and H.J.M. (Hans) Sterk, who works now at the Institute 
for Applications of Computer Algebra at the Eindhoven University o f Technology.
Looijenga, like Barendregt a KNAW Fellow, was an invited speaker at the 
International Congress of M athematicians in Helsinki 1978 and at the European 
Congress o f M athematicians in 1992, and he gave talks at the Séminaire Bourbaki 
in 1993 and 2000. He gradually shifted his attention from differential geometry 
to algebraic geometry. In 1986, he left Nijmegen for a position at Amsterdam, and 
shortly thereafter went to Utrecht. In these years, he began his lasting collaboration 
with G.J. (Gert) Heckman. During his Nijmegen years, Looijenga had more than his 
share in the Department's administration. Later, he was president of the Koninklijk 
Wiskundig Genootschap (Royal Dutch M athematical Society).
Steenbrink, who was famous for his work in Hodge theory, became Looijenga's 
successor in 1988. With him came three PhD students from Leiden, of whom two 
have become prominent mathematicians. Theo de Jong wrote a thesis on non­
isolated singularities and holds the chair of Computer Algebra at Mainz. Johan de 
Jong, who is not Theo's brother, wrote a thesis on Dieudonné modules, which was 
jointly supervised by Oort and Steenbrink, obtaining a cum laude for it. Finding 
a new solution to the problem of resolution of singularities, he astonished the 
mathematical world and received one of the ten prizes for young mathematicians 
at the European Congress of M athematicians in Budapest, 1996. He has held full 
professorships at Princeton and Harvard and is currently at New York's Columbia 
University.
Steenbrink himself took many administrative duties upon himself. For six years, he 
served as Dean of the Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics -  a small faculty that 
was created in 1988 but was ten years later reunited with the Faculty of Science, as 
the expected growth in the number of students did not take place and no substantial 
interaction between the two disciplines had taken shape. For five years, Steenbrink 
was also director of the M athematical Research Institute MRI, a common enterprise 
of the universities of Utrecht, Nijmegen, Groningen and Twente. He chose for early 
retirement in 2009.
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Next to mathematics, music is Steenbrink's other passion: he likes to sing and plays 
the organ, the piano and the harpsichord. The Prince of Orange witnessed his organ 
playing at the 2000 Leiden manifestation “n in de Pieterskerk,” as a memorial stone 
was unveiled in honour of Ludolph van Ceulen, a professor at Leiden University 
and a fencing master from around 1600. Van Ceulen calculated the first 35 digits of 
the decimal expansion of n, and these digits appear on the memorial stone as on a 
worn-out gravestone.
In differential geometry, a function is often studied by looking at its level sets near a given 
point. If the gradient of the function at the point is nonzero, then these level sets look like 
a family of parallel lines or planes. In Singularity Theory, one studies the behaviour of the 
level sets of a function near a point where its gradient is zero. These have a rich geometry, in 
particular if  one works over the complex numbers.
In 1989, Gert Heckman found his way from Leiden to Nijmegen, where he became 
full professor in 1999. An important researcher in the field originally represented by 
de Vries, he brought renewed expertise in Lie Theory and Hypergeometric Functions. 
His bright student W.J. (Wim) Couwenberg graduated in 1994 with a thesis on 
complex hyperbolic geometry. Together with Maris van Haandel, a secondary school 
teacher and one of van Rooij's PhD students, he worked out a plan for teaching 
Kepler's laws to high school students.
Varma was appointed as professor in 1970. He lectured on rhyme on St. Nicholas' 
Eve, and he sometimes continued to teach in the evening hours, if progress during 
the scheduled lessons had been too slow. He also taught a number of courses on 
advanced subjects and built a group around the themes of Differential Topology and 
K-theory. Two of his PhD students, H.W.M. (Harrie) Hendriks and F.J.B.J. (Frans) 
Clauwens, are still employed at the department.
Varma, who, as an administrator, tried to bring about an amicable ambience, 
strongly supported the foundation of Desda, “Dan-En-Slechts-Dan-Als” (If- 
And-Only-If), the union of the Nijmegen students of mathematics, which was 
launched in 1986, in replacement of the older union of students of mathematics 
and physics, called Gauss, which had languished away. Desda organized all kinds 
of social activities Gauss would never have dreamt of, such as a yearly appearance 
of St. Nicholas and the annual pannenkoeken-eet-ren-festijn (pancakes-eat-and-run- 
festival). On three occasions, Veldman conducted the Desda Orchestra, and he still 
is very content that, on one occasion, van Rooij was a member of the orchestra.
Desda, in the old building, had its own room. Staff members, lacking a common 
room of their own, jealously sauntered around before its door, just where the coffee 
machine was located, sometimes entering hesitantly.
Harrie Hendriks started working on a PhD in differential topology under the 
supervision of Varma, who suggested him to continue his study at the University
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of Paris, where in fact he obtained his degree. In later years, Hendriks came to feel 
that the methods of differential topology did not enable him to solve his problems. 
Turning to differential geometry, he became fascinated by the possibility o f applying 
methods taken from differential geometry to statistics, and, somewhat later, when 
Van Zuijlen asked him to lend his support to the development of teaching and 
research in statistics and financial mathematics, he gladly decided to do so.
Clauwens obtained his PhD with Varma in 1975, and now works in the field of 
algebraic and differential topology, in particular in surgery theory as developed by 
the Liverpool mathematician C.T.C. (Terry) Wall. This difficult subject requires a 
plastic and geometric way of thinking.
Clauwens is a dedicated teacher and a resolute problem-solver. He likes discussions 
with students who, like him, when engrossed by some mathematical question, are 
able to forget everything else.
The 1990s
In 1999, F.J. (Frans) Keune succeeded Levelt as a professor of Algebra after having 
been active as an associate professor for many years. Trying to develop an algebraic 
counterpart to the originally mainly topological K-theory, he obtained an axiomatic 
description of algebraic K-theory and investigated the relations of this theory with 
algebraic number theory. He saw how to calculate the K2 of a number field from 
classical invariants and put four PhD students to the task of working out further 
consequences of this insight. Keune's method of calculation also found applications 
in Computer Algebra.
One of these PhD students was Thom Mulders. His 1992 dissertation was entitled 
On a M ap from K0 to K2. Mulders, fascinated by algorithmic questions, subsequently 
accepted a position at the ETH Zürich, Switzerland.
Keune was a very successful teacher. For many years he gave an important 
introductory course for first-year students. The notes for this course have been 
published as a textbook, called Getallen (Numbers). Brandishing his phrase, 
“Mathematics is not realistic!,” Keune played an important role in the public 
debate over the quality of mathematics education, especially at secondary schools, 
and took several initiatives to improve its quality. One of these initiatives was the 
project Ratio, an internet-based method for the development of mathematics for the 
first two years of secondary school. Its aim was to offer challenging and inspiring 
mathematical problems and ideas to self-reliant high-school students, with the 
aim of increasing the number of students that would opt for a study in one of 
the sciences and, in particular, in mathematics. After all, the number of students 
enrolling in the sciences and in mathematics had become dangerously low in the 
nineties. It is a great pity that, for financial reasons, the Ratio project could not be 
continued. Keune was furthermore director of the Department for many years, and 
notably in the difficult early years of the new millennium, when the Department 
had to fight for its survival.
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Van Rooij, W.H. (Wim) Schikhof and R.A. (Ronald) Kortram shared for a long time 
responsibility for the various courses that had to be taught in the field of analysis. 
They believed strongly in the importance o f giving students of mathematics a slow 
and solid start. First-year students were taught in small groups, and the distinction 
between teaching hours and exercising hours alm ost disappeared. In this setting, it 
was possible to take care of each student individually and to find out precisely where 
misunderstandings might take root. A lasting monument to this unusually intensive 
and fruitful form of teaching is van Rooij's book Analyse voor beginners (Analysis for 
Freshmen), a Dutch classic in the extensive literature on Analysis. In the opening 
pages of this book, van Rooij expresses his gratitude towards the many members of 
the Department -  whom he lists by their first names -  who had joined him in this 
enterprise and made this exacting way of teaching possible and successful.
Van Rooij and Schikhof have made important contributions to p-adic calculus and 
functional analysis. They have written well-known textbooks that have become the 
standard in the field and, by also taking their part in organizing conferences, they 
are leading members of the p -adic or non-Archimedean community.
p-adic analysis is like ordinary analysis, but the real numbers are replaced by so-called p-adic 
numbers, where p is a prime number. Real numbers are given by an infinite decimal expansion, 
like n = 3,1415 ... = 3 + 1.10'1 + 4 .10'2 +1.10'3 + 5.10'4 + .... Now 10 is not a prime number, but real 
numbers may also be expanded in, for instance, base 3. A real number between 0 and 1 then is 
considered as an infinite sum of the form a .3'1 + a .3-2 +..., where each a. is one of the numbersO J 1 J ’ I
0 , 1 or 2. A 3-adic integer is a kind of converse of a real number between 0 and 1 written in base 
3 . It is an infinite sum of the form a 0+ a 1.3 +a2.32 ..., where, again, each a i is one of the numbers 
0 , 1 or 2. One may be surprised that such sums are said to converge, but, in a sense, they do. 
Once one accepts these objects, one may introduce infinite sums, integrals, and so on, and a 
new calculus arises, not only providing amusement, but also offering, by comparison, more 
insight into ordinary calculus, and the possibility to solve problems in number theory.
Van Rooij also did research in harmonic analysis and in ordered vector spaces, a 
subject in functional analysis. He has done an enormous am ount of teaching and 
may boast a very long list of grateful master students and PhD students. Even now, 
long after his retirement, he still teaches the yearly course on measure theory, and 
all students know where to find him in order to ask their questions.
Let us mention some of his PhD students. G.L.M. (Gérard) Sleijpen is now a 
researcher employed at Utrecht University, mainly working in Numerical Linear 
Algebra. Gerard Buskes, who works on functional analysis and operator theory, has 
been on the staff o f Mississippi State University for twenty-five years now. In 2009, 
the American Mathematical Society (AMS) chose the Mississippi Mathematics 
program, in which Buskes plays an important role, as a “Mathematics Program 
that makes a Difference,” because of its significant efforts to encourage students 
from underrepresented groups to continue in the study of mathematics. In 2006,
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for example, the Department had awarded PhDs to six African Americans, which 
amounted to over a third nationwide. Buskes has decribed this joyful event, which 
is a consequence of what he calls the Mississippi Mathematics Renaissance, in the 
Notices of the AMS.
A.F.M. (Tom) ter Elst, now a Senior Lecturer at the University of Auckland (New 
Zealand), has written a paper, not long ago, together with two colleagues, which 
carries the intriguing title: Can One Hear the Shape o f a D rum ? (The answer seems 
to be no). He completed his PhD in harmonic analysis with Jan de G raaf in 
Eindhoven, but always emphasizes his debt to van Rooij. In the very difficult years 
the Department went through at the beginning of the new century, he offered his 
assistance, travelling from Eindhoven to Nijmegen to teach a course in analysis.
O.F. (O nno) van Gaans, now at Leiden University, completed his PhD thesis, 
Seminorms in Ordered Vector Spaces, in 1999.
The brisk and lively lectures given by R.A. (Ronald) Kortram, who still is proud of his 
Leiden origins, will be in the minds of his students forever. Always fast, he likes to 
come to the point at once, and his movements express the energy and concentration 
of his thought. His field is complex analysis, and in his research, he has explored 
geometric properties of analytic functions. He has studied questions like this one: is 
it possible, given the Taylor coefficients of a complex function, to find out properties 
of its domain, or to determine if the image of the unit disc is bounded or convex? 
Complex analysis is an extremely beautiful extension of real analysis, and important 
parts o f physics like fluid dynamics and electric engineering strongly depend on it.
Machiel van Frankenhuijsen was one of Kortram's Ph.D. students. He obtained his 
degree in 1995. He has been fascinated by the Riemann hypothesis and the ABC- 
conjecture and has obtained several results that shed some light on these problems. 
The famous mathematician Serge Lang, known for his many textbooks, has been 
one of his supporters. Together with M.L. (Michel) Lapidus, van Frankenhuijsen has 
written two books on fractal geometry. He now works as an assistant professor at 
Utah Valley University at Orem.
In the early years, applied mathematics was not represented strongly in Nijmegen, 
although attempts were made to strengthen the Department in this respect. 
Unfortunately, there were few good candidates available, as experts in this field were 
sought for at many institutions, which made it difficult to seduce them into coming 
to Nijmegen. Students with interest in applications had to seek supplementary 
courses and support for their master thesis at the Technological University in 
Eindhoven, and, as a number of students actually did just that, a fruitful co­
operation between Eindhoven and Nijmegen developed. In later years, Nijmegen 
became self-sufficient, and somewhat unfortunately, the co-operation came to an end.
The first course in probability theory was given by de Iongh, but when J.C. (Jan) Smit 
arrived from Leiden upon Varma's invitation, this task became his. Very friendly, 
speaking slowly but arguing carefully, Smit impressed his students. He would later
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sometimes express regret at never having left Nijmegen. Yet, towards the end of 
his career, he did leave: he seized the opportunity to take part in the Senior Experts 
Program, becoming a teacher on all kinds of subjects at the University of Malang, 
Indonesia. The Indonesian students were very respectful and far less individualistic 
than their European counterparts, but, as Smit found out, they were lacking in 
initiative. He did his best to fathom their cultural background and broke his head 
over the question of how raise their curiosity and get them to think actively by 
offering the right kind of exercises.
A question by Jan Smit to his Indonesian students:
Given two spheres with a diameter of 7 centimeter and a box whose edges are 10, 11 and 12 
centimeter.
If one puts the spheres into the box, is it possible to close the box, or will the higher sphere 
stick out?
He further challenged them by organizing a tournament, called Hari Matematika, 
whose setup was inspired by Australian examples. When, after three years, he 
returned to Nijmegen, he decided, together with van den Essen, to organize a similar 
event in Nijmegen. The first of the ensuing and very successful series o f yearly 
Nijmeegse Wiskunde Toernooi took place on September 25, 1992 (see fig. 3).
Figure 3: A participant brooding over the questions o f  the Faculty's very first M athem atics Tournament o f  1992  
(source: Faculty Photographic Service)
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In 1970, J. (Kobus) Oosterhoff was appointed as a lecturer in Mathematical 
Statistics. In 1975, F.H. (Frits) Ruymgaart became his successor and later a professor 
in M athematical Statistics. In 1991, he left Nijmegen for a professorship in Lubbock, 
Texas. J.H.J. (John) Einmahl, now a professor of Statistics at Tilburg University, wrote 
his dissertation with Ruymgaart and D.M. Mason. As a master student, Einmahl 
wrote twice a master thesis, the first one in the foundations of mathematics, on 
some intuitionistic topic, and the second on a subject in statistics.
Ruymgaart, who wanted to make mathematics useful, started the Instituut voor 
Wiskundige Dienstverlening (Mathematical Service Institute), but this institute later 
moved to Eindhoven. Jaap Molenaar, now a professor of applied mathematics at 
Wageningen University, was its director.
In 1975, Wim Vervaat became an associate professor in probability theory. He was 
a gifted and ambitious mathematician, who, when explaining his sometimes very 
precise and sometimes very intuitive ideas, could become agitated in his eagerness 
to share his joy with the audience. Having become a full professor and increasingly 
productive in the 1980s, he was one of the founders of the Mark Kac Seminar 
on Probability and Physics and acted as a chairman of the Dutch Association for 
Mathematical Physics from 1986 until 1990. He left Nijmegen for Lyon in 1992 and 
died tragically in 1994.
Vervaat had seven Ph.D. students. F.M. (Michel) Dekking, now at Delft 
Technological University, completed his Ph.D. under the guidance o f Vervaat and 
M.S. (Michael) Keane in 1980. H. (Hans) Maassen, a son of Louis M aassen and 
associate professor in probability and mathematical physics, became a member 
of the Department in 1988, after a short period at the Department of Physics.
His subject is quantum probability theory, a theory developed in the 1980s as a 
noncommutative analog of A.N. Kolmogorov's theory of stochastic processes. It 
aims to clarify the mathematical foundations of quantum theory and its statistical 
interpretation. M aassen still collaborates with his former PhD student M. (Madalin) 
Guta, who is now at Nottingham, and with Luc Bouten, who completed his PhD 
thesis with M aassen in 2004. M aassen's main interest is in quantum Markov chains.
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An uncertainty relation
In quantum mechanics an n-valued observable quantity is modelled by a symmetric n x n -  
matrix A. Such a matrix has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors, say e, e , ...., en. A second 
observable, described by a symmetric matrix of the same dimension, in general has a different 
basis of eigenvectors, say f ,  f ,  ..., f n. Consider the maximum of the inner products:
c:= max |(e,,fy)| .
1 £ i , j  £ n
A possible state of the modelled quantum mechanical system corresponds to a unit vector ip in 
n-dimensional space. In such a state ^ ,  the observable has probability distribution | (lf>, e,-) |2 
and the observable B has probability distribution f j ) \ 2. These distributions are subject to 
the following relation, discovered in 1988 by Maassen and his Utrecht colleague Jos Uffink:
-  ¿ I ( ^ e/)|2 l o g e j ) | 2-  ¿ f j ) \ 2 log|<^,fj)|2 £ log-^ ,
¡ = 1  j = i
This is an entropic version of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation.
W.F.Th (Frank) den Hollander, who is now at Leiden working on percolation theory, 
held the chair o f probability and statistics from 1994 to 2000. A KNAW Fellow 
since 1989, he is a very active and very distinguished scientist, playing an important 
role in EURANDOM, the European Institute for Statistics, Probability, Stochastic 
Operations Research and its applications.
S.H. (Stef) Tijs started his academic life in Utrecht as a student o f chemistry.
He switched to mathematics and came to the Nijmegen Department at its very 
beginning, in 1960, as a teaching assistant. He stayed, and, while teaching courses in 
mathematics for non-mathematics-students mainly, he developed a strong interest 
in game theory, completing his PhD thesis on this subject with van Rooij in 1975.
He became an active researcher and a reputable expert in game theory, an area with 
strong connections to mathematical economics.
In 1982, the government introduced the so-called twee-fasen-structuur (Two-phase- 
structure) at all Dutch Universities, with the intention to reduce the time that 
students would spend at the university. The first o f the two phases had to be a full 
study program of strictly four years. The somewhat vague idea for the second phase 
was that a select group of students would be given the opportunity to study further. 
The second stage actually never materialized. Still, the government's decision led to a 
curricular reform.
Seizing this opportunity, Tijs, together with some colleagues, developed a master 
program in stochastics and operations research, which contained courses in co­
operative and non-co-operative game theory, social choice theory, and decision
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theory. Many students opted for this program and wrote a master thesis for 
it. Several o f them went on to write PhD theses. Tijs may in fact count several 
professors among his academic offspring.
Tijs himself became professor in 1985 but he left the Department in 1991 for 
Tilburg. The program was kept going thanks to J.A.M. (Jos) Potters, M.C.A.
(Martien) van Zuijlen and Hendriks. Potters had come to game theory and 
operations research from his earlier interest in complex function theory. Van 
Zuijlen, a member of the department since 1976, became a professor, first in 
financial mathematics and, somewhat later, in stochastics.
Levelt, Vervaat and van Zuijlen together took part in a large-scale Tempus program 
that continued for seven years. This European program was the result o f co­
operation between the Radboud University Nijmegen, the Gesamthochschule 
Paderborn, the Eotvos Lorand University in Budapest and the Kossuth Lajos 
University in Debrecen. As a consequence, Hungarian and Lithuanian students and 
scientist regularly visited the Department, and van Zuijlen received an honorary 
degree from the University of Debrecen.
Van Zuijlen was one of the founders of the Steering Committee Statistical Auditing, 
in which statisticians and auditors co-operate. After the departure of Tijs, van 
Zuijlen, assisted by Hendriks, developed a new line of teaching and research, 
called Financial Mathematics, introducing courses on Option Theory, Portfolio 
Management and Insurance Mathematics. Van Zuijlen and Hendriks were among 
the first in the country to do so, and their initiative seemed to be good and attractive 
to prospective students. However, the Faculty Board decided for other priorities in
2008.
Together with his former PhD student Tjacco van der Meer, van Zuijlen has recently 
commented upon the current financial crisis.
From 1968 until 1976, the subject of Numerical Analysis was taught in Nijmegen 
by the Utrecht professor Bram van der Sluis. In those years, several attempts to 
find a suitable candidate for the position of Professor of Numerical Analysis failed. 
Finally, Owe Axelsson, professor at Gothenburg, Sweden, joined the Nijmegen staff 
in 1978. He started a very successful research group, more or less on his own, and 
succeeded in obtaining a series of grants. Many students chose numerical analysis as 
their main subject, or as an important minor, and ten students completed their PhD 
under his supervision. The major research topics were iterative solution methods, 
preconditioning methods (Axelsson has in fact been called the father of the 
concept of preconditioning), and the finite-element solution of singularly perturbed 
problems. Axelsson also founded the journal Numerical Linear Algebra and managed 
it for many years. He was a visiting professor at many important foreign universities, 
and, when at Nijmegen, he welcomed numerous visitors from all over the world. He 
wrote a large number of papers and two textbooks and, in 2004, was honoured with 
the Bolzano Medal from the Czech Academy of Sciences.
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One of Axelsson's PhD students was B.J.W. (Ben) Polman, who not only offered 
some courses in numerical mathematics, but who was also a great support for all 
mathematicians wrestling with computers and is now employed at the Faculty's 
Computer Centre. He took the initiative for the yearly Department walk in the 
1990s and made it a great success.
Initially, the subject of differential equations was covered by Rudi Hirschfeld, 
who also treated topics in functional and harmonic analysis. He had studied at 
Amsterdam, and after eight years as a secondary school teacher, had in 1960 
completed his PhD with Freudenthal. He came to Nijmegen in 1964 and left the 
Department in 1969, for an appointment in Hawaii. Three years later, he became 
professor at the Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen, one of the institutions that 
was to merge into the University of Antwerp. From the first time he heard him, J.A. 
(Jan) van Casteren was his enthusiastic student, stating that thanks to Hirschfeld's 
broad knowledge and sense of humour, “there was always something funny in his 
lectures,” he became the mathematician he is. Van Casteren followed in Hirschfeld's 
footsteps, first to Hawaii where he obtained his PhD in 1971, and subsequently to 
Antwerp, where he too became a professor, and an inspiring teacher, first chiefly on 
complex analysis and later also of stochastic analysis.
In 1971, J.J. (Hans) Duistermaat came to take up Hirschfeld's chair. He visited the 
famous Swedish mathematician Lars Hormander, and wrote with him the important 
paper Fourier Integral Operators II. He also collaborated with Victor Guillemin, 
studying the spectrum of elliptic operators on compact manifolds. Having become 
professor in 1972, he left Nijmegen already in 1974, returning to Utrecht as 
Freudenthal's successor. In 1982, Duistermaat and Heckman together wrote a 
paper that contained a formula that would later be referred to as the “Duistermaat- 
Heckman form ula.” This formula has been used in further investigations by the 
eminent mathematicians Sir Michael Atiyah and Raoul Bott and the mathematical 
physicist Edward Witten. Duistermaat, who also excelled in chess and ping-pong, 
became a KNAW Fellow at a very young age. He died, too soon, in 2010.
The flamboyant Russian mathematician Leonid Frank taught on the subject of 
differential equations from 1977 until 1991. He had obtained his PhD from 
Moscow State University and had been Associate Professor at the Hebrew University 
in Jerusalem before coming to Nijmegen. His contributions concerned difference 
schemes for some partial differential equations of mathematical physics, singular 
perturbations and ill-posed problems, numerical analysis for singular perturbations, 
and linear and non-linear wave theory. He wrote two monographs on singular 
perturbations and founded the journal Asymptotic Analysis. He was proud of 
speaking seven languages and was a musical man. From Nijmegen he went to Reims. 
He died in Paris in 1997, at the age of 63.
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Fin de siècle
The Department went through its most difficult time in the first years of the new 
century. The number o f students dwindled and, as became evident in painful 
discussions, the Faculty Board lost belief in mathematics and its practitioners.
The mathematicians themselves, despite all adversity, never lost confidence in the 
importance and beauty of their subject. When the Faculty Board, on economical 
grounds seriously contemplated the possibility of reducing the Department to 
the barest minimum required for the programmes offered in the other sciences, 
the mathematicians, in an open letter directed to the University Board, voiced 
their protest, arguing that a decision to deprive a crucial and central subject like 
mathematics o f its proper place would bring possibly irreparable damage to the 
entire Faculty of Science and indeed to the University itself. This letter received wide 
support, both at the Faculty and in the University as a whole.
At last, the tide turned. First, the tiny Department was ‘reorganized', that is, it was 
subjected to a harsh economizing operation. Subsequently, however, permission 
was granted to seek for a successor to van Rooij on the chair of analysis -- and 
new people came. Thereupon, extensive and enthusiastic outreach activities were 
undertaken. The Department moved to the new Huygens Building and the number 
of students increased significantly. A new era for mathematics had started.
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Part II: The Period 2001-2010: Reorganisation and Resurrection
Klaas Landsman
During the period 2001-2010, the mathematics community at Nijmegen went 
through a series of dramatic changes. Following a highly critical report of the 
National Teaching Evaluation Committee over the period 1995-2000 and an all-time 
low in student enrolment in 2001, the Mathematics Department was almost closed 
down in 2002. In actual fact, a mere Reorganisation took place. Subsequently, a 
combination of factors has led to a veritable resurrection of the Department, which 
currently is thriving in all possible ways.
The year 2001 marked a historical low point with respect to the number of first-year 
students who enrolled in the mathematics degree program: this number was 10, 
against a total of about 80 registered math students altogether. These numbers may 
be compared with the corresponding ones for the peak year of 1976, which were 
about 70 and 400, respectively. Indeed, the period 1976-2001 is characterised by a 
general decrease in math enrolment throughout the Netherlands, but at Nijmegen 
the downward trend was twice the national average; its ‘fair' share o f the national 
student population would be about 10%.
The June 2002 report of the National Teaching Evaluation of M athematics over the 
period 1995-2000 (Onderwijsvisitatie) was hardly satisfied with the degree program 
at Nijmegen: the report stated —in translation -  that the syllabus had “ serious gaps,” 
notably because it mainly prepared students for a career in mathematical research 
and/or education, and that, also due to poor enrolment, the program (and hence 
the entire Department) was in “grave danger.” On the other hand, the report praised 
the impressive commitment to mathematics and its teaching by staff members, and 
were impressed by the outreach activities to school-children. Also, the student body 
Desda (for ‘Dan en slechts dan', which in English would be I ff  for ‘If and only if') 
received the committee's well-deserved compliments. Its critique notwithstanding, 
the committee concluded that “a general university without mathematics would be 
in conceivab le” (boldface in original).
Reorganisation
Despite this warning, but acting under pressure from the ministry of Education, 
Culture, and Science (OC&W ), the Faculty Board subsequently decided to terminate 
the degree program, and reduce mathematics at Nijmegen to an institute for service 
teaching. The need for a cut of about 4 million Euro on the yearly Faculty budget 
may have played some role; mathematics eventually contributed 1 million to this on 
a lasting basis.
Fortunately, following both an international outcry and a softening of pressure from 
national politics, this plan was dropped. Instead, starting in 2004, a Reorganisation
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(in an appropriate legal sense of the word) took place, during which 3 fte 
permanent scientific staff, 6 fte temporary scientific staff (i.e., all directly funded 
PhD positions) and 1.4 fte nonscientific staff was cut. (These cuts followed earlier 
reductions, so that the size of the Department was effectively halved compared to 
the 1990 level).
Despite all of this, the mathematics community at Nijmegen currently appears to be 
thriving. One may identify a number of important factors behind this resurrection: 
improved outreach towards school-children, rejuvenation of staff and reorientation 
of research themes, national clustering of mathematics research led by the funding 
agency NWO, and finally the formation of the research institute IMAPP. These 
factors will now be discussed in turn.
Outreach
Elsewhere in this volume, the reader will find a description of the Faculty's general 
outreach program. The amazing success of this program has become known 
nationwide, and one may even speak of a paradigm shift in the way universities 
have approached schoolchildren ever since. Paradoxically, however, enrolment 
in mathematics stalled precisely during the period in which the general FNWI- 
programme led to an enormous expansion of the student population in the Faculty 
at large, viz. the years 2001-2005. Apparently, the general recruitment program of 
the Faculty Board worked for all degree programs, except mathematics! Perhaps 
Alain Connes, one of the greatest living mathematicians, provided some insight 
into this when he recently wrote (in an advice to young mathematicians): “each 
mathematician is a special case, and in general mathematicians tend to behave like 
‘fermions', i.e., they avoid working in areas that are too trendy, whereas physicists 
behave a lot more like ‘bosons', which coalesce in large packs, often ‘overselling' 
their achievements -  an attitude that mathematicians despise.”
Experience shows that each schoolchild contemplating a future in mathematics 
indeed turns out to be a “ special case” , so that a successful outreach program in 
this discipline simply has to take an individualistic approach. This is particularly 
clear from activities like Master Classes (which are held at the Faculty of Science) 
and visits to schools, which are typically undertaken by both staff and students 
(sometimes even jointly). Indeed, a second major insight was that successful 
outreach to schoolchildren has to be carried out largely by mathematics students (as 
opposed to staff members). O f course, the wisdom of a senior mathematician who 
addresses youngsters through a crystal-clear proof of Pythagoras's Theorem will not 
fail to impress those whose heart already lies with the subject, but unfortunately - 
and this is a major difference with the past -  this group is too small. Instead, one 
mainly faces schoolchildren whose life revolves around MSN and Civilization IV, and 
who arguably contemplate their career in terms of income levels more than previous 
generations did. Moreover, the approach to math education known as ‘realistic 
mathematics' -  a Dutch invention that has dominated teaching at secondary schools 
ever since its inception in the 1980s -  has led to the belief among school-children 
that mathematics consists of story-telling culminating in some calculation to be 
performed on their Graphical Pocket Calculator. (In fact, Nijmegen mathematician 
Frans Keune was one of the first to speak out openly against this approach in his
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controversial inaugural lecture in 1998, which he followed up by the development of 
the laudable online Ratio-method of math education.)
Hence these attitudes and prejudices had to be overcome. Luckily, mathematics 
actually does offer surprisingly rich (and well-paid) career opportunities, well 
beyond the traditional jobs o f math teacher, math professor, or statistician. 
Furthermore, as a closely related matter, beyond the infantile stories of the so-called 
‘realistic' approach, mathematics has genuine applications to reality, including the 
technological infrastructure of society that the current generation of schoolchildren 
so heavily thrives upon. The most elaborate way of bringing these two points home 
to schoolchildren has been the Nijmegen Mathematics Tournament. As mentioned 
in part I of this chapter, the idea for such an event was imported from Indonesia 
by Jan Smit, the first such ‘Hari matematika’ being held at Nijmegen University 
on September 25, 1992 (see above, fig. 3). Beginning with 188 children from 20 
schools, the yearly event rapidly expanded to its current size of 500 children from 
about 90 schools, who compete in teams of five and represent the upper level of 
the VWO-type of high schools (see figs. 4 and 5). A major reorganisation of the 
tournament took place in 2006, inspired by the views o f PhD student Ruben van den 
Brink, who was assisted by math students Dion Coumans and Mirte Dekkers (both 
of whom later received a distinction from the University for their respective roles in 
the outreach program of mathematics; see figure 6).
Figure 4 : Hundreds o f  high-school students compete in the 2 0 0 8  M athem atics Tournament
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Figure 5: The concluding Awarding Ceremony at the 200 5  M athem atics Tournament, with the participation of 
M artien van Zuylen, Frans Keune, Renee Hoogveld, M irte Dekkers, Judy Pathuis, Dieuwertje Ewalts, Ruben van 
den Brink, K laas Landsman, and Joseph Steenbrink (from left to right)
Figure 6: D uring a  M aster C lass in 2 0 0 6 , M irte Dekkers (right) assists some high-school students in solving 
mathematical problems
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Since 2006, the tournament has always had some socially relevant mathematical 
theme (which changes each the year), as well as a major prize pertinent to this 
theme. For example, in 2007 the theme was finance, and the two winning teams 
were taken to Wall Street, where they met billionaire Jim Simons (a mathematician 
who made his fortune through a secret mathematical investment scheme). In 2008, 
game theory was on the agenda, and the 10 winners met the legendary schizophrenic 
mathematician John Nash (the hero of the Hollywood movie A Beautiful Mind, but, 
in the footsteps of John von Neumann, also a cofounder of mathematical game 
theory) at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton.
This outreach program has met with a resounding success. The impressive 
new Huygens Building of the FNWI -  named, after all, after the greatest Dutch 
mathematician in history -- has contributed to a spectacular increase in student 
numbers since 2005: while enrolment in that year was still low at 10, in the 
subsequent years 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009 Nijmegen counted 19, 27, 36, and 
54 first-years, respectively, with even further growth expected for the academic year 
2010-2011. These figures are well above the national growth level for mathematics, 
which fortunately is recovering elsewhere, too.
Rejuvenation and Reorientation
Three of the five professorial chairs that had been left over after the Reorganisation 
found new occupants over the review period, with the fourth succession taking place 
on the 1st of January, 2010. Specifically, the following tenured staff retired or left 
during the period under discussion:
Prof. A.C.M. van Rooij (2002), Pure Analysis
Dr. W.H. Schikhof (2002), Pure Analysis
Prof. A.O.H. Axelsson (2003), Numerical Analysis
Dr. B.J.W. Polman (2003), Numerical Analysis
Dr. M. Löwe (2003), Stochastics
Dr. R.A. Kortram (2005), Analysis
Dr. J.A.M. Potters (2006), M athematical Game Theory
Prof. J.H.M. Steenbrink (2008), Algebraic Geometry
Prof. F.J. Keune (2008), Algebra
Prof. M.C.A. van Zuijlen (2009), Stochastics,
They were succeeded (in part) by:
Prof. N.P. Landsman (2004), Mathematical Physics
Dr. M.H.A.H. Müger (2006), Analysis/Mathematical Physics
Prof. H.T. Koelink (2007), Analysis
Prof. M. Gehrke (2007), Algebra/Logic
Dr. S. Terwijn (2010), Logic
Dr. W. van Suijlekom (2010), Mathematical Physics 
Prof. F. Redig (2010), Applied Stochastics.
Numerical Analysis was abandoned with the retirement of Axelsson, whereas Pure 
Analysis and Geometry were merged under the umbrella o f M athematical Physics. 
This was by no means an obvious choice, especially after the departure of the
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prominent mathematical physicist and probability theorist Frank den Hollander 
in 2000 and the lack of replacement (at least in similar fields) of mathematically 
oriented theoretical physicists like Ted Janssen and Hubert Knops in the Subfaculty 
of Physics. Nonetheless, Hans M aassen (working in quantum probability), Gert 
Heckman (active in Lie theory and integrable systems) and Joseph Steenbrink (in 
algebraic geometry, whose connections with physics were beginning to be explored 
in the 1990s) formed a high-quality nucleus around which this specialisation 
could potentially be developed. Also, as an argument carrying considerable political 
weight, it was of great importance for the Faculty Board that a theme be chosen 
that related to some external discipline. This philosophy, which would dominate 
all appointments to be made subsequently, too, was a remarkable break with the 
somewhat introverted past of Nijmegen mathematics.
Thus Klaas Landsman, who happened to live in Nijmegen already, came from 
the University o f Amsterdam, transferring with him his NWO Pionier Project in 
noncommutative geometry and quantum theory to Nijmegen. This move also 
brought in a substantial group of young researchers at both the PhD and postdoc 
levels, and included the tenured appointment of Michael Muger as a lecturer. Erik 
Koelink was attracted from Delft as the GQT-Professor o f M athematical Physics in 
2007 (see below), but in view of his research and teaching profile, he was, in fact, 
appointed as professor of Analysis, as Landsman took the Chair in Mathematical 
Physics (a position he had previously held at the UvA and effectively also filled 
at the Radboud University, though he officially had been Van Rooij's successor in 
Analysis since September 2004). Finally, Walter van Suijlekom, a specialist in the 
interplay between noncommutative geometry and particle physics, completed the 
mathematical physics group in 2010 (which is the only group with that name in the 
country).
In Algebra, the original choice of computer algebra as a collective theme had been 
made in 2000. This choice was a natural one, for this field had been introduced to 
the Netherlands by Ton Levelt at Nijmegen and had been reinforced by hiring Wieb 
Bosma in 1997 and Bernd Souvignier in 2001. Links with Computer Science, notably 
with the group of Henk Barendregt, were envisaged, which were also to involve logic 
through Wim Veldman. However, in connection with the search for a successor to 
Frans Keune as professor of Algebra (per 2010), it turned out to be impossible to 
attract a leading specialist in this area from abroad. Instead, in 2007 Mai Gehrke 
hailed from New Mexico as Keune's early successor. This appointment amounted 
to a redirection from computer algebra to algebraic logic, but the goal o f setting up 
an intensive collaboration between the disciplines o f mathematics (notably algebra) 
and computer science at Nijmegen remained intact. Indeed, this goal was largely 
realized by Gehrke in the period 2008-2010 by means of joint projects with Bart 
Jacobs in research and with Herman Geuvers in teaching. The appointment of Bas 
Terwijn, a logician working also in algorithmic complexity theory and randomness, 
sealed the choice for logic and computer science. Indeed, Nijmegen now seems 
well positioned to become the leading academic place in the Netherlands for 
mathematical aspects of computer science, especially where (as opposed to the CWI) 
the interaction between research and teaching is concerned.
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In Stochastics, after the departure of Den Hollander, Nijmegen's leading researcher 
was Martien van Zuijlen. Following a career in general mathematical statistics, he 
specialised around the year 2000 in financial mathematics, which was viewed both 
as a promising emerging research field and as a student attractor. Jointly with Harrie 
Hendriks, Van Zuijlen managed to secure considerable external funding from STW 
and built up a nationally unique five-year curriculum in financial mathematics, 
which attracted at least a third of the students per year (comparable teaching 
programs at the University of Amsterdam and the Technical University of Twente 
were limited to the MSc level).
However, as in the case of Algebra, when the issue of Van Zuijlen's planned 
retirement in 2010 had to be addressed, it turned out to be hard to find a strong 
successor in this area. Eventually, the appointment of Frank Redig (who works 
mainly in statistical physics and mathematical biology) in 2010 marked a complete 
change of direction of stochastics towards the natural sciences. In this case, in 
analogy to the envisaged interactions of mathematics with physics and computer 
science, just mentioned, the connection is meant to be with the Donders Center for 
Neuroscience.
National Clustering of Mathematics Research
The current mathematics clusters emerged from a development initiated by 
the report Nieuwe dimensies, ruimer bereik (New dimensions, broader scope) of 
2002, written on behalf o f the Dutch mathematical community by Marinus 
Kaashoek (VU) and Henk van der Vorst (UU). This report tried to respond to the 
threatening combination of decreasing direct funding for mathematics due to the 
steady decline in student enrolment, and the increasing scope of the subject and 
hence an increasing demand for mathematicians in society, which was caused 
by ever new applications as well as the deepening of existing ones. Among other 
recommendations, the authors proposed the formation of 12 to 14 new mathematics 
clusters, notably in interdisciplinary fields.
As it turned out, only four clusters were eventually formed, i.e., DIAMANT (Discrete, 
Interactive and Algorithmic Mathematics, Algebra and Number Theory) in 2005; NDNS 
(Nonlinear Dynamics o f N atural Systems), also in 2005; GQT (Fellowship o f Geometry 
and Quantum Theory) in 2006; and STAR (Stochastics -- Theoretical and Applied 
Research) in 2009, but these were much larger than envisaged in the report. Henk 
Barendregt from Nijmegen's Department of Computer Science was one of the four 
applicants of the DIAMANT cluster, and Wieb Bosma was also closely involved in 
this operation from the beginning. In 2010, Mai Gehrke became a board member of 
DIAMANT. Klaas Landsman was the PI of GQT, which in addition counted Joseph 
Steenbrink and subsequently Gert Heckman as board members. Finally, with the 
arrival of Frank Redig, the Radboud University now also takes part in the STAR 
cluster. All in all, then, Nijmegen has eventually become involved in three of the 
four clusters. (A role in the NDNS cluster, which mainly investigates mathematical 
aspects of the life and earth sciences, remains elusive, since local research in the 
underlying mathematical field of differential equations ended with the forced 
departure o f Leonid Frank in 1991.)
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IMAPP
But irrespective of, and parallel to, these developments, mathematics research 
had to be reshuffled anyway, because in 2005, the entire Faculty of Science was 
reorganised into interdisciplinary research institutes. A priori, it would have been 
possible to join mathematics either with high-energy physics and astronomy, or with 
computer science. A relic of of mixed feelings about the earlier, short-lived Faculty 
of Mathematics and Computer Science (1988-1998, see part I of this chapter), the 
supportive role of IMAPP-director Sijbrand de Jong towards mathematics at the time 
of the latter's planned demise, as well as the recent reinforcement of mathematical 
physics, outlined above, eventually all converged towards the desirability of 
embedding mathematics within IMAPP. The three mathematical research directions 
(described above) came to constitute three mathematics departments of IMAPP, 
each of which, in a remarkable Trinitarian scheme, relates to a specific research 
institute at the Radboud University, whilst being part of a mathematics cluster at the 
national level. Thus we have:
• Algebra &  Logic -- Institute for Computing and Information Sciences -- DIAMANT;
• Applied Stochastics -- Donders Centre for Neuroscience - STAR;
• Mathematical Physics -- Institute for Mathematics, Astrophysics and Particle 
Physics -- GQT.
The absorption of mathematics research into IMAPP, which occurred on January 
1, 2005, and the analogous embedding of mathematics teaching in WiNSt (i.e., 
the teaching institute responsible for the curricula in astronomy, mathematics, 
and physics) exactly one year later, have had many beneficial consequences for 
mathematics. The organisation has been streamlined, and IMAPP has been able 
to make a strong case for mathematics in the higher echelons of University 
administration. However, there are various drawbacks as well. First, the unity 
of mathematics is at odds with the discipline spreading out over three separate 
departments -  although the greater evil of splitting mathematics between ICIS 
and IMAPP has been prevented (a split that would have been analogous to the fate 
of theoretical physics, which is now divided between IMAPP and IMM). Second, 
given the fact that both IMAPP and WiNSt had, still have, and -- given the balance 
of power within the FNWI -- probably always will have an experimental physicist 
as its director, the dissolution of the former Subfaculty of Mathematics has had 
the unfortunate consequence that mathematics has completely lost whatever 
autonomy it may have enjoyed at earlier times. Insult following injury, not a 
single mathematician has ever been consulted about the (re)appointments of 
the two institute directors responsible for mathematics. Consequently, specialists 
in accelerator design now take decisions concerning matters such as the most 
promising research direction in stochastics or the appropriate place and size of Lie 
groups in the teaching program.
In fact, mathematics occupies an equally subordinate place in the national science 
administration, although the few mathematicians who have held real political power 
in recent times - such as Ronald Venetiaan, the president of Surinam from 1991-
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1996 and 2000-2010 - have done so quite admirably. Upon reflection, what seems 
to play a role here is that m ost mathematicians just prefer to do mathematics and 
to avoid all disturbance to this activity -- even to their own detriment. The legendary 
last words of Archimedes ( “^n ^ou tou£ kukAou^ T d p am ,” or “do not disturb my 
circles” ), right before he was killed by a soldier who first asked him who he was 
(and who would have carried out the emphatic order to spare Archimedes's life if 
the latter had taken the trouble to answer this question), are typical of this attitude: 
the total dedication and pigheadedness common to all mathematicians who deserve 
that name simultaneously form their strength and their weakness. The history of 
mathematics at Nijmegen provides an ample demonstration of this.
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Computer Science @ Nijmegen. A Perspective
Bart Jacobs & Hanno Wupper
Computer science as a scientific discipline is much younger than for instance 
physics, mathematics, and chemistry. Yet, it is older than one might think. The 
traditional view is that computer science is about algorithms and programming,
i.e., about designing and writing the software that tells computers how to perform 
certain tasks. Although programming is a non-trivial skill, certainly when multi­
million line programs and dozens o f fellow programmers are involved, it is in itself 
not an academic activity. The academic level appears in reflection -  in reflection, 
for instance, on programming, on programming techniques and algorithms for 
complicated tasks, on modelling of application domains and identifying relevant 
factors for intelligent decision-making, or on specification and verification of 
program properties, and on design, justification and evaluation of methods and 
techniques.
The working language of computer science is mathematical, and even more 
particularly, logical. Formal languages (given by syntax definitions) appear 
everywhere and form the basis for specification, execution and reasoning. The 
mathematics involved is often discrete, but sometimes also continuous in areas 
involving statistics or real-time interaction. The paradigm is predominantly 
deductive, although empirical methods grow in importance, for instance in areas 
where the underlying structures are not sufficiently understood or known. An 
intriguing illustration is emergent behaviour in agent systems.
What is computer science really? And what is its place in our Faculty? We shall 
investigate these questions along two orthogonal lines. First, we shall sketch the 
historical development of this discipline outside and later inside our Faculty along 
a time line of changing research questions. Second, we shall describe its position 
among the sciences represented in our Faculty from a thematically oriented 
perspective.
From Leibniz to Modern Computer Science
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) has been called the last universal scholar, 
but he also deserves to be called the first modern computer scientist. He was 
interested in the first research question of computer science -  a question that is as 
old as the abacus: How can machines be used for reliable and efficient calculations?
In Leibniz' time, machines were mechanical, and so the question was o f a technical 
nature: How can information be represented by the position of hands, buttons, 
tooth-wheels, etc., and how can the representation of the result of a computation 
be achieved by a mechanism? However, Leibniz did not only work on the technical
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issues of designing a calculator. His studies already comprise the four issues that are 
inseparably linked to modern computer science:
• The first question is by nature linguistic and philosophical: W hat does it mean to 
represent information?
• The second question is mathematical and notably logical: W hat are the rules, 
possibilities and limitations for the transformation o f information?
• The third question is concerned with a physical or engineering issue: W hat are 
the mechanical principles and how can we make them work?
• The fourth question addressed a societal issue: To which end can we use 
calculation machines?
It would take about two centuries before engineering could successfully overcome 
the mechanical problems Leibniz encountered. Not before the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century could advanced machines be used for calculations in offices 
and research institutes. These in turn became the object o f research in a branch of 
mathematics that was called numerical analysis.
In the course of the nineteenth century, a fifth, new question arose: How can we 
build and use programmable machines?
During the industrial revolution, mechanical calculators, programmable musical 
instruments and programmable looms had become omnipresent. The Englishman 
Charles Babbage combined the concepts “programmable” and “calculation” 
and designed the first programmable computer. Like Leibniz, he had to face up to 
mechanical problems. The first feasible programmable computers could not be built 
before electricity became widely available. As a consequence, the first electrical and 
subsequently electronic computers were built around the middle of the twentieth 
century. During the first decades of their existence, they required a lot of money, 
space, electricity and air conditioning.
Between the seventeenth century and the twentieth, Leibniz' linguistic, 
philosophical, logical, and societal issues had given rise to separate disciplines - 
disciplines that would typically be considered to belong to the realm of academia.
The Second World War boosted developments in computer technology, notably in 
the United Kingdom, America, and Germany. Konrad Zuse (in Germany) and Alan 
Turing (in England) both understood that the design of computers did not depend 
on a specific technology (cogs, relays, bulbs) and at the same time anticipated that 
programmable computers would become much more powerful in the future. This 
gave rise to a new series of questions: Where will these developments take us? Where 
will they end? Are there limits, independent of the development of technology? And 
thus, the following new, theoretical research question arose: W hat is computability in 
principle?
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Turing established a theory of computing in 1936. Soon, the concept of a universal 
machine emerged. From that moment onwards, research divided into two branches:
• Hardware design and construction, where the leading question was: How can 
we build universal machines that are faster and cheaper than other universal 
machines? With the advance of technology, this research line became more and 
more expensive. It now falls into the domain of technical universities and the 
computer industry.
• Leibniz' original considerations were now transformed to focus on software. 
Given our knowledge that we can build universal machines, this type of 
research can best be done independently of any hardware. In their reformulated 
form, the questions become:
• linguistic and philosophical: What does it mean to represent information in 
computers? Where will it end? Can machines think?
• mathematical and logical: What are the rules, possibilities and limitations of 
universal machines? Can we keep control over machines?
• software engineering: How can we make working software?
In truth, Turing and others were actually doing research on the medieval quest 
for the homunculus; like their predecessors some centuries earlier, they wondered 
how one could distinguish a homunculus, if made, from a human being. That is 
the question of the so-called Turing Test. But m ost o f the time, such philosophical 
thoughts were overshadowed by the question how best to defeat the enemy and how 
to survive at all.
At the end of the Second World War, research was stimulated by a new set of 
questions, of which the following two were the m ost important:
First, how can language be translated by computers?
Once programmable computers and a theory of computing had become available, 
the question of translation arose. Can computers translate natural language, and 
if yes, how? There was much optimism concerning that issue around 1960, but the 
more research was done on the syntax and semantics of natural languages, the more 
difficult this problem turned out to be. But there was also that other question: How 
can programming languages be translated into machine code? This question looked 
much more promising, and the second half of the twentieth century has brought 
forward the successful discipline of compiler construction.
Second, what are good programming languages?
This question is the consequence of a quality shift that distinguishes computer 
science from the natural sciences. The development, construction, and improvement 
of Bunsen burners are certainly appreciated by chemists, but these issues do not 
themselves form part of chemical research. Biologists use microscopes, astronomers 
use telescopes, but both groups of scientists leave the development of such devices to 
engineers and the necessary theory to the science of optics. But computer scientists, 
like mathematicians, also perform research on the tools themselves that are needed
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for their research. With increasing frequency, they also develop sophisticated tools 
for colleagues in other sciences (like genomics) in a new field known as e-science. 
One may in fact argue that some of these new developments would be impossible 
without these tools.
Translation was quickly understood to such an extent that programming languages 
became independent of the machine language of specific hardware. They could 
simply be translated by (other, special) computer programs. While hardware 
engineers, mainly in the US, designed increasingly powerful machines, an increasing 
number o f universities and mathematical institutes, many of which in Europe, 
became interested in the design of programming languages that supported the 
development of correct computer programs. This research line had a linguistic and 
mathematical nature, and compilers were written to translate such languages.
Meanwhile, software engineering had indeed become a problem, and Edsger W. 
Dijkstra and others raised the question: How can correct programs be obtained 
systematically? By the time this question was asked, the field of Computer Science 
had become an autonomous and independent discipcline, which focused, in general 
terms, on computer- generated behaviour.
Computer Science at Nijmegen’s Faculty of Science 
In1957, the Catholic University Nijmegen received its long-awaited Faculty of 
Science. Its buildings were erected on a remote part of the campus, behind what 
would soon be called “the widest road of the Netherlands.” It was the only faculty 
on the Nijmegen campus that was surrounded by an insurmountable fence. There 
was plenty of money for modern laboratories. Yet, for three different reasons, 
computer science was not thought to have to go into the buildings behind the fence. 
First, hardware research had already become too expensive and was therefore happily 
left to technical universities and industry. Second, language, philosophy, and logic 
‘belonged' to the faculties on the other side of both the fence and the wide road. 
Finally, software engineering was not yet considered an academic issue, simply 
because the available hardware and the absence of networks limited complexity. 
Numerical analysis was studied at the Faculty's Department of Mathematics; several 
other disciplines used computers; and soon, the Faculty would have its computer 
graphics group and its computer centre, but not yet a department of computer 
science.
In 1971, the Minister o f Education asked for more attention for this ‘new' 
discipline, and our University was one of the first that had the courage to set up a 
Computer Science Department. But where should this Department be put within the 
University's organisation? Should it be placed in the inter-faculty domain because 
of its relevance to all other disciplines? Or should it become part of the Faculty 
of Science because of its affinity to mathematics and physics? After some political 
struggles, the Faculty o f Science won the battle, and the new Department was place 
inside its fence.
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Kees Koster, the Department's founding father, was one of the European pioneers 
in all three research areas that were at the time considered to constitute the 
centre of computer science: translation, programming languages, and systematic 
programming. On the other side of the wide road, a Department of Artificial 
Intelligence would later emerge at the Faculty of Social Sciences, and it took years 
until the two found the right kind synergy. In fact, only recently has it been agreed 
to provide joint teaching programmes. The new Department was small, yet broad, as 
it addressed all the o f the above-mentioned research questions. It was successful in 
teaching: right from the beginning, its graduates contributed to the development of 
information technology, mainly in the industrial domain. Still, the symbolic fence 
around the Faculty inhibited cooperation with linguistics, philosophy, and social 
sciences.
Fig. 1: Kees Koster, the founder o f  Nijmegen’s Department of  
Computer Science (source: Faculty Photographic Services)
Nevertheless, the three actual research questions became more interconnected and 
important. In order to understand what constituted a good programming language, 
languages had to be implemented, which in turn stimulated research on translation, 
whereupon large compilers had to be programmed, which again stimulated research 
in program construction, which then gave new insight in what a good language 
would be, etc. As a consequence, though implicitly, a new general research question 
arose: How can we understand difficult problems as language problems in order to tackle 
them systematically?
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Many IT-problems can indeed be understood as language problems. But instead of 
propagating this clear message, computer science, introverted as it tends to be, hid 
large amounts of universally useful results under the name “compiler construction.”
Figure 2 : The Departm ent's IBM  
370. This w as one o f  the strongest 
computer available in the 1970s 
(source: Faculty Photographic 
Services)
The Computer Science Department has gone through a series of reorganisations 
during its brief existence, both internally and externally. In fact, for about ten years, 
it formed a separate Faculty together with mathematics. Its current place and order 
is the result and consequence o f two parallel developments in the discipline itself.
i. A stronger thematic focus
When, in the middle of the last century, the first computers and programming 
languages appeared, the requirements and cultures of different application areas 
were considered to be so incompatible as to require a different programming 
language and method for each. There were, first, ‘scientific' (versus ‘administrative') 
computing systems, and later information systems, embedded systems, image 
processing, symbolic computation, theorem proving, security, and artificial 
intelligence. They all had -  and partly still have -- their individual professorial chairs 
both at Nijmegen and elsewhere. The advantages of such a division are obvious: they 
allow for a domain-specific common culture, a common foundation on the same 
theory, and a strong focus on goals that society considers relevant. Such domain- 
specific research groups can be transient, however. Sooner or later their results may 
become so general that they can be integrated with other results into the body of the 
discipline as a whole.
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This happened, for example, after decades of research on programming languages. 
Now it is understood that a good programming language can be used for virtually 
any application area, albeit in connection with well-chosen development methods 
and domain-specific specification languages.
Nowadays, methods are being integrated. A local example is the integration of 
the former groups on embedded systems, information systems, and functional 
programming. After they had for long years each followed their own ways, which 
were inspired by quite different problems, it is now clear that they have a new 
research question in common, on which it is profitable to work together: How can 
the environment o f a system and the requirements for that system be modelled in such a 
way that the system can be developed and verified systematically?
This model-based approach is also present in the other two, more domain-oriented 
themes of the actual Faculty research institute, namely security and intelligent 
system.
2. Broadening
After a long period of concentrating on questions related to the exact sciences, 
computer science is now broadening again, becoming much more what Leibniz had 
in mind. Neither the use nor the development of IT-systems can be understood 
without a good understanding of their users' and stakeholders' way of thinking 
and communicating. Research therefore pays increasing attention to organisations, 
management, communication, natural language, and architecture.
With respect to teaching, it is now generally agreed that an all-round computer 
scientist should have a broader and deeper education than is offered by given 
bachelor and master curriculum. Nijmegen therefore now offers two studies, each 
possessing a different centre of gravity. The first, Computer Science, pays more 
attention to the exact, mathematical, and technical aspects, the second, Information 
Science, pays more attention to ‘soft' areas and therefore shares some teaching with 
other faculties. The latter programme attracts students who, due to their limited 
background in the exact sciences, would not be ideal students of Computer Science.
At the same time, the more technical areas are also broadening in scope. It is 
understood that embedded systems and systems that have to be secure cannot be 
designed in a provably correct way unless their environment is also modelled. This 
environmental aspect is present in the underlying question: How can we build the 
right system and not ju st a system that is right?
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Figures 3 and 4 : Working in the barracks: the early years o f  the Department (source: Faculty Photographic 
Services)
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Computer Science in Change
Having offered a more historically oriented sketch of the development of the field 
of computer science before and after it arrived at Nijmegen, let us now also throw a 
more thematically oriented glance at this discipline. We shall therefore briefly focus 
on the position of computer science among the natural sciences and in a Science 
Faculty.
Constructed behaviour
The natural sciences aim at understanding “nature,” which we shall here define as 
encompassing both living and lifeless nature. The former is the object of study in 
biology and the latter in physics. O f course we are well aware o f the fact that there 
are no sharp boundaries between these fields. Moreover, we understand biology and 
physics in a broad sense, containing for instance also chemistry.
The natural sciences (physics in particular) possess a technological side, in which 
scientific insights are used in the production of instruments and mechanical 
machines, whose primary goal is to facilitate human beings in their physical 
labour. Once the laws of nature are understood to sufficient depth, they may be 
implemented in artefacts, which may help to render life easier, safer, less harsh, 
or more pleasant in general. O f course, these instruments and machines may 
also be used for more destructive purposes. Until far into the twentieth century, 
technological artefacts typically possessed such a physical orientation.
Mathematics is quite different, as it focuses on nature of Plato's heaven. It lacks 
the just mentioned physical or technological dimension, but is important as 
the universal language that structures our scientific thinking. Its “unreasonable 
effectiveness” (Eugene Wigner) is well-known and requires no further discussion 
here.
Computer science, too, has a realm of its own. It is neither concerned with the 
spontaneous behaviour of living nature (covered by biology) nor the mechanical, 
law-based behaviour of lifeless nature (physics), but with constructed behaviour.
The science of computing studies artificial behaviour arising from a computer that 
executes a program. This kind of behaviour may be short-lived, for instance in the 
case of a simple program that performs some transformation of its input, or long- 
lived when a program is meant to execute ‘for ever', like an operating system. In 
this case, one generally speaks of a process. Such long-lived programs also display 
behaviour, in response to user actions, as a result of incoming network traffic, or 
triggered by certain internal states. Indeed, such programs are usually described 
formally as state-based systems, in terms of autom ata or transition systems.
The artificial behaviour studied in computer science is in a sense also law-based (like 
behaviour in physics), but the laws are man-made rules, laid down in programs 
and in their semantics. Programs are finitely generated formal expressions whose 
semantics is determined by compilers that produce low-level machine instructions 
that are carried out in hardware.
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Much of computer science focuses on the study of properties of this constructed 
behaviour. Here, the relevant questions are: How should we formulate these 
properties in suitable specification languages, and how should we enforce them?
In general, one may distinguish positive, wanted properties (such as a certain 
functionality or performance) from negative, unwanted ones, which are typical for 
computer security ( “an attacker should not be able to do x or y” ).
One may wonder where the scientific challenge lies in studying properties of rule- 
based self-constructed behaviour. After all, in programming everything is under 
control, so enforcement o f particular properties should be easy. But so far, we have 
been silent about one crucial aspect, namely complexity. Starting from simple rules 
(if-then-else, value-assignment) with repetition (while-do-od), a finitely generated 
program may produce amazingly complex, possibly everlasting behaviour. Possible 
concurrent (parallel) execution may complicate this situation even further. By 
combining such low level, elementary steps, one may see “emergent behaviour” that 
cannot be reduced (easily) to the underlying structure.
Actual programs often consist of (hundreds of) millions o f lines o f code and are 
far too complex to be understood by individual human beings. They are the joint 
product of tens or hundreds or thousands of programmers, sometimes collaborating 
closely within a single organisation (like M icrosoft), and sometimes collaborating 
without much apparent structure, like in open source projects (linux, firefox, open 
office, apache).
The study of such complex artefacts requires abstraction. This is one of the key 
concepts in computer science. Complex systems and behaviour can only be 
understood if they are “sliced up” in different layers of abstraction, each with their 
own interface to the outside world and their own hidden internal implementations. 
A typical example is a network stack used to organise modern network devices, 
consisting of a physical layer (electricity in wires or light in fibres), a data link layer 
(reliable point-to-point transm ission), a network layer (taking network topology 
into account), a transport layer (delivering end-to-end communication), and an 
application layer. Sometimes computer science is even described as the science of 
complexity. Its techniques of abstraction, implementation hiding, modularity and 
refinement have relevance beyond computing and may be used to structure results in 
the increasingly pervasive sciences.
As we have seen, the technological manifestations of the natural sciences are 
traditionally aimed at supporting and alleviating human physical labour. In contrast, 
computer science technology supports intellectual (mind) labour. It helps, for 
instance, to plan, organise, calculate, or to order.
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Models
Natural sciences capture reality in mathematical models, such as are given by a set 
of differential equations, for describing (as solutions) the amounts of the different 
substances in a chemical reaction or the positions of a particular mechanical system. 
In computer science, one also uses mathematical models. They are typically not 
continuous but discrete, involving logical descriptions of states and state changes, 
for instance in terms of pre- and post-conditions. Typical properties that one may 
wish to prove about such models are that certain states are (or are not) reachable 
from a given initial state. There are clear similarities with the classical mathematical 
theory of (linear) dynamical systems developed by Rudolf E. Kalman.
However, models in computer science are mostly discrete, and not continuous.
In analysing them one often runs into the so-called state-explosion problem: 
the number of states that is needed in an adequate model is beyond the power of 
existing analysis techniques. Indeed, analysing such models often involves dealing 
with all possible discrete possibilities, arising for instance from multiple nested 
if-then-else statements. Special computer programs (theorem provers and model 
checkers) are used to analyse the complexities of such models.
There is another important sense in which computer science models are non- 
continuous: changing one bit may lead to completely different behaviour, which may 
provoke dramatic consequences in terms of damage or even loss of human lives.
As in many modelling activities, there is the question of what to abstract from and 
what to put into one's models. There are usually several options, depending on 
one's perspective: performance, functionality, resource consumption, security, etc. 
This leads to different models and to different analysis methods and tools. Such 
modelling activities most clearly illustrate the similarities with other disciplines in 
our Science Faculty.
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